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Lockdale Coins & Collectables Auction #140: 19th & 20th November 2016 
Lockdales, 52 Barrack Square, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 3RF 

 
From the West: Take the A14 round 
the outside of Ipswich, go over the 
Orwell Bridge. 
 

Continue on the A14 and take the turnoff 
onto the A12 towards Woodbridge. 
 

Barrack Square is opposite the BT 
Adastral Park Tower (a square-topped 
tower you will see from miles away) 
 

You will drive past the BT tower on your 
right. Double-back round the 
roundabout as per illustration. Now the 
tower will be on your left. 
 

52 Barrack Square is past the 3 war 
memorials. See back cover for a photo of 
our premises. Free parking in the area. 

 
 

COMPLIMENTARY TEAS & COFFEES AVAILABLE. 
 

VIEWING ON THE AUCTION DAYS FROM 8.00am. 
 

When viewing on the auction days you will need to fill in a viewing list with your name and 
address once you have registered with Carly.  Staff will then provide items for you to see. 

 

We strongly recommend that those wishing to view many items attend viewing prior to the 
auction days, available from Monday 7th November. 

 
 

We ask that customers wait until after 3pm Monday 21st November before making post-sale 
enquiries. Information is unavailable before then. Invoices will be sent out in due course.  

 

We do not open on bank holidays. 
 

The Buyers Premium is 17.25% 
 

Valuation Days 
 

We conduct special valuation days at venues all around the UK. No appointment is necessary at such events, and valuations are 
provided free of charge.  We look forward to meeting all our customers in person, and hope to see you soon.  We are always 
keen to consign goods to auction, or to make cash purchases. 
 

Many events will be scheduled throughout the year. Up-to-date details of events are  on our website www.lockdales.com 
 

Valuations are available at our Martlesham premises, please call first to make an appointment.  In the case of high value 
collections we are happy to send one of our representatives to visit you.  We will travel overseas to collect your goods if you 
have guaranteed that you will consign to our auction, or will accept a purchase offer agreed prior to travel. 
 

Bidders Terms : Returns Policy 
 

Please inspect thoroughly all lots purchased upon collection or postal receipt.  Returns can only be made within 7 days of 
receipt, with written explanation of the reasons why.  Items can only be returned if significantly mis-described, or if proven to 
be inauthentic when sold as genuine.  Bulk lots cannot be returned and thus we strongly advise viewing such lots in person. 
The nature of what constitutes a bulk lot is determined at Lockdales’ discretion.  Returned lots will only be accepted if returned 
in the same condition they were received in.  We seek to stress by these terms: that the practices and etiquette of sale by auction 
are different from those relevant to sale by private treaty. Items in our auction are not sold “on approval”. Bidders should be 
certain of the nature of each lot before bidding.  We do not refund postal charges. 
 
*We do not accept any returns on specifically German medals & militaria. These items are 
considered ‘sold as seen’ and should only be bought in full knowledge and acceptance of these 
terms.  Neither do we accept returns of bulk lots.  Please ensure you have viewed items thoroughly. 

 

For the rest of our Bidders Terms see end of catalogue.

http://www.lockdales.com/
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Day 1 : Saturday 19th November 2016 
 

Two auction rooms: 
 
 
 

Page Room 1 Order of Sale (9.30am) Lot Numbers 
     

4 Medals & Militaria 1 - 1033 
 
 
 

Page Room 2 Order of Sale (10.00am) Lot Numbers 
     

42 A Collection from a Private Museum 1034 - 1079 
44 Weapons 1080 - 1189 
51 Sporting Programmes & Ephemera 1190 - 1307 
58 Banknotes 1308 - 1365 
60 Ancient & Hammered Coins 1366 - 1550 
70 Exonumia (Tokens & Medallions) 1551 - 1620 
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Day 1, Room 1, 9.30am 
 

Medals & Militaria 
 

 
 

1 17th/21st Lancers NCO's Arm Insignia for CPL's to 
W.O.1, large skull badge which was mounted on the 
saddle cloth horse harness, and a Blue & yellow device to 
support plume on the Lance Cap for Officers (3) £25 - £30

2 17th/21st Lancers No 1 Dress with Cap for W/O CL1 
and upwards. Cap made by Herbert Johnson. Jacket with 
buttons and collars, chain mail shoulders, and cloth 21L 
badge to sleeve £50 - £60

3 1914-15 star a rare original unnamed example GVF 
£45 - £55

4 1914-1918 rare "Specimen" Victory medal, stamped 
"Specimen" on rim, GVF £55 - £65

5 1914 Pattern Leather ammunition pouch. This is the 
second pattern with two fastening straps. In used 
condition with all straps and buckles intact £80 - £90

6 1914 star a rare original unnamed example, GVF 
£65 - £75

 

 
 

7 1914 Star and original Mons Bar Trio (7238 Pte C 
Muschamp 1/Shrops L.I.) and Service Medal of the 
Order of St John (18993 Div Supt Charles H. 
Muschamp. Monmouth Div 1938). Clasp confirmed on 
MIC. GVF (4) £140 - £150

8 1914 Star Trio to T-29684 Dvr A G Vernon ASC (3) 
£60 - £65

9 1914 Star Trio with original Aug-Nov clasp (CH.8393 
Pte C H Hanson R.M.Brigade), (RMLI on Pair), and GV 
Naval LSGCM (CH.8393 C H Hanson, Private, RMLI). 
With copy service records and much research, Charles 
Henry Hanson was born at Hackney, London. Wounded 
in Action 30/4/1915 in the foot by shrapnel. Served 
Dunkirk and at the Defence of Antwerp. EF (4) £300 - £350

10 1914 Star Trio with original Aug-Nov clasp (L-10223 Pte 
A E Johnson 4/Midd'x Regt). Confirmed to MIC. 
Mounted as worn. Polished (3) £100 - £110

11 1914 Star Trio with original Mons clasp to 67463 Gnr G 
Doulon RFA (pair named 67463 Sjt G Donlon RA). 
Medal Card confirms medals and clasp, served 38th Bde. 
GVF (3) £100 - £120

12 1914 Star (with Aug-Nov clasp) BWM & Victory Medal 
plus Death Plaque and Casualty Scroll to CH6950 Pte 
Thomas Howe RMLI. Died 4/12/1918 aged 44 serving 
on HMS President III. Buried Abney Park Cemetery, 
born Wandsworth, London. Plus a BWM & Victory 
Medal to 3069 Pte R Reynolds 17th London Regt. 
Housed in two large modern frames £200 - £250

13 1914 Star, BWM (70874 Gnr W E Thake RFA) served 
with 22nd Bde, and KGVI Special Constabulary Medal 
(Walter E. Thake) Kent Police. GVF (3) £70 - £75

14 1915 Star and Victory Medal to 11871 Pte J Doughty 
K.O.Sco.Bord. Served with 2nd Bn (2) £28 - £30

15 1915 Star named T.S.2908 J W long TR RNR. With 
copy service papers, born Brisbane, Australia (1) £25 - £30

 

 
 

16 1915 Star to 2873 Pte A Sinclair A & S Highlanders. A 
sports medal to C.Q.M.S. T Williams MM 90th Field 
Coy RE. and a Fake Canadian Memorial Cross (3) £24 - £26

17 1915 Star to 4159 Pte L Craig Manchester Regt. Killed 
In Action 13/2/1917 with the 12th Bn. Born Ardwick, 
Manchester. On the Thiepval Memorial. (1) £40 - £45

 

18 1915 Star to J.12193 Norman Birch AB RN. Died 
11/11/1917 on HMS "M15" RN, sunk by German 
Submarine UC-38. On the Portsmouth Memorial. Lived 
Altrincham, Cheshire. VF (1) £44 - £46

 
19 1915 Star to S-1020 Pte G G Robson Rif Brigade. Killed 

In Action 3rd Sept 1916 with the 11th Bn. Born Barry, 
Glam. On the Thiepval Memorial. (1) £34 - £36

 

 
 

20 1915 Star Trio and Death Plaque to 19433 Pte Frank 
Gallagher L.N.Lan Regt. Killed In Action with the 6th 
Bn on 9/2/1917. Born Bolton. On the Basra Memorial. 
VF (4) £240 - £260

 
21 1915 Star Trio Lieut P A Tharp R.W. Kent R. (pair 

named Capt P A Tharp). Went to Gallipoli July 1915. 
His address is given as Queen Elizabeth's School, 
Cranbrook, Kent. GVF (3) £240 - £250

 
22 1915 Star Trio mounted as worn to KW-765 Henry 

Curtis AB RNVR. Killed In Action 27/8/1915 serving 
with Drake Bn RN Div. Buried Pink Farm Cemetery, 
Helles. Born Conisboro. Medals tarnished nVF (3) £100 - £110

 
23 1915 Star Trio mounted as worn (9582 Pte W Arkwright 

R.Lanc.R. (3) £50 - £55

 
24 1915 Star Trio to 16-1223 Pte W Illingworth W.York 

Regt. VF small edge bump to Victory Medal (3) £50 - £55
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25 1915 Star Trio to 16715 Pte F Clements ASC, and 
Defence Medal named F Clements Peppard HG. 
Together with a large wooden plaque named to 
Clements from the Parish of Peppard 1914-1918. (Near 
Reading). Framed £60 - £65

26 1915 Star Trio to 200736 Pte J H Powell R. Berks Regt. 
Plus 5x silver Horticultural Medals, and a few coins (qty) 
Framed £80 - £85

27 1915 Star Trio to 2561 Pte T Armstrong High L.I. 
Served with the 1/6th Bn (3) £60 - £65

28 1915 Star Trio to 41941 Pnr M H Dare RE. Killed In 
Action 15/8/1915 with 68th Field Coy RE. Buried 
Green Hill Cemetery. Born Salcombe, Devon. VF (3) £170 - £180

29 1915 Star Trio to 8332 L.Cpl J S Rush Essex Regt (3) 
£50 - £60

 
30 1915 Star Trio to G-14408 L.Cpl H Church R.Fus. With 

Silver War Badge B32629 (for Wounds). Served with 
13th Bn. (3+1) £70 - £75

 
31 1915 Star Trio to L-22643 Dvr G D Briaris RFA (pair 

named L-22643 Dvr G D Briairs RA). Plus 6x London 
School Medals. Born Rotherhithe. (3+6) £40 - £45

 
32 1915 Star Trio (1573 Pte H J Legg 3/Bn A.I.F.), and 

ANZAC Medal (cased) named H J Legg. His Returned 
From Active Service Badge No 88855 (confirmed as his), 
plus Cap Badge. £150 - £200

 
33 1915 Star Trio (299855 T Thomas STO.1.RN), with 

copy service records, born Birkenhead, Cheshire. Served 
a lot of time in the Cells ! (3) £50 - £55

 

 
 

34 1915 Star Trio (345508 C G Stewart PBR RN) and GV 
Naval LSGCM (345508 Christopher G. Stewart PLBR 
HMS Inconstant). With copy service records. Born 
Portsmouth. Unusual rank of Plumber ! GVF (4) £100 - £120

 
 

35 1915 Star Trio (5625 Pte F Ash A.Cyclist.Corps), and 
Death Plaque (Francis Bertram Ash). Died 14/11/1918 
serving with the 2/7th West Riding Regt. Born 
Lockridge, Wilts. Buried Little Hinton New Burial 
Ground. VF (4) £240 - £260

 

 
 

36 1915 Star Trio (8974 Sjt J H Bridger R.IR.Regt), GV
Army LSGCM (7109077 W.O.CL.II J H Bridger Ches 
R), and GV Meritorious Service Medal (swivel type) 
named 938 C.S.Mjr Instr J H Bridger A.G.S. MSM L/G 
Peace Gazette. (5) £200 - £250

 
37 1915 Star Trio (J.38990 A Goreham BOY.1.RN) and 

Royal Fleet Reserve GV LSGC Medal (J.38990 (CH B 
20617) A Goreham AB RFR). With copy service records, 
born Norwich. (4) £80 - £85

 
38 1915 Star Trio (Sjt W J Rainey 7th Infantry on Star), 

BWM & Victory Medal named (437772 Pte J Rainey 
C.A.S.C.). Died of Pneumonia 15/11/1918, buried 
Denain Communal Cemetery. Born Omagh, Ireland. 
Parents lived Kimberley, South Africa. (possibly a group 
or brothers medals, needs more research. Sold a/f (3) £50 - £60

 
39 1915 Star & Victory Medal to S-721 Sjt C Elston The 

Queens R. Killed In Action 1st July 1916 with the 7th 
Bn. Born Cobham, Surrey. Buried Dantzig Alley British 
Cemetery, Mametz. (2) £50 - £60

 
 

40 1915 trio to captain M A Matthews Lieut on star Royal 
engineers comes with some research accidentally 
wounded whist defusing a shell detonator   £150 - £160

 
 

41 24th Foot South Wales Borderers, silver plated meat dish 
cover, maker marked underneath. An early piece with a 
24/Egypt badge engraved to both sides £200 - £250

http://sto.1.rn/
http://w.o.cl.ii/
http://boy.1.rn/
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42 37th Yorkshire, West Riding Rifle Volunteer Corps, inc 
Pill Box Hat Badge and buttons, plus 3rd West Yorks 
Militia buttons pre 1855 in pewter (15) Rare £100 - £120

43 42nd Foot (Royal Highlanders, The Black Watch) large 
unmarked silver medal. Inter-Company Shield 1906 won 
by "E" Coy, L.Sergt R Burnett. Weight 29.2 gms £60 - £65

44 A box of modern books (9 hardback, 5 paperback) 
dealing with the Cavalry in the Peninsular War and in 
Belgium to Waterloo. All in good condition, most brand 
new. Buyer collects.  £20 - £25

45 Abyssinia War Medal to 716 Corpl. J. Craney 26th Regt. 
(Cameronians/Scottish Rifles) Joseph Craney served for 
20 years and 347 days in the Army and appeared in the 
Regimental Defaulters book 7 times and was tried by 
Court martial 4 times. £350 - £400

46 Adolf Hitler’s 1939 German edition of mine Kamp   
£45 - £50

47 Adolf Hitler’s Mein kampf scarce English illustrated 
edition by Hutchinson London   £25 - £30

48 Afghanistan Medal 1881 with Ahmed Khel clasp named 
to 1360 Sowar Narain Singh 19th Bl Lancers. Contact 
marks nVF £100 - £110

49 Afghanistan Medal 1881 with Ali Musjid clasp, named to 
195 Subadar Jeewan Singh B S & M. Confirmed to roll. 
GVF £100 - £110

50 Afghanistan Medal 1881 with Kabul clasp named to Lce 
Duffr Bhag Singh 5th Punjab Cav'y. Tiny edge nick GVF £100 - £110

51 Afghanistan Medal with bar Ali Musjid to 2153 Pte. C. 
Hampshire 4th Bn Rifle Bde. Charles Hampshire was 
born 1856 Wormshill, Kent. £280 - £300

52 Afghanistan Medal with bar Charasia to 1973 Corpl. C. 
Baillff 92nd Highrs. (2nd Gordon Highlanders) Papers 
confirm slightly different spelling Charles Henry Balieff 
was born Gibraltar enlisted in Dublin 28/09/1868 aged 
14. Comes with full research. £280 - £300

53 Afghanistan Medal with bar Kandahar to 511 Lce. 
Corpl. A. Shaw 65th Foot (York and Lancs R) served as 
a Signaller on Lines of communication thus only 22 men 
from the Regt. entitled to this bar. Austin Shaw was born 
Heeley Sheffield and attested age 20 years 9 mths on the 
18/09/1876. £280 - £300

54 Afghanistan Medal with bar Peiwar Kotal to 5656 Gr. P. 
Ryan G/3rd R.A. Patrick Ryan verified to Roll £280 - £300

55 Afghanistan Medal with bars Charasia and Kabul to 
7952 Sergt E. McCanlis G/3rd R.A. Edward McCanlis 
bars are verified to Roll £380 - £400

 

56 Africa General Service Medal EDVII with Somaliland 
1908-10 clasp (PO.11045 Pte G Slade RMLI HMS 
Philomel), and Naval GSM GV with Persian Gulf 1909-
1914 clasp (PO.11045 LCE. Corpl G Slade RMLI HMS 
Philomel). With copy service papers, born Bournemouth. 
Medals and naming very polished but visible, otherwise 
nVF, light contact marks (2) £140 - £150

57 African General Service medal with Kenya bar and 
general service medal with Cyprus bar both named to 
Lieut J C Kirkland Gloucester reg comes with large 
amount of research  £330 - £340

58 Air Force Cross: An exceptionally fine contemporary 
tailors copy of the A.F.C. Reverse with the cypher of 
George VI with its correct post 1919 ribbon. A quality 
copy. Full size and weight.  £120 - £130

59 Air Ministry stamped Escape whistle RAF interest plus 
"O" very fine enamelled sweetheart & a "B" Bombardiers 
sweetheart in silver, last two possibly mess dress quality ? 
GVF £55 - £65

 

 
 

60 Albert Edward Woodbridge Royal Flying Corps - an 
interesting and unique lot of personal items including 
Portrait Photo, Wallet with photo, letter posted to Mrs S 
Woodbridge of Brightwell Lane, Westcliffe on Sea, RAF 
Wings, RAF peaked cap badge, and various buttons, with 
a silver collar. Born Southend on Sea, educated at 
Westcliff & Mercers School. It is believed that one of the 
four Albatross D.Vs he and Donald Cunnell claimed on 
6/7/1917 was piloted by Manfred von Richthofen who 
was wounded in the head in the morning. Woodbridge 
was himself Wounded In Action on 31/7/1917 but 
rejoined his squadron going on to score three more 
Victories. On 29/12/1917 2nd Lieut Woodbridge 
received the Royal Aero Club Aviators Certificate 5696 
on a Maurice Farman biplane at Ruislip. During a 
London to India flight in 1929 he and two others were 
killed when the Imperial Airways mail plane he was 
piloting crashed in flames at Jask. £150 - £200

61 American WWII stars & stripes flag, marked USN 1942, 
maker Norfolk Virginia £65 - £75

62 Army Air Corps, 1st and 6th Airborne, Parachute 
Regiment and Combined Operations WW2 printed and 
embroided cloth formation sign badges, shoulder titles 
and rank insignia (8 items) £70 - £80

 

 
 

63 Army of India Medal with bar Bhurtpoor to M. Darlow 
14th Foot (W. Yorks Regt.) Matthew Darlow served in 
the 4th Coy. of the 14th Foot and was born Odill, 
Bedfordshire in 1798. Enlisted 24/05/1813 and served 
23 years and 350 days until 20/09/1831. Comes with full 
research. £1000 - £1200

http://d.vs/
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64 Army Officers Khaki drill slip-on shoulder rank insignia, 
WW2 and later. Mostly British (approx 40+ items) £40 - £50

65 Ashantee Medal with bar Coomassie to 678 Pte. J. Green 
1/ W.I. Regt. James Green served in the West Indies 
Regt after attesting 04/02/1865, came from Manchester 
and spent much of career in prison after military trials, 
comes with full research £280 - £300

66 Assorted Drum spares inc wooden hoops, skins, rope 
traces, and leather work (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

67 Assorted Drum spares inc wooden hoops, skins, rope 
traces, and leather work (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

68 ATS defence and war medals with soldiers service and 
pay book ats release book photos etc. to W/284381 Pte 
Gladys Dimmock no 2 London ATS   £50 - £55

69 ATS Khaki Drill Uniform. Extremely scarce original 
ATS KD four pocket jacket with internal Field Dressing 
Pocket, matching ATS KD Skirt, KD Aertex Shirt and a 
pair of KD button up ATS Gaiters. £180 - £200

70 ATS medals, photos, ATS release book to W/215777 Pte 
Joan Irene Butler 576 coy RASC Norfolk & Suffolk ATS   £35 - £40

71 Badge - Anglo-French Ambulance Corps silver plated 
fold-over lug £80 - £85

 

 
 

72 Badge - A.R.P. - Y - Rescue, probably relates to Fairfield 
Shipbuilding and Engineering in Glasgow (prob. made 
by T. Fattorini of Birmingham (partly obscured by 
crescent fitting) WW2 period £45 - £50

 

 
 

73 Badge - A.R.P. Manchester Royal Infirmary WW2 
enamel pin badge No. 109. Maker -Fattorini & Sons, 
London. £45 - £50

 

 
 

74 Badge - Cap Badge - original, scarce, WW1 
Middlesborough Volunteer Training Corps. Gilt 
Officer's (possibly) Cap Badge (not listed in Kipling & 
King) marked J.R. Gaunt, London on reverse £70 - £75

75 Badge - Cheshire Vol. Regt. Honorary member, scarce 
version of the WW1 enamelled badge. Maker - Thomas 
Fattorini, Bolton. £45 - £50

76 Badge - Chota Nagpur Light Horse white metal badge -
tests as silver. Has a pin fitting. £60 - £65

 

 
 

77 Badge - Falkland Islands Volunteer Defence Force white 
metal badge £20 - £25

78 Badge - Ferguson Brothers (Port Glasgow) Ltd. National 
Service WW2 enamel badge No. 353. Maker T. 
Fattorini, Birmingham £30 - £35

79 Badge - French wounded Emergency Fund British 
enamel WW1 badge. Maker Thomas Fattorini , Bolton. 
Replacement pin and repair to the hinge. This fund was 
established in 1914 to assist French Mility Hospitals, £30 - £35

80 Badge - Friends Ambulance Unit (Quaker Unit) - very 
scarce bronze badge by Toye & Co. Of London F.A.U. 
cipher within full title on front. Original pin fitting to the 
reverse £240 - £250

 

 
 

81 Badge - Haileybury School Juniors O.T.C. - original 
example of this rare badge. Has a blackened finish and a 
slider fitting £70 - £75

82 Badge - Imperial Yeomanry Cadet's Collar 
£20 - £25

 

 
 

83 Badge - Norfolk Regiment o/r Helmet Plate c1881-1901
£50 - £55
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84 Badge - Norton Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd. On National 
Service WW2 enamel badge No. 714. Maker - probably 
T. Fattorini of Birmingham. £25 - £30

 

 
 

85 Badge - On Government Service - Frazer Bros. enamel 
badge . Maker - T. Fattorini, Bolton £30 - £35

86 Badge - original 14th King's Hussars Badge 
£25 - £30

87 Badge - original 15th King's Hussars, pre 1922 Badge 
£20 - £25

88 Badge - original 19th (Q.A.O.R.) Hussars Badge 
£20 - £25

89 Badge - original 3rd. County of London Imperial 
Yeomanry Sharp Shooters £30 - £35

90 Badge - original Duke of Cambridge Middlesex 
Yeomanry (Hussars) Badge + 3 Imperial Yeomanry 
Buttons £20 - £25

 

 
 

91 Badge - original Edinburgh University Training Corps 
(T.A.) silver plated and enamel badge £20 - £25

 

 
 

92 Badge - original Fettes College O.T.C. Edinburgh 
£20 - £25

93 Badge - original Glamorgan Imperial Yeomanry Badge 
£25 - £30

94 Badge - original Gloucestershire Pouch badge 
£20 - £25

95 Badge - original Hertford Grammar School O.T.C. 
£30 - £35

96 Badge - original Household Battalion 1916 -18 Badge 
£20 - £25

97 Badge - original Imperial Service College O.T.C. 
£20 - £25

98 Badge - original Irish - 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars
£30 - £35

99 Badge - original King's Dragoon Guards N.C.O. (poss.) 
Badge £20 - £25

100 Badge - original King Edward School, Birmingham, 
O.T.C. £25 - £30

101 Badge - original London Scottish (probably) Glengarry 
Badge £20 - £25

102 Badge - original Magdalene College School Oxford 
O.T.C. £25 - £30

103 Badge - original Millfield School O.T.C. 
£20 - £25

 

 
 

104 Badge - original National Defence Co. (Edward VIII)
£20 - £25

105 Badge - original Norfolk Yeomanry Badge 
£20 - £25

106 Badge - original Rossall School O.T.C.  
£30 - £35

 
107 Badge - original Royal Welsh Fusiliers 

£20 - £25

 
108 Badge - original Sudbury Grammar School O.T.C., 

Suffolk, rare badge £50 - £55

 

 
 

109 Badge - original The Princess of Wales Own Yorkshire 
Regiment (1896-1908) £25 - £30

 
110 Badge - original unmarked Silver 10th Prince of Wales 

Own Hussars £70 - £75

 
111 Badge - original, either, Norfolk Imperial Yeomanry or 

Military Provost Staff Corps Badge £25 - £30

 
112 Badge - original, Liverpool College C.C.F. 

£25 - £30

 
113 Badge - original, Portsmouth School O.T.C. 

£20 - £25
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114 Badge - Royal Warwickshire Home Guard silver badge 
missing points of horns £20 - £25

 

 
 

115 Badge - Serbian Units Branch 
£25 - £30

 

 
 

116 Badge - Southwick Shipbuilding Yard National Service 
WW2 enamel badge No. 584. Maker T. Fattorini, 
Birmingham £40 - £45

117 Badge - St. Andrew's Ambulance Association (possible 
War Service) enamel badge. Back reads "No. 315 N.S. 
(poss. stands for National Service). £25 - £30

118 Badge - The Gas Light & Coke Co. Public Service 
enamel badge, WW1 period £30 - £35

 
119 Badge - Third Norfolk Rifle Volunteer Corps w/m 

helmet plate. Nice badge £120 - £140

 
120 Badge - Timber Corps Women's Land Army silvered 

Badge. A rare pin back example by Walker & Hall Ltd., 
Sheffield £170 - £180

 

 
 

121 Badge - University & Public Schools Service Bn. silver 
Mufti badge, scarce example. Hallmarked "JF 
Birmingham, 1914". (18th, 19th 20th and 21st University 
& Public Schools Service Battalions were part of the 
Royal Fusiliers and were raised in 1914. They were 
disbanded between 1916 and 1918.) £120 - £130

 
 

122 Badge - unmarked silver Royal Artillery Pouch (possibly). 
Weight 29.4gms. £30 - £35

123 Badge - Victoria Cross, has a clasp fitting and has age
£30 - £35

 

 
 

124 Badge - Victorian 53rd Shropshire Regiment Glengarry 
Badge £30 - £35

 

 
 

125 Badge - Victorian 53rd Shropshire Regiment, Sergeants 
badge £30 - £35

 

 
 

126 Badge - Victorian Forage badge '85' (Shropshire 
Regiment) £25 - £30
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127 Badge - V.T.C., WW1 enamel badge "City Rifle Corps" 
(London possibly) £45 - £50

128 Badge - West Sussex Civil Guard WW1 period V.T.C. 
celluloid and metal badge £20 - £25

129 Badge - Worcestershire Regiment Officer's silver 
hallmarked badge marked "GY & Co., Chester, 1916". 
Weight 11gms.  £120 - £130

130 Badge - WW1 29th Division Badge of Honour for 
Gallantry under Fire large 4 holed sew-on version. Small 
chip to red enamel £120 - £130

 

 
 

131 Badge - WW1 enamel badge, "Eadie on Shell Work 
1915" (shows shell on front) . Maker - Vaughtons Ltd. 
Birm £60 - £65

132 Badge - WW2 unusual V.W. The Athenaeum Services 
Club (was located in Bury St. Edmunds) £20 - £25

 

 
 

133 Badge - Y.E.S. Ltd. Leeds, Engaged on War Work 
enamel badge. Maker - T. Fattorini, Bolton £35 - £40

134 Badge a VI 6th Commando cloth badge, still sewn to 
khaki cloth GVF £65 - £75

135 Badge a WW1 18th Eastern Division "ATN" shoulder 
badge, red thread on black circle, GVF £40 - £45

136 Badge Chota Nagpur Regt. A.F.I. white metal badge - 
tests as silver. Has a pin fitting £50 - £55

137 Badge scarce ww1 O.H.M.S W.S &co Ltd on war service 
badge no 899   £35 - £40

138 Badge scarce ww1 war munition volunteer lapel badge 
no 44772   £35 - £40

139 Badge WW1 V.T.C. badge, Volunteer Munitions 
Brigade - non enamel variety No'd 43 £45 - £50

140 Badge (1) - hat badge/ Collar, Ambulance Column, 
London District, bronze £40 - £45

141 Badges - (4) original Officer's Collars comprising 2 x The 
Royal Sussex Regiment and 2 x The Buffs £20 - £25

142 Badges - all original - Two boards appear to be Battlefield 
finds whilst one board is mainly Dunham Light Infantry 
and King's Liverpool Regiment. 3 boards = 58 items £50 - £55

143 Badges - Collar barges and shoulder titles - British Army 
WW1 and WW2 (approx 27 items) £30 - £40

144 Badges - mounted on boards, various with QV Crown, 
KK Numbers where known. Some possible restrikes (19) £60 - £65

145 Badges - West Yorkshire Regt Officers collars, buttons, 
pips and MC ribbon, with an old note 'These items were 
worn by Capt Westcott MC 9th West Yorks. Removed 
from Tunic when Killed 4/11/18'.  £25 - £30

146 Badges - (2) -Leicestershire Regiment Officer's silver & 
gilt badge stamped J.R. Gaunt, London, and one other 
ranks Leicestershire badge £30 - £35

147 Badges - (2) original bronze Officer's Hat Badges, The 
Welsh Regiment & Gloucestershire Regiment (marked 
J.R. Gaunt, London) £20 - £25

 
 

148 Badges - (2) original Queen Victoria School O.T.C., 
Dunblane and George Heriot's School O.T.C., 
Edinburgh £30 - £35

149 Badges - (2) Agricultural related. W.N.L.S.C. (WW1 
badge Women's National Land Service Corps. -
inaugurated 16th March 1916) and Women's Farm and 
Garden Association £40 - £45

 

 
 

150 Badges - (2) original - The Royal Sussex Regiment, 5th 
(C. Ports) Terr. Batt. Officer's bronze Hat Badge & 
Collar Badge £30 - £35

151 Badges - (2) original 3rd. King's Own Hussars and 10th 
Royal Hussars £20 - £25

152 Badges - (2) original 3rd. V.B. P.W.O. West Yorkshire 
Regiment (Leeds Rifles) in white metal and 8th Bn. 
P.W.O. West Yorkshire Regiment (Leeds Rifles) in brass £40 - £45

153 Badges - (2) original Cambridge University O.T.C. 
bronze badge and collar badge (possibly) £30 - £35

154 Badges - (2) original Denstone O.T.C. College Staffs' 
O.T.C. £30 - £35

155 Badges - (2) original Eton College O.T.C. and Harrow 
Rifles O.T.C. £40 - £45

156 Badges - (2) original Irish - 5th (Royal Irish) Lancers
£100 - £110

157 Badges - (2) original Irish - Inniskilling Dragoons and 
Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers £20 - £25

 

 
 

158 Badges - (2) original Leys School, Cambridge O.T.C. 
Hat and Collar Badges. Maker - T. Fattorini, 
Birmingham £25 - £30

159 Badges - (2) original North Somerset Yeomanry (George 
V) £20 - £25

160 Badges - (2) original Queen's Own Worcestershire 
Hussars bi-metal and brass economy £30 - £35

161 Badges - (2) original The King's School, Ely O.T.C. and 
St. Edmunds School O.T.C £40 - £45
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162 Badges - (2) original Tonbridge School O.T.C.  
£20 - £25

163 Badges - (2) R.E.M.E. silver badge marked "BM Silver" 
and one silver East Surrey Collar Badge marked "Sterling 
J.R. Gaunt, London". Total weight of both items 21gms. £40 - £45

164 Badges - (3) original 2 x Edinburgh University O.T.C. 
and 1 Birmingham University O.T.C £30 - £35

165 Badges - (3) original 3rd Carabiniers 
£20 - £25

166 Badges - (3) original all Canadian - 22nd Infantry 
Regiment, Wentworth Regiment, and Highland Cadets £30 - £35

167 Badges - (3) original all Canadian - C.E.F. McGill 
University C.O.T.C., Nova Scotia Technical College 
and Montreal University O.T.C. (probably) £45 - £50

168 Badges - (3) original all Ceylonese - Ceylon Cadet 
Battalion, Ceylon Volunteer Artillery and Ceylon Home 
Guard £50 - £55

169 Badges - (3) original all Ceylonese - Ceylon Engineer 
Volunteers, Ceylon Army Medical Corps and C.A.G.S.C £50 - £55

170 Badges - (3) original Irish - Royal Dublin Fusiliers 
£30 - £35

171 Badges - (3) original Irish - Royal Munster Fusiliers, one 
with a chunkier Tiger £30 - £35

172 Badges - (3) original Irish - The Leinster Regiment 
£30 - £35

173 Badges - (3) original London related; 7th City of London 
Battalion, 12th County of London (The Rangers), and 
19th London (St. Pancras) £30 - £35

174 Badges - (3) original London related; 16th County of 
London, 6th City of London (City of London Rifles) and 
23rd. Bn. The London Regiment £30 - £35

175 Badges - (3) original London related; 1st Surrey Rifles, 
Finsbury Rifles and 7th City of London Battalion £20 - £25

176 Badges - (3) original Q.A.R.A.N.C. Officer's gilt & silver 
Hat and Collar badges (Queen's crown) £20 - £25

177 Badges - (3) original Stamford School O.T.C., Clifton 
College, Bristol O.T.C. and King's School, Canterbury 
O.T.C.  £40 - £45

178 Badges - (3) original St. Paul's School O.T.C., Wellington 
College O.T.C. and Rugby School, O.T.C. £40 - £45

179 Badges - (3) original Sutton Valence School O.T.C. 
Maidstone, Chigwell School O.T.C. Essex and 
Cranleigh School C.C.F., Surrey £40 - £45

180 Badges - (3) original Wellington College O.T.C. , London 
University O.T.C. and Royal Grammar School, 
Lancaster O.T.C £30 - £35

181 Badges - (3) original, comprising - Hat Badge and 2 
Collar Badges for New Zealand Signal Corps made by 
Stoke & Sons, Melbourne £40 - £45

182 Badges - (4) 3 x anodised badges Welbeck College 
O.T.C., Oxford University O.T.C., Edinburgh 
Academy O.T.C. and 1 brass Welbeck College O.T.C. 
Collar Badge £20 - £25

183 Badges - (4) all original Royal Indian Army Service 
Corps.,South Wales Borderers, United Provinces Horse 
and King's Liverpool - two are possibly Officer's £30 - £35

 
184 Badges - (4) original Officer's Hat Badges - Inns of Court 

O.T.C., The Royal Sussex Regiment, R.A.S.C., and 
Monmouthshire Regiment £30 - £35

 
185 Badges - (4) original 1st King's Dragoon Guards 

£20 - £25

 
186 Badges - (4) original Tank/Royal Tank Corps, includes 

Canadian version £25 - £30

 
187 Badges - (5) comprising 3 Sporran badges for Queen's 

Own Cameron Highlanders, one is unmarked silver and 
two are Black Watch Sporran badges £30 - £35

 
188 Badges - (5) original Irish, comprising - 4th/7th Dragoon 

Guards, Royal Irish Rifles, London Irish, Connaught 
Rangers and the Royal Irish Regiment £40 - £45

 
 

189 Badges - (6) Bedfordshire Yeomanry comprising 4 Brass 
& 2 solid Bronze £30 - £35

190 Badges - (6) original all Canadian, possibly 3 are Officer's 
- 4 x Royal Engineers, 1 Signals and 1 Pay Corps £30 - £35

191 Badges - (6) original comprising 2 Royal Flying Corps, 2 
Royal Canadian Air Force, 1 Royal New Zealand Air 
Force and 1 Royal Australian Air Force £40 - £45

192 Badges - (7) original various, Royal Engineers, some 
Officer types, includes Edward VII variety £35 - £40

193 Badges - (8) original London related; 4 x London Rifle 
Brigade and 4 x Rifle Brigade, some variations £40 - £45

194 Badges - (4) original - The Princess of Wales Own 
Yorkshire Regiment, (2 other Ranks and 2 Officer's 
bronze with lugs and fold-over blades) £30 - £35

195 Badges a board of Police badges inc five Helmet plates
£45 - £55

196 Badges a board of Prison Service badges   
£20 - £25

197 Badges a good quantity of mostly British cloth badges
£65 - £75

198 Badges a good quantity of mostly British cloth badges
£65 - £75

199 Badges a good quantity of mostly Commonwealth cloth 
badges £65 - £75

200 Badges a Gurkha selection with a good varied selection, 
mostly (quantity) GVF £85 - £95

201 Badges a Gurkha small selection with a good varied 
selection, mostly GVF £40 - £45

202 Badges a Gurkha small selection with a good varied 
selection, mostly GVF £40 - £45

203 Badges a pair of Canadian CEF WW1 shoulder titles, 
107th Infantry Bn, GVF £40 - £45

204 Badges a quantity of modern made or unused British 
Regimental badges (quantity) most NEF £45 - £55

205 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges (quantity), 
mostly Cavalry Regiments £35 - £40

206 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges (quantity), 
mostly Guards Regiments £25 - £30

207 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges (quantity), 
mostly Line Regiments £25 - £30

208 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges (quantity), 
mostly Line Regiments £35 - £40

209 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges (quantity), 
mostly Scottish Regiments £35 - £40

210 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges, (quantity) , 
mostly Cavalry Regiments £30 - £35

211 Badges a selection of mostly staybrite badges, (quantity), 
mostly Corps Regiments £25 - £30

212 Badges a selection of Police badges & buttons, plus a 
peaked cap £30 - £35

213 Badges a small selection of sweetheart badges inc 
Suffolks, (6) £20 - £25

214 Badges a varied selection of Staybrites mounted on five 
cards (quantity) £65 - £75

215 Badges an assortment of mainly Canadian & 
Commonwealth badges £65 - £75

 

216 Badges an interesting selection (quantity) 
£45 - £55
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217 Badges an interesting selection (quantity)
£45 - £55

218 Badges an interesting selection (quantity)
£45 - £55

219 Badges assortment, WW2 and later cap, collar badges 
etc. British and Foreign (approx. 85+ items) £30 - £40

220 Badges RFC a bronze pair of RFC Wings, pin back, 
maker marked J & Co on reverse plus an RFC Officers 
cap badge in bronze with blade fittings GVF £140 - £150

221 Badges (3) original London related; Post Office Rifles, 
Finsbury Rifles and King's Royal Rifle Corps £20 - £25

222 Badges, collar badges & Buttons mostly staybrite a varied 
selection mounted on cloth (quantity)  £85 - £95

 

 
 

223 Balloon interest an RNAS Officers silver (J Gaunt 
London) cap badge.    GVF £70 - £75

224 Baltic Medal to James Boyd H.M.S. Cressy, Thomas 
(alias James) Boyd enlisted for 7 years and was born 
Sheerness, Kent. Listed on the Roll for HMS Cressy, 
engraved naming. £200 - £220

225 Banana box of better Militaria, inc Chindits patch, brass 
belt buckles, periscope, WW1 Ranklin darts, 1917 
compass, a pack of playing cards, found in cloth hall 
Ypres, etc (Quantity, Buyer collects, worth good look) £60 - £70

226 Banana box of Militaria, inc 2 aircraft drag, chutes 1 
small, 1 large, Russian mig pilots pressure suit (Quantity, 
Buyer collects) £20 - £25

227 Banana box of Militaria, inc Royal Artillery jacket and 
cap and trousers, pair of green army trousers and Mule 
Harness WW2 as used in Far east (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

228 Banana box of mixed Militaria, too inc WW1 mess tins, 
trench art, French kapi, etc (Quantity buyer collects) £25 - £30

229 Battle dress with scarce div patches and trousers to a 
Lieut instructor in the Royal armed core   £60 - £65

230 Battle of Britain collection of four framed recovered items 
including sections of parachutes, clothing etc with various 
booklets   £65 - £70

231 Battleship Maine silver plated spoon 1898 and 7 other 
related silver plated spoons £20 - £25

232 Belt: A modern patent leather Royal Naval belt with 
cross trap in near unused condition.  £20 - £22

233 Bengal & North Western Railway Battn. A.F.I. 
unmarked silver Spoon. Weight 20gms £25 - £30

234 Black Beret for the Royal Armoured Corps, has a 
regimental number on sewn in label £55 - £65

235 Board of Trade GV LS Rocket Life Saving Apparatus 
Medal named to Redford Dawson. Born Newbiggin, 
Northumberland. nVF, light contact marks to obverse (1) £110 - £120

236 Boer war interest book "C.I.V" OR "The Journal of the 
C.I.V In South Africa" nominal rolls etc, foxed £30 - £35

237 Boer War silver Tribute, Borough of Portsmouth, Naval 
Brigade Medal- South Africa 1899-1900 and North 
China 1900. Hallmarked WJD Birmingham 1902 £120 - £130

238 Boer War Soldier Silver Spoon hallmarked "E. & Co., 
Ltd., Birmingham 1900". Weight 26gms £35 - £40

239 Books various subjects on collecting military medals, 
uniforms, weapons etc.  (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

240 Book: The Great War Medal Collectors Companion Vol 
II. Regimented numbers 1914-19 & abbreviations found 
on WW1 Medals & documents. (Both OMRS Gold 
Medal winning studies) signed by the author. £20 - £25

241 Book: The Great War Medal Collectors Companion 
Volume 1. The original definitive guide to WW1 Medals 
signed by the author. H.B. 571 pages. G.C. £20 - £25

242 Book: The Great War Medal Collectors Companion. 
Volume III. Locations of British Units. Signed by the 
author. v.g.c. £20 - £25

243 Box of RAF items including three flying helmets, 
navigators plotter, air computer, flying goggles, 
ephemera etc  £80 - £85

244 Brass bugles, with white and purple cords (4) 
£80 - £90

245 British Army Officers coloured cloth rank pips WW2 and 
later (300+ items) £50 - £70

246 British Army OR's embroided cloth beret badges (14 
items) and modern cloth TRF's (Tactical Recognition 
Flashes) (27 items) - approx 41 items in total £35 - £40

247 British Army Queen's Crown Bullion embroided officer 
and NCO Rank insignia badges (approx 40+ items) £30 - £40

248 British Army Queen's crown officers coloured rank 
insignia badges (approx 70+ items) £25 - £30

249 British Army WW2 and later embroided felt shoulder 
title badges (50+ items approx) £50 - £60

250 British Army WW2 and later embroided felt shoulder 
title badges (50+ items approx) £50 - £60

251 British Army WW2 and later embroided felt shoulder 
title badges (approx 50+) £50 - £60

252 British Army WW2 Cap Badges including 
Reconnaissance Corps, Royal Berkshire, Ox and Bucks 
L.I, Irish Guards, ATS, National Defence Company and 
General Service Corps (7 items) £35 - £40

253 British Army WW2 King's Crown Officer's coloured 
rank insignia badges (approx 75+ items) £50 - £60

 
254 British Empire Medal QE2 (Civil) in Royal Mint case 

(Frank Allen), with Imperial Service Medal QE2 in Royal 
Mint case (Frank Allen B.E.M.). BEM L/G 1/1/1954 
Inspector, Engineering Dept, Head Post Office, Boston. 
ISM L/G 28/1/1958 Inspector Peterborough 
Telephone Area. EF (2) £100 - £110

 

 
 

255 British Empire Medal (Military) group mounted as worn 
- BEM (S.Y.C.P.O Albert E. G. Terry C/M 37274), 
1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, Burma Star, 
Defence & War Medal, and GV Naval LSGC Medal 
(M.37274 A E G Terry SY.P.O HMS Leith). With copy 
service records, born Hammersmith, London. BEM L/G 
1/1/1941, HMS Cornwall, recommendation reads 'for 
the remarkable energy, organising ability and intelligence 
he has shown in his work of feeding and clothing the 
Ships Company in very trying weather'. VF (8) £200 - £250

 
256 British Empire Medal (Military) named S/1809696 

S/Sgt F Paice RASC. His recommendation reads 'This 
NCO who joined the Military Dept of my office on 
12/8/1941 is the senior NCO among the military short 
hand writers. He has acted as a note taker at a great many 
Court Martial to the satisfaction of all concerned'. Toned 
GVF £100 - £110
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257 British Empire Medal, 1939-45 Star and War Medal to 
George Webster. With Buckingham Palace Letter, L/G 
1/1/1948 a Collier, Highgate Colliery, Rotherham. (3) £120 - £140

 

 
 

258 British Officer's brass gorget engraved with George III 
monogram. £50 - £70

259 British South Africa Co Medal Rhodesia 1896 reverse to 
Cpl. H. G. Matthews M.R.F. served in the Matabeleland 
Relief Force 1896 then in the BSA Police in 1897 £280 - £300

260 British Union Jack flag dated 1941, panel sewn, 
weathered and holed in places but scarce. £65 - £75

261 British Union Jack really shows its age, panel sewn, dated 
1916, wear and weather worn, but scarce. £85 - £95

262 British WW1 Brodie Helmet with original liner & chin 
strap complete, unit marked to the Lancashire Fusiliers 
to side, this is an early 1916 raw edge example dating it 
to the Battle of the Somme £350 - £370

263 Bronzed statuette, of a Soldier at the battle of Minden 
£40 - £50

264 Bronzed statuette, Royal Anglian Regiment soldier, 
Iraq/Afghanistan £40 - £50

265 Buff belts x2 1930's, plus Royal Anglian Stable belt and 
an SAV buckle £30 - £40

266 Bugles old copper types, inc Potters, all with cords (4) 
£30 - £40

267 Buttons - (6) mostly Victorian includes South 
Gloucestershire Militia, 1st. Dumbartonshire Rifle Vol. 
Corps., Warwickshire Rifle Volunteers etc. £30 - £35

268 Buttons a board of Buttons with mostly Canadian interest 
£20 - £25

269 Buttons RAF, RN, police, fire brigade, home front 
collection of 50 mounted on board for display   £70 - £75

270 Buttons, military collection of 50 line core and volunteer 
regiments mounted on board for display   £100 - £110

 

271 Buttons, military collection of 50 line core and volunteer 
regiments mounted on board for display   £100 - £110

 

272 Buttons, military collection of 50 small pocket size line & 
core regiments mounted on board for display   £70 - £75

 
273 BWM named Rev. P. Gardener - Smith. (1888-1985) was 

Dean of Jesus College, Cambridge, (1922-1956) During 
WW1 he managed Church Army Canteens and acted as 
a non commissioned Chaplain to 149 Squadron of the 
R.A.F. - with some research (1) £50 - £55

 
274 BWM to 20313 Pte William Penny Manchester Regt. 

Died of Wounds 3 July 1916 with the 22nd Bn. Born 
Stretford, Manchester. Buried Heilly Station Cemetery, 
Mericourt-L'Abbe. (1) £25 - £30

 
275 BWM to F.8252 R H Derry, L.M. RNAS. Richard 

Howard Derry was awarded the Air Force Medal L/G 
2/11/1918. Born Lincoln, served as an Air Mechanic 1st 
Class Sept 1915 until March 1918. Next becoming a 
Petty Officer at RNAS Station at Luce Bay, 
Wigtownshire, enrolled into the RAF. AFM for valuable 
services performed inc Flying Instructors, Test, Ferry and 
Experimental Pilots. Interesting medal with copied 
research. nVF (1) £80 - £90

 
276 BWM with IGS Afghanistan NWF 1919 to 205316 Pte 

W Cottee R W Kent Reg  £100 - £110

 
277 BWM & IGS with clasps Waziristan 1919-21 Mahsud 

1919-20 Afghanistan NWF 1919 to Lieut -captain F A 
Lacey 53rd camel corps  £300 - £320

 
278 BWM & Victory casualty medals to 52596 Pte Alfred 

Wilson Royal fusiliers k in A 29-11-1917 buried 
divisional collecting post cemetery lived Tooting, 
London  £80 - £85

 

 
 

279 BWM & Victory Medal named 137076 Pnr R A Furness 
RE. Died of Wounds 15/10/1918 serving with the 1/8th 
London Regt. Born Edinburgh. Buried Houchin British 
Cemetery. GVF (2) £90 - £100
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280 BWM & Victory Medal named Lieut F C Staines RAF. 
Lot also includes RAF cloth wings, original photos, 
original WW2 paperwork, engraved silver ID Tag "3801 
Pte Fred C Staines 14 London Scottish. Pte 13th Nov 
1914, L/Cpl 5th May 1915, Sergt 6th June 1915, 2.Lt 
9th Queens R W Surrey Regt 23rd Sept 1915". And copy 
service papers, Frederick Charles Staines served Ireland 
Feb to April 1916 as A/Adjutant with 5th Brigade, 
transferred to RFC Sept 1916 serving with 25 Sqdn as 
A/Adjt. 6th July 1940 F/O Staines was approved for the 
rank of A/Squadron Leader Administrative, RAF 
Station Newton.   (Qty) £80 - £100

281 BWM & Victory Medal to 114662 Pte R Pratchett 
MGC. (2) £25 - £30

282 BWM & Victory Medal to 16264 Pte R Lamb R. Irish 
Regt. Died 11th December 1918, with the 2nd Bn. Lived 
Blackburn. Buried Belgrade Cemetery. GVF (2) £45 - £50

283 BWM & Victory Medal to 170691 Pte A E Scull MGC. 
GVF (2) £25 - £30

284 BWM & Victory Medal to 17211 Pte F A Moss Labour 
Corps (2) £34 - £36

285 BWM & Victory Medal to 1920 Gnr G R Golder RA, 
with ID Tags, badges and coins (qty) Framed £40 - £45

286 BWM & Victory Medal to 192744 Gnr W Hurrell RA (2) 
£28 - £30

287 BWM & Victory Medal to 252253 Dvr A Freeman RA 
(2) £28 - £30

288 BWM & Victory Medal to 265870 Pte H C Broadwater 
R.Sussex Regt. (2) £25 - £30

289 BWM & Victory Medal to 291807 Pte W Young 
R.Highlanders. Killed In Action 23/12/1917 with the 
8th (Service) Bn. Born Alloa. Buried Fins New British 
Cemetery. With box of envelope of issue. EF (2) £60 - £65

290 BWM & Victory Medal to 291861 Pte J A Snowdon 
Cheshire Regt (2) £25 - £30

291 BWM & Victory Medal to 302394 Pte A Woods 
Manchester Regt (2) £25 - £30

292 BWM & Victory Medal to 34183 Pte J Houghton E.Lanc 
Regt. (2) £25 - £30

293 BWM & Victory Medal to 353300 Gnr H S Bailey RA 
(2) £24 - £26

294 BWM & Victory Medal to 36288 Pte H Buller L.N.Lanc 
Regt. (2) £25 - £30

295 BWM & Victory Medal to 37854 Pte W C Bosley 
D.of.Corn.L.I. Killed In Action 22/8/1918 with the 1st 
Bn. On the Vis-En-Artois Memorial. Born Newbury, 
Bucks. GVF (2) £90 - £100

296 BWM & Victory Medal to 39090 Spr R G Cross RE 
(missing a 1915 Star) with an Imperial Service Medal GV 
(crowned) to Robert George Cross L/G 3rd August 1937 
a Postman in London. (3) £44 - £46

 

297 BWM & Victory Medal to 42311 Pte H Robinson 
North'D Fus. VF (2) £25 - £30

298 BWM & Victory Medal to 45286 Pte W Bateman 
North'd Fus. GVF (2) £30 - £35

299 BWM & Victory Medal to 61875 Pte C E Ibbetson
W.York Regt. With Silver War Badge No B159593 
received for Wounds. GVF (2+1) £30 - £35

300 BWM & Victory Medal to 70574 Pte J Arscott Devon 
Regt. (2) £34 - £36

301 BWM & Victory Medal to 72614 Pte T J Morgan R W 
Fus (2) £34 - £36

302 BWM & Victory Medal to 826521 Gnr E Woolven RA 
(2) £24 - £26

303 BWM & Victory Medal to 91301 Pte H Thompson 
D.L.I. with silk postcard and badges (framed) £35 - £40

304 BWM & Victory Medal to F.5063 E C Hood P.O.M. 
RNAS. Died 6th August 1918 serving with 40th Training
Depot Station, RAF. Buried Wrotham (St George) 
Churchyard. Plus pair of cloth wings. Ernest Charles 
Hood was born at Malling, Kent. Originally a 
Policeman, he entered service 29.6.1915, transferring to 
Egmont (Kite Balloon Sec). (2+1) £80 - £85

305 BWM & Victory Medal to G-7215 Pte C H Mayne The 
Queens Regt, framed with badges and silk postcard 
(framed) £35 - £40

306 BWM & Victory Medal to J.85672 W H Willding ORD 
RN. with copy service records, Born Tonypandy, Glam. 
(2) £28 - £30

307 BWM & Victory Medal to M2/105994 Pte W Powell 
ASC (2) £24 - £26

308 BWM & Victory Medal to PO.16213 Pte E W Fry 
RMLI. With copy service records, born Crondall, Fleet, 
Hants. (2) £34 - £36

309 BWM & Victory Medal (15975 Pte A Lane Lan Fus), plus 
Swagger Stick and photo as supplied by the vendor £30 - £35

310 BWM & Victory Medal + Cap Badge to 4792 Pte J 
Williams Hereford Regt. With research EF (2) £140 - £150

 

 
 

311 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque to 41020 Pte 
Lewis Parslow S.Wales. Bord. Died 26th Jan 1918 with 
the 2nd Bn. Enlisted Aylesbury, Bucks. Buried Nine Elms 
British Cemetery. VF (3) £170 - £180

312 BWM & Victory medals to 283889 Spr L L Boughertt 
RE comes with three attendance medals his ID tags, 
named match box cover, discharge certificates’ and 
selection of postcard and photos including WW1 
German, nice complete lot   £100 - £110

313 BWM & Victory medals to 33517 Pte R W Hall Scottish 
rifles comes with selection of original service and 
discharge documents, id bracelet, badges etc.   £70 - £75

314 BWM & Victory medals with Memorial plaque to 
G/21311 Pte Walter Mathures Royal Fusiliers K in A 14-
11-1916 buried Ancre British cemetery Beaumont 
Hamel Somme France (very sort after cemetery by 
collectors)  £280 - £290

 

315 BWM & Victory medals with memorial scroll and two 
photos to 390043 Pte Charles Melville Ruddiforth 
1st/3rd Northumbria field AMB Royal army medical 
core died 28-4-1918 buried Longuenesse st omer 
souvenir cemetery  £160 - £170

 

316 BWM & Victory medals with naval long service medal 
mounted for wearing to J.55658 W J Wadley AB HMS 
Pembroke comes with copy set of naval service papers  £120 - £130

http://2.lt/
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317 BWM & Victory medals, badges, buttons, etc an old 
diary with names/address, his portrait framed 
photograph, a WW1 tin from the Colonies, another 
postcard with him on horseback etc. See also Leather 
Jerkin also listed which caries his Regimental number 
and came with this lot. £65 - £75

318 BWM & Victory officers casualty medals to capt Arthur 
Leslie Plats 2nd bn Suffolk Reg k in A 20-7-1916 
commemorated Thiepval memorial Somme, France   £150 - £160

319 BWM (disc only) and Victory Medal to W.Z.4825 T G 
John ORD RNVR. Died 17/10/1918 HMS Hercules. 
Buried Trealaw Cemetery. Born Pembroke Dock. (2) a/f £30 - £35

320 Cambridgeshire Regimental large bass drum approx 28 
inches across. Buyer collects a/f £40 - £50

321 Cambridgeshire Regimental large tenor drum approx 
18.5 inches across. Buyer collects a/f £30 - £40

 

 
 

322 Cambridgeshire Regiment, first world war, embroidery 
in frame and Cambridgeshire Regiment association sign £40 - £50

323 Cambridgeshire / Suffolk etc related commemorative 
china (approx 16) Fragile  £30 - £35

324 Canada a 1939 dated small flag, maker marked, shows 
use. £55 - £65

325 Canada an enormous flag, possibly dated 1916, or code 
number ? Shows age & use. £85 - £95

326 Canada G.S.M. with bar Fenian Raid 1870 to Pte B. 
Mussen 3rd V.V.R. Benjamin Mussen served in the 3rd 
Victoria Volunteer Rifles he was born 1847 in Quebec 
and Died 14/08/1922. Comes with some Research. £300 - £350

327 Canada MGC silver hallmarked spoon (birm 1917) with 
yellow metal bar brooch and swastika on maple leave 
(good luck piece) (2) £25 - £30

328 Canadian Army WW2 Parachute Battalion wings badge 
also WW2 shoulder title badges OSONS badge (approx 
30 items) £50 - £60

329 Canadian gulf and Kuwait 1990-1991 meal in box of 
issue with Canadian 1867-1992 confederation medal inn 
box   £60 - £65

 

 
 

330 Cap Badge - 3rd M.G.Co, 1st Canadian Division (one 
lug possibly resoldered) £20 - £25

331 Cap Badge - original 21st (Empress of India's) Lancer's 
Arm Badge £60 - £65

332 Cap Badge - Royal North West Mounted Police  
£20 - £25

333 Cap badge - V Force WW2 Officer's Silver Cap Badge 
(Kipling & King 2072) - not hallmarked, Indian made. 
Combined British and Indian Force with operations in 
the Arakan, Burma in WW2 Rare £300 - £350

334 Cap badge 2nd Battalion The Duke of Wellington's 
Regiment Pre 1901 £30 - £40

335 Cap Badges - 4 x pre WW2 Lincolnshire Regiment and 
one DCLI (5) £20 - £22

336 Cap Badges - collection mounted on boards, all British 
Infantry with KK Numbers, some possible restrikes 
noted (approx 90) £200 - £220

 

 
 

337 Cap Badges - collection of British "Units Raised During 
The Great War" all with KK Numbers. Some possible 
restrikes noted (17) £40 - £45

 
338 Cap Badges - collection of misc British badges, KK 

Numbered where known. Some possible restrikes noted 
(25) £50 - £55

 

 
 

339 Cap Badges - collection of WW2 Canadian cap badges, 
nice collection mounted on board (approx 23) £70 - £75

 
340 Cap badges - two boards full of various British badges, 

restrikes and originals noted (approx 140+) £160 - £170

 
341 Cap badges collection, mounted on cards inc Scottish, 

London, other line regiments, plastics, etc (Approx 112) £200 - £250

 
342 Cap badges etc - mixed range in a plastic tub (qty) 

£30 - £35

http://m.g.co/
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343 Captain Philip Everard Graham Marsh MC. An old 
cigar box with hand carved lid, RAF motto, a French 
motto and the initial 'P.E.G.M'. The box contains a 
number of different Relief Fund pins with original 
cardboard box. March served with the ASC, 1/4th Bn 
Border Regt and 7th training depot Station RAF. Born 
1895 and Died 20/12/1918 when his Avro BE2E 
crashed with another aircraft at Feltwell, Norfolk. Buried 
St Magdalane Church, Wethersfield, Essex. With 
research (qty) £60 - £70

 

 
 

344 Cased pair of Binoculars 'Bino Prism. No5 Mk V x7. 
O.S.419 M.A. Regd No 76559'. Lens clear, leather case 
dated 1945, and inscribed inside "SPT H Lewis. Jones 
Gold Coast British West Africa". £25 - £30

 

 
 

345 Central South Africa Railway Volunteers large silver & 
enamel Spoon. Hallmarked but the date letter is rubbed 
- looks pre WW1. Weight 41gms £30 - £35

346 Cheshire Yeomanry Signals WW2 Group, 1939/45. 
Africa, F&G. Defence, War, Efficient Service Medal bar 
Territorial 326909 Dv E.W. Williamson R.Sigs. Sold 
with 2x paintings by E. Williamson: 1) October 1944 S.S. 
Malaea 21,000 tons PO Liner on the Suez Canal. 
Cheshire Yeomanry sailing home after 4 years 9 months 
active service'. A well executed water-colour in glazed 
frame. 2) Water-colour 'Cheshire Yeo Gunners at 
Damour Syria with notes to reverse. In wooded frame. 
The Cheshire Yeo remained as Cavalry until 1942. They 
served in the Middle East and were one of the last 
regiments to fight on horseback. In 1942 they became a 
signals regiment serving in the Middle East, England and 
N.W Europe. A fine group sold with related ephemera 
and photographs.   (qty) £170 - £180

347 China Medal 1900 with bar Relief of Pekin to 4466 Pte. 
J. Senior 2nd Rl. Welsh Fus. John Senior was born 
Newtown, Cardiff, Glamorgan. Comes with full copy 
papers. £540 - £560

 

 
 

348 China War Medal 1842 to John Thomy HMS 
Cornwallis, John Thomy served as Ordinary Seaman 
HMS Cornwallis 10/03/1841 to 22/11/1844 comes 
with research £600 - £650

349 City of London Volunteer Corps WW1 Cap Badge 
(Kipling and King 1643) £25 - £30

350 Civil pilots log book pre ww2 with his flying certificate 
flying license etc to E G T Hanson flying from 6-3-39 to 
19-8-39 log book mentions civil air guard possibly called 
up for RAF service in ww2 born 30-7-1919 need 
researching  £65 - £70

351 Cloth Should Title collection and various other cloth 
badges (qty) £30 - £35

352 Collection of Victorian Cap Badges including 68th Light 
Infantry (5 items) £30 - £40

353 Coronation 1902 Police Medal St John Ambulance 
Brigade reverse to A.E. Morris Pte.  £40 - £45

354 Coronation 1911 Medal Police Ambulance Service 
reverse to Maud Chapman (Rare) £600 - £650

355 Coronation Police Medal 1902 L.C.C. Metropolitan Fire 
Brigade reverse (Bronze) to George W. Stock. George 
William Stock was born Biggleswade 17/10/1867 and 
also served in the Royal Navy.  £40 - £45

356 Crash Wreckage, superstructure of a Spitfire, which 
Crashed at Watton (Norfolk) 1942  £80 - £100

 

 
 

357 Crimea Medal with bar Inkermann officially impressed 
to R. Hannaford Coldm. Gds. 3940 Pte. R. Hannaford 
was born at Haberton, Devon. Enlisted in 13/04/1852 
and his Trade was Labourer, the Roll states he was Killed 
in Action at the Battle of Little Inkermann 05/11/1854 
and reported in London Gazette 11/12/1854. Slight 
trace of mount marks on lower reverse but naming 
unaffected. £400 - £450

 

 
 

358 Crimea Medal with bar Sebastopol to Jas. Hilliar 90th 
Foot, Indian Mutiny Medal with bars Lucknow and 
Relief of Lucknow to J. Hillier 90th Lt. Infy. plus Turkish 
Crimea Medal (Sardinian Issue) unnamed. James Hilliar 
served in the 90th Regt. Cameronians, Perthshire 
Volunteers, note spelling difference. Comes with copy 
rolls and papers (3) £700 - £750
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359 CSM QE2 with Gulf clasp named to SG18 L Yabsley 
RFA Service. EF £230 - £240

360 CSM QS2 with Northern Ireland clasp to 24023381 Gnr 
K R Mead RA. EF £30 - £35

361 CSM with clasp Borneo RM20205 D.King, Mne. RM. 
NEF £80 - £85

362 CSM with clasp Northern Ireland (25070272 Pte R.L. 
Aitken A and SH) and Iraq Op Telic Medal (25070272 
Pte R.L. Aitken A and SH) EF first mounted as worn 
second in box of issue (2) £240 - £260

363 Death Plaque and Victory Medal to 02372 A.Cpl Henry 
Vernon Durling AOC. Died of Wounds 28/7/1916 with 
23rd Div Railhead AOC. Enlisted Chatham. Buried 
Albert Communal Cemetery. VF (2) £90 - £100

364 Death Plaque in old frame - 2nd Lieut Percival Claude 
Felts 6th Sqdn Royal Flying Corps. Killed In Action 
23/9/1917 flying an R.E.8. Buried Lijssenthoek Military 
Cemetery. Lived The Laurels, Potton, Beds. 
Commissioned 25/9/1916 from the 19th R Fus. (Unique 
Name) £300 - £350

365 Death Plaque named Harold Hilton (mounts removed 
from reverse) £40 - £45

366 Death Plaque named Harold Pearson. VF 
£40 - £45

367 Death Plaque named James Thomas Cox. VF 
£40 - £45

368 Death Plaque named Robert Henry Kane (plaque has 
been blackened) £40 - £45

369 Death Plaque named to 10310DA James Doy HM 
Trawler "Arfon" RNR (Unique plaque name). Died 
30/4/1917. On the Chatham Memorial. Lived Hull, 
native of Lowestoft. Vendor states "Brother of Bob Doy 
who went on Scots Arctic Expedition". £40 - £50

370 Death Plaque to 201530 Cpl Charles Frederick 
Henderson 2nd Bn Seaforth Highlanders. Killed In 
Action 8/4/1918. Born Saddlesworth, Lancs. Buried 
Chocques Military Cemetery. Awarded the 
Distinguished Conduct Medal L/G 3/9/1918. "For 
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty while in 
charge of an isolated Lewis Gun post. When the enemy 
attacked, he engaged them, inflicting heavy casualties 
and continued to do so until nearly surrounded, when he 
drew his gun, keeping the enemy engaged the whole time. 
Later during the withdrawal, he covered it with his Lewis 
Gun. Throughout the action he set a magnificent 
example to the rest of his team". £40 - £50

371 Death Plaque to Henry Barrett 
£40 - £45

372 Death Plaque to Herbert James Bennett, there are two 
possibles - K/6789 HMS Invincible Killed 31st May 
1916 Jutland, of Westhampnett, Chichester. Or 13537 
Pte 8th Bn Norfolks Killed In Action 1st July 1916 (1st 
day of the Somme), born Hopton, Suffolk.  £40 - £50

373 Death Plaque to Percy Clegg 
£40 - £45

 

 
 

374 Denison Smock (Airborne) Troops with original label, 
Size 1, Evans & Gray 1945, various old repairs £200 - £250

375 Diamond Jubilee Medal 2012, near mint few light 
contact marks to obverse £34 - £36

 

 
 

376 Distinguished Conduct Medal group awarded for a 
Victoria Cross action. A superb group to 1266 L/Cpl 
Edgar James Wilkinson 1/6th West Yorkshire Regt. 
DCM and 1915 Star Trio (L/G 22/1/1916). Killed In 
Action 11th August 1916, buried Authuile Military 
Cemetery. Born 1896 Middlesbrough. Citation "for 
conspicuous gallantry on 19/11/1915, in the isolated 
trench known as the 'Pump Room'....Corporal Meekosha 
took command after all his seniors were killed or 
wounded in full view of the enemy and at short range 
from his trenches. By his gallant behaviour, and with 
assistance of Pte Johnston, Sayers and Wilkinson, who 
stuck to him and most stoutly assisted him throughout, 
the lives of four men were saved". Cpl Samuel Meekosha 
was awarded the Victoria Cross. Mounted with his 
brothers 1915 Star Trio (1443 Pte Harry Wilkinson 
W.York R.) and a replica VC.   Superb lot  (Framed) £1000 - £1200

 

 
 

377 Distinguished Flying Cross and Bar group to 67652 F/Lt 
John Gordon Eldridge 166 Sqdn RAFVR. Killed In 
Action 24 May 1943 aged 23. Buried Amsterdam New 
Eastern Cemetery. From Berkhamsted, Herts. Medals -
DFC with Bar dated 1945 (bar a copy) with Royal Mint 
case, 1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, War Medal. 
On 24/5/43 F/L Eldridge and his crew were sent out on 
a mission over Dortmund in Wellington HE486 AS-L 
taking off from Kirminton at 2316. It is not known where 
they were lost but the Wellington crashed into the North 
Sea, off the Dutch Coast, with all bodies being washed 
ashore. He was posthumously awarded a Bar to the DFC 
on 29th June 1945 effective from 23/5/43, and his DFC 
was L/G 4/8/1942 with 103 Sqdn. He completed 33 ops 
for his DFC with 103 Sqdn, 2 with 12 O.T.U, and one 
with 10 O.T.U., plus 5 with 166 Sqdn before he was 
posted 'missing'. Lot also includes RAF Observers & Air 
Gunners Flying Log Book for 11/12/40 to 23/5/43 and 
stamped "Death Presumed". RAF Sight Log Book for 
12/7/42 to 15/5/43. Two personal photo albums and a 
note book, original named Casualty Medal Slip, and two 
award letters for DFC & Bar.  Nice lot  (qty) £1200 - £1400
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378 Drummers leopards skin, in very worn condition a/f 
£30 - £40

379 Early Swiss Army mountain pack 
£30 - £35

380 East Indian Railway Volunteer Rifles, unmarked silver 
medal presented to Vol. R.E. Collins 1913-14 £30 - £35

381 East & Central Africa Medal with bar 1898 to 353 Rifn. 
Shera 1/ Uganda Rif. With copy Roll £280 - £300

382 East & Central Africa Medal with bar Uganda 1897-98 
to 1657 Pte. Jaffar Khan 27/ Bo. L. Inf. With copy Roll £280 - £300

383 Efficiency Medal GVI with Territorial clasp named to 
2577634 Sigmn J E Doughty R.Sigs (small naming 
correction). EF £24 - £26

384 Efficiency Medal GVI with Territorial clasp named 
W.15106 S.Sjt E B Melville ATS. EF £75 - £80

385 Efficiency Medal KGVI with Territorial clasp to 
2582481 Sigmn S Powell R.Sigs. EF £24 - £26

386 Egypt 1882 khedives star with owners initials J G 2332 1 
BKS engraved on the back   £65 - £70

387 Egypt 1882 medal no clasp named to 1410 Pte G 
Burtenshaw 1/R Sussex Reg comes with solders copy set 
of service papers   £140 - £150

388 Egypt 1882 medal no clasp named to 14966 SAPR T 
Jones 8th co RE   £130 - £140

 
389 Egypt Medal 1882 (undated) with Gemaizah 1888 clasp, 

to 333 Pte T Moore 2/K.O.Sco Bord. Confirmed to roll. 
Medal pitted £200 - £220

 
390 Egypt Medal dated 1882 with Tel-El-Kebir clasp, named 

1265 Sergt H Smith 2/York & Lanc Regt. Medal pitted 
both sides. Confirmed to roll £140 - £160

 
391 Ephemera, The Great War I was there magazine, The 

Second great war, The War (Large Quantity, Heavy) NO 
RESERVE BUYER COLLECTS £20 - £25

 
392 ERVII India general service medal with north west 

frontier 1908 bar to S /Sgt P W Mugford supply & 
transport corps   £140 - £150

 
393 Essex civil defence documents, badges, arm bands etc.   

£40 - £45

 
394 Ethiopia Star of Victory 1941 Medal 

£50 - £55

 

 
 

395 Exmouth Training Ship silver Special Good Conduct 
and Ability Medal 1922 presented to W.J. Walford. 
Hallmarked but marks are worn. Weight, with ribbon 
20.4gms £45 - £50

 
 

396 Fine bronze plaque awarded by The Harrison Memorial 
which commemorates the work of Col. E.F. Harrison of 
the WW1 Chemical Warfare Dept. for the protection of 
British Forces from gas attack. The plaque depicts a 
British soldier ringing a gas bell and others donning gas 
masks. It measures 7" x 7" and is set in a fitted velvet pad. 
It is awarded to: Sir Reginald Patrick Linstead C.B.E. 
DSc. HON Dsc. DIC. HON FCGI, HON MIMM. 
F.R.S, reverse engraved with name and date 1929. With 
research £130 - £140

397 First West Essex boys brigade, pill box hat, two pouch 
belts, and paper work 1959-1963 (qty) £40 - £45

 

398 First World War interest a War Office stamped wrist 
watch, possibly dated 1918, a trench art cigarette lighter 
and WW1 dated Hudson whistle £45 - £55

 
399 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
400 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
401 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
402 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
403 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
404 Formation sign badges, British WW2 and later (approx 

50+ items) £60 - £70

 
405 Framed wreckage, from Ju 88, which crashed at 

Southend, plus other pieces from a crashed Me109 at 
Wade and pieces from a Ju88 which crashed at Dorking 
27/9/1940 £40 - £50

 
406 Framed / glazed Certificate for the OBE, dated 

1/1/1954, awarded to Miss Dorothy Sarjeant, HM 
Inspector of Schools £20 - £30

 
407 French St Helena napoleons medal awarded for service 

men who served in the Napoleonic wars come with 
original scarce named citation   £150 - £160
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408 Georgian Officers (Waterloo) pattern gilt universal shako 
plate c1811-1816, with reversed and interlaced GR 
cypher, original copper loops. VGC and excellent 
example and rare. Ex Wallis & Wallis 1/5/1996, lot 
includes catalogue and receipt £400 - £450

409 German - Italian WW2 Campaign Medal, and German 
West Walls Medal, both with ribbons (2) £44 - £46

410 German 13 MARZ 1938 Medal, ring maker marked 
£28 - £30

411 German 1813 Iron Cross 2nd Class, housed in fitted glass 
case £200 - £250

412 German 1870 Iron Cross 1st Class, with attractive 
engraved reverse £240 - £260

413 German 1888 to 1938 forestry commemorative 
enamelled badge   £50 - £55

414 German 1914 dated, Army bugle, battlefield pick up in 
battered condition a/f £20 - £25

415 German 1936 Condor Legion (Spanish Civil War) Silver 
Wounds Badge £60 - £65

416 German 1939 1st pattern Clasp to the Iron Cross 1st 
Class, screwback, no makers mark £240 - £260

417 German 1939 bar to the 1914 Iron Cross 2nd Class, no 
makers mark £60 - £65

418 German 1939 Prizen Bar to the Iron Cross 2nd Class 
£70 - £80

419 German 1943 U Boat Badge institution Award paper 
13/10/1939 £50 - £60

420 German alpine Red Cross badge   
£50 - £55

421 German and Austrian ww1 medals six of   
£140 - £150

422 German Army M43 cap, maker stamped to interior & 
1943 dated, GVF £190 - £200

423 German Army Officers "crusher" peaked cap for field 
wear, no moth but worn overall condition. £390 - £400

424 German Colonial Medal with bars Deutsch-Neuguinea 
1905, Deutsch-Ostafrika 1898, and Huolu £60 - £70

425 German cross of honour for ww1 veterans with award 
document and one other veterans medal with award 
document with selection of service documents, photos etc 
to ww1 veteran Otto Deike   £50 - £55

426 German dagger spanner for securing the top nuts on SS 
SS NSFK daggers maker marked   £20 - £25

427 German der stahlhelm 1938 commemorative badge with 
matching 1930 screw back badge   £60 - £65

428 German DLV 25th Anniversary plaque and a retired 
Pilots badge, GVF £190 - £200

429 German double drum magazine empty from a mg15 
reputed to come from a HEIII which crashed in Kent, 
1940   £60 - £65

430 German etc mixed lot inc Hitler Beer Stein lid, SS belt 
buckle, Hitler Youth Shooting badge, SS ring, SS 
hangers, KORR Titles and two spear tops and fighting 
dagger (qty) £40 - £50

431 German horseman’s badge awarded April 1930m for all 
aspects of horsemanship  £50 - £55

432 German Imperial 1848-49 Combatants medal for 
Hohenzollern, struck by Royal German mint 1851 £30 - £35

433 German Imperial Flieger Pilots badge WW1 with 800 
silver & maker marked reverse, GVF £170 - £180

434 German interesting selection ww1 and ww2 documents, 
books etc. much naval interest ,large amount mostly in 
folders  £100 - £110

435 German Iron Cross 1st Class WW2, maker marked '6'.
£80 - £85

436 German Iron Cross 2nd Class WW1 (maker marked), 
and 13 Marz 1933 Medal (2) £30 - £35

437 German Iron Cross 2nd Class WW1 (replacement ring 
suspender) and a WW2 Wounds Badge (2) £28 - £30

438 German Iron Cross 2nd Class WW2, War Merit Cross 
with Swords (2) £30 - £35

439 German Ist October 1938 medal with Luftwaffe award 
document to Adolf Steinborn with his spots badge, 
citation and newspaper cutting relating to his death on 
14-2-1945  £55 - £60

440 German kriegs marine naval flag size approx. 30x60 with 
varies stampings to the lanyard   £50 - £55

441 German Luftschiff LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin badge maker 
marked  £50 - £55

442 German Luftwaffe Afrika Korps peaked cap with neck 
flap, grubby but no moth. £670 - £680

443 German Luftwaffe Air Gunners badge WW2, GVF
£75 - £85

444 German Medals - WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class, War 
Merit Cross with Swords WW2, Wilhelm I Kaiser 
Anniversary Medal (3) £40 - £45

 

 
 

445 German medals and badges from WW2, an interesting 
and unusual selection of original pieces brought back by 
the vendors father (16 items) Worth a look £340 - £360

446 German mothers cross in bronze with citation singed and 
presented by Adolf Hitler in Berlin on 21-5-1939   £45 - £50

447 German naval blockade runners war badge, maker 
marked with matching miniature stick pin   £65 - £70

448 German naval coastal artillery war badge   
£60 - £65

449 German Nazi Air Gunner Badge with Lightning, maker 
marked Assmann £40 - £45

 

 
 

450 German Nazi Combined Pilots and Observers Badge, 
2nd type, maker marked Assmann £40 - £45
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451 German Nazi DRL Sports Badge 2nd type with 
Swastika, however the swastika has been removed from 
this example and the pin is missing from the reserve £25 - £30

 

 
 

452 German Nazi Hitler Youth Ski trophy, a blue and white 
ceramic vase £30 - £40

 

 
 

453 German NSDAP 15 Years Service Medal, 2nd Class. 
Nice piece £240 - £260

454 German NSDAP 1943 dated flag propaganda booklet, 
Casualty letter 1944 dated, photos etc  £55 - £60

455 German NSDAP LS&GC in gilt, scarce longest service 
award for an early Party member, GVF £170 - £180

456 German NSFK Flying badge, GVF 
£65 - £75

457 German NSFK Luftrennen 1940 badge maker marked 
enamelled badge   £65 - £70

458 German NSFK Reichswettkampfe 1939 Alpenzielflug, 
blue and yellow enamelled pin badge, maker marked £50 - £55

459 German Olympic games 1936 enamelled badge, maker 
marked   £50 - £55

460 German Panzer Assault badge for "50" engagements, 
maker marked reverse, toned, scarce, GVF £270 - £280

461 German paratroopers war badge maker marked G 
Husang Dresden   £80 - £85

462 German private purchase ww1 iron cross 1st class solid 
construction   £45 - £50

463 German SA sports badge, maker marked   
£35 - £40

464 German scarce beaded Pattern helmet complete with 
lining   £120 - £130

465 German scarce diaries for occupied Norway, four, 
1941/1942/1943/1944   £80 - £85

466 German selection of various WW1 and WW2 medals, 
badges, ribbons, pin badges etc (qty) £110 - £120

467 German silver grade tank battle war badge   
£60 - £65

468 German silver plated cigarette case, engraved inside 
'Weihn 1926 H.W.' and front engraved with an eagles 
head and 1939 Iron Cross 'LEIBSTANDARTE ADOLF 
HITLER SS'. £50 - £60

469 German small steel goblet engraved 'SS -
HAUPTZUGAMT DACHAU'.  £30 - £40

470 German soft sidecap with silver braid, makers label to 
inside 'Kleiderkasse fur die Bundeswehr KKBw Koblenz' 
with soldiers name £30 - £40

471 German Spanish Cross in Bronze with Swords, maker 
marked 'L/13'. £100 - £120

472 German Spanish Cross in Silver with Swords, no makers 
mark £100 - £150

473 German SS 8 year LS&GC Medal, GVF 
£140 - £150

474 German SS Belt Buckle, maker marked 'O & C Ges 
Gesch'. £50 - £60

475 German SS members lapel stick pin & a totenkopf cap 
button, GVF £55 - £65

476 German Tinnies Badges - 1931, 1935 and 1936 
£20 - £30

477 German War Merit Cross 1st class pin back, unusual 
upside down pin fitting, GVF £75 - £85

478 German War Merit Cross 2nd Class document to SS 
Man Franz Franz SS-Geb.Jg.Rgt.2, + War Graves print 
out to same Man £100 - £120

479 German wien - august 1939 enamelled students badge 
maker marked  £50 - £55

480 German WW1 and WW2 medals and ribbon bar, pin 
badge etc (qty) £110 - £120

481 German WW1 group with Certificates + Photo for 
Eward Kutz, plus Iron Cross 2nd Class, Honor Cross 
with Swords, and Commemorative Medal (qty) £80 - £85

482 German WW1 Imperial Iron Cross 1st class pin back, 3x 
piece construction, iron core, GVF £65 - £75

483 German ww1 iron cross 1st class with ww2 bar to the iron 
cross 1st class  £140 - £150

484 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class nEF 
£30 - £35

485 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class maker marked to 
ring, and 1870-1871 Medal, plus unrelated ribbon bar (3) £40 - £45

486 German ww1 iron cross 2nd class with wound badge in 
black and cross of honour all with award documents, 
photos to infantry man Georg Carbach   £120 - £130

487 German ww1 iron cross 2nd class with ww2 bar to the 
iron cross 2nd class  £100 - £110

488 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class, ribbon ring maker 
marked 'B' and stamped '800'.  £30 - £35

489 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class, ribbon ring maker 
marked 'KC'. £30 - £35

490 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class, with a 1 Oktober 
1938 Medal (2) £30 - £35

 

 
 

491 German WW1 Judsee South Africa Kiautschou Nr 
33992 Ges. Geschutzt. Unmarked silver £40 - £45
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492 German ww1 parade belt with buckle  
£65 - £70

493 German WW1 steel helmet with liner (full size 
reproduction) £20 - £25

494 German WW1 & WW2 various Medals inc WW1 Iron 
Cross 2nd Class (qty) £100 - £110

495 German WW1 & WW2 various Medals & Badges inc 
WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class (qty) £100 - £110

496 German ww2 1938 dated waffen marked 37 mm anti 
tank round   £35 - £40

497 German ww2 arm bands, six of , all different copies 
£40 - £50

498 German WW2 Arm Shield with cloth backing 'Demjansk 
1942'. £150 - £160

499 German WW2 Arm Shield with cloth backing 'Narvik 
1940'. maker marked to reverse 'L/20'. £150 - £160

 

 
 

500 German WW2 Auxiliary Cruiser Badge with Diamonds. 
This piece of German manufacture, hollow back, .900 
silver with Mercuric gilding 90% or more still visible, 
Swastika set with 13 diamond chips, no makers mark, 
coke bottle pin. Only three recognised examples are 
known, awarded to Bernard Rogge, Helmuth von 
Ruckreshell, and Ernst Felix Kruder. This piece is 
probably of 2nd generation production and could well 
have been relieved during the occupation, and is of the 
same quality as the jewellers copy Pour Le Merit Medals. 
The known text book example was made in Japan in 
sterling silver and is stamped as such, it had a wide 
consistent pin and contained 15 diamond chips.   This 
piece is of superb manufacture and quality. Must be 
viewed ! £1800 - £2000

501 German WW2 Bar to the Iron Cross 1st Class, maker 
marked L/22 £50 - £55

502 German WW2 bullion Breast Eagle, SS colour badge 
and a Police car pennant (3) £30 - £40

503 German WW2 card album 'Grossdeutschland Im 
Weltgeschehen. Tagesbildbrichte. 1939'. Complete 
except for just two cards. One of the Rarer WW2 
German Albums £140 - £150

504 German WW2 cased Iron Cross Ist class maker marked 
on the pin   £170 - £180

505 German WW2 Coastal Artillery Badge maker marked 
'SCHWERIN BERLIN'. £50 - £55

506 German ww2 collection of documents relating to 
Richard Hoss ww1 and ww2   £40 - £45

507 German ww2 combat clasp in silver, maker marked   
£60 - £65

508 German WW2 Cossack Badge (one lug missing). 
£100 - £120

509 German WW2 Cross in Gold, no makers mark. A nice 
quality reproduction £40 - £45

510 German WW2 Cross in Silver, maker marked '1'.  
£240 - £260

511 German WW2 Destroyer War Badge, maker marked 
'SCHWERIN BERLIN 68'.  £90 - £100

 

512 German WW2 Dienstglas 6x30 military binoculars in 
their brown leather case stamped on the bottom U38 
reputed to have been taken of the German submarine 
U38 when she was scuttled on the 5th may 1945 after 
sinking 35 ships   £100 - £110

513 German ww2 documents relating to Karl Sollich served 
Spanish civil war and later missing in Hungary 1945  £40 - £45

514 German ww2 double decal red cross medics helmet nice 
helmet named inside  £200 - £210

515 German WW2 Double Decal steel helmet, with liner and 
chin strap. A nice piece with original finish and decals £300 - £350

516 German ww2 double sided party flag 52/29 well used 
with age stains holes and tears   £65 - £70

517 German WW2 Feldgendarmerie Luftwaffe Gorget. 
RZM maker marked 'M9/50' 1944 £120 - £130

518 German WW2 General Assault Badge, no makers mark
£70 - £75

519 German WW2 Gold Wounds Badge maker marked 
'L/13'. Boxed £160 - £170

520 German WW2 Golden Hitler Youth Honor Badge, 
maker marked RZM 215, BM 1/122. £100 - £120

521 German WW2 Ground Assault Badge Luftwaffe with 
Number '25'. Maker marked 'R.K.'. £240 - £260

522 German WW2 group to Heinz Ebert, inc Iron Cross 2nd 
Class, and Merit Cross with Swords + original packet and 
award document (2) £60 - £70

523 German WW2 group to Ottmar Conradi, inc Iron Cross 
2nd Class with 5/5/1942 document, Black Wound 
Badge and Russian Front Medals with certificates (3) £160 - £170

524 German WW2 group to Wolfgang Lubosch, inc Iron 
Cross 2nd Class + Certificate, Black Wound Badge + 
Certificate, West Walls Medal + Packet of issue & Cert, 
and Russian Front Medal (4) £200 - £220

525 German WW2 High Seas Fleet Badge, maker marked 
'fo'. Small part of pin hook missing £40 - £45

526 German WW2 Hitler Youth Honor Badge with 
Oakleaves, RZM marked, No 234, BM 1/122. £240 - £260

527 German WW2 Incendiary bomb, nice example with 
various stencilling on body   £100 - £110

528 German WW2 Infantry Assault Badge (silver) maker 
marked 'GWL'. £40 - £45

529 German WW2 Infantry Assault Badge, hollow back, no 
makers mark £28 - £30

530 German WW2 Infantry Assault Badge, no makers mark
£30 - £35

531 German ww2 interesting selection of documents relating 
to Essen police 1940/41  £35 - £40

 

 
 

532 German WW2 Iron Cross 1st Class in LDO Case, 
reverse of Cross engraved 'Kurt Kassel SS-Sturmmann 
Demjansk-Kessel Feb 1942'.  £100 - £120

533 German ww2 iron cross 1st class private purchase solid 
construction maker marked 50   £45 - £50

534 German WW2 Iron Cross 1st Class, maker marked 
'L/17'. With bottom half of case £40 - £50
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535 German WW2 Iron Cross 1st Class, screw back type, 
maker marked '51'. £60 - £70

536 German WW2 Iron Cross 2nd class 
£24 - £26

537 German WW2 Iron Cross 2nd Class, reverse erased and 
then engraved 'DRK Schwester Rosa Forstner 24/2/43'. 
Plus named document £100 - £120

538 German WW2 Iron Cross 2nd class, ribbon ring maker 
marked (unreadable) £40 - £45

539 German WW2 Iron Cross 2nd Class, ring maker 
stamped '4'. £40 - £45

540 German WW2 kriegsmarine binoculars "7x50 beh 
375984 (T) KF, and 31634 N". One lens chipped, etc 
(a/f) £30 - £40

 

 
 

541 German WW2 large iron plaque 'SS', no markings, 
possibly made for a rally (22.5cm tall x 18.5cm wide) 
brought back by the vendors relation £100 - £150

 

 
 

542 German WW2 large iron Swastika plaque, still with 
pieces of green metal attached where it was liberated by 
the vendors relation (15.5 inches x 18 inches) £200 - £250

543 German ww2 large shell or bomb fuse stamped with 
varies markings etc   £50 - £55

544 German ww2 Luftschutz civil defence helmet converted 
from a captured Czech helmet   £80 - £85

545 German WW2 Luftschutz helmet with liner and chin 
strap £40 - £50

546 German WW2 Luftwaffe Anti Aircraft Badge, no makers 
mark £70 - £75

547 German WW2 Luftwaffe Ground Forces Combat Badge, 
maker marked '3'.  £70 - £75

548 German ww2 Luftwaffe nco dress hat in good condition 
with original badges head band missing  £150 - £160

549 German WW2 Luftwaffe Para badge, late war, maker 
marked Assmann £70 - £80

550 German WW2 Luftwaffe Para badge, maker marked 'G 
H Osang Dresden'. Back of eagle engraved £70 - £80

 
 

551 German WW2 Luftwaffe Para Badge, maker marked for 
Assman. Nice piece £260 - £280

552 German WW2 Luftwaffe soft sidecap with silver braid, 
light mothing noted £40 - £50

553 German WW2 Luftwaffe spoons, maker marked 
'H.M.Z42' and 'F.I.UV'. (2) £24 - £26

554 German WW2 Luftwaffe Winter Cap. Scarce 
£220 - £220

555 German WW2 medals and ribbon bar, pin badge etc 
(qty) £80 - £85

556 German WW2 medals inc cased Mothers Cross, cased 25 
Years Faithful Service Medal, Merit Medal, etc (6) £120 - £130

557 German WW2 medals, various types inc Iron Cross 2nd 
Class, Russian Front, etc etc (7) £150 - £160

558 German WW2 Minesweeper Badge, no makers mark
£40 - £45

559 German ww2 officers medals and documents to 
unteroffizier Herman Schmitt consisting of five photos 
RAD service slip west wall medal with award document 
dated 1-8-1940 war merit cross 2nd class with sword 
dated 7-12-1942 and iron cross 2nd class with award 
dated 7-8-1941 and army fire work munition course 
certificate dated 18-2-1941   £150 - £160

560 German WW2 Original Iron Cross 2nd Class ribbon, 
100 pieces, in 11½ inch strips £150 - £200

561 German WW2 pair of 10x50 dienstglas army binoculars 
with BEH code in their correct leather case 1942 dated 
with waffen marks  £180 - £190

562 German WW2 Party Badges etc (12) 
£140 - £150

563 German WW2 party flag with various stampings to the 
lanyard with various German booklets 1944 dated 
German map etc.  £60 - £65

564 German WW2 Pioneers Peaked Cap with insignia 
£40 - £50

565 German WW2 RAD belt buckle. a/f 
£20 - £25

566 German WW2 Reich flag 22x39 inches with areas 
stampings to the lanyard  £50 - £55

567 German WW2 Russian Front Medal 1941/42 with 
original packet of issue £24 - £26

568 German WW2 Russian Front Medal + packet of issue 
and original Certificate to Stabsgefreiten Gottfried 
Bauerlein £34 - £36

569 German ww2 scarce of 30mm MK 108 aircraft cannon 
rounds as used in the me 262 jet fighter etc   £30 - £35

570 German ww2 scarce panzerfaust sight with German ww1 
gun sight blown of a field gun by a British shell in ww1  £40 - £45

571 German ww2 single decal 1943 pattern army helmet 
complete with lining and chin strap   £330 - £340

572 German ww2 small party flag with German army postal 
sack and German TAGE BUCH book and German red 
cross greeting card  £60 - £65

 
573 German WW2 Sports Badge (silver grade) plus a Drivers 

Badge, with an 'Edelweiss' cloth badge (3) £34 - £36

 
574 German WW2 Squadron Clasp for Short-Range Night 

Fighter Pilots, no makers mark £100 - £120

http://f.i.uv/
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575 German WW2 SS buckle, maker marked 'RZM 36/42 
SS' and leather belt £40 - £50

576 German WW2 SS Bullion Arm Eagle with Patches (3) 
£100 - £120

577 German WW2 SS Service Arm band with RZM label  
£100 - £150

578 German WW2 Tank Assault Badge maker marked 
'KWM'.  £70 - £75

579 German ww2 very impressive scarce binocular sight 
stamped D.F 10x80 dkI 21533 in good condition with 
95% original paint finish   £600 - £650

 

 
 

580 German WW2 very Rare Anti Partisan Badge in GOLD 
with notes from Gordon Williamson. Only about 5% of 
Gold finish visible, solid back, with faults to Snake, typical 
of late war production. All Anti Partisan Badges are very 
late war, Hitler decree was 30th Jan 1944, a very short 
lived award for 100 Combat Days. Super piece and Rare £1800 - £2000

581 German ww2 waffen market artillery depth gauge in 
wood transit box, unusual item   £30 - £35

582 German ww2 wien august 1939 students badge   
£50 - £55

583 German WW2 & 1, medals and badges, Army Medal 
XV, Merit Cross with Swords, Luftshutz medal (disc 
only), Russian Front Medal, Tank Badge, Black Wounds 
badge, Driver badge (no pin) (7) £30 - £35

584 German WWII Army Parachutists badge by C.E.Junker, 
Berlin, scarce badge, GVF £680 - £700

585 German WWII Balkenkreuz vehicle identification flag 
with strengthened holes in each corner to tie it down on 
the bonnet of a lorry or onto a Tank to stop friendly fire. £85 - £95

586 German WWII Battle flag, nice stampings to edge, 1943 
dated and "Kiel" marked. £85 - £95

587 German WWII Black SS unit flag with Berlin 1944 
markings and Totenkopf markings. £190 - £200

588 German WWII Close combat clasp in Gilt with stainless 
pin & hook on reverse GVF £470 - £480

589 German WWII Close combat clasp, silver grade, GVF 
£120 - £130

590 German WWII Coastal Artillery war badge, plain 
reverse, GVF £65 - £75

 

591 German WWII Deutches Kreuz, silver (War Merit) 
grade, No.1 Deschler & Sohn maker marked on pin, 4x 
rivet construction. Toned GVF £460 - £480

 

592 German WWII Deutches Youth Lapel badge and Belt 
Buckle £65 - £75

593 German WWII E-Boot war badge, maker marked on 
reverse, Peekhaus, GVF £190 - £200

594 German WWII early double decal tin helmet with SS 
Runes complete with liner & chin strap £680 - £700

595 German WWII Fire Brigade Bravery Cross, scarce, GVF
£65 - £75

596 German WWII Fire Brigade Bravery Cross,1st class pin 
back, maker marked on reverse by W.Kolwitz, Bergdorf, 
scarce, GVF £160 - £180

597 German WWII General Assault badge for "75" 
engagements, cased, maker marked, GVF £370 - £380

598 German WWII General Assault badge, silver grade, 
maker marked reverse, Frank & Reif, GVF £45 - £55

599 German WWII Hitler Youth large lapel badge "Wien 
August 1939" and HJ Marksman's lapel badge £75 - £85

600 German WWII Kriegsmarine Officers crusher peaked 
cap with Alpine emblem (possibly U-Boot related) well 
worn condition, traces of labels to interior, VF £570 - £580

601 German WWII Luftwaffe Pilots badge, "A" Assman 
marked to reverse rim, cased, GVF £270 - £280

602 German WWII MP40 Schmeiser cloth ammo pouches 
(pair) in GVF £240 - £250

603 German WWII Naval Cruisers war badge maker marked 
Fo to rear, GVF £65 - £75

604 German WWII Naval Honour Roll clasp attached to 
Iron Cross ribbon. Toned GVF £65 - £75

605 German WWII NSDAP Long serving Officers cased 
medals, 2x LS&GC medals plus various Party badges inc 
numbered 50254 Golden Party badges, awards GVF £570 - £580

606 German WWII NSKK Belt buckle, brass, WW1 Style 
buckle probably a pre war example. GVF £55 - £65

607 German WWII Olympics small plaque and a lapel badge 
GVF £85 - £95

608 German WWII Ostvolk Eastern Peoples bravery award, 
1st class in gilt, toned GVF £65 - £75

609 German WWII other ranks Army sidecap, no moth GC
£90 - £100

610 German WWII Panzer Assault badge in bronze, heavy 
construction, GVF £85 - £95

611 German WWII Panzer Assault badge, silver grade, Fo 
maker marked to reverse, GVF £110 - £120

612 German WWII Panzer black wrap battledress, trousers 
& side cap, many markings, pink piped. £850 - £950

613 German WWII Para close combat clasp, maker Assman 
marked on reverse, lightweight type, GVF £65 - £75

614 German WWII Party N.S.D.A.P Pennant, dated 1943
£65 - £75

615 German WWII pocket watch, by Junghans, Astra, with 
several Nazi internal markings when serviced or cleaned, 
sold A/F as a display piece only, not as a timepiece. GVF £75 - £95

616 German WWII small banner for "Hibernia" probably 
Labour related, slightly grubby, GVF £470 - £480

617 German WWII small Party flag with eagle, dated 1943 
and Munchen  £86 - £95

618 German WWII SS Belt buckle & belt, SS stamps to both 
belt & buckle GVF £290 - £300

619 German WWII SS Belt buckle & belt, SS stamps to 
buckle shows patina & wear VF £270 - £280

620 German WWII SS Belt buckle, slightly worn finish, 
maker/ issue stamps, GVF £140 - £150

621 German WWII SS Tin helmet complete with worn camo 
cover, raw edge shell, with liner & strap. £870 - £880

622 German WWII U-Boot close combat clasp in bronze, 
maker marked by Peekhaus / Schwerin, Berlin £160 - £180

623 German WWII U-Boot war badge with Diamond 
Brilliants, pin faintly stamped, unusual, VF £270 - £280

624 German WWII unusual plaque, Luftwaffe eagle, feint 
maker marked to reverse, VF £55 - £65

625 German WWII VW Factory workers lapel badge and 
Hitler day badge. GVF £20 - £25

 

626 German WWII Waffen SS camo tunic & matching 
trousers, slightly worn, scarce. £550 - £650
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627 German WWII Zeppelin Officers bullion Nazi era cap 
badge, toned, GVF £85 - £95

628 German / Italian WW2 badges, medals, paperwork, 
cloth items etc (qty) Worth a look £80 - £100

629 Gordon highlanders officers documents, photos, letters, 
large amount all relating to the service of Capt J T D 
Durbin served in varies post ww2 campaigns including 
Malaya   £90 - £95

630 Grenades two Norwegian smoke grenades with Russian 
pineapple grenade   £40 - £45

 

 
 

631 Group - 1914 Star with original Mons Bar (confirmed on 
MIC) (8488 L/Cpl B Wright 2/R.W.Fus), BWM & 
Victory Medal (8488 Cpl B V Wright R.W.Fus.), GV 
Army LSGCM (4178894 Sjt B V Wright R.W.Fus.). 
Defence Medal and GVI Meritorious Service Medal 
(4178894 Sjt B V Wright R.W.Fus) small correction to 
naming noted. Lot includes various photos, his Regular 
Army Certificate of Service Book, silver fob, etc (qty) £240 - £260

632 Group - 1935 Jubilee Medal, and 1937 Coronation 
Medal (J Scott Weir). Born Heworth, Jarrow, Co 
Durham. On the 1935 Jubilee Roll as Borough Surveyor, 
Jarrow. Served as a Captain with the RE in WW1 GVF 
(2) £40 - £45

633 Group - BWM (1538 Pte. C.A. Hall, Middlesex Regt.), 
T.F. War Medal GV (1538 C.A. Hall, Middlesex Regt.), 
GV Territorial Force Efficiency Medal (290210 Pte. 
(A.L. Sjt.) C.A. Hall 10 Middlesex Regt). Whole 
entitlement M.I.C. confirms - T.F. W.M. tarnished (3) £160 - £170

634 Group - Defence Medal, Coronation Medal 1911 St 
Andrews Ambulance Corps (Miss E S Brown), 1935 
Jubilee Medal, and Voluntary Medical Service Medal 
with 5x second award bars (E S Brown). Miss Euphemia 
S Brown confirmed on the 1935 Jubilee Roll as Section 
Assistant Commandant 14. Scot A. GVF (4) £240 - £260

635 Group - Efficiency Medal GVI with Territorial clasp 
(2037765 Gnr A E G Jackson RA), Defence Medal, War 
Medal. With boxes of issue, lived Kensal Rise, London. 
GVF (3) £30 - £35

636 Group - mounted as worn BWM (M.20212 B Ridehalgh 
S.R.A. RN), RN Auxiliary Sick Berth Reserve LSGC 
Medal GV (3565 B Ridehalgh LS B.A.R.N. A.S.B.R.), 
and Service Medal of the Order of St John with 2x 5 year 
bars (8961 Pte B Ridehalgh Nelson HQ Div No 4 Dis 
SJAB 1930). Plus boxed WW2 group 1939-45 Star, 
France & Germany Star, War Medal to Mr B Ridehalgh 
RN. (6) £100 - £120

 

 
 

637 Group - Order of St John Service Officers Badge (silver 
cross), 1897 Jubilee Medal St Johns Ambulance Brigade 
(SUPT S B Piers), 1902 Coronation Medal St Johns 
Ambulance Brigade (S B Piers SUPT of STORES), 1935 
Jubilee Medal, Service Medal of the Order of St John 
with 5x five year bars (District Supt of Stores Shute B 
Piers 1906) and St Johns Ambulance Brigade Medal for 
South Africa (DIST SUPT of STORES S.B.Piers No1 
Dist). Shute Barrington Piers was born Weymouth, 
Dorset. GVF (6) £440 - £460

638 Group - Order of St John Serving Brother Badge (2nd 
type late 1930's), 1915 Star Trio (25565 Cpl F P Hopkins 
RAMC), Defence Medal, Service Medal of the Order of 
St John with 2x Five Year bars (6301 A/A/OFFR F P 
Hopkins Lysaght Div No 2 DIS SJAB 1927). GVF (6) £80 - £85

639 Group - Order of St John Serving Brother Badge (2nd 
type, late 1930's), 1915 Star Trio (36343 Cpl H Rose 
RAMC), Defence Medal and Service Medal of the Order 
of St John with one Five Year clasp (10633 A/OFFR H 
Rose Langley & Dis Div No3 Dis SJAB 1932). Small 
correction to star. (6) £90 - £100

640 Group - Order of St John Serving Brother Badge (3rd 
type, wartime issue up till 1947), BWM & Victory Medal 
(614061 Pte W V M Allen 19-London), 1935 Jubilee 
Medal and Service Medal of the Order of St John with 
2x five year clasps (17781 D/SUPT W V M Allen W.P. 
& St Marylebone Div No1 Dis SJAB 1937). (5) £80 - £85

 

 
 

641 Group - QSA with bars RoK/Pa/Dr/Jo/Wi (2026 Tpr 
A Honeycombe 2nd Life Guards) confirmed to roll, 
mounted with a City of London Police 1911 Coronation 
Medal (PC A J Honeycombe). 9ct Gold Medal engraved 
'C.P.A.C. A J Honeycombe for Saving Life 1905' (City 
Police Athletic Club). St Johns Medal '108825 Arthur J 
Honeycombe'. Twice awarded a Commendation for 
rendering First Aid. Silver shilling, South Africa 1900 Tin 
with tiny piece of chocolate, Newspaper Cutting with 
family interest. Defence & War Medal in box to Mr W J 
Honeycombe of Bembridge, I.O.W.     (qty) £400 - £450

642 Group - Serving Officer of the Order of St John of 
Jerusalem Officers Breast badge in silver (awarded 
27/3/1931), 1915 Star (S/Sjt W Gibb 10th F.Amb. 
S.A.M.C.), BWM (S/Sjt W Gibb S.A.V.R.) and Victory 
Medal (S/Sjt W Gibb 10th F.Amb. S.A.M.C.). Plus 
Order of St J of J Service Medal with one clasp (535 
C/Offr W Gibb Cape Prov. Dist. S. Africa SJAB.O. 
1926). GVF (5) £140 - £150

643 Group attributed to James McLaurin Little, Town Clerk 
and Burgh Treasurer of Dalbeattie (Scotland). 1935 
Jubilee Medal, 1937 Coronation Medal, 1953 
Coronation Medal, each with box of issue and named 
Certificate. EF (3) £50 - £55

 

 
 

644 Group Mounted as worn - 1914 Star with old slide on 
Mons Clasp, BWM & Victory Medal (53912 Bmbr E G 
Gregory RHA) served with 3rd Bde RHA, and GV Army 
LSGCM (1023449 W.O.CL.11. E G Gregory RA). MIC 
conforms entitlement to Clasp. With original photo. (4) £110 - £120
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645 Group mounted as worn - 1915 Star (unnamed/erased), 
BWM & Victory Medal (2.Lieut A C Brannon), 1939-45 
Star, F & G Star, Defence & War Medals. MIC shows he 
was not entitled to the Star. Served as a 2.Lieut with the 
Hampshire Regt. Lieut with 7th Punjabis, and Capt in 
the Indian Army. nVF (7) £80 - £85

 

 
 

646 Group mounted as worn - BWM & Victory Medal, 
Territorial War Medal (368251 Bmbr A Chalmers RA), 
IGS with North West Frontier 1930-31 clasp (1414227 
Sjt A A G Chalmers RA), 1939-45 War Medal (damaged) 
named 1414227 Sjt A A G Chalmers RA. GV Territorial 
Efficiency Medal (368251 Bmbr A Chalmers RGA), and 
GV Regular Army LSGCM (1414227 Sjt A A G 
Chalmers RA). Polished F-VF (7) £220 - £240

 
 

 
 

647 Group mounted as worn - CSM QE2 with Northern 
Ireland clasp named 24902765 Pte C Shelley ACC, UN 
Medal for Croatia, and NATO medal with Former 
Yugoslavia clasp (3) £60 - £65

 
 

648 Group mounted as worn - Order of St John of Jerusalem 
Officer Badge, BWM & Victory Medal (M-317769 Pte J 
M Bond ASC), Defence Medal, 1911 Coronation Medal 
St Johns Ambulance Brigade (Pte M Bond), Service 
Medal of the Order of St John with 6x five year clasps 
(4639 CPS. SEC. J M Bond Powysland CPS Priory for 
Wales 1925). VF-GVF verdigris to Victory Medal (6) £140 - £160

 

 
 

649 Group mounted as worn - QSA with bars 
CC/OFS/Tr/SA01/SA02 named (4726 Pte R Pettit 
19th Hussars) small correction noted, BWM & Victory 
Medal (M2-137031 Pte R J Pettit ASC), plus WW1 ID 
Tags. Medal roll conforms bars (3) £110 - £120

 

 
 

650 Group mounted as worn to 6142035 Gnr J S Belton RA. 
Medals - 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, War 
Medal, Efficiency Medal GVI with Territorial clasp. 
GVF (4) £60 - £65

651 Group of six medals consisting of 1939-45 star Italy star 
defence and war medals with regular army long service 
and MSM all mounted for wearing in case with soldiers 
pocket book and regular army certificate of service book 
to warrant officer 1953256 Norman Frederick Evans 
royal engineers  £350 - £360

 

 
 

652 Group to 19143632 Pte R G Quaterman AAC (Army Air 
Corps). 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence & War 
Medals, GVI General Service Medal with Palestine 
1945-48 clasp. With various cloth badges (qty) £80 - £85
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653 : Group to William Melville, Superintendent C.O. C.I.D. Special Irish Branch, Special Branch and Spymaster MI5, the original "M" :- M.V.O. reverse no. 41, Royal 
Victorian Medal (QV, Silver), M.B.E. (1st type, civil), Coronation Police medal 1902 in Silver , Metropolitan Police reverse named William Melville, Supt. C.O. (C.I.D.), 
Neck Badge of the Commander of the Order of Isabel la Catolica (Spain), Officer de la Legion d-Honneur (France), Order of St. Sava reverse dated 1883 (Serbia), Order 
of Saint Sylvester 1905 (Vatican). His police whistle, four original testimonials issued by the Mayor of the City of Westminster. Also a Branch Memoranda type written by 
him giving a full account of his career in M.I.5 from 1903 to 1917. Group also contains 1887 Police Jubilee Medal Met Police to P.C. W. Foy G.Div. the original husband 
of his second wife. 
          William Melville was born on 25th April 1850 in Sneem, County Kerry, Ireland. He was the eldest son of James and Catherine (nee Connor) and had two brothers; 
Richard born 1859 and George born in 1868. The Melville family who owned a pub and a bakery were well known in the community. William was baptised in the local 
Catholic Church, attended school and in his teens was considered one of the best hurlers in the area. Young William helped his family business and every week travelled 
by pony and cart to Killarney. The story goes that one week the pony and trap were found outside the station but no William was to be found. This young man had like 
many young men of the time left Ireland to seek fame, fortune and adventure in London. Melville joined the Metropolitan Police in September 1872 and spent the first 6 
months stationed at Bow Street and patrolled Covent Garden to Holborn and the area known as Little Dublin with his truncheon and whistle. 
          In 1879 Melville had been promoted from Constable to Detective Sergeant in the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) stationed in south London. This was a 
busy time for Melville as in February he married Kate Reilly from County Mayo in St George's Church, Southwark. For the next 4 years Melville was a D.S. in the South 
London C.I.D. In March 1883 he was recruited into a small special branch known as the Special Irish Branch. The Special Irish Branch was set up to combat the Fenian 
dynamite campaign of the 1880s. There were over 19 bombing attacks; they struck against major London landmarks such as the Palace of Westminster, Whitehall, the 
Tower of London. The Special Irish Branch were charged with foiling the bombers. The Dynamite War subsided from 1886 but another Fenian plot emerged in 1887. An 
American based Fenian F.F. Millen plotted to bomb Queen Victoria's golden jubilee celebrations. The 'Jubilee Plot' was foiled as Melville and the Special Irish Branch 
watched Millen and his co-conspirators around the clock forcing them to abandon their plot. This whole episode is cloaked in secret plans and counter plots, and it transpires 
that Millen was in fact a British agent the real target being to tarnish the reputation of the leader of the Irish Parliamentary Party Charles Stewart Parnell. 
          Melville was involved in one of the most baffling cases of the Metropolitan Police; the Jack the Ripper killings. Jack the Ripper is the name given to a vicious murderer 
who killed and mutilated five women in 1888. One of the suspects was an American man named Francis Tumbelty a quack doctor with a known hatred for women. In 
November 1888 he fled London, travelling to America via France. Melville was stationed in France at the time and attempted to catch and arrest Tumbelty but the suspect 
managed to escape. The Special Irish Branch was reorganised and Melville moved to a new and very small secret section called simply the Special Branch and was promoted 
to Inspector. Melville uncovered anarchist bomb plots and his reputation was enhanced when he was responsible for foiling plots to manufacture bombs to use against the 
Russian regime. Melville’s arrest of the anarchist Meunier a Café Very bomber at Victoria Station in April 1894 was widely reported as whilst resisting arrest Meunier tried 
to drag Melville under the wheels of a train reportedly shouting 'To fall into your hands, Melville! You the only man I feared and whose description was engraved on my 
mind'. 
          Melville was married to Kate and had four children; sadly Kate died of pneumonia in March 1889. Melville engaged the services of Mrs Amelia Foy the widow of a 
colleague in SIB (W.  Foy) eventually Melville married Mrs Foy. 
          In 1900 at the peak of his career he was promoted to Superintendent. He suddenly retired three years later and such was the interest in his antics that in 1906 the 
Daily Express reported that he had gone to work for the Russians. Melville denied this vigorously reporting he had quietly retired but nothing was further from the truth. 
          In 1903 the War Office set up a Directorate of Military Operations, MO2 and MO3, both dealing with intelligence gathering. Melville was the man for the job and 
his role was to act as general controller for the War Office. Melville drew upon his vast knowledge and experience of working with other national secret services and 
cultivating characters that would become espionage agents. He also undertook a number of secret missions of his own at home and abroad. His office was in Victoria Street, 
adjacent to Scotland Yard and he began a career as an espionage agent under the name William Morgan. Melville would report to Captain Francis Davies under alias of 
'M'. Melville undertook many missions including British access to Persian oil reserves. 
          In 1909 the Secret Service Bureau was sent up to co-ordinate intelligence work under two sections; 'home section' later known as MI5 and 'foreign section' known as 
MI6. As chief detective for SSB Melville investigated suspicious foreigners and set up a register of aliens. In 1912 Melville discovered a network of German agents that were 
eventually rounded up. 
          The 27 page original dossier that comes with this group goes on to detail much of the work done by Melville including action against Boer terrorist suspects, German 
pre WW1 spies including a chat with the Kaiser at Windsor when they discussed the German agent Steinheuer. 
          He did much work with the Russian intelligence as there were many plotters in London threatening the overthrow of the Czar. 
          Melville dealt also with the Gun runners to Persia and Abyssinia; Agricultural German farmer students working on an Ipswich farm and mapping the area. 
          Melville worked tirelessly investigating the many reports of German spies and this work took it's toll when he retired at the end of 1917 and died of Kidney failure in 
1918.   A superb group to a famous and interesting man.  (9)                                                                                                                                              Est. £1000 - £1200
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654 Group: 1911 Police Coronation Medal St John 
Ambulance Brigade reverse to Cpl W.J. Henderson, plus 
Territorial Force Efficiency Medal (GeoV) to 393017 Sgt. 
W. Henderon R.A.M.C. TFEM awarded A.O. 275 
01/08/1919. Awarded Mention in Despatches L/G 
05/06/1919. No WW1 entitlement according to Medal 
Index Card. (2) £100 - £120

 

 
 

655 Group: Afghanistan Medal with bars Ahmed Khel and 
Kandahar plus Kabul to Kandahar Star to 2107 Corpl. 
A. Marks 2/60th Foot (Sergt. on the K to K Star). 
Andrew Marks was born St. Georges London, August 
1856. Enlisted 05/10/1871 served 12 years 1874-1886. 
He renumbered 1032 as a Bandmaster in the Gloucester 
Regt.and served until 20/02/1899 Total service 22 years 
87 days. With full research. (2) £700 - £750

 

 
 

656 Group: Afghanistan Medal, Jubilee Police medal 1887 
with bar 1897 plus 1902 Coronation Police Medal (both 
Met. Police reverse) to 1337 Gunr. J. Keating 1/A Bde. 
R.H.A. and P.C. J. Keating R Div. All medals verified to 
Rolls, John Keating was born Jersey C.I. 22/02/1854. (3) £300 - £350

 
657 Group: Cape of Good Hope G.S.M 1900 with 

Bechuanaland clasp, plus Q.S.A. with bars Cape Colony 
and O.F.S. to 718 Pte. (Cpl, Cape P.D.1 on QSA) W.R. 
Lesch Cape Police with copy papers and Will (2) £250 - £260

658 Group: China Medal 1900 with bar Taku Forts plus a 
1914-15 Star Trio to R.J. Mace A.B. H.M.S. Fame on 
China, 187477 L.S. R.N. on Trio, Comes with copy 
papers and an Original Photo of him Richard James 
Mace was born Gt Yarmouth 06/06/1879 and joined 
the Navy as a Boy 2nd Class. He was recalled to the Navy 
in August 1914. (4) £440 - £460

659 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse plus Khedives Star 
dated Egypt 1882 to G. Buzzacott A.B. HMS Agincourt. 
With comprehensive research George Henry Buzzacott 
was born 24/08/1862 at Kenn, Devon m. 25/01/1893 
in Sydney, Australia Died 06/05/1954 in Cremorne, 
Australia. Entered the Navy as a Boy 2nd Class and 
medals confirmed on Roll. Served then on HMS Swinger 
on the Australian Squadron and left the Navy in New 
South Wales 03/05/1887. He then served in the New 
South Wales Police force attaining the Rank of Inspector. 
Died in 1954 aged 92 and interred Rookwood Cem. 
Sydney  (2) £180 - £200

660 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bar Alexandria 
11th July plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1882 to J. 
Meyers Stkr. HMS Inflexible. John Meyers was born 
Portsmouth, Hants. 12/01/1853 he joined the Royal 
Navy as a Stoker March 1874. Pensioned in March 1894. 
(2) £240 - £260

661 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bar Suakin 
1884 plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1882 to W. Wilkins 
Stkr HMS Euryalus. William Wilkins was born 
Landport, Hants 01/02/1847, joined the Navy as a 
Stoker 01/02/1865, to Shore 05/04/1885. (2) £240 - £260

662 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bar Tel-El-
Kebir plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1882 to A. Moir 
Gunr. R.M.A. HMS Orion. Alexander Moir was born 
Strichen, Aberdeen 29/11/1862 he joined the R.M.A. 
June 1880. Serving aboard HMS Orion he was one of 
the 41 Officers and men of a total of 208 men strong 
Naval Shore Party at Tel-el-Kebir. Moir deserted 'Run' 
on the 06/06/1889 aged 27. (2) £240 - £260

 

 
 

663 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bar Tel-el-
Kebir to 2011 Corpl. F. Lewin 7th Dn. Gds, Police 
Jubilee Medal 1887 with bar 1897, Police Coronation 
Medal 1902 both City of London Police reverse to P.C. 
854 F. Lewin and a Khedives Star dated Egypt 1882. 
Frederick Lewin attested for the Dragoons age 19yrs 3 
mths he was arrested once and tried being reduced to the 
rank of Corporal. Left the Army in 1890 to join the City 
of London Police. (4) £300 - £350

664 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bars Suakin 
1884, El-Teb and Suakin 1885 plus Khedive Star dated 
Egypt 1882 to 3200 Gunr. W. Pickers 6/1st Sco. Bty. 
R.A. William Pickers was born 1857 Burnley, Lancs. (2) £340 - £360

 
665 Group: Egypt Medal dated Reverse with bars The Nile 

1884-85 and Kirbekan plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 
1882 to 2052 Pte. G. Denston 1/S. Staff. R. With full 
copy papers. (2) £240 - £260

 
666 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse plus Khedive Star 

dated Egypt 1884 to J. Goodale A.B. HMS Ranger. 
James Goodale was born 21/03/1864 Chelsea, 
Middlesex and joined the Navy Sept. 1879 he spent 3 
periods of his career in the cells and was finally invalided 
to Shore in November 1889. (2) £140 - £150
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667 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bar El-Teb-
Tamaai plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1884 to 1020 
Pte. J. Holbrook 3. K.R. Rif. C. John Holbrook medal 
verified to Roll (2) £240 - £260

668 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bar El-Teb 
plus Khedive Star dated Egypt 1884 to T. Sambrooke 
Pte. R.M. Thomas Sambrooke served 12 Coy. R.M.L.I. 
Plymouth Division he was born Swansea Feb 1863 and 
served many periods of his career in the Cells, to Shore 
in 1894. 86 El-Teb bars to R.M/R.N. (2) £240 - £260

669 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bar 
Gemaizah 1888 plus Khedives Star undated to 2343 Pte. 
J. Downey 2/K.O. Sco. Bord. John Graham Downey 
was Born 1855 in Unthank, Cumbria. comes with 
research. (2) £240 - £260

670 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bar Suakin 
1885 plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1884-6 to P.J. 
Darrah Writer 2 Cl H.M.S. Dolphin, Patrick Darrah was 
born Kilbush, Clare 24/03/1860 and medal is confirmed 
to Roll. (2) £240 - £260

671 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bar Tamaai 
plus Khedives Star Egypt 1884 to D. Gallacher Pte. R.M. 
HMS Briton, David Gallacher born 20/12/1858 served 
R.M.L.I. Plymouth Division enlisted 20/12/1876 served 
with the Marines until transferring to the R.F.R. in 1902. 
(2) £240 - £260

672 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with Bar The Nile 
1884-85 plus Khedives Star dated Egypt 1884-6 to 244 
Pte. R. Naylor 2/ D. of Corn. L.I. Enlisted under the 
name of Charles Nailor but known as and medal named 
to Richard Naylor Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry. 
Tried for absence in 1893 and sentenced to 28 days. (2) £240 - £260

673 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bars 
Gemaizah 1888 and Toski 1889 plus Khedives Star 
undated to 2566 Pte. W. Stonier 20th Hussars William 
Stonier was born 23/10/1865 at Burntwood, Stafford. 
All bars verified. (2) £240 - £260

674 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bars Suakin 
1885 and Tofrek to H.T. Burchell Pte. R.M.L.I. Plus 
Khedives Star 1884-6, Harry Thomas Burchell was born 
Romford 11/05/1864 and served Chatham Division 
R.M.L.I. He died 10/05/1947 in Weymouth, Dorset. (2) £240 - £260

675 Group: Egypt Medal undated Reverse with bars The 
Nile 1884-85 and Abu Klea plus Khedives Star dated 
Egypt 1884-6 to 2305 Pte. T. Curtis 5th (Royal Irish) 
Lancers. Thomas Curtis was born 1863 at St. Peters, 
Southampton. Group comes with copy papers. (2) £260 - £270

676 GSM 1947 (India) clasp Goa 1961 named to Bombay 
Engineering Regiment. With ribbon Mint in bag of issue. 
Instituted on 22 December 1962, this clasp was awarded 
for services in the reunification with India of the remnant 
Portuguese colonies along India's £20 - £25

677 GSM 1947 (India) clasp Mizo Hills named to Bombay 
Engineering Regiment. With Ribbon Mint in bag of 
issue. Instituted on 16th July 1970, with effect from 28 
February 1966 for 180 days (90 days for temporary 
inductees) of service Operation 'Orchid' or in north-
eastern India in the Mizo Hills area. £20 - £25

678 GSM GVI with Malaya clasp, named to 22148026 Pte D 
Hopkins RAOC. £40 - £45

679 GSM GVI with Palestine clasp, named to 512369 LAC J 
E E Erwin RAF. £60 - £65

680 GSM QE2 with Canal Zone clasp to T/22396791 Dvr J 
W Sheridan RASC. With box of issue £140 - £150

681 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp named W/395591 Pte M 
Frahill WRAC. EF and scarce £120 - £130

682 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp to 23308282 Cpl M G Bill 
RAOC with box of issue £40 - £45

683 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp to 5056632 LAC A.P. 
Moore RAF £40 - £45

684 GSM QE2 with Malaya clasp named W/395188 Pte P 
Jones WRAC. Scarce. VF with a couple of edge nicks £120 - £130

 

685 GSM QE2 with Malaya clasp to 23217318 Cpl C W 
Pearce RAOC £40 - £45

 

686 Guernsey Evening Post - Orders of the Commandant of 
The German Forces Upon The Occupation of the Island 
1st July 1940 £30 - £40

687 Hat badge 77th Foot pre 1881 pork pie hat badge 
numeral - solid brass £50 - £60

688 Hats - inc 2x Solar toppe one with a Suffolks badge, plus 
3x berets, and two pairs of puttees (7) £40 - £50

 

 
 

689 Hat: a 19th Century Naval Bi-Corn hat in its japanned 
carrying case with initials 'W.T.V.' Hat by W.J. Cronin, 
53 Russel Street, Southsea. Leather sweatband. Gold 
bullion wine decoration. Minor wear to felt. Overall very 
good condition for age. £80 - £85

690 Helmets and Caps, inc World war 2 police, Russian etc 
plus various cap badges, webbing etc (Quantity, buyer 
collects) £40 - £45

691 Helmet: A 1938 dated Air Raid Warden's steel helmet 
with liner and chinstrap with stencilled W to front. Good 
condition, some wear to paint.  £30 - £35

692 Herefordshire items inc a T/Herefordshire shoulder title, 
cloth shoulder titles x4, a Hereford school medallion, a 
Herefordshire Regt brooched button mounted in a 
Laurel Wreath, plus a Herefordshire Cap Badge (qty) £20 - £25

693 HMS Achilles and HM Submarines interest photograph 
album, mostly just pre WW2 and suddenly stops for the 
war, owner was serving on HMS Nigeria later in the war, 
includes airgraph letters etc £140 - £150

 
694 Home guard and WW2 interest, inc webbing, 

paperwork, home guard cloth badges (Quantity, Buyer 
collects) £35 - £40

 
695 Hungarian ww2 stick grenade, deactivated with 

matching practice grenade   £45 - £50

 

 
 

696 Imperial German Miniature Baden Medal group on 
chain (4) £70 - £75

 

 
 

697 Imperial German Miniature Medal group on chain (5)
£35 - £40
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698 Imperial German Miniature Medal group on chain (6) 
£50 - £55

 

 
 

699 Imperial German Miniature Medal group on chain (7) 
£40 - £45

 

 
 

700 Imperial German Miniature Medal group with 1870 
Iron Cross on chain (5) £40 - £45

701 Imperial German Regimental standard ? Impressive 
piece, heavy, GVF £470 - £480

702 Imperial German small WW1 Battle flag, 1916 dated 
£85 - £95

703 Imperial Service Medal EDVII (Star) in Elkington case 
(a/f), named 'W Merrett, Rogate'. L/G 1/12/1903 a 
Rural Postman. EF £70 - £75

704 Imperial Service Medal GV (Star) in Elkington case, 
named to John J Rowswell. L/G 13/1/1914 a 
Hammerman, Sheerness Dockyard. EF £70 - £75

705 India General Service Medal with Waziristan 1921-24 
clasp, named 3950284 Pte W Field Welch Regt. Served 
with the 1st Bn. Tiny edge nibble VF £40 - £50

706 India Medal 1895 with bars Punjab Frontier 1897-98, 
Samana 1897 and Tirah 1897-98 to 55279 Gnr. J. 
Anderson 9 M.B. R.A. John Anderson came from 
Greenock Renfrewshire and was also entitled to an I.G.S. 
54. (1) £240 - £260

707 India Medal 1896 with bars Punjab Frontier 1897-98 
and Tirah 1897-98 named to 4890 Pte H Walker 1st Bn 
Ryl W. Surrey Regt. Confirmed to roll. GVF £160 - £170

708 India Medal 1896 with bars Tirah 1897-98 and Punjab 
Frontier 1897-98 (one rivet missing from clasp), correctly 
named 3858 Pte. A. Harris 1/DCLI , with a BWM to 
20236 Sgt. A.J. Harris Oxf. & Bucks. L.I. With copy 
service papers confirming these as his only entitlement. 
Born Birmingham. nVF (2) £80 - £85

709 India Medal 1896 with Punjab Frontier 1897-98 clasp, 
named 1876 Pte A Treadwell 3d Bn Rifle Brigade. Tiny 
edge bump GVF £160 - £170

710 India Medal 1896 (silver) with bars Punjab Frontier 
1897-98, Samana 1897, Tirah 1897-98 named to 4763 
Sepoy Kaim Khan 2d Punjab Infy. VF light contact 
marks £140 - £150

711 India two old engraving prints of Tipoo Sultan 1799 one 
coloured, both framed & glazed. £30 - £35

712 Indian Mutiny Medal with bars Lucknow and Relief of 
Lucknow, named to JAs Phillips 93rd Highlanders 
(Sutherland Highlanders). With copy research. nEF £450 - £500

 

 
 

713 International Class War Prisoners Aid Medal, reverse 
engraved 'Presented to David D. Evans for services 
rendered in the Class War Ammanford Strike 1925'. 
Silver hallmarked London 1925. A rare Welsh Coal 
miners Medal, seldom seen. £80 - £85

714 Iraq medal no clasp W 1046555 Sig.L.J. Roberts, Royal 
Signals. A scarce example to a women soldier. Mint in 
named box of issue. £150 - £160

715 Ireland an Irish 1939-1945 Emergency medal for Red 
Cross workers, NEF £45 - £55

716 I.G.S. 1854 with bar Pegu to Frans. Towell Armr. 
'Hastings', Francis Towell was born Fareham, 
Hampshire 27/05/1826, he enlisted Portsmouth 
12/11/1847 and served till 30/10/1868. He served on 
HMS Hastings in the 2nd Anglo-Burmese war. With full 
research. £280 - £300

717 I.G.S. 54 with Bar Burma 1885-7 to G.W. Bass Ldg. 
Seaman H.M.S. Woodlark. George William Bass was 
born Gosport 6th February 1856 and spent 2 periods in 
the Cells, also entitled to an Egypt pair. With full copy 
papers. £170 - £180

718 I.G.S.1854 with bar Perak to J.Jeffries Ord. H.M.S. 
Charybdis (256 medals to Ship). John Jeffries served on 
HMS Charybdis for actions in the Lingie and Lukhur 
Rivers in 1874 £250 - £300

719 Japanese 1904-05 Russo-Japanese war medal with 
citation  £28 - £30

720 Japanese 1937-45 china incident medal with citation  
£28 - £30

721 Japanese pow casualty group of four medals with 1939-
45 star pacific star defence and war medals in named box 
with named slip and letter all relating to 924405 Lac 
Kenneth Edward Palmer RAF died as a pow on the 8-
11-1943 buried Ambon war cemetery, born Ipswich, 
Suffolk  £120 - £130

722 Japanese WW2 Hosskis shell case with head   
£50 - £55

723 Japanese ww2 shell case with head mounted on stand for 
display  £50 - £55

724 Japanese WW2 solders signed prayer flag with selection 
of Japanese letters and sachet all relating to the same 
soldier with research  £120 - £130

725 Japanese WW2 soldiers silk flag   
£30 - £35
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726 Jewish ww2 scarce ghetto guards arm band and badge   
£80 - £85

727 Job lot of Militaria inc, complete M.T. recovery kit, shell 
transportation tube 105mm, pair of black army boots 
(BUYER COLLECTS) £20 - £25

728 Johore Volunteer Engineers silver Spoon hallmarked 
J.R.G&S Birmingham, 1930. Bowl reads "Ross Cup 
1929". Weight 19.9gms £30 - £35

729 Jubilee Medal 1897 St John Ambulance Brigade reverse 
to Nurse E. Price. £55 - £60

730 Khedives Star 1882 (undated version). GVF 
£60 - £65

731 Khedives Star dated Egypt 1884 unnamed as issued. 
£50 - £55

732 Kings Royal Rifle Corps, Rifle Brigade and Light 
Infantry Embroided Felt Chevrons, Rank and Trade 
Badges - some Bullion (approx 80+ items) £60 - £70

733 Korea Meal (BRITT:OMN) named 22538284 Fus R H 
Brown R.N.F. and the UN Korea Medal. (2)  £70 - £75

734 Korea Medal (BRITT: OMN) to C/SSX.819252 F C 
Herbert LDG SMN RN. VF £60 - £65

735 Korea Medal (BRITT:OMN:) named D/SSX, 819040 
E D Owen AB RN. With UN Korea Medal in its named 
box of issue (2) £100 - £110

 
736 Lancers 1930's Riding Crop, thimble topped 

£25 - £30

 
737 Lancers items inc Ice Bucket, beer mats, chain mail 

shoulders, small statue of a soldier, Northern Ireland 
issue blackened O/Rs and Officers Cap insignia, 1950's 
Stable Belt, collars (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

 
738 Large box full of various Military Prints (approx 26) inc 

19x framed (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

 
739 Large collection of WW2 era, Military and home front, 

tin helmets (Approx 15, Buyer collects) £30 - £35

 

 
 

740 Large Suffolk regiment home-made photo mount, plus 
Large Norfolk regiment commemorative scarf (2, Buyer 
collects) £20 - £25

 
741 Lauder 1915 Star Trio 17148 L.Sjt I A Lauder High L.I. 

(Lieut I A Lauder on pair, surname corrected). Plus India 
General Service Medal with Waziristan 1919-21 clasp 
(Capt I A Lauder S & T C). With original boxes of issue. 
Born Dollar, Clackmannanshire. Comm HLI 
29/10/1915, also served as a Lieut in the MGC. EF (4) £100 - £110

 
 

742 Lauder Giant travelling case belonging to Capt I A 
Lauder, containing his complete outfit, original photos, 
Sgian-dubh, Plaid Brooch, Cantle and Sporran, etc. A 
Superb lot (large and heavy) £200 - £250

 

 
 

743 Lauder Officers Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders 
shoulder belt plate, with VII Volunteer Battn scroll. 
Maker marked to reverse 'Marshall & Sons, 87 George 
Street, Edinburgh'. Superb quality (from the estate of 
Capt Peter Dunlop Lauder) £300 - £350

744 Lauder Volunteer Force LS Medal QV, impressed to 
1666 Sjt P D Lauder 7th V.B. A & S Highldrs. With a 
cased silver medal 'Dundee School of Art Evening 
Classes Session 1877-78, Presented to Peter Lauder, 
Second Student, Wm M Grubb, Master'. EF (2) £40 - £45

 

745 Leather Jerkin WW1 possibly, named and came with the 
medals of Gnr.H.Jones also listed in this sale, it has his 
Regimental number inside, Artillery buttons, tartan ?
type lining, scarce survivor £85 - £95

 
746 Leeds University OTC Collar badge pair and buttons 

(approx 12 items) £20 - £30
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747 Liverpool Scottish E. Co., Art Nouveau silver Spoon 
hallmarked" H.D.W Birmingham, 1906". Weight 
10.3gms £40 - £45

748 London Irish rifles ww2 casualty 1939-45 star Africa star 
war medals with memorial scroll to 7022287 Rifleman 
John Arnold Griffin 2nd bn London Irish rifles , Royal 
Ulster rifles k in a 11-1-1943 commemorated Medjez-el-
bab memorial comes with research   £70 - £75

749 Loyal Suffolk Hussars badges, cloth, buttons, mounted in 
small frame £30 - £35

750 Medal mounting bars, large amount   
£20 - £25

751 Medal of the Order of The British Empire (name erased). 
Ribbon of the Civil Division Institute June 1917 
discontinued 1922 less than 2000 medals awarded . 
Cased in an attractive fitted leatherette case £150 - £160

752 Medal Ribbons on bars and removed from uniform 
including air crew, Europe and mentioned in dispatches. 
Mostly British with some USA (Quantity) £30 - £40

753 Memorial plaque to 8003 Pte Robert Thomas Gibson 
brown Northumberland fusiliers k in A 15-9-1916 buried 
Dantzig alley cemetery   £60 - £65

754 Mercantile Marine war medal, unusual name, Wilhelm 
Pope.   GVF £30 - £35

 

 
 

755 Middlesex Regiment 19th Battn., K. Company, 
unmarked silver badge - probably Victorian and 
probably for shooting. Appears to be gold fronted £30 - £35

756 Militaria - WW1 Mary Tin (empty), Northumberland 
Fus Cap badge, a Curtis and Harveys Gunpowder Tin, 
USA Civil War gaming cup + dice and badge, plus a 
named piece of metal sword scabbard 'Prosser maker to 
the King and HRH the Duke of Cumberland (qty) £40 - £45

757 Militaria job lot, inc mine atk l3 fzd covers, webbing, tank 
drivers window, a French WW1 helmet etc (Buyer 
collects) £25 - £30

758 Militaria too inc, Morse keypad with lamp, spikes, etc 
Crystal monitor type 2 cased, Type 06A compass, Type 
06 cased compass by Hughes and Son (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

 

759 Militaria: 37 Pattern steel helmet. WW2 Entrenching 
tool and web cover, 1918 dated 1903 Springfield Ammo 
belt 37/Patttern belts, straps, pouches & Thompson 
sling. Lot. Viewing essential. All very good condition. 
(Buyer collects) £40 - £50

 
760 Militaria: A fine pair of Trench Art shell cases made into 

decorated vases. Bases marked '75 D.E.C.' and dated for 
the 1916 (French .75mm?) Pinched type nicely done and 
polished.  £40 - £50

761 Militaria: A large box containing 1911 Auto Holster (2) 
ammo pouches, Sam Brown, 98K Bayonet frog etc etc. 
Viewing essential. A good lot. (Buyer collects) £30 - £40

762 Militaria: A scarce Great War Artillery Dial Sight for an 
18PDR (?) Field gun. Marked 'Dial Sight No7 MKII 
R&J. Beck LTD 1914'. A relic of the early battle of the 
Great War notably Moris le Cateau, The Marne etc. 
These had to be removed if the gun was abandoned. £70 - £80

763 Militaria: An interesting display board from a private 
museum with a number of relics excavated from the 
spitfire of V.H Ekins Sgt Pilot 111 & 501 Squadrons and 
a Messerschmitt excavated by the London Air Museum. £40 - £50

764 Militaria: MG34/42/53. Anti Aircraft leg for Lafayette 
tripod. Good condition. £70 - £80

 
765 Militaria: Three uniform jackets: 1) Mess jacket of the 

R.W Fus (?) minor moth. 2) Sgts battledress of the Essex 
regt. 3) Khaki jacket for 1964 Pattern. Suit No2 Size 27. 
(3) £30 - £40

 
766 Militaria: WW2 German breadstraps as follows: 1) 1942 

Luftwaffe. 2) Early Nazi Wehrmacht. 3) Mid war Nazi 
Wehrmacht. 4) Afrika Corps Tropical Breadstrap. All in 
very good condition. (4) £20 - £25

 
767 Military and other ephemera belonging to 15925 Louis 

Bourne RGA, including his Small Book, various 
handbooks, documents, etc. Born Cheltenham. (qty) £24 - £26

 
768 Military Button collection on cards, wide range inc early 

(qty) £25 - £30

 
769 Military Cap badge collection on cards, plus collars, 

metal titles and WW1 pin badges (qty) worth a look £70 - £80

 
770 Military Medal Geo V, 14/15 Star, BWM. 13256 Cpl 

W.T. Rich 10/Bn. Devon Regt. MM. L/G 10.4.18 for 
Salonika (only 840 MMs for Salonica/Macedonia 
Campaign WW1). Awarded for Conspicuous Gallantry 
& Devotion & duty during the raid on AKINDZALI 
Village on 29.1.18. With some details from the MM Roll 
(Bate & Williamson). (3) £400 - £450

 
771 Military Medal Geo. V. 2513 Sjt T.J. McDonald 1st Bn 

Northumberland Fusiliers 9th Bde. 3rd Division. MM 
L/Gaz: 18.6.17. Sch. No. 84462 MM awarded for the 
9th Brigade attack on the village of Tilloy and the 
defensive work known as the 'HARP' along with the 4/R. 
Fus. 12/w. Yorks & 13th Liverpool R. on 9.4.17. Battle 
of Anas. Award won with Private Fenwick & L/Cpl 
England both 1/N.Fus. Details from the MM Roll. (Bate 
& Williamson). Sold with research by HJW including the 
schedule Number Roll. (1) £270 - £280

 
772 Military photos 26 ww1 & ww1 portraits including para 

officer  £25 - £30

 
773 Military related framed and unframed photos, maps, 

posters, etc (Approx 29, covering WW1, WW2, etc) 
(BUYER MUST COLLECT) £80 - £100

 
774 Military side hats collection, seven including RAF Army 

German varies dress hats etc   £150 - £160

 
775 Military soft hats, inc Scottish, United Nations, mountain 

troop snow ski hat (7 in total)  £35 - £40

 
776 Military travelling folding knife, fork and spoon set, 

Victorian era with ivory handles, in old leather case 
(damaged) £30 - £35
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777 Miniature group - Most Exalted Order of The Star of 
India Knight Commanders Breast Badge (9ct Gold), The 
Most Eminent Order of The Indian Empire Breast 
Badge (silver), Order of St John Breast Badge (2nd Type), 
and 1935 Jubilee Medal. In a Allahabad Jewellers Case. 
EF (4) £400 - £450

 

 
 

778 Miss Nellie Simpson, Sister in Charge, Balgowan V.A.D. 
Hospital, Beckenham. Lot includes cased Royal Red 
Cross Medal 2nd class in fitted Garrard case (L/G 
6/8/1919). named silver General Nursing Council badge 
1924, and Red Cross Service badge (no 11796 L).  £80 - £100

 
779 Mixed lot inc old Bugle, small bayonet, cloth, and replica 

'Old Bill'. (qty) £30 - £35

 
780 Mixed lot of medals inc WW1 Pair RNVR, Silver War 

Badge, and various British and Foreign miniatures (qty) £70 - £75

 
781 Mixed lot of various World Medals inc German, British, 

etc (qty) £80 - £90

 
782 MM & BWM: 65201 Pte. F.B. Hands RAMC, MM L/G 

25.4.18. For conspicuous gallantry & devotion to duty 
while attached to 62nd Brigade Royal Garrison Artillery, 
during February to March 1918. Award for the dressing 
and rescue of wounded during counter battery 
engagements. Details from the MM Roll. (Bate & 
Williamson). Award recommended with 290893 Sjt E.C. 
Barclay of 126 Heavy Bg. R.G.A. (it is likely for the rescue 
of wounded in the heavy gas attacks at Femy Wood 11-
13 March 1918. 75% casualties. (2) £290 - £300

 
 

783 M.G.S. with bars Corunna, Badajoz, Vittoria to T. 
Carlisle Serjt. Royal Arty. Thomas Carlisle served 6th 
Bn. R.A. he was born Edinburgh 1788 and attested as a 
Drummer 16/01/1800. He served till discharge 
31/10/1828 with a paralytic limb and defective vision. 
With full research. Ex Glen Sept 1961 and DNW April 
2004 £900 - £1000

 

 
 

784 M.G.S. with bars Martinique and Guadeloupe to T. 
Briggs R. York Rangers. Thomas Briggs served in the 
Royal York Rangers (47 medals to Regt). He was born 
Horsham, Sussex 1789 and attested aged 19 in 1808. 
Both bars verified. Ex Spink July 1950, Glen Mar 1988 
and Spink Dec 1997 £900 - £1000

785 National Fire Brigades Union large Ambulance Badge
£20 - £25

786 National Fire Service lot for No 6 Fire Region, awarded 
to Mr C W Freeman. Inc Defence Medal, letter, and 
various badges / fobs (some silver)  £40 - £45

787 Naval General Service Medal KGVI with Palestine 
1945-48 clasp, named D/MX.56006 T H Elliott CK (S) 
RN. GVF £100 - £120

788 Naval LSGC Medal GV named to 179536 H Boon CPO 
HMS Irresistible. VF £30 - £40

789 Naval LSGC Medal GVI named to LX.20489 W J Coles 
A/C.P.O.CK.HMS Drake. EF £30 - £40

790 Naval LSGCM (QV) named to Edward Farmilo, P.O.1st 
CL, HMS Dreadnought. With copy service papers, born 
Horsley, Gloucester £100 - £120

 
791 Nepal a ten year LS&GC medal, Nepal a Himalayan 

Service medal, India a Himalaya service medal named to 
a Gurkha all a little worn but scarce VF £30 - £35

 
792 Netherlands Order of Orange Nassau (military knight) in 

silver and enamel £30 - £35
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793 New Zealand Medal Reverse dated 1860-61 to J. Bond 
O.S. HMS Pelorus. John Bond was born Okehampton 
Devon 25/03/1840 he enlisted as a Boy 2nd class aged 
15 years and served until 18/04/1874. Scarce £550 - £600

794 Norfolk Musicians Regt Red Coat, no badges, numbered 
inside '5048 1.NK. 4.11' a/f £25 - £30

795 Norfolk Reg ww2 casualty BWM and Victory medals 
with memorial plaque in frame with photo all relating to 
240792 Pte Frederick john eke 1st 5th Norfolk Reg died 
19-4-1917 born Reepham, Norfolk   £230 - £240

796 Norfolk Regiment O.C.A. Badges (2) - The Royal 
Norfolk Regt. Assoc., and Past & Present Assoc. 1st East 
Anglian Regiment £20 - £25

797 Norfolk Yeomanry Mess Dress, with label, F A Stone & 
Son Norwich, Sergt R Tidman £25 - £30

798 North Somerset Yeomanry early Victorian brass 
epaulettes, c.1840 £50 - £60

799 North West Canada Medal 1885 to Bombr. W.Greasby 
Montreal Garrison Artillery. William Greasbywas born 
Lambeth 1847 and moved to Canada in 1869, served in 
4th Battery M.G.A.  £380 - £400

800 Nursing interest -S.E.N./S.R.N., M.S. Staroszczuk 
postcard, letters and Certificate of Registration 
(Australia) and 3 badges.  £20 - £25

 

 
 

801 Nyasaland Volunteer Reserve silver & enamel Spoon 
(some damage to enamel). Weight 24.3gms. Hallmarked 
"W&W London 1912" £30 - £35

 

 
 

802 N.G.S. with bars St. Domingo and Martinique to 
Thomas Thomson. Verified to Roll which states that he 
was A.B. on Acasta at St. Domingo and Qtr. Gunner on 
Belleisle at Martinique. With research. Ex Cheylesmore 
July 1930 £1800 - £2000

803 OBE (Civil 1st Issue) hallmarked 1917, with a Voluntary 
Medical Service Medal + 5x 2nd Award bars (Zella E. 
Leather-Culley) both in Garrard Case. OBE L/G 
1/1/1919. Born Edinburgh. Married to A G Leather-
Culley a Lieut in the Coldstream Guards. GVF (2) £100 - £120

 

804 Officers riding crop to the 16th lancers  
£40 - £45

 

805 Officers selection of letters, documents etc. to Major I R 
Mackrill Green Howards and Kent yeo TA   £30 - £35

806 Officers ww2 Territorial decoration dated 1943 in case, 
1939-45 star, F&G star,r Africa star and war medal 
commission scroll discharge letter photos etc. to captain 
P E Wood Royal artillery with his wife’s defence medal 
in box to Mrs B I Wood and a silver id bracelet to A W 
Wood  £160 - £170

807 Order of St John 2nd type Breast Badge (late 1930's). EF
£40 - £45

808 Original WW1 British Machine Gunners Waistcoat, 
numbered to a soldier in 43rd Machine Gun Company, 
MGC. Some damage to the cotton edging around the 
sleeves and some of the stitching has come away but still 
a sound, original piece. Most of these waistcoats were 
never used. It's unusual to find an identified example £80 - £90

809 Para helmet ww2 Pattern date worn with ww2 half zip 
Dennison smock  £450 - £460

810 Parachute regiment items, inc books, Oosterbeek 
airborne cemetery souvenir, and a early bronze Pegasus 
(Quantity, buyer collects) £25 - £30

 

 
 

811 R.A.F P.O.W. Group of 9 to 169199 Flt. Lt. K.R. 
Pearson R.A.F. M.B.E. 2nd Type (Military), 1939-45 
Star, Air Crew Europe Star with France and Germany 
Bar, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal with M.I.D. 
Oak Leaf, Air Efficiency Award (QEII) Cadet Forces 
Medal with 12 year clasp, Civil Defence Medal plus 
corresponding group of miniatures. Also in case of Issue 
9ct Gold Borough of Northampton Mayor Medal to 
K.R. Pearson. Group comes with his YMCA Wartime 
Log for RAF British prisoners and numerous original
photos of POW camps in Germany. Flying Officer 
Pearson was a Flight engineer on a Lancaster operation 
on the 23/10/1944 which was hit by Flak over Holland 
and caught fire. Pearson parachuted to safety (section of 
parachute and caterpillar club letter also with group) and 
was captured by Germans. His log then gives a very 
detailed account of his journey, interrogation and 
eventual imprisonment in Stalag Luft.3 (Sagan). He was 
awarded the M.B.E. L/G 01/01/1974 but MID is 
unconfirmed. Sold by the estate. £1500 - £1600

812 Police - 3 Special Constable Badges (Glamorgan, 
Lincolnshire and Wallasey) £30 - £35

 

 
 

813 Police - Birmingham City Police Special Constable 1916 
badge No. 4023 £20 - £25

http://1.nk/
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814 Police - Cambridgeshire Police Special Reserve enamel 
badge £20 - £25

815 Police - Special Constabulary medal - Frederick G. 
Rusted and 2 named A.C.C. Conservative items - (badge 
and medal) (3 items)  £20 - £25

816 Police - War Department Constabulary, George VI, 
WW2 badges (2) £35 - £40

817 Police Badges - (2) Staffordshire Badge with Kings crown 
and brooched silver plated Warwickshire Collar £30 - £35

818 Police interest - box inc various badges, helmet plates, 
cape fastener, etc and 4x Helmets without badges (qty) 
Buyer collects £40 - £45

819 Police Jubilee 1897 Medal London County Council 
Metropolitan Fire Brigade reverse to William Powell. 
Born Monmouth Abergavenny. Found to be under the 
influence of drink 08/11/1897 and allowed to resign to 
avoid punishment ! £50 - £55

820 Police Jubilee Medal 1897 St John Ambulance Brigade 
reverse to Pte. W. Vernon  £50 - £55

821 Police Presentation from J.S. Fry & Sons Ltd. comprising 
George V Souvenir Tin of the Visit to Edinburgh in 1911 
plus Medal Box to Insp. C. Donaldson, Card and 
Envelope presented by the High Constables of 
Edinburgh to Insp. Donaldson and a J.S. Fry Post Card 
re 1911 Coronation £25 - £30

822 Police QE2 LSGC Medal named Const Alan I Williams 
£30 - £35

 

 
 

823 Police Truncheon and Long Service Special Constable 
Medal. Details - Lancashire Constabulary 1914 Special 
Truncheon named to Special Sergeant George Roughley 
and Medal to him as a Group Leader £100 - £110

824 Polish medals, collection of nine WW1 and WW2 
examples   £150 - £160

825 Post 1952 Royal Engineers senior NCO cane  
£40 - £45

826 Punjab Medal with bars Goojerat and Chilianwala to J. 
Ballentine 9th Lancers, James Ballentine Pte. No. 593 
served with the 9th Lancers and Died 27/06/1850, 
comes with copy Rolls. £600 - £650

827 QEII coronation medal with award document in 
addressed envelope to Edgar Rowland Voice Esquire   £50 - £55

828 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Tr named to 3450 3rd CL Tpr 
G W Stevens S.A.C. and BWM & Victory Medal (M2-
034259 Sjt G W Stevens ASC). (3) £80 - £85

 

 
 

829 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Tr/SA01/SA02 named 
(29590 Pte W Horsefield 100th Coy Imp Yeo), and 1915 
Star Trio (1172 Pte W Horsfield North'D Yeo). Medals 
confirmed to roll. GVF (4) £200 - £220

830 QSA with bars OFS/SA02 named to 5980 Pte F Smith 
KRRC. With copy medal roll, shows entitlement to the 
SA01 clasp aswell. GVF £80 - £85

831 QSA with clasps CC SA02 SA01 named to 36569 Pte C 
Cumming Lovats scouts comes with set of service papers  £130 - £140

832 QSA with clasps SA01/ Tran/OFS /CC / to 30303 W 
C Neal 53 RD coy imp yeo comes with some research  £130 - £140

833 QSA (no bar) named Pte H Boys P.Elizabeth T.G. With 
copy medal roll, served 1st Bn Port Elizabeth Town 
Guard. EF £50 - £60

834 Queens Sudan Medal 1899 (silver) 4878 Pte J McPherson 
1/Seaforth Highlanders. Contact marks VF £280 - £300

835 RAF a very fine pair of bullion Officers dress wings, 
probably pre WW2, GVF £40 - £45

836 RAF Air Station flag, marked "AM 1940" to edge. 
£85 - £95

837 RAF and ATC Cap Badges WW2 and later (27 items 
approx) £30 - £40

838 RAF group mounted as worn - to 509343 Sgt R Kendall 
RAF - 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence 
& War Medals, GVI RAF LSGC Medal. With another F 
& G Star and War Medal with Medal Slip and named 
box of issue to Mr R Kendall or Ormesby, 
Middlesbrough. With a Commission Scroll to Robert 
William Kendall 1st July 1955 and sent to O/C No 144 
Signals Unit RAF Bawdsey, Suffolk. £50 - £55

839 RAF Interest a 9ct Gold replacement Caterpillar club 
badge in box, not named. £75 - £95

840 RAF Interest a Draughts set with board, both stamped 
"Stalag Luft III" the Great Escape camp. £40 - £45

841 RAF interest a small "AM" marked parachute of type 
used when dropping Pigeons in small baskets   £30 - £35

842 RAF interesting group of documents to group captain 
Arthur James Richardson CBE RAF   £50 - £55

843 RAF log book to air bomber R H Weldrake flew 22 ops 
in liberators with 358 sqd over Burma etc. comes with his 
Burma star group of three medals bomb aimers half wing 
photos documents large amount of research etc. nice 
complete lot  £300 - £320

844 RAF rank and trade badges, chevrons and shoulder titles 
etc (approx 60 items) £30 - £40

845 RAF Rank Arm Bands - Corporal, Sergeant, Flight 
Sergeant, Royal Flying Corps (12 items) £20 - £22

846 RAF scarce original wooden grave cross to 82991 pilot 
officer air gunner frank Edward Pratt I44 SQD K in A 
on operations over Holland on the 31-7-1941 buried 
Bergen -op-zoom war cemetery   £80 - £85

847 RAF slip-on shoulder rank insignia badges (21 items) and 
flying suit, name plates with half brevets (6 items) (approx 
27 items in total) £25 - £30

848 RAF WW1 Silver War Badge numbered RAF6677, with 
lid of box of issue £20 - £25

849 RAF ww2 1939-45 star Africa star, defence and war 
medals with GSM Cyprus to 1297498 act Sgt A T Parker 
comes RAF with large amount of original documents 
photos service books research etc £150 - £160

850 RAF ww2 coastal command C type flying helmet with G 
type oxygen mask pilots jacket kit bag survival pack RAF 
officers side hat and peaked hat nice complete lot   £350 - £360

851 RAF ww2 framed group of aircrew training documents 
etc. to 3050790 Sgt R I Watts RAF   £40 - £45

852 RAF WW2 Kings Crown chrome staff car mascot  
£45 - £50

853 RAF ww2 pilots log book with a superb photo album 
about his training in the US with flying certificates, 
photos, medals, id tags etc. all to p/o W J D Reynolds 
who flew mainly oxford aircraft in the UN, nice complete 
lot  £270 - £280

854 RAF ww2 pilots log books, three of relating to Sgt J G 
Carr log books commence dec 1941 to march 1953 flew 
operational with 99 SQD and 226 SQD in wellington 
aircraft in the Far East comes with his Burma star group 
of four medals, photos, service documents etc.   £400 - £420

 

855 RAF ww2 pilots log book, medals, photos, pilots wings 
etc. to F/LT R E Collyer flying from September 1941 to 
march 1945 flying mainly oxford aircraft   £150 - £160
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856 RAF ww2 spitfire fund raising brooches, two of, with 
scarce spitfire fund raising ear rings   £25 - £30

857 RAF ww2 wood trinket box with pilots wings carved on 
the lid containing various RAF cloth & metal badges 
sweethearts etc.   £60 - £65

858 RAF WW2 W/OP Air Gunners log book, medals, 
photos to 1698970 J I Walker 70 Sqd commenced 
training flying 5-9-1943 flew with 70 Sqd Italy from 12-
8-1944 completed 43 ops in Wellington aircraft including 
attacking troop concentrations marshalling yards docks 
road bridges etc. comes with Italy star group of three 
medals and eight aerial photos of targets bombed   £380 - £400

859 Range finder no12 MKV11, French patent, Dutch 
patent, (Heavy) £30 - £40

860 RAOC officers hat with RAOC NCO side hat   
£45 - £50

861 Rare 1930 Suffolk Regiment 'Minden Coat'. These were 
made by the Regimental tailors and worn by Mess 
Waiters and unfortunate young soldiers on Minden Day 
(1st August) every year, and at military tattoos. Made 
with Suffolk Regiment buttons and red and yellow fabric 
from obsolete uniforms. Accompanied by the matching 
waistcoat. Both have a few buttons missing. £50 - £60

862 Regiment Magazine - 5 volumes all 66 issues, complete 
set scarce (buyer collects) £20 - £25

863 Rhodesia Army and Air Force cap, collar and shoulder 
title badges and buttons (approx 75+ items) £40 - £50

864 Rhodesia Army and Air Force Cloth Rank chevrons and 
insignia badges (approx 50+ items) £30 - £40

865 Ribbon 9 rolls of modern Campaign ribbon inc Iraq, 
Afghanistan, UN etc 9x rolls  £140 - £150

866 RNAS pilots log book naval certificate of service photos 
documents etc. to LT CDR G Hunt flew aircraft such 
battles walrus oxfords sea otters from varies ships 
including HMS Howe etc.   £280 - £300

867 Royal Anglian interest (all framed) inc well presented 
blazer badges of the former regiments dated, etc (3) Buyer 
collects £40 - £50

868 Royal Army Chaplains Corps WW2 Cap Badge and two 
collar badges £30 - £40

869 Royal Artillery - 2 Silver Sports Fobs - Football and Tug-
of-War, Woolwich & Gibraltar, 1897-98 and 1909. 
Weight 33.5gms £25 - £30

870 Royal Australian Air Force silver & enamel cuff-links. 
Marked on the back "Damman's Stg Sil". Weight 11.2 
gms £24 - £26

871 Royal Flying Corps - Officers service dress cap badge and 
3 other ranks cap badges £30 - £40

872 Royal Navy cap tallies including H.M.S Vanguard, 
Britains last Battleship and the Aircraft Carrier H.M.S 
Victorious (approx 25 items) £30 - £40

873 Royal Observer Corps Medal QE2 (type C) named 
L/Obs B Powling, with box of issue and short history for 
Brian Powling, served at Tregaron, Wales c1975 to 1981. 
EF £100 - £120

874 Royal Scots coffee pot, made in pewter, hallmarked to 
side £24 - £26

875 Russian ww2 patriotic war medal 2ND class with labour 
and defence 2ND class and Russian hat badge   £50 - £55

876 Russian WW2 pattern pineapple hand grenade complete 
with detonator and filling plug   £25 - £30

 
877 SAS shoulder title pair, parachute and wings badge and 

OR's Beret Badge £50 - £60

 
878 SAS sweetheart and lapel badges WW1 and WW2 (8 

items) £50 - £60

 
879 Scottish interest - silver hallmarked (1921) Clan 

McGregor badge, and a white metal Clan Matheson 
badge (2) £40 - £45

 
880 Sea Gallantry Medal (Victoria) large bronze issue, 

unnamed example. Verdigris to obverse & reverse £100 - £110

 
 

881 Second China War Medal with bars Fatshan 1857 and 
Canton 1857 unnamed as issued, plus Royal Navy 
L.S.G.C. Engraved Issue to Richd. Carter Pte. 10th Co. 
R.M.L.I. served on H.M.S. Tribune comes with copy 
papers (2) £300 - £350

 

 
 

882 Second China War Medal with bars Taku Forts 1860 
and Pekin 1860 to Edwd. Beer 2nd Bn. 60th Rl. Rifles, 
with copy Roll confirming bar entitlement. £400 - £450

883 Shoe box, inc wide selection of Military badges, shoulders 
boards, pips, and brass buttons (Quantity) £30 - £35

 
884 Silver Bugles (2)

£60 - £70

 
885 Silver coloured bugles x3, with Suffolk Regiment cap 

badges attached and an old trumpet (4) £70 - £80

 
886 Small box of mixed militaria inc badges, 2x French 

Medals, etc etc (needs a rummage) £35 - £40

 
887 Small officers sam browne belt and 1950's Suffolk 

regiment greatcoat 'heavily mothed' (Buyer collects) £25 - £30

 
888 Snare Drum G1098, unemblazned 

£25 - £30

 
889 Snare drum parts, though to be from three different ones 

(Buyer collects) £40 - £50
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890 Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia Order of the 
Peoples Army 1st Class, in case of issue and with Award 
Scroll in tube, named to General Savo M. Foksimmovic 
22/12/1965 £70 - £75

 
891 South Africa Medal 1853 to R Hiam Gun Room Cook, 

Robert Hiam served on HMS Castor and was born 
Paddington, Middlesex enlisting 30/06/1851 aged 25 
years. £480 - £500

 

 
 

892 South Africa Medal with 1879 clasp, named to Major J 
R Poole Royal Art'y. Joseph Ruscombe Poole, extract 
from 'Officers of the Royal Artillery', "he also served in 
The First Boer War where he was Mentioned In 
Despatches, later Killed In Action 28/1/1881 at Laings 
Nek". Includes copied research from 'Shadbolt' officers 
served in the Zulu Wars. Nice research piece GVF (1) £1500 - £2000

 
893 South African Medal with bar 1877-8-9 to 1029 Corpl. J. 

Murphy 88th Foot (1st Connaught Rangers) Joseph 
Murphy verified to Roll. £700 - £750

 
 

894 South African war casualty roll field force 11th oct 1899 
to June 1902 and natal field force 20th oct 1899 to 26th 
oct 1900 soft back books   £25 - £30

 
 

895 South Seas ? early Paddle Club (approx 34 inches long) 
£50 - £60

 
 

896 Souvenir of The Great War 1914 - 1919, with 3/County 
of London Yeomanry and 7th Lancers badges (66cm x 
59cm) £25 - £30

897 Special Air Service items - SAS Belt Buckle (used 
condition), SAS padded Para Wings, SAS Artist Rifles 
QE2 crossbelt badge (no lugs), and a locally produced 22 
SAS Regt medallion "We Are The Pilgrims. Master". (4) 
a/f £30 - £35

898 Special Air Service WW2 Veterans Medals and 
Ephemera. 1939-45 Star and Africa Star along with 
photographs, including a portrait of him clearly wearing 
SAS wings, beret and the Africa Star ribbon, of SAS 
veteran only identified as 'George'. The other 
photographs show that he served in the Royal Artillery 
pre-war and the lot includes his Artillery cap badge, SAS 
used Blazer Badge and some buttons. £130 - £150

899 Staybright Army shoulder titles, very heavy duplication 
(1000's) £35 - £40

900 Sudbury, Suffolk scarce ww2 map with all the ARP 
wardens posts etc. in the town marked by red crosses  £40 - £45

901 Suffolk Hat Badges - (3) original, includes one with 
Victorian crown £30 - £35

902 Suffolk interest - helmet plate centre, pair of trench art 
knives 1917 etc mounted in small frame £40 - £45

903 Suffolk interest - inc large qty of old buttons, badges, 
cloth, etc (qty) £40 - £45

904 Suffolk Regiment battle honours and regimental crest, 
nicely embroided in gold and silver wire £240 - £260

905 Suffolk Regiment scarlet officers jacket, pre world war 1, 
a pair of blue trousers with red stripe and a home service 
helmet with Victorian Suffolk Regiment badge £300 - £350

 

 
 

906 Suffolk Regiment side drum, re painted with 1st battalion 
Suffolk Regiment battle honours a/f £100 - £120

907 Suffolk Regiment silk table runner, and collection of 
Suffolk regiment cards, inc 4 embroided in frame (qty) 
Buyer collects £80 - £90

908 Suffolk regiment swagger sticks, Victorian, Edwardian 
and 1930's (4) £60 - £70

909 Suffolk regiment swagger sticks, Victorian, Edwardian 
and 1930's (4) £60 - £70
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910 Suffolk regiment swagger sticks, Victorian, Edwardian 
and 1930's (4) £60 - £70

911 Suffolk regiment swagger sticks, Victorian, Edwardian 
and 1930's (4) £60 - £70

912 Suffolk Regiment, officers waist belt clasps (2) 
£300 - £350

913 Suffolk Regiment, small embroided banner, painted 
wooden plaque, souvenir ice bucket and 1930's swagger 
stick (qty) £35 - £40

914 Suffolk Regt and other Military related Framed 
ephemera inc embroidered, cigarette cards, posters etc 
(9) Buyer collects £50 - £60

 

 
 

915 Suffolk Regt c1930's ? Indian Silver Servants Mess badge 
£70 - £75

916 Suffolk Regt framed collections of cards, inc 4 
embroaded and 2 first day covers all in frames (Buyer 
collects) £120 - £140

917 Suffolk Regt framed ephemera inc cigarette cards, 
painted mirror, stand of Suffolk men at wancourt, 
embroidered badge, painted colours, etc etc (6) Buyer 
collects £40 - £50

918 Suffolk Regt framed silk WW1 Regimental postcards + 
Harry Payne (framed) Buyer collects £40 - £50

919 Suffolk Regt interest - mixed lot inc cigarette case, 
badges, model soldiers, rosette, etc etc (qty) £60 - £65

920 Suffolk Regt Officers forage cap with silvered badge, by 
Hawkes & co £40 - £50

921 Suffolk Regt red 1950's drummers jacket in dusty 
condition with cords £30 - £40

922 Suffolk related silver ware inc cups, spoons, medallions, 
etc (19) £90 - £100

923 Suffolk related Trench Art etc (qty) 
£40 - £50

924 Suffolk WW1 BWM & Victory medals with good 
selection of WW1 service documents ID tag postcards 
WW2 Home Guard Service certificate etc. to 44728 Pte 
R W Bass 11th Suffolk Reg lived Rushden, 
Cambridgeshire, nice complete group  £150 - £160

925 Suffolks 1st Volr Batt, black and Victorian helmet plate 
£140 - £160

926 Suffolks D Company, 1st battalion home guard 
commemorative mug  £40 - £45

 

 
 

927 Suffolks embroided items inc tea cosy, hankies, pin 
cushion, etc (12) £60 - £70

928 Suffolks group to 14728725 Pte John Cooper. Lot 
includes, 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, War 
Medal, Cap badge, photo, Soldiers Release Book, 
Soldiers Service Book (middle removed) £24 - £26

929 Suffolks high quality reproduction 1950's Suffolk 
Regiment drum majors sash £300 - £350

 

 
 

930 Sutlej Medal, Moodkee Reverse with bars Ferozeshuhur 
and Sobraon to Serjt. Major R. Spencer 4th Regt. L.C. 
Richard Spencer served in the 4th (Bengal) Light 
Cavalry. Comes with copy Rolls £500 - £550

931 Swagger sticks, Victorian KRRC with Royal marines 
with two officers canes  £45 - £50

932 Swagger stick, early Suffolk regiment type, with thimble 
top £20 - £25

 

 
 

933 Sweetheart Badge - reads "Peninsula ". Looks late 
Victorian possibly Scottish. Tests as silver £35 - £40

 
934 Sweetheart Badges - (2) comprises unmarked silver 

brooched Collar for Middlesex Regt. and a white metal 
Scottish Horse badge £25 - £30

 
935 Sweetheart Badges - (5) plus 4 Military Badges - 9 in total

£30 - £35

 
936 Taiwan Republic of China Air Force Orders - Order of 

the Cosmic Diagram instituted 14 June 1945 and 
awarded for Bravery in combat with 1800 hours of flight 
time or 600 missions in the Air Force. Order of the Book 
of Nature instituted 14 June 1945 and awarded for 
Bravery in combat with 1500 hours of flight time or 500 
missions in the air force. Order of the Sublime 
Commencement instituted 14 June 1945 and awarded 
for Bravery in combat with 1200 hours of flight time or 
400 missions in the Air Force (3) £30 - £35

 
937 Tank Corps Cap badge, silver hallmarked Birmingham 

1929, by J.R.G & S. £30 - £35

 
938 Telescope - early piece in brass and wood, maker named 

'T Harris & Son London, Day or Night'. (end lens cover 
missing) a/f £30 - £35
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939 Tenor drum with Cambridgeshire Regiment battle 
honours applied a/f £50 - £60

940 Territorial Efficiency Medal GV named 6000676 Cpl T 
J Hughes 4-Essex Regt. Toned with small cut to edge £30 - £35

941 The Kings Shield GV 1930 (silver hallmarked 1930) 
engraved to reverse '1st Mon. CB. CLB. (KRRC) C/Sgt 
F Thomas'. (approx 54.3 gms) £50 - £55

 

 
 

942 Trench Art WW1 x3 all engraved, plus an unusual 
Suffolk Regt Mess bell ? in the shape of the keep (4) £30 - £40

 

 
 

943 Tribute Badge - silver. Reads - From R.E.A. (Royal 
Exchange Assurance) to E..T. "A Souvenir of Good 
Services rendered in time of War". Hallmarked "H.C.F. 
Ltd. Birmingham, 1917. Weight 10.5gms £40 - £45

944 Tribute Badge - silver. Reads "For the Empire A. 
Ferguson for continuous service for the period of war". 
Hallmarked "C.E. & F.D. Ltd., Birmingham 1917. 
Weight 12.3gms £30 - £35

945 Tribute Medal - Tyne Garrison 1914-1918, In Memory 
of The Great War and for Services Rendered to Tyne 
Garrison Christmas 1918. Silver hallmarked (41mm) VF £40 - £45

946 Tribute Medal 9ct gold reads "from West Docks 
Shipbuilding & Engineering Works to J.G. Venus by the 
Officials and Workmen for services rendered as 
Chairman of the West Docks Soldiers' Fund Great War 
1914-1919. Hallmarked F&S 9.375 Birmingham, 1920. 
Weight 10.4gms. £150 - £160

 

 
 

947 Tribute Medal 9ct. gold - Sailors and Soldiers Welcome 
Home, Rishworth, presented to L. Smith for services 
rendered European War 1914-19 as a token of gratitude. 
Hallmarked "9.375, Birmingham, 1919". Weighs 
10.6gms. £150 - £160

948 Tribute Medal 9ct. gold reads "A recognition of valour 
from Broxburn people to Lance Corporal W. Ball Sept. 
1916". Hallmarked "MB&S 9.375 1916". Weight 9gms £130 - £140

949 Tribute Medal (gilt) for Service during the Great War 
1914 £30 - £35

 

 
 

950 Tribute Medal (possibly). Silver Shaftsbury Crusade 
Dings Club Honour Medal -R. Backwell 1914 - 1920. 
Marked "Sterling". Weight 7.2gms £25 - £30

 

 
 

951 Tribute Medal, silver gilt, from the London Chamber of 
Commerce to R.T. Harvey in commemoration of active 
service in the Great War 1914-1919. Weight 27.6gms £70 - £75

 

 
 

952 Tribute silver Medal - Ancient Order of Forresters Court 
Pride of the Wye No. 5754, Newbridge -on -Wye - served 
in the Great War - B.R. Gould. Hallmarked V&S 
Birmingham 1919 £60 - £65
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953 Tribute silver Medal in recognition of War Work done at 
Messrs. Ransomes & Rapier Ltd. dated 1918. 
Hallmarked "W&S, London, 1918". Weight 6.5gms £30 - £35

 

 
 

954 Tribute silver Medal reads "A token of gratitude from the 
British Community in Oporto for services during the 
Great War 1914-1919". Reads round the rim "J. St. J. P. 
Berryman". James St John Palmer Berryman served as a 
Capt in the Middlesex Regt. Lived Oporto, Portugal. £100 - £110

955 Turkish interest a walking stick with a star & crescent 
marked metal handle (slightly loose) unusual £55 - £65

 

 
 

956 Unemblazoned G1098 Snare drum with rope trace 
£50 - £60

 
957 Uniforms c1950's, 1949 pattern battledress blouse x2 

'British warm over coat' and a pair of bandsman trousers 
(Buyer collects) £50 - £60

 
958 United States airforce jacket, shirts, trousers, boots and 

ephemera (Quantity, buyer collects)  £20 - £25

959 United States group with named Purple Heart (cased) to 
Kastan J. Adams. WW2 Victory Medal, European 
African Middle Eastern Campaign Medal with two 
devices. Ribbon bars, and copied service records. Born 
Brighton, Mass, USA. Papers show entitlement to 
Combat Infantry Badge 27 Oct 1943, Bronze Star 10 
July 1943 for Combat ops, and Silver Star 14 July 1943 
for Gallantry at Biscari Airport, Italy, served with 
Company D, 180th Infantry (3) £80 - £90

960 United States medal group with named Bronze Star to 
Christopher W. Casto. Medals - Bronze Star, Army 
Achievement Medal, Army GC Medal, Army Reserve 
Components Achievement Medal, National Defence 
Medal with Star, Armed Forces Reserve Medal with 'M' 
device, War On Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, plus 
two badges £40 - £50

 

 
 

961 United States of America Air Force Security Police badge 
marked "GI" and "Government Property" on the back £30 - £35

962 US Vietnam war helmet all complete with cover   
£25 - £30

 
963 US vintage large stars and stripes flag   

£50 - £55

 
964 US ww2 B3 flying jacket with US airman service jacket, 

two leather flying helmets and pilots manual on flying 
B24 etc  £260 - £270

 
965 USAF ww2 scarce aircraft survival knife   

£65 - £70

 

 
 

966 Vichy Award "Francisque Gallique" Double headed 
Axe, enamelled £50 - £55
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967 Victoria Cross carved wooden plaque, reverse engraved 
'Presented by The Fighting 52nd Battalion to Capt 
Christopher O'Kelly VC November 11th 1919'. Capt C 
P J O'Kelly VC MC was a Canadian Officer and 
Prospector who served with the 52nd (96th Lake 
Superior Regt) Bn. Died 1922 aged just 26.  £40 - £50

 
968 Victorian breast plate badge for the Seventeenth Lancers 

£40 - £50

 
969 Victorian scarce Armstrong studded shell head 

deactivated   £65 - £70

 
970 Victorian scarce snider volunteer artillery carbine with 

plain lock dated 1854   £280 - £290

 
971 Voluntary Training Corps 1915 silver plated Spoon. 

Marked J.R. Gaunt, London on the back. Scarce Spoon £20 - £25

 
972 Volunteer Force LSGCM (QV) unnamed as issued. Few 

small edge nibbles nVF £30 - £35

 
973 Warwickshire Regiment 3rd. V.B. Warwicks Rifle Club 

badge marked "Silver".  £30 - £35

 
 

 
 

974 Waterloo Medal on original steel Ring suspender to John 
Aspden 15th or Kings Reg. Hussars, comes with 
research. Enlisted 15th Hrs on 17 Aug 1813 and joined 
Regt 25 Sept at Arundel, from Leeds. The 15th Hussars 
suffered KIA 2/21, wounded 3/48 and missing 0/25. 
nVF £1200 - £1300

 
 

975 Wireless set, no18 MK3 Z.A.3240, with webbing, dated 
1943 and two aerials (BUYER COLLECT) £30 - £40

976 Worcestershire Training Ship brass Buckle. Named on 
the back "E.K. Bacon". £30 - £35

 

 
 

977 WW1 - an 8 foot 2 inch propeller, maker marked 'The 
Integral Propeller Co Limited', the centre piece is date 
stamped '30/7/17' and 'W/D' 'I P C IG 66 H.P.80 
Gnome, H Farman, B.18915'. Stamped to edge in black 
'A.M.C. 3635 DD'. The piece was retrieved from a crash 
site in East Hendred, Oxfordshire by the vendors late 
relation. (Buyer arranges collection) £800 - £1200

978 WW1 18ld 1916 dated shell case with unfired shrapnel 
shell head  £60 - £65

979 WW1 1915 dated entrenching tool with two pairs of 
folding wire cutters a large pair of wire cutters and scarce 
large pair German crims believed to be used for puling 
barbed wire through pickets etc.   £120 - £130

980 WW1 1915 dated map first army administration Bethune 
with framed photo of a ww1 soldier and ww1 pocket 
book  £35 - £40

981 WW1 1917 dated sighting Tel no 4 MKIII in good 
condition as used on 18 LD field guns etc.   £65 - £70

982 WW1 1918 dated compass in its brown leather case  
£55 - £60

983 WW1 and ww2 casualty group with 1914-18 BWM & 
Victory medals ww2 defence & war medals with driving 
medal good selection of original documents relating to 
the death to Thomas George Grasmark Royal navy sadly 
lost his life on night patrol Lowestoft naval base 0n 3-11-
1942  £150 - £160

984 WW1 British broodie helmet complete with original liner 
and chin strap shell repainted   £90 - £95

985 WW1 casualty BWM & Victory medals with memorial 
plaque and scroll to 201324 Pte William M Plats Durham 
light infantry k in a 23-4-1917 commemorated Arras 
memorial  £200 - £210

986 WW1 D-Type British Mess Tins in original 1903 Pattern 
Mess Tin Cover. Tins and Cover in good condition 
although the small horn button is now missing from the 
cover. £100 - £110
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987 WW1 French grenade complete with original scars wood 
detonator with two ww1 British batty grenades   £65 - £70

988 WW1 HE shell fuses recovered from 1917 sunken 
munition ship of the English Channel  £20 - £25

989 WW1 items belonging to 8771 Pte Arthur Clarke 2nd Bn 
S.Staff Regt. Killed In Action 17/8/1915 with "C" Coy. 
Buried Woburn Abbey Cemetery, Cuinchy. Born Stoke 
on Trent. Lot includes Casualty Scroll, named Mary Tin, 
2x Mary Bullet Pencils (no pencil), many various 
documents, some relating to his father ? in the Boer War. 
Plus a superb large Postcard album full of early Indian 
cards. (No medals or Plaque). Needs viewing (qty) £270 - £280

990 WW1 matched pair of French cannon rounds   
£35 - £40

991 WW1 Memorial Scroll in tube of issue to 1918 Sgt 
George William Pemberton MM W.Yorks Regt. Killed 
In Action 13/8/1916 with the 1st/8th Bn. Born 
Easingwold, Yorks. On the Thiepval Memorial. MM 
L/G 19/2/1917, Dead Mans Gazette, MM for the 
Somme.  £20 - £25

992 WW1 military cross casualty documents including mid 
certificate grave photo casualty condolence letter 
miniature 1915 trio and military cross all relating to 
captain Herbert Graham Barber York and Lancaster 
Reg k in A on the 7-7-1916 buried Authuile military 
cemetery MC London gazette 3-5-1916  £100 - £110

993 WW1 mills no 5 MK 1 hand grenade nice clean example 
with 1915 dated base plug deactivated  £85 - £90

994 WW1 mills no 5 mk 1 hand grenade, deactivated   
£45 - £50

995 WW1 pair of officers leather boots Sam brown sword 
frog ww1 related books etc   £100 - £110

996 WW1 pattern Flechete darts, three different patterns as 
dropped by aircraft over enemy troops  £50 - £55

997 WW1 princes Mary gift tin containing bullet pencil not 
M marked with 1915 gift card   £65 - £70

998 WW1 RFC aircraft generator propeller mounted on 
wood Plaque for display   £65 - £70

999 WW1 ribbons on medal bars inc original Sire Ribbon 
card, a miniature Trio, and an ARP badge (5) £30 - £35

 

 
 

1000 WW1 Trench Club with wooden handle (once 
blackened) and the end covered with nails and wire (24.5 
inches tall) £60 - £70

1001 WW1 US divisional marked brodi pattern helmet 
complete with lining and chin strap with ww1 US soldiers 
jacket   £220 - £230

1002 WW1 Victory Medal 149649 W H Thomas AB RN. 
Died 4/3/1916 HM Trawler Flicker which was mined 
off Dover. On the Portsmouth Naval Memorial. Born 
Kingston, Portsmouth. (1) £24 - £26

1003 WW1 Victory Medal 16437 Pte Fred Soper Devon Regt. 
Killed In Action 20 July 1916 serving with the 8th 
(Service) Bn. Born East Allington, Devon. On the 
Thiepval Memorial. EF (1) £24 - £26

1004 WW1 Victory Medal named 17755 Gnr H W Rickman 
RA. Awarded the Military Medal L/G 14/5/1919 with 
the 124th Btty 28th Brigade RA. Award for 
September/October 1918, Drivers normally i/c of 
ammunition wagons/clearing roads and getting ammo 
forward under heavy shell fire (1) £20 - £25

1005 WW1 Victory Medal named to 7447 Pte A McKechnie 
High L.I. Killed In Action 31/10/1914 with the 2nd Bn. 
Born Dundee. On the Ypres Memorial. GVF (1) £45 - £50

 
1006 WW1 Victory Medal to 1102 Spr William Mottram RE. 

Killed In Action 3/2/1915 with the 1st/1st East Lancs 
Field Coy RE. Born Manchester. On Ismailia War 
Memorial (1) £20 - £25

 
1007 WW1 Victory Medal to 20457 Pte William Henry 

Austwick K.O.Sco.Bord. Killed In Action 1st July 1916 
with the 1st Bn. On the Thiepval Memorial. Born 
Ackworth, Yorks. GVF (1) £120 - £130

1008 WW1 Victory Medal to 7093 Cpl L Pickering K.R.Rif 
Corps. Died of Wounds 22/8/1916 with the 9th Bn. 
Born Walthamstow. Buried Heilly Station Cemetery. EF 
(1) £24 - £26

1009 WW1 Victory Medal to L-9199 W.O.CL.2. Henry 
Jackson E.Surrey Regt. Killed In Action 15th Sept 1916 
with the 12th Bn. Born Peckham, Surrey. Buried Bulls 
Road Cemetery, Flers. (1) £20 - £25

1010 WW2 and post war father and son medals, documents 
etc. to major F W Wood RASC and J B R Wood RASC 
large amount  £70 - £75

1011 WW2 Canadian Mentioned in Dispatches Battledress 
Blouse worn by a Major in an unidentified unit in 153 
Brigade (probably Gordon Highlanders, but could be 
Black Watch). Original insignia to both sleeves and 
medal ribbons showing service in NW Europe £70 - £80

 

 
 

1012 WW2 Casualty group - 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, 
Defence & War Medals, named Medal Slip, original 
named box of issue. 947458 Gnr Charles William Hearn 
16 Field Regt RA. Died 21/7/1944. Buried Imphal War 
Cemetery. From Shepherds Bush, London.  £40 - £45

 

 
 

1013 WW2 Casualty group attributed to Act Flight Lieut Jack 
Ernest Cowdrey RAF. Died as a result of air operations 
on 5th Sept 1943. From Croydon. Buried El Alia 
Cemetery, Algeria. Served with 36 Sqdn RAFVR. Lot 
includes 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, War Medal, RAF 
Badge, and small diary. Plus original named Air Ministry 
Casualty Branch letter, and cartoon caricature (qty) £25 - £30

1014 WW2 casualty Royal naval large portrait photo of C/KX 
91288 leading stoker Stanley Victor Warren died on 23-
8-1914 HMS Zinnia corvette which was sunk by the U-
564 with Royal naval recruiting poster   £45 - £50

1015 WW2 casualty scroll medals grave photo portrait photo 
etc. to 6891670 Pte George Walker Warburton 6th bn 
kings own Scottish borderers K in A on 22nd September 
1944 on the road to Arnhem buried valkenswaard war 
cemetery, Netherlands  £160 - £170

 
1016 WW2 collection of home front and propaganda leaflets, 

booklets etc.  £50 - £55

 
1017 WW2 Defence x6 and War Medals x6, all full size 

original issues with ribbons, but tarnished in some way 
(12) a/f £35 - £40
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1018 WW2 family groups in boxes of issue consisting of 1939-
45 star, F&G star, Defence and War to W S Jarvis RAF 
with 1939-45 star, F&G star, Defence and War to H G N 
Jarvis R E with fathers ISM to Leslie Ronald Jarvis in 
case   £70 - £75

1019 WW2 group - Defence & War Medal with transmission 
slip in named box of issue Charles Edward Hollis of 
Holloway, London. Member of ARP Rescue Party, 
Islington. Plus a boxed plastic Kings Commendation for 
Brave Conduct (L/G 31/1/1941) and two silver 
emblems (pins missing), plus cloth Civil Defence badge 
and silver ARP badge (qty) £80 - £85

1020 WW2 Ipswich cemetery casualty scroll to Warrant 
Officer class II B.S.M 723190 Albert Bragg Royal 
Artillery buried Ipswich old cemetery, born Ipswich   £65 - £70

1021 WW2 nurses documents, photos, medals to Miss M E 
Boadeb completed training September 1941   £30 - £35

1022 WW2 photo album with over 50 photos mostly loose and 
taken in North Africa   £35 - £40

1023 WW2 RAF Flight Lieutenant's Jacket. A lovely early war 
example complete with its original Pilots Wings and DFC 
ribbon £60 - £70

1024 WW2 Royal naval long service group of five medals with 
1939-45 star, Atlantic star, Africa star and clasp, war 
medal with GRVI, naval long service medal to J.107470 
C J Kimber AB HMS Furious comes with good selection 
of service documents including certificate of service. 
torpedo and gunnery History sheets, photos, hat tally’s 
etc. nice complete group   £200 - £210

1025 WW2 Royal naval medal group of five in named box 
consisting of 1939-45 star Atlantic star, Africa star, Tally 
star and war medal with large amount of service 
documents, note book, id cards, badges, hat tally 
selection all relating to JX179516 Ronald Reid AB RN 
very nice complete lot   £120 - £130

1026 WW2 vintage Royal signals officers hat  
£40 - £45

1027 WW2 woman’s land army great coat complete with land 
army arm band   £80 - £85

1028 WW2, ARP and Civil defence items, inc Wardens tin hat, 
ARW door plaques, ARP pull up boots, black out lamp, 
gas rattle, and stirrup pump (Quantity buyer collects) £20 - £25

1029 WWI set of 08 webbing full set reproduction ideal for re-
enactor or display   £70 - £75

1030 XCIII (93rd) Foot Surtherland Highlanders unmarked 
silver medal - weight 21.5 gms £20 - £25

 

 
 

1031 Zeppelin interest - L 33 metal fragment with original 
label which reads "Little Wigborough on 24.9.16". £40 - £45

 

 
 

1032 Zeppelin interest - LZ 55 SALONIKA May 1916 metal 
fragment £40 - £45

 

 
 

1033 Zulu clay and animal hide drums with drum stick 
£25 - £30

 
End of Auction in Room 1, Day 1 

 
 
 
 
 

Day 1, Room 2, 10.00am 
 

A Collection from a Private Museum 
 

1034 A Brazilian Model 1912 sidearm/machete. Mint blade 
(in grease) 16" with hatched wooden grip. In its steel 
mounted leather scabbard with frog stud. In excellent 
overall condition. These sidearms are not often 
encountered. £50 - £60

1035 A British unidentified survival blade marked '61518'. 
Heavy broad blade 6.5". In its leather scabbard (2 inch 
cut to leather easy repair) £20 - £25

1036 A British WW2 fighting knife by 'TAYLOR WITNESS 
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND'. D/E blade 6.5" leather grip. 
In a WW2 F.S. knife scabbard. The Taylor 'Eye Witness' 
knives noted by Flook on WW2 on P179 of his F.S Knife 
book. Well used condition.  £35 - £40

1037 A British W/D Model 'D' Army survival knife. Ricasso 
marked 'IB/4594/WD^. With makers name 
'WLIKINSON SWORD' . In its leather scabbard. Good 
used condition. This is the first pattern of the Model 'D' 
marked '1B' for use by Army & RAF.  £40 - £50

1038 A fine 2nd Pattern Wilkinson sword 'F.S.' Knife. Slim 
blade '7' (6.875") Blackened finish to blade & grip (light 
wear) Crossguard marked with 'B'' and WD^ (arrow). 
Knife dates 1942/3 (Flook page 96). A fine example of 
this iconic knife. Grip with light knurling.  £200 - £250

1039 A French Gras Bayonet manufactured at Tulle in Sept. 
1877. Excellent blade, brass pommel. Light pitting to 
scabbard & mounts. Good overall condition. One of the 
classic bayonet designs. Blade 20.5". £30 - £40

 

1040 A French Gras Model 1874/80 service rifle in 11mm 
obsolete calibre. These rifles were the standard French 
Service rifle from 1874 to 1886 when the 8mm lebel was 
adopted. They saw widespread use in the Deserts of 
Arabia and became a legendary arm in the Hellenic 
(Greek) Army right through to WW2. Brass furniture. 
Manufactured at St Etienne in 1877. In good overall 
condition complete with its sword bayonet (rearsight 
missing). No licence required.  £270 - £290

 
1041 A French Model 1866 Sabre Bayonet made at Tulle in 

1874. Light rusting overall. In its steel scabbard. Good 
blade with clear markings. £30 - £40

 
1042 A French Model 1892 First Pattern bayonet for the M-

1892 Berthier Carbine. Black composition grips (good 
condition). Hooked quillon. Blade 15.75" in very good 
condition. In its blued steel scabbard. This is a better than 
average example of this WW1 bayonet and the scarcer 
1st pattern. £50 - £60
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1043 A good 1821 Pattern Artillery Officers sword. Blade 33". 
Engraved to the '1st GLOUCESTER VOLUNTEER 
ARTILLERY' and the officers initials 'A.D.S.'. Ricasso 
marked to 'HOWSON & SONS, 305 LEXINGTON 
ST. LONDON W'. Good wire bound fish skin grip. 
Triple bar hilt in its leather field service scabbard (frog 
strap slightly a/f). Some age staining overall. A 'sleeper' 
in good untouched condition.  £150 - £160

1044 A good French percussion rifle converted from flintlock. 
Tang marked 'T-bis' and dated 1822. Fixed rearsight. 
Excellent woodwork. Crisp action. Brass barrel bands. 
Barrel 36". Brass furniture. Barrel dated 1832. Very good 
working order & condition.  £200 - £250

1045 A good P'53 Enfield .577 British percussion service rifle. 
Standard lock with Crown & 'V.R.' to tail and '1857' & 
British inspection mark. Stand barrel 39" with 3 bands. 
Good walnut stock with circular WD stamp & ^ Arrow. 
Standard brass furniture, buttstock tang regimentally 
marked 'I.C 594'. Proofs & inspection marks to breech. 
Original ramrod with inspection mark. Crisp action on 
1st & 2nd cock plus nipple chain. Good working order 
and condition.  £390 - £410

1046 A good USM1 Carbine knife bayonet. Blade approx 7". 
Blued blade & mounts. Of superior construction with 
ribbed plastic composition grips secured by two screws. 
Complete with its brown faux wood plastic scabbard. A 
variation used for European allies (?). Very good 
condition overall.  £40 - £50

1047 A good U.S Model M5 bayonet for the M1 Garand rifle. 
Pommel top marked 'HTK M/63'. Black plastic grips in 
its brown plastic scabbard also marked crown over HTK. 
Wear commensurate with service use. £40 - £50

1048 A good WW1 P'07 bayonet by Enfield. Formerly a 
hooked quillon version dated January 1912 (?). Quillon 
removed but no oil hole in pommel. Excellent grips and 
clean blade with correct markings. A good collectors 
example.  £50 - £60

 
1049 A rare Victorian, fine quality, Bowie knife by top maker 

'UNDERWOOD 66 HAYMARKET' stamped to 
ricasso. The 7.5" clipped back Bowie blade folds into the 
handle to form a 4" blade utility knife, supplemented with 
a corkscrew fitted to the chequered grip. When fully 
extended the knife locks into position via a lug which 
engages with a recess in the blade. The blade is released 
by an oval silver button in the grip. The knife is contained 
in a full length tapered leather scabbard with silver (?) 
chape (some stitching a/f but chape & collar are in good 
condition). A belt loop and 'D' ring are present for 
attachment to a (military ?) belt. £250 - £300

 

 
 

1050 A rare WW2 2nd Pattern Wilkinson sword F.S. knife with 
the owners name etched by Wilkinson in a banner on the 
blade. Knife is a standard 2nd pattern with brass grip 
with light hatching. Ricasso is marked 'The F.S. Fighting 
Knife' in a panel. The reverse is marked 'Wilkinson 
Sword', London'. In a banner along the blade is marked 
'WARREN K. HORNE 18157516 PFC'. Warren K. 
Horne enlisted in the U.S. Infantry at Sam Antonio on 
26.9.1942. He was born in 1923 in Texas. The knife was 
a private purchase from the Wilkinson Sword Company 
in 1943. This would indicate he was sent overseas to 
London for the Normandy landings in 1944. In its leather 
scabbard with later retaining loop. £500 - £550

 
1051 A scarce 1st Pattern F.S. knife by Wilkinson sword. Blade 

6.25". Square ricasso with Wilkinson Sword logo. The 
reverse with 'THE F-S FIGHTING KNIFE'. The grip is 
nickel plated with coarse knurling. The blade has some 
small dark patches and the blade may well have been 
repointed. The scabbard has a nickel chape and shows 
service wear as does the knife itself. Crossguard has 
correct 'wavy S' pattern. A decent WW2 early F.S. knife 
that has seen service use.  £400 - £450

1052 A scarce Austrian Werndl Model 1867 11mm (obsolete 
calibre) carbine, made between 1867-1874. Only 11,000 
manufactured. Rotating drum action, large side mounted 
hammer. Woodwork with museum/unit tag attached. 
The Werndl rifles and carbines were wildly used by rear 
echelon troops in WW1. £300 - £350

1053 A scarce P'07 bayonet with hooked fighting quillon. 
Pommel marked 10 A.S.H. 901 (10th Bn. Argyll & 
Sutheland Highlanders). Blade 17th Ricasso marked 
'G.R. 1907, 11:12'. (made November 1912) and with WD 
arrow, inspection marks & bend test cross. A good clean 
& straight blade, dark oiled walnut grips (minor bruising). 
In its rare original 1st Pattern scabbard with button 
chape (minor repair). some service wear overall.  £350 - £400

1054 A scarce WW2 Fighting Knife d/edged blade 6.9". Blade 
marked 'John Blyde CLINTLOCK WORKS. 
SHEFFIELD' with Saturn/Genius logo (see P.137 of 
R.Flooks F/S knife book) Turned wood grips 5". In its 
original WW" scabbard. £100 - £120

1055 A Spanish M1969 CETME Bayonet for the Model 58 
Assault Rifle. Chequered plastic grips & bob type blade 
9". In its steel mounted plastic scabbard with integral belt 
frog. Good condition. Not often encountered.  £25 - £30

1056 A Swedish Model 1896 all steel bayonet in excellent 
condition in its blued steel scabbard. Profuse military 
markings. Excellent blade. A good example.  £20 - £25

1057 A USAF Pilots survival knife in its leather scabbard with 
sharpening stone. Made by the Camillus Cutlery Co. in 
1984. In good used condition.  £25 - £30

1058 A U.S Navy MK3 Model O combat knife in its plastic 
composite scabbard. Bowie bladed knife 6" with saw 
back. USN marks to compo grip & scabbard. £20 - £25

 
1059 A well executed statuette of an 'Old Contemptible' to 

commemorate 'The Great War 1914-1918'. Accurate 
equipment. Height 11" approx. £40 - £50

 
1060 A WW1 Butcher bayonet by W. Holler. Solingen and 

dated for 1915. In its steel scabbard. A good example 
with good grips and a clean blade. Minor dents to 
scabbard. £50 - £60

 
1061 A WW1 German Model 1916 original helmet shell from 

the Somme. Found many years ago and painted '180 
Regiment Thiepval. July 1st 1916' Nicely done, an 
attractive original souvenir from the Somme.  £70 - £80

 
1062 A WW1/2 Gurka Kukri traditional blade marked 

'F.COY 2/8 G.R. 706' (F Company 2/8 Bn Gurka Rifles 
No.706) Blade 13" approx. (Minor pitting to blade) In its 
leather scabbard. Wooden grip (old stress/age crack) 
Decent original item. £50 - £60

 
1063 A WW2 Bowie Knife blade 6" by William Rogers of 

Sheffield. A good quality knife with brass cross guard, 
rivets and walnut grip. £20 - £25

 
1064 A WW2 U.S. M3 fighting knife in its US M8 scabbard 

made by B.M. Co. Leather washer grip. Rock Island 
Arsenal flaming grenade stamp to pommel. Clean blade 
7" approx underneath of crossguard stamped 'U.S. M3 
UTICA. a good collectors example of this iconic WW2 
fighting knife. £80 - £100

 
1065 A .577/450 Martini-Heavy Zulu War Carbine. Action 

marked CROWN over 'V.R'. underneath 'BSA & M.Co' 
over 1876. Early long striker indicator Numerous WD 
and Government inspection marks. Walnut fullstock with 
'WD ENFIELD' rounded. Brass marker disc dated 
March 1894 & shows issue to a Volunteer Garrison 
Artillery Unit. Sold out of service marks to woodwork & 
action. This rifle was originally a Zulu War Martini later 
converted to Carbine length for artillery use. A good 
example with full set of swivels and ramrod. Knox form 
cut as normal. Good working order & condition. A 
'sleeper'. £350 - £400

http://m.co/
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1066 An excellent Gras Model 1874/80 carbine in 11mm obsolete calibre. These carbines saw extensive use with the French and Greek 
armies. They were widely used by Arabs in the desert, slavers in the Persian Gulf and gun runners in Trinidad. This is a fine example 
in good working order & condition. Dark red stock & polished brass furniture complete with its sword bayonet. £400 - £450

 

1067 An Imperial German Pickel haube for Prussian ? ranks. 
Some crazing to leather, minor restoration work in 
places. A decent example.  £200 - £250

1068 An interesting and early P.53 British Service Rifle .577 
found in an attic. Standard lock with Crown & 'VR' and 
'1858 TOWER'. Good walnut stock with Pimlico 
storekeepers mark dated 1861. Standard 3 band Enfield, 
barrel 39" secured by 3 bands with spring retainers. 
Action crisp on 1st & 2nd cock. Walnut stock with makers 
name 'T. GODDARD'. This rifle is a 'sleeper' and will 
clean & restore into an excellent piece. No losses or 
damage. Viewing recommended.  £380 - £400

 

 
 

1069 An interesting Belgian .320 (obsolete calibre) pocket 
revolver given to his wife by a soldier serving in Belgian 
in 1916. The 2" barrel neatly engraved: 'MY DARLING, 
APRIL 1916 FROM GORDON' and the frame: 'IF I 
WERE IN THIS WEAPONS PLACE I WOULD 
GUARD YOU TWICE AS SAFE'. The revolver in 
w/order with trigger spring a/f. Nickel finish is worn. 
Plain 2 piece wooden grips. A unique souvenir of the 
Great War. Obsolete calibre. No licence required. In its 
relined pistol case. £350 - £400

1070 An Israeli 'K-BAR' fighting knife. Bowie blade 7" with 
broad fuller Star of David stamped to the ricasso leather 
washer grip. A fine looking knife in its leather scabbard. 
Dates 1950s. Good overall condition and scarce.  £30 - £35

1071 An Italian WW2 MSVN (Pugio) army combat knife. 
Spear point S/E blade 8". Wooden grip with 3 rivets. In 
its blued steel scabbard with integral belt clip. Very good 
original condition. Circa 1942.  £85 - £90

1072 An original Victorian Badge of the 24th Regiment of 
Foot circa 1870-1880 (Zulu War etc). A large badge with 
central '24' and 'Honisoit Qui Mal. Y. PENSE' 
surmounted by a Victorian Crown. Badge length is 3.5" 
and 1.75" wide. Two large screw lugs to reverse. Badge 
in good original condition.  £40 - £50

 
1073 An unused USMC KA-BAR Combat knife. Bowie blade 

7". Ricasso marked 'USMC'. Leather grip. In its leather 
scabbard with KA-BAR & USMC stamps. An 
outstanding piece. Collector grade condition.  £50 - £60

 
1074 Cutlass: An outstanding European 19th Century Naval 

Cutlass of the French classic 1833 Pattern. Massive & 
heavy hatch point blade 29". 1833 Pattern all steel bowl 
and grip. In its excellent brass mounted leather scabbard. 
The whole in collectors grade condition. It would take a 
very strong arm to wield this sword !. A superb item and 
rare.  £300 - £350

1075 Imperial German Model 1871/84 knife bayonet in its 
steel mounted leather scabbard (Stitching a/f). Blade 10" 
ricasso marked 'V.G. Schilling Suhl'. A scarce bayonet 
(light charring to grips from muzzle flash). Some wear. 
Blade dated 1894 with inspection stamps. £50 - £60

1076 Imperial German Model 1898 bayonet, second pattern 
with 2 piece grips. Excellent bright polished blade 20.75" 
ricasso with makers name 'P.D. Luneschloss Solingen' 
and dated 1906. Excellent grip. In its iron mounted 
leather scabbard (stitching good). Some service wear. A 
good example of this WW1 standard pattern bayonet. £100 - £120

1077 Knives: British Model 'D' Army Survival Knives 1) A 
good Model 'D' British Army Survival knife. Large heavy 
blade 7", marked '1278214' and WD Arrow. In its heavy 
duty leather scabbard v.g.c. 2) A different pattern of 
blade Model 'D' sharpened profile S/E blade, unmarked. 
Wooden grip stamped '1278214 H (in a diamond) B2' 
v.g.c. *note knife 1 grip secured by two bolts, knife 2 by 
three copper rivets. (2) £40 - £50

1078 RAF WW2 Servicing Commando Knife by W & S.B. 
Sheffield. Single edged Bowie type clipped back blade. 
Leather washer grip with the smooth staghorn pommel 
with the name 'A.R. Catfos' carved into it. The knife is 
contained in commando knife leather scabbard with 
blackened brass chape. These knives saw service with 
RAF personnel (2125 purchased Flook page 231) in N. 
Africa, Italy, D.Day of the Far East. Worn but good 
condition. Scabbard not standard but of the period. £100 - £120

1079 Telescope: A fine Victorian Captains all brass pocket 
telescope. Outside of the barrel engraved 'CAPT JOHN 
JAMES HMS DEFIANCE 1885', Brass endcap and 
sliding cover for the eyepiece. Good optics and 
magnification. A lovely naval piece with a named 
provenance. A collector's item in collector grade 
condition. £100 - £120

 
Weapons 

 
from other properties: 

 
1080 1842 Pattern privately made Lovels percussion musket a 

superb gun in lovely condition made for the commercial 
market as there is no provision for bayonet lug   £700 - £750

1081 1885 pattern cavalry troopers sword dated /87 made in 
Solingen regimental marked on scabbard and hilt Y LCT 
181  £190 - £200

1082 18th century Brown Bess volunteer flintlock short musket 
with military proof marks to the barrel lock engraved 
Meredith two makers with this name one in London 
1810-1840 the other Chester c 1790   £700 - £750

1083 18th century flint lock box lock pocket pistol by archer of 
London with screw barrel slab safety catch with nice 
patina very nice gun  £330 - £340

1084 18th century flintlock volunteer Padget Pattern military 
carbine  £280 - £290

 
1085 18th century officers flint lock pistol converted to 

percussion drum & nipple made by Ashton of 
Manchester  £330 - £340

 
1086 18th/19th officers pistol by Lacy & co converted from 

flint lock to percussion, nice clean gun   £500 - £520
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1087 19th Century all steel Indian Tulwar. Forged blade 31" slightly curved with serration's to both 
sides. Classic Tulwar hilt with disc pommel & rose (?) decoration. An attractive piece. £60 - £65 

 

1088 19th century collection of powder flasks, powder 
measures, cartridge loaders etc.   £70 - £75

1089 19th century continental military percussion musket 
possibly Prussian   £160 - £170

1090 19th Century flint lock dragoon pattern Officers pistol by 
Lacy & Co London   £450 - £480

1091 19th century percussion box lock pocket pistol by S Nock 
of London with engraved frame screw barrel, folding 
trigger slab safety catch   £250 - £260

1092 19th century percussion side hammer pocket pistol by 
Gallyon of Cambridge  £300 - £320

1093 19th century percussion side hammer pocket pistol by 
smith of London  £220 - £230

1094 19th century round barrel percussion box lock pocket 
pistol by Hugh Granger of Preston   £250 - £260

1095 19th Century unusual Volunteer Military carbine with 
British military proofs to the barrel with back action lock 
dated 1863  £450 - £460

 
 

1096 Air Rifle: A Mark II Webley Service .22 cal air rifle. Barrel release bolt misaligned. Action a/f. (When cocked the 
gear does not engage the trigger and the action fails to cock & fire). Some wear overall. Peep rearsight SN-S-8199. 
Worth repairing. Scarce piece £350 - £400

 

1097 Austrian scarce 19th century wanzl model 1853 military 
rifle   £400 - £420

1098 Bayonet scarce 1864 pattern whitworth bayonet without 
scabbard   £100 - £110

1099 Bayonets etc: A Mauser export bayonet for Siam in its 
steel scabbard. (Worn condition). An Indian Pesh Kabz 
dagger in scabbard (chape a/f) Blade 8" (gc). British 
entrenching tool with helve in German leather frog. Tool 
by S.E. Gomall Cannock. Useful lot. (3) £30 - £40

1100 Bayonets: A bargain lot of Mauser Bayonets, several with 
scabbards. (6) £20 - £25

1101 Bayonets: A British LIA3 knife bayonet in its steel 
scabbard. Good condition. An Enfield No 9 Bayonet, no 
scabbard. Very good condition. A No4 MKII Spike in 
scabbard. (3) £40 - £50

1102 Bayonets: AK43 bayonets with scabbards. Good 
condition. (3) £30 - £40

1103 Bayonets: Mauser Export bayonets in their steel 
scabbards both with frogs. Marked tgf to top of pommel. 
Blade 12" with reverse cutting edge. These are: 1) Model 
Czech V2-24 modified by the Nazis by grinding off the 
muzzle ring leaving high ears. WW2. tgf tamped to top 
of pommel in steel scabbard. 2) Model Czech M 1924/30 
Export bayonet for Yugoslavia? Unmarked, steel 
scabbard. (2) £30 - £40

1104 Bayonets: VZ58 bayonets with scabbards. Good 
condition. (3) £25 - £30

1105 Bayonet, Canadian Ross 2nd pattern with original 
scabbard various markings dated 11/16  £80 - £85

1106 Bayonet, scarce 1907 hook Quilon bayonet in worn 
condition with traces of ordnance markings etc. to the 
blade complete with scabbard   £230 - £240

1107 Bayonet: A French Model 1866 Sabre bayonet '5184' to 
crossguard. In its steel scabbard. Sound condition overall. £25 - £30

 
1108 Bayonet: A German M:1938 Long Dress bayonet by 

E.Pack & Sons Solingen. Twin screw bolts secure black 
chequered composition grips in its black lacquered steel 
scabbard. In good overall condition. Polished blade 
(small section of tip missing 1mm) A good example.  £40 - £50

 
1109 Bayonet: An unidentified Pattern of Socket bayonet. 

Long socket 4". Spear point blade 12" approx with 
supporting lug. Possibly made for a hunting rifle (?). £30 - £40

1110 Bayonet:1) A British Pattern 1856 bayonet in worn 
condition (fracture to muzzle ring) Blade 22.5" by W. 
Kirschbaum Solingen. 2) A British No4 MKII rough 
weld spike bayonet in its steel scabbard. (2) £20 - £25

 

1111 Boer war interest 5 unusual bullets in clip, for the 
Mannlicher Rifle, dated 1899 £20 - £25

 

 
 

1112 Dagger - Indo-Persian (Mughal) Katar, squeeze handle 
which splits blade to reveal single blade. Rare £240 - £260

 
1113 Daggers: 1) A German 'Holbein' type dagger. D/E Blade 

6" marked 'LINDER MESSER SOLINGEN' & 
'WHITBY GERMANY'. In its steel scabbard. 2) A Kris 
wavy blade knife 6' unmarked bamboo grip, lion 
pommel, in its leather scabbard. 3) A Tourist Eastern 
knife in wooden scabbard. All in good condition. (3) £20 - £25

 
1114 Flasks: 1) A good Hawksley 'Violin Shape' geometric flask 

marked G & J.W Hawksley Sheffield. (Riling 432, no 
suspension rings) Riling 'OVERALL' classification. 2) A 
good Hawksley flask in the 'OVERALL' classification 
(Riling 416) showing an overall pattern of vined foliage. 
This style known as 'Grapevine'. (2) £60 - £70
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1115 Flasks: 1) A U.S. Stand of Arms copper powder flask (one 
seam slightly a/f) of the Colt Pattern (Riling 820) but 
unmarked (Good condition with patina). 2 A good 
copper sporting flask with resting hound & pair of game 
birds (Riling 884) unmarked & good condition. Two 
hanging rings. (2) £20 - £25

1116 Flask: A fine 'Pharaoh's Horse' flask signed 'Sykes Patent 
' repeat back face decoration. (Riling 1052). A lovely 
quality flask. A decent leather shot flask in good 
condition. (1) £30 - £35

1117 German Miniature Army Bayonet with metal scabbard 
£24 - £26

1118 German Nazi Model 1884/98 knife bayonet with 
matching numbers 5-178 (Gebr. Heller Solingen ?) and 
dated 1937. Walnut strips, blued blade SN: 3137 
matching. In its blued scabbard (some wear). £40 - £50

 

 
 

1119 German Nazi S.S. Dagger by Carl Eickhorn. Blade 8.75" 
engraved 'Meine Ehre Heist Treue'. Ebony Holbein grip 
with silver eagle and SS Runes. Crossguard marked with 
'I'. Lacquered black scabbard with nickel mounts. Some 
wear & minor corrosion to chape. £600 - £700

1120 German NPEA dagger for students, M1935. Nickel 
fittings and wooden grip. Blade has a well preserved 
motto "Mehr sein als Scheien" with maker mark KARL 
BURGSMULLER BERLIN CHARLOTTENBURG 
5. Crossguard stamped "P 407" (NPEA school Plon). 
Rare £1400 - £1500

1121 German NPEA dagger & frog, unit marked to top & 
dated 1941, light wear a good example with Karl 
Burgsmuller maker marked blade £950 - £1000

1122 German SA Dagger with metal Scabbard and hanger, 
blade maker marked 'AUGUST BICKEL 
STEINBACH. HALLENBERG'. Scarce £400 - £450

 

 
 

1123 German SA Dagger with scabbard, blade maker marked 
'RZM M7/13'. (one screw missing from scabbard) with 
SS badges (5) £250 - £300

1124 German SA Honour dagger with Damascus blade and 
traces of gilding to inscription on blade, GVF £950 - £1000

1125 German SS mans dagger with Rohm inscription, named 
removed. Scabbard shell is a contemporary replacement, 
all other fittings and hanger are original to dagger. Blade 
maker marked GOTTLIEB HAMMESFAHR 
SOLINGEN FOCHE. A rare item £1600 - £1700

1126 German WW1 sword with metal scabbard, attractive 
engraved blade maker marked Squirrel C E, and 
engraved "Feldartill. Gen. Feldzengmeister 
(2.Brandenb.) No 18". And attractive Artillery Scene to 
reverse. £200 - £250

1127 German ww2 army officers sword, maker marked to the 
blade Holier complete with scabbard  £180 - £190

 

1128 German WW2 SS Honor Sword with Metal Scabbard, 
plain unmarked blade, no makers mark, SS in square 
stamped to crossguards and scabbard lip. Of age Sold a/f £80 - £100

 

1129 German WWII NPEA Dagger, the blade etched & 
maker marked, complete with scabbard, GVF £670 - £680

1130 Japanese Sword books - Arms & Armous of Old Japan, 
Japanese Swords by Ogasawara, Military Swords of 
Japan 1868-1945 by Fuller & Gregory, The Lone 
Samurai and the Martial Arts, Samurai, and Lethal 
Elegance The Art of Samurai Sword Fittings (6) £24 - £26

1131 Japanese Sword cleaning kit, Sword Bag, brass Tanto, 
and 7x seppas (qty) £25 - £30

 

 
 

1132 Japanese Wakizashi in unusual Shirasaya, signed 
Kanemasa, worked in Simofusa Province c1670, plus 
document £340 - £360

1133 Japanese ww2 sword scabbards, four of, leather covered 
and metal  £200 - £210

 

 
 

1134 Knife: A Japenese Tanto. Blade Nagasa 7.5". Leather 
bound grip over Same. Brass Fuchi. Small Menuki. Brass 
Kashira. In its red laquered Saya, with gold Sageo. A 
very attractive good quality Tanto. Plus three loose 
pieces. Viewing recommended.  £500 - £550

1135 Knife: A large German gravity knife s/e blade 4" large 
grip 6" (overall length 10") Blade marked 'SMF-
SOLINGEN & ROSTFREE'. Grip also contains a 3.5" 
spike. With lanyard ring. Good condition overall, of some 
age possibly WW2 (?) £25 - £30

1136 Knife: A Post War 3rd Pattern F.S. Knife by William 
Rogers of Sheffield. Blade 7". Makers name to 
crossguard. In its brass mounted leather scabbard with 
elastic strap. £30 - £40

1137 Lauder Sword - 1828 pattern Scottish Officers Basket 
Hilted Sword, blade engraved EDVII. Retailed by 
Moore Taggart & Co Glasgow. With both chrome and 
leather scabbards + carry bag. Attributed to Capt I A 
Lauder (see other items in this sale) £400 - £500

1138 Martini Henry Bayonet, blade stamped 'R' with W/D 
Arrow and '/89' and '03' crossed trough. Leather and 
brass scabbard W/D Arrow stamped. Nice example £40 - £50

1139 Militaria: 1915 WW1 dated Vickers H/M/Gun 
Ammunition belt plus a1918 dated Mill Equipment Co 
pistol belt. Both very good condition. £70 - £80

 

 
 

1140 Militaria: An extremely rare 1945 Vickers heavy 
machine gun dial sight in its original tin box with khaki 
strap. Instrument marked: 'SIGHT DIAL V.M.G. 1945. 
MGC MK4 C.G.M. 28A 508C' A collectors item. £900 - £1000
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1141 Pistol: A boxlock percussion pocket pistol circa 1840. 
Barrel 3". Bag shaped walnut grip. Action works on first 
& second cock. Worn overall with surface rust. Should 
restore well.  £40 - £50

 

 
 

1142 Pistol: A fine German percussion duelling / belt pistol by 
Franz Ulrich of Obendorf. One of a pair, this one 
numbered '2'. Crisp action on 1st & 2nd cock. Wedge 
retained walnut (?) stock with finely chequered grip. 
Ebony buttcap. Octagonal barrel 8.5" with rear notch 
sight. Top flat marked 'F. Ulrich Obandorf'. Dovetail 
foresight steel furniture. Bore 30mm. With rammer. A 
good quality pistol. Silver escutcheon to stock. £350 - £400

 

1143 Pistol: A flintlock pocket pistol. Sideplate signed: 
'PURCELL' (?) Turn off barrel 2.5". Ring neck cock 
centrally mounted with rear slide safety. Plain bag shaped 
grips. Lock in working order on 1st & 2nd cock. Worn & 
stained overall with some very light pitting .  £180 - £200

 
1144 Pistol: A good E.I.C. Flintlock Cavalry pistol with long 

stirrup hammer 1811- 1818. Barrel 9" smooth bored and 
of carbine bore (normally 17 bore - .66"). Lock, flat plate 
with bevelled edges dated '1813'. Flat ring necked cock 
lockplate with EIC Lion & Crown over 2. Walnut stock 
with EIC mark and part stockmakers initials 'J.B.'? A hole 
in the stock has been filled (size of sixpence). Brass 
furniture, trigger guard engraved 'N.N.V.' (possibly 
NEPALESE NATIVE VOLUNTEERS) & '25'. London 
proof marks 'C.P. & V' to barrel proved at London 
Gunmakers Company  Whitehall. Lock in very good 
working order and condition. Crisp on 1st & 2nd cock. A 
fine example of this Napoleonic pistol. £1400 - £1500

 
1145 Pistol: A massive Indian percussion horse pistol. Musket 

lock marked 'TOWER'. Barrel 12" approx 8 bore. 
Fullstock with brass furniture. Steel ramrod. Lock in 
working order. Musket sideplate. Repair to stock.  £60 - £70

 
1146 Pistol: A mid 19th Century single shot percussion pistol 

circa 1840. Octagonal Damascus twist barrel with proof 
mark. Large bore (circa 12 bore). Barrel 5". Bag shaped 
plain grip with silver escutcheon. Sideplate with 
Acanthus scrolling. Nipple replaced. Overall condition is 
sound and better with some restoration. Lock worked 
well on 1st & 2nd cock. A decent Victorian 'overcoat' 
pistol.  £80 - £90

 
1147 Pistol: A rare and good .56 cal New Land Pattern 

flintlock pistol from the reign of William IV (1830-1837). 
Stepped and bolted lock (bolt a/f). Barrel 9". Flat ring 
neck cock. Lockplate marked Crown & 'W.R.' Proof 
Crown over 'M' & Cross Swords. Brass furniture, flat 
sideplate. Good walnut stock with makers stamp 'JB'. long 
captive rammer. Action crisp on 1st & 2nd cock. Brass 
furniture. T/Guard marked 'D.Y.C.' (Devon, Dorset, 
Durham? Yeomanry Cavalry). A fine example of this rare 
pistol. Note: Unusual buttcap - lacks 'ears'. £1400 - £1500

 
1148 Pistol: A Turkish flintlock pistol. Full stocked with inlaid 

wire decoration. Rough cast brass furniture. Lacks touch 
hole. Decorative item.  £30 - £35

 
1149 Revolver very nice cased Deane & son cased percussion 

19th century revolver with full blue finish in its original 
case with powder flask bullet mould and cap tin these 
possibly replaced with Deane & son London label inside 
the lid   £750 - £800

 
 

1150 Revolver: A Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver SN: 
85,401 (matching) dates to early 1863. Barrel 8" with 
New York address. Rebated 6 shot cylinder, cal: .44 
smooth grey patina (no cylinder scene) Action in good 
working order. Cut for shoulder stock. Good one piece 
polished walnut grips (mirror chip to left hand toe) Brass 
T/Guard. Inspectors stamps to some parts. A good 
example of this iconic U.S. Civil War pistol. No licence 
required. £750 - £850

 

 
 

1151 Revolver: A good 6 shot, bar hammer transitional 
revolver. Octagonal barrel 5.25" retaining much original 
blue. Action and backstrap (silver) attractively engraved 
with Acanthus scrolls. English proofs. Fine walnut grips. 
In crisp fine working order. This is a fine revolver in 
collector's grade condition. Viewing recommended. £400 - £500

1152 Revolver: A good double action Pinfire 9mm, Belgian 
revolver. Barrel 4.5". Sidegate loading, side ejector. 
Good chequered two piece, polished wooden grips. In 
good working order and condition. A nice untouched 
'sleeper'. £180 - £200

1153 Rifle: A German miniature blank firing model rifle with 
miniature pin fire type blanks. Rifle 13.5cm long. In a 
plastic case. Circa 1960s (?). In working order Unusual & 
interesting. £20 - £25

1154 Rifle: A Model: 1873 Belgian Albini Braendlin 11mm 
(obsolete calibre) service rifle. Back action lock. Military 
Fullstock. In v.g.w.order and condition (rear sight 
replaced). Rifle in service with the Belgian Army 1867-
1918. Used as a second line infantry rifle in WW1. £390 - £400

1155 Shotgun: A single barrelled 10 bore pinfire sporting 
shotgun. Back action lock marked 'HOLLAND' A good 
quality gun. Barrel 30". Sidehammer lock. Chequered 
walnut stock (loss to fore-end & horn finial chipped) 
Damascus barrel. Address 'Holland New Bond St 
London.' An attractive sporting gun.  £350 - £400

1156 Superb QE2 Wilkinson Sword in near mint condition, 
blade numbered '125042'. With scabbard and pommel, 
plus belt £350 - £400

 

 
 

1157 Swiss c1880's Crossbow. Large heavy construction. Brass 
furniture. Iron parts with light pitting. Groove for the 
quarrel to lie in. An interesting piece (Buyer collects) £100 - £150
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1158 Sword scarce 1887 Pattern heavy cavalry officers made 

by W Anderson Edinburgh in its leather field scabbard 
with sword frog   £350 - £340

1159 Swords: 1) A French Gladius Pattern sidearm pattern 
1841. Blade 18.5" (top missing, rusted with loss to one 
edge). Blade relic, grip good. No scabbard. 2) A good 
Gras Epee Bayonet made at Tulle in 1881. No scabbard. 
3) An Indian decorative/tourist sword in scabbard. G.C. 
(3) £20 - £25

 
 

1160 Sword/Knife: An early 18th centrury Japanese Tanto. Blade Nagasa 11.5". With gilt 
embellished Tsuba. Blue Tsuka Ito over Same. In its wooden Saya (small areas a damaged 
noted) with gold Sageo binding. Signed Tang (Nakago 'Bishu Ju Tomohisa'). Two Menuki in 
grasshopper style. Good Kozuka. A good quality piece. Viewing recommended. In attractive 
silk carry bag £450 - £500 

 

 
 

1161 Sword/Knife: An Edo period Japanese Tanto, blade Nagasa 16", with good Hamon, nice 
Tsuba with gold design, bronze Ito, with two Menuki, in its wooden Saya with red Sageo. 
Unsigned Tang. With attractive silk carry bag Nice piece, needs inspection £500 - £550 

 

 
 

1162 Sword/Knive: An Edo Wak broad blade, Nagasa 14.5" with lively Yakiba. The Fuchi and 
Kashira and Menuki are all made from horn. A very fine unsigned Kosuka. Gold Tsuka Ito 
over Same. A high quality Tsuba. With old silk carry bag. Viewing essential. £500 - £550 

 

 
 

1163 Sword: 1796 Pattern Light Dragoon type sword. The brass shell guard with German 
Regimental marking as follows: 122. R.3.2. (122nd Infantry Regiment, 3rd Company, 
weapon no2) Ricasso marked: 'Gebruder Weyersberg, Solingen' (1787-1883). Brass guard 
with urn pommel. Wirebound grip. sword edge fullered blade 32". Good condition overall. 
No scabbard. £100 - £120 

 

 
 

1164 Sword: 1821 Pattern Infantry Officers sword. Gothic brass hilt with Geo IV cypher. 
Wirebound fishskin grip. Pipe back blade 32.5" with Geo IV cypher. Guard slightly 
misshapen. Blade with age staining & wear. No scabbard. £150 - £160 
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1165 Sword: 1850 Pattern Constabulary sword. Curved blade 
24". Unmarked (rust stained, unseated) fish scale grip 
(lacks wire) Plain brass stirrup guard. In its brass bound 
leather scabbard. (Generally a/f, stitching gone) A well 
worn example but all there. £40 - £45

 

1166 Sword: A 1796 Pattern Light Cavalry sword in its steel 
scabbard. Iron stirrup guard with langets. The left hand 
langet engraved at the top 'A.M.IX. 32.4" (Hard to read 
due to pitting) Blade 33" with hatchet point. Externally 
the sword is heavily pitted but the blade is in very good 
condition. £250 - £260

1167 Sword: A Constabulary short sword ricasso marked 
'PARKER FIELD & SON 233 HOLBORN. 
LONDON'. Sword edge fullered blade 24". In its brass 
mounted leather scabbard (stitching a/f) Wirebound 
(wire missing) fishskin grip. Button scabbard catch. Plain 
brass stirrup knuckle bow. A decent example.  £100 - £120

1168 Sword: A Continental Cavalry Sabre of the 19th century. 
Stirrup hilt with long slim langets & down turned quillon. 
Wirebound leather grip. Hatchet point blade 32.5". Steel 
backstrap & pommel. In its heavy steel scabbard with 
single suspension ring. Good untouched condition (grip 
a/f in parts) possibly German, no markings.  £80 - £90

 
 

1169 Sword: A good Victorian Court sword by Hawkes & Co London. 'Manufacturers to the 
Queen'. Slim polished blade 31". Gilt brass hilt with clamshell guard. Bullion knot. In its gilt 
brass mounted leather scabbard. Very good condition. The whole contained in its black 
japanned case with felt outer cover. As good an example as you find. £100 - £120 

 

 
 

1170 Sword: A Japanese Tanto/ Wakizashi? short sword blade Nagasa 12.5" with Hamon. Iron 
Tsuba Nakago with seven letter Mei (signature). Black Tsuka dark green Ito with 2x Menuki 
over Same. Vendor states Edo period. Wakizashi with laquered & floral decorated Saya, 
containing a decorated Kozuka. With black carry bag. Very good condition. Viewing 
recommended. £500 - £550 

 

 
 

1171 Sword: A Japanese Wakizashi short sword. Polished and remounted blade, Nagasa 19.5" with 
Hamon. Gold Tsuka Ito with two Menuki over Same. Pierced iron Tsuba. Signed Nakago. 
The vendor has included notes on the markings which date the blade to between c1560-1583, 
and images of the restoration. A quality sword in its Saya with golden Sageo, with attractive 
blue and gold carry bag. Viewing strongly recommended £500 - £550 

 

1172 Sword: A restored 1796 Pattern Heavy Cavalry Troopers 
sword. Blade 33" sharpened to spear point from original 
hatchet point. Restored grip with new leather. Steel 
pierced guard (minor distortion). In its heavy steel 
scabbard (a loose fit). The metalwork has been struck and 
polished. Overall the restoration has been 
sympathetically done. There are some minor nicks and 
pitting in some areas. The sword presents well. Viewing 
advised. a/f £400 - £450

 
 

1173 Sword: A Victorian 1822/45 Pattern Infantry Officers 
Sword. Grip a/f. Brass Gothic guard distorted in places. 
Slim etched blade 32" 'VR' Cipher. In its black painted 
steel scabbard. Worn & damaged overall. Good 
scabbard. £35 - £40

http://a.m.ix/
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1174 Sword: A Victorian Courtsword. Cut steel hilt with inset 
cut stones. Tapering triangular hollow ground blade 31". 
Finely etched with ornate chain (a/f). In its steel mounted 
leather scabbard. Oval plain guard with inlaid cut stones. 
In good overall condition.  £60 - £65

1175 Sword: An 1821 Pattern Light Cavalry Sabre. Pipe back 
blade 33" ricasso marked with the Kirschbaum logo 
(Solingen 1814-1862) Reverse side shows a 2 over 6. No 
scabbard. Blade tip with pitting (last 30cm of blade). 
Triple bar hilt. Folding guard (unusual for this pattern) 
with number '383'. Leather-bound wooden ribbed grip. 
Sound & better condition overall.  £200 - £220

.

 
 

 
1176 Sword: An 1822 Pattern General & Staff Officers sword 

(William IV?) Brass guard with sword & scabbard crossed 
within wreath. Folding section missing. Nicely etched 
blade 32.5". Wirebound fish skin grip. In its lightly rusted 
steel scabbard. A decent sword overall. 'A sleeper'. £80 - £90

 
1177 Sword: An 1825 Pattern Naval pursers sword. Triform 

blade 32" with simple foliate decoration. Unusual hinged 
plain brass guard. Brass mounted scabbard. Locket with 
panel Salter Sword Cutler to H.R.H The Duke of Sussex. 
Corner of the Adelphi -73 Strand London. Lion mask 
frog stud. Wirebound fishskin grip. Attractive sword in 
good condition for age (Chape missing from scabbard) * 
Same Pattern as 1825 Patt. Naval Surgeons small sword) £250 - £300

 
 

1178 Sword: An 1827 Pattern Naval Officers sword by Gieves. Slim blade 30.5". Finely etched with 
Edward VII Crowns (?) & Anchor (minor rust patches). Wirebound, fishskin grip. Gilt lions 
head pommel with bullion knot. In its brass mounted leather scabbard (chape detached). A 
bit of tlc will restore this sword which is potentially in excellent condition. Complete with its 
leather carrying case.  £100 - £120 

 

 
 

1179 Sword: An 1827 Pattern Naval Officers sword (Geo V?) Etched blade 31" wirebound fishskin 
grip. Gilt brass guard. Lions head pommel. In its brass mounted leather scabbard. In virtually 
mint condition.  £150 - £160 

 

1180 Sword: An interesting Naval (?) sword circa 1800. 
Spadroon type hilt with ribbed ivory grip. Plain brass hilt, 
solid guard. Double edged blade 31" (some staining, 
minor nicks & pitting). In a brass mounted leather 
scabbard which fits well, however the scabbard throat 
profile does not match the blade profile. A plain 
unmarked sword which owes something to the 1790 
Pattern Cavalry Officers sword.  £150 - £160

 

 
 

1181 Sword: An ornate U.S. Society sword by Holstmann of 
Philadelphia. Ornate 'Crusader' inspired sword with 
gunmetal castings. Blade 27" Etched with the owners 
name 'JOHN D. TAYLOR'. In its polished steel 
scabbard also etched with owners name. Very good 
condition overall.  £80 - £90

 
 

1182 Sword: Gladius Pattern. U.S Model 1832 Foot Artillery 
Sword, for the Seminole War and U.S. Civil War. 
Gladius blade 19.5" with three oblong fullers. Solid brass 
fishscale hilt. Blade marked '1841' and 'W.S. (Inspector 
Mark) Ricasso with Eagle Fleur de Lis pommel. Good 
condition overall. No scabbard.  £50 - £60

 

 
 

1183 Sword: Imperial German Infantry / Cavalry Officers 
sword. Straight blade 31". Folding guard with Prussian 
Eagle. Black ribbed composition grips. Blade with blued 
panel 'JAGER REGT ZU PFERDE No2'. Reverse side 
showing German Cavalry attacking French Cavalry. An 
excellent example in Collector grade condition.  £150 - £160
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1184 Sword: Japanese sword with possible Tachi blade 21.5". Plain simple fittings. Iron Tsuba with decoration. Black Tsuba and Ito with 
two Menuki over Same. A quality sword, no MEI (signature) to Tang. Viewing recommended. Plain black laquered Saya. Housed in 
original old silk golden bag with tassles £500 - £550

 

 
 

1185 Toy Musket: An interesting reworked flintlock Musket for a boy cadet, The original twist rail walnut stock has been 
repaired. The flintlock mainspring has slipped and cracked the stock. A wooden barrel has been made to replace the 
original iron barrel & a replacement ramrod made as well. The original brass furniture remains, as does the original 
escutcheon which has the owners name 'THOs BEST'. This is a lovely decorative piece, easy to restore. Viewing 
recommended.  £100 - £120

 

1186 Vintage steel divers knife with wood grip in its original 
screw top scabbard   £60 - £65

1187 WW1 interesting German bayonet reputed to be crushed 
by a British tank on the Somme   £65 - £70

.

 

1188 Zulu 19th century knobkerrie 
£35 - £40

1189 Zulu 19th century unusual large head knobkerrie 
£65 - £70

 
 

Sporting Programmes & Ephemera 
 

1190 Anglo-Italian Cup for match players in Italy on 3/6/72 
between Sampdoria v Birmingham City - A gold medal 
belonging to Bob Hatton of Birmingham, engraved to 
rear Sampdoria - Birmingham 3/6/1972 with hallmark, 
approx 7 grams £70 - £80

1191 Arsenal - excellent fold over autograph card for the 
European Cup Winners Cup Final played in 
Copenhagen on 4/5/1994 signed neatly to matrix set out 
full squad, 20 players include Wright, Adams, Dixon, 
Smith, Merson etc plus manager Graham asst manager 
Houston Physio Lewin (1) Great Item, needs to be viewed 
to appreciate £28 - £30

 

 
 

1192 Arsenal rare collection of Badges for end of season tours 
to Scandinavia circa 1936-1939. All previously property 
of Harry Homer who was better known as 'Marksman', 
the Arsenal programme editor of the period include 
Staevnet 1939 IKB V Akademisk Boldklub Kobenhavn 
plus 3 others including a larger badge which was 
probably for official visitors/steward (6) £60 - £70

.

 
 
 
 
 

1193 Arsenal tour to Brazil in 1949 file of papers showing the 
complete financial break down for the tour all on 
Botafogo headed paper who arranged the tour. 3 pages 
of fascinating details original document signed by Irinou 
Chaves Julio Fernandes financial dept. Botafogo very 
rare. £35 - £40

1194 Assorted ephemera, books, photos, Beatles calendar, 
Scout Jamboree log, trade card, etc in briefcase & crate, 
needs a look! £20 - £30

1195 Aston Villa 2nd season of issuing programmes 1907/08 
A. Villa res v Wrexham (first team pre-league) 2/11/07 
vol II no 58 and match played at Villa park full 
programme Birmingham Youth and Old Boys 
association v Glasgow Old Boys 7/12/07 Vol II no 63 
both have portrait gallery prints.  £30 - £35

1196 Banana box packed with various ephemera inc photo 
album, general paper items, stamps, some carte de visite 
(qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

1197 Bolton v Wolverhampton single sheet programme 31st 
August 1960, Central League Match (1) £25 - £30

1198 Boxing - interesting collection of boxing programmes 
circa 1946 from Northern provincial hall noted 
Mexborough, Barnsley, Rawmarsh etc. Sold with two 
rare colour supplements from Boxing 1909 Summers v 
Welsh who meet in 1909 for the British Lightweight 
Championship plus autographs including Pettifer, Boon 
etc £45 - £50

1199 Bradford City v Preston North End season 1932/33 for 
match played on 29/4/33, and Reading v Bradford City 
for match played in 2nd division on 9/4/1927. (2) £100 - £120

1200 Brian Clough - two rare signed items, press photograph, 
Queens Park Rangers v Notts F. 11/2/84 Clough giving 
instructions from the dug out. 10" x 8" with official stamp 
to the rear. Second black and white cut out 10" x 7" on 
board of Clough as England player at training with 
Walter Winterbottom and others signed by Clough and 
Winterbottom (2) £30 - £35
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1201 Bristol City v Colchester - rare away programme for 
Colchesters First Season in 3rd Division South played on 
25/4/1951 £28 - £30

 
1202 Burnley v Manchester City First Team match 

programme 10/12/1938 (1) £50 - £55

 
1203 B. E. Exhibition (British Empire Exhibition 1924/25) 

large triangle key fob (10cm x 8.8cm) numbered 'G21' 
and with two keys both G21 and made by Gibbons of 
Wolverhampton £40 - £60

 

 
 

1204 Chesterfield Res v Barnsley Res match played 4/1/1936 
in 35/36 season Midland League £40 - £45

 
1205 Chesterfield res v Newark Town for match played on 

27/12/30 in Midland league season 30/31. £40 - £45

 
 

1206 Colchester United v Aldershot, first season in league div 
3 south 50/51 for match played on 27/1/51 £28 - £30

 
 

1207 Crystal Palace Speedway - one of the rarest of all 
Speedway Programmes being only the third meeting held 
on 2/6/28 at Crystal Palace billed as The Big Six Match 
Race it involved the greatest early rides of all time 
Datson, Schlary, Johnson of Australia and Willimott, 
Frogley, Wills of England effectively England v Australia 
after race offs. The final was won by Datson Frog Schlary 
- Willimott. The prize money was £30, £10, £5! The 
programme covers 22 various 4 lap, 1 mile races 
including sidecar. Note the first ever meeting was 19th 
May, 2 weeks earlier. £100 - £120

1208 Dulwich Hamlet v London Caledonians 1935/36 for 
match played on 2/11/1935 £30 - £35

 

 
 

1209 Dundee Football club postcards 1908/09, shows 2 
players F.Kemp and J Bellamy outside dressing room 
post marked 16/01/09. Dundee finished R.U to Celtic 
this season (1) Card sent to A. Taylor who was a West 
Ham Player £30 - £35

1210 England Autographs - card signed by squad at Bisham 
Abbey 25/05/93 before games v's Poland/Norway, 25 
autographs on fold over card v's Germany 7/10/200 (30) 
Beckham, Keegan, Own etc Card 26/03/80 v Spain, 8 
autographs card 79/80 8 Autographs (4 items) £25 - £30

1211 England postcards circa. 1920's Players in England Shirt 
F Kean Sheff. Wed 1923 - 1929 (9) Later cards with 
Bolton G Wilson Sheff. Wed 1921 - 24 (12) E Longworth 
1920/23 Liverpool (5). These would appear to be 1923 
issue (3) £70 - £80

1212 England v Czechoslovakia u23 International played at 
Carrow Road Norwich on 15/10/58 signed to team line 
up by Hodgkinson, Allen, Armfield, Setters, Baker and 
Bobby Charlton. The team photo has been signed by 5 
as listed minus Charlton. Nice lot £20 - £25

1213 England v Scotland 24th August 1946 Bolton Disaster 
International Match, played at Maine Road, 
Manchester. £40 - £45

1214 Ephemera - box full of various old paper documents etc 
(qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35
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1215 FA Cup Final 1923 first final at Wembley between West 
Ham v Bolton Wanderers excellent album page with 
individual cut outs with photo of Joe Smith and George 
Kay captains of both clubs on day excellent ink signed 
pieces on one page (1) sold with reprint of final would 
frame well.  £50 - £55

 

 
 

1216 FA Cup Final 24 April 1948 Blackpool v Manchester 
United programme + Ticket (2) £50 - £55

 
1217 FA Cup Final 26 April 1947 Burnley v Charlton Athletic 

programme + Ticket (2) £60 - £65

 
 

1218 FA Cup Final 27 April 1935 Sheffield Wednesday v West 
Bromwich Albion programme £150 - £200

 
 

1219 FA Cup Final 3 May 1952 Arsenal v Newcastle United 
programme £24 - £26

 
 

1220 FA Cup Finals etc - Birmingham v Man City 1956, 
Bolton v Man Utd + Ticket 1958, Blackburn v Wolves 
1960, Leicester v Tottenham 1961, Burnley v Tottenham 
1962, Leicester v Man Utd 1963, Preston v West Ham + 
Ticket 1954, Replay Chelsea v Leeds 29/4/1970, 
England v Hungary 1953, plus 3x league progs (qty) £60 - £65

 
 

1221 Falkirk Football Club postcard 1909/10 shows team 
squad, trainers etc before K.O 28 players, 4 officials. Post 
marked 7/11/1909. Falkirk finished R.U this season to 
Celtic £30 - £35

1222 Football - Allan Hunter Testimonial Dinner Menu (cover 
by Giles) 2/2/1981. Back Cover with 22 original 
signatures of Players/Manager (light foxing noted) £40 - £50

1223 Football - Bedford Town folder covering every detail of 
the club playing record from 45/46 - 61/62 tables goals 
corers all matches played a unique item with programme 
1956/57 at Reading and Arsenal newspaper for v 
Norwich and book The Eyrie Roar Memories From 
1919 - 1966 + Dartford v West Ham match played on 
1/10/1955 in Metropolitan League + Pegasus collection 
F.A. A. cup final Harwich v Parkestone 11/4/53 Oxford 
City v Pegasus AFA Final 17/9/56 Bishop Auckland v 
Pegasus 24/1/59 FAAc etc. (qty) £45 - £50

1224 Football - Chelsea homes 44/45 v Crystal Palace 45/46 
v Wolves v Aston Villa F.A.C. 46/47 v Leeds v Arsenal 
plus away at Crystal Palace 30/12/44 and book famous 
football clubs 1946 all have neat (ph), and West Ham 
single sheet programme for season 1944/45 v Crystal 
Palace 28/4/45 v Luton T 12/5/45. (qty) £50 - £55

1225 Football - metal lapel badges circa 1970/80's includes 
Swindon, Liverpool, Man City, Leeds, Notts F, Bristol 
Rovers, Chelsea etc (30) £35 - £40

1226 Football - two interesting matches played at league 
grounds, Essex County F.A V Army F.A single sheet at 
Colchester 26/02/1953 Includes Fotheringham King 
and Mel Hopkins. Plus at Carrow Road, Norwich 
Norfolk Senior C/F Great Yarmouth v Kings Lynn on 
19/4/54. Both rare (2) £25 - £30

1227 Football Association various tickets/menus/invites etc 
for the centenary game vs rest of world on 23/10/63 for 
the 100th Anni of F.A. covers the 3 days of celebration 
22/10/63 invite to view centenary film Home v Away 
23/10/63 invite to attend match and luncheon menu. 
24/10/63 invite to dinner at Dorchester and V.I.P.guest 
list etc. All previous property of F.A. official S.W. Jacobs. 
+ F.A. tour to Australia 1951 2nd fixture of tour played 
on 19/5/51 at Sydney showground v New South Wales 
team (qty) £50 - £55

1228 Football autographs circa. 1940/50's signed cut outs all 
signed in ink. Includes Cullis Williams, Ford, Flewin, 
Roper, Sidlow, Mannion, Mutch, Lofthouse etc (30) £40 - £45

1229 Football badges - (2) early. Sutton United F.S.C. and 
Essex County Football Association £40 - £45

1230 Football collection 1940/50's. Includes Mansfield v 
Southport 49/50, Cardiff v Bolton 52/53, Aston Villa v 
Tottenham/Sunderland double header 21/23 /8 /54, 
Bradford City v Stockport C. 55/56 and Gateshead v 
Port Vale 58/59 etc (10) £50 - £55

1231 Football items inc Ipswich Town European away games 
- Mjallby AIF v Ipswich 2003, AaB Ipswich 2004, 
Rangers FC v Ipswich 2004, Helsingor IF v Ipswich 
2003, and Kirkham & Wesham v Lowestoft FA Vase 
Final 2008, etc etc (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £40

1232 Football Programme Sheffield Utd v Middlesborough 
played on 20/12/1930 Div I 30/31 season (1) not bound 
volume £55 - £60

 
1233 Football Programmes Watford (15), Stoke (28), Cups, 

single sheet Stoke v Sheffield Utd. c1960-1970 etc (No 
Reserve !) £20 - £22
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1234 Football rare single sheet for Cambridge Utd v Wisbech 
Town played on 7/3/53 at G.E.R Sports ground in semi-
final Cambridgeshire Invitation Cup £20 - £25

1235 Football Ticket - World Cup 1974 this is a ticket for the 
possibility of a replay to be played on 09/07/1974. It was 
not required so rare ticket for replay that did not happen. 
Sold with an Olympic Football Ticket for Germany v 
Malaysia on 27/08/1972 (2) £30 - £35

1236 Football Tickets - good mixed selection includes 
Charlton v Cardiff 20/5/54 Wales v East Germany 
directors box 25/09/57 Derby C v Juventis E C S/F 
25/4/73 Tottenham v Southampton 26/11/66 FA C/F 
1968-1980 FLC F 67-70. 77-81 and others (31) £30 - £35

 

 
 

1237 Gillingham v Torquay Utd rare programme for 
Gillingham first season back in league 1950/51 Match 
played on 24/02/51 £25 - £30

 
1238 Golf collection of signed postcards and sponsors cards all 

in ink on coloured photos some bigger include Faldo, 
Price, Garcia, Ballesteros, Casper, Leonard, Westwood, 
Montgomerie, Lawrie (9) £28 - £30

 

 
 

1239 Goodbye to Jimmy Greaves match Tottenham Hotspur 
v Feyenoord 17/10/72 programme and rare ticket for 
west stand signed in ink to front by Jimmy Greaves (2) 
Would frame well £40 - £45

1240 Grantham Town interesting collection v's league reserve 
sides in midland league 1952/53, v Lincoln City 53/54, 
v Rotherham, Lincoln City, Grimsby Town, 4 page on 
single sheet issues. Rare (4) £35 - £40

1241 Holland V England 'B' International played in Olympic 
Stadium Amsterdam on 17/5/50 before 60,000. Holland 
won 3 - 0 with goals by Rijvers, Lenstra and Hoera as 
neatly written on this very rare ticket for the match. The 
England team was captained by Scott and included 
Nicholson, Watson, Pye and Bailey  £35 - £40

 

 
 

1242 Huddersfield Town v Arsenal programme 3rd Sept 1938 
Div (sellotape repair to spine) (1) £30 - £35

1243 Huddersfield Town v Leicester City programme 
5/11/1938 Div 1 (1) £30 - £35

1244 Ipswich Town reserves V Tottenham reserves in 
combination 'B' played on 08/09/51. Full Ipswich 
Programme issued £20 - £25

1245 Ipswich Town v Bath City southern league match played 
on 19/2/1938 - last season as a non league club £80 - £90

1246 Kettering Town v Ipswich Town (f) Re opening of 
floodlights 9/10/61 by Sir Stanley Rous with rare ticket 
followed by celebration dinner 10.00pm. Programme is 
special edition with team photo of both teams (2) £20 - £25

1247 London 1948 Olympics rare closing programme for 
closing ceremony plus very rare hand written duplicate 
ticket for final day still with counterfoil £35 - £40

1248 London Olympics 1948 Participation Medal in bronze, 
51mm view of London over legend in three lines, rev 
Quadriga horse chariot £140 - £150

1249 London Olympics rare, large official presentation plaque 
in bronze (6.5 x 9.8 cm) Large logo legend over Big Ben 
with large rings below. Reverse high relief Discus thrower 
panel np.7 subscribed but these were only issued to senior 
officials £100 - £120

1250 Manchester City Postcard season 1920-21 team squad, 
22 players and officials. Man City were R.U Div 1 this 
year £30 - £35

1251 Manchester United 1954/55 v Newcastle, Aston Villa 
1956/57 , Man City, Aston Villa, Arsenal, 
Wolverhampton W. + Manchester United selection v 
Aston Villa FA charity shield 22/10/57 and FA charity 
shield vs Liverpool 14/8/65 plus rare postponed match 
v Leicester C 19/12/64. + Players match pennant for 
Football League v Italian League at Manchester 8/11/61 
these pennants were exchanged by players and officials 
with tassels brass holding bar and hanger. (qty) £70 - £75

 
1252 Manchester United Programme for 1976 C/F vs 

Southampton signed by 13 players includes team reserve 
and Jimmy Nicholl. Together with a rare hand written 
letter by Stuart Pearson to a Southampton supporter 
saying 'It will be a pleasure to get your programme signed 
as you deserved your win at Wembley'. A unique item (2) £55 - £60
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1253 Middlesex Wanderers leading amateur invitation team 
who toured all over the world from 1900's onwards 
(Equivalent of Rugbys Barbarians) a shirt badge circa 
1920's Middlesex Shield to front in blue with M.W.A.F.C 
above. Sold with high quality gold metal lapel badge with 
Middlesex emblem on red shield and legend Middlesex 
Wanderers Assn FC Made by Fattorini with reg no 
632810. Date not known (2) £35 - £40

1254 Northampton Town postcard football team plus officials 
season 20/21 first league season 3rd div South the 
reference on rear to beating Swansea 2-0 dated the card 
as 28/9/1920.  £24 - £26

1255 Norwich City Handbook Season 1934/35 nice item 
contains pen pictures of players, fixtures, records etc 120 
pages £40 - £45

1256 Norwich Speedway Programme issued by Norwich 
Speedway which covers a variety programme held at the 
Stadium 17/05/1952. The programme also covers 
forthcoming Speedway results to date, unusual £20 - £22

1257 Notts County v Port Vale 2/2/48 3/10/46 and v Crystal 
Palace 20/3/48 (3) £24 - £26

 

 
 

1258 Olympic Games Amsterdam 1928 original programme 
28 July 1928, and a 1928 advertising poster postcard (2) £25 - £30

1259 Olympic Games Germany 1936 items inc original 
Stadium Ticket, Kiel 1936 postcard, fold out guide, and 
programme for 16/8/1936 (5) £30 - £35

 

 
 

1260 Olympic Games Helsinki 1952 items inc 30/7/1952 
Swimming programme, a round paper badge, and an 
enamelled / silvered bronze Judges Badge for the 
Swimming Competition (3) £40 - £50

 
 

1261 Olympic Games Jevx Olympiques Paris 1924, colour 
poster postcard, unused (scarce) £20 - £25

 

 
 

1262 Olympic Games London 1908 COMPETITORS silver 
and enamelled pin badge, numbered to reserve '2086'. 
Made by Vaughton Birmingham. Very tiny enamel chip 
noted. Badge 3cm wide £200 - £250

 
 

 
 

1263 Olympic Games London 1948 selection inc Opening 
Ceremony Programme, Visitors Guide, Canoeing and 
Athletics programmes, Closing Ceremony Programme. 
2x silvered Olympic Rings stick pins, etc etc (qty) £40 - £45

 
 

1264 Olympic Games Melbourne 1956 items inc Opening 
Ceremony, 2x postcards used/unused, and a small 
folder. (4) £20 - £25
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1265 Olympic Games Paris 1924 superb colour advertising 
poster postcard (scarce) £40 - £45

 

 
 

1266 Olympic Games various ephemera inc - Cortina 1956 
postcards x4, 1900 Paris Games entrance ticket, Rome 
1960 Ticket & leaflet, 1984 Games Opening Ceremony 
Programme, Sydney 2000 Day 5 programme 20/9/2000 
(9) £40 - £45

 

 
 

1267 Olympics 1948 London signed head and shoulders 
magazine page Bob Matthias who at 18 won gold in 
decathlon he also won the gold in Helsinki 1952 rare 
autograph sold with 11 8" x 6" b/w press photos of 
weightlifters at London all annotated to rear with 
Olympic photo association official recognition + Winter 
Olympics 1952 Oslo rare programme for 6 day 
19/2/1952 covers ice hockey figure skating speed skating 
etc. (qty) £40 - £45

1268 Peterborough and Fletton Football Club B/W Postcard 
of full squad of players and officials. No date but style of 
clothing and boots suggest circa 1920/21 when 
Peterborough and Fletton were in Southern League £25 - £30

1269 Peterborough Res V Grantham Reserves in United 
Counties League 17/09/1949, 16/09/1950 and 
27/04/1953. Rarely seen reserves of this period, full 
Peterborough Issue (3) £30 - £35

1270 Peterborough selection 1955/56 v Ipswich Town F.A.C 
V Frickley Colliery v Grantham 56/57 v Denaby v 
Grantham 57/58 v Notts F Res 1959 Handbook, Ipswich 
v Peterborough F.A.C 9/1/60 pirate and V WBA F.L 
Cup S/F 2nd leg 15/12/65 (9) £30 - £35

1271 Preston North End v Everton First Team match 
programme 10/12/1938 (1) £50 - £55

1272 Programmes selection 1940's/50's includes Charlton v 
Notts F 26/12/45 Fulham v Wolverhampton 49/50 
Burnley v Portsmouth 53/54 Grimsby v Scunthorpe Utd 
52/53 Notts F v Fulham 52/53 (Approx 24) £50 - £55

 

 
 

1273 Raich Carter two postcard action cut outs from Topical 
Press both signed best wishes Raich Carter. The first 
shows him leading out Sunderland v Millwall F..C S/F 
1937 with Sunderland Mascot 2nd playing for England v 
Scotland - both to board backing. Nice items (2) £25 - £30

1274 Red album containing scraps, ephemera, etc   (approx 70 
items) £30 - £40

1275 Royalty, assorted ephemera & postcards, in carrier bag
£20 - £30

1276 Rugby League rare set of 3 programmes for tests between 
Australia v France 13/6/64 4/7/64 18/7/64 relating to 
the French tour to Australia 1964.  £24 - £26

1277 Rugby Union post card size black/white photographs, 
possibly privately taken, mainly head and shoulders, circa 
1980's. Also includes Wales Team photo at training 
ground before match vs France 10/11/84 (20) £25 - £30

1278 Scrapbook & newspaper cuttings album, WWII related 
(2 albums) £20 - £30

1279 Shermans Searchlight of Famous Teams set of postcard 
size colour team photos (37) with details to rear and 
issued by Shermans Pools Ltd, circa 1937/38. Includes 
Celtic, Blackpool, Portsmouth, Chelsea etc £35 - £40

1280 Snooker Autograph Selection on programmes, character 
prints. Excellent selection includes Ronnie O'Sullivan, 
Stephen Hendry, Jimmy White, Reardon Davis, Marco 
Fu etc. £30 - £35

1281 Southampton - FAC/f 1976 programme for early rounds 
semi-final final and menu for Wembley on match day 
and rare ticket not usual issue signed by Ted Croker F.A. 
it is believed these tickets were only issued to VIP players 
officials facsimile autographs and ticket usual issue + 
Southampton handbook 1930/31 84 pages with fixtures 
including reserves and photo plates of players for 30/31 
sold with copy of 29/30 with facsimile covers average 
condition + 1932/33 Handbook (qty) £80 - £85

1282 Southampton FA Cup winners collection relating to 
cartoonist Bob Bond set of players caricatures (13) Players 
and substitute Hugh Fisher and manager Laurie 
McMenemy. Note the card of Peter Rodrigues captain 
with cup has been previously signed by Bob Bond 2006. 
Plus 2 fullscap collages of Southampton one of cards 
other of Super Saints '76 at Wembley. There is a 
personally written card by Bond 'I only have these 
montages at A3 and A2, I can't do A4 size' Signed Bob, 
may be rare as obviously from his own col. £40 - £45

1283 Southampton Football Club 25th Anniversary of 
winning the F.A.Cup in 1976 when they beat Man Utd 1 
- 0. Dinner Menu, Ticket and Raffle Ticket. 
Compliments Slip from club sending items which also 
include picture of players in 2001 with FA Cup and First 
Day Cover 01/05/1976 signed by 14 players who played 
in the cup run of manager Laurie McMenemy £30 - £35
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1284 Speedway - Barry Briggs World Champion selection of 
autographs on press photos with New Cross Swindon and 
2 at This is your Life all with back stamps and 
annotations. Sold with pack of Speedway cuttings circa 
1960 many autographed but mostly facsimile. 
Southampton noted (selection) £35 - £40

1285 Speedway - Crystal Palace Meeting no.32 on 
11/05/1929 billed as Match Race Series between Art 
Pechar v Roger Frogley. Pechar from America, appears 
from notes in programme, to have been replaced by 
Johnson of Australia. Covers various events in edition to 
match races attack on track records by Gordon Baxter, 
Handicap races, News of the World Belt Races. The front 
page has torn across middle but has been repaired, 
otherwise in very good condition £55 - £60

1286 Speedway badges circa 1950's include Wimbledon 
Supporters Club Gazette Club no 3301. Stamford Bridge 
Supporters Club and West Ham by Frattorini, possibly 
pre-war (6) £35 - £40

1287 Speedway Badges selection relating to period circa 1968 
- 1972 includes Hackney with Bars 1970-1971, Belle Vue 
197. Includes Berwick, Canterbury, Ipswich, Mildenhall, 
Norwich, Newton Grange (34) £50 - £55

 

 
 

1288 Speedway riders autographs from 1929 season the first 
for organised speedway includes Syd Edmonds (10), and 
Speedway autograph of Fred Ralph who won the first 
ever official speedway race at Kings Oak High Beech on 
19/2/1928 when he won the opening race the Ilford 
Novick final in 2mins 10secs before 30,000 fans with no 
safety fence and spectators on inside and outside he rode 
for Stamford Bridge in 1929 when they won the first team 
competition  £50 - £55

1289 Sport - collection of ephemera previously the property of 
T. Russell who was a F.A. official includes menu and 
programme for X UEFA congress held in Dubrovnik 7-
9 May 1970 luncheon ticket for Wales v Scotland 
18/10/52 and others. Plus Album page of autographs 
Preston North End 33/34 20 autos Notts County 
1933/34 13 autos Chelsea 1935/36 17 autos Liverpool 
autographs 1935/36 14 autos 4. (qty) £55 - £60

 

 
 

1290 Sport - John Charles 4 pages from football annual circa 
1960 covering the career of John Charles in character 
story book captions individual ink signatures to various 
sections 12 signatures total plus Raich Carter who was 
Leeds manager when he signed for Juventus. + 
Wolverhampton Wanderers Menu 11/4/49 for civic 
banquet to Billy Wright and Stanley Cullis menu in shape 
of Wolverhampton Footballers A VIP edition with braid 
signed by Wright and 5 civic dignitaries. List enclosed. 
(qty) £60 - £65

1291 Sport - Liverpool collection includes 1981 Toyota cup 
final in Japan vs Flamengo 1981 plus Oulin Palloseura v 
Liverpool rare 1st round European cup 16/9/81 and 4 
directors box tickets circa 1990 + Nottingham Forest 
promotion season 1951 when they were promoted to div 
II from 3rd division menu card for celebration dinner at 
Victoria Station Hotel 11/7/51 plus programme for 
game away at Swindon 5/5/51 when promotion was 
gained. (qty) £50 - £55

 

 
 

1292 Sports - Rowing excellent large illustrated programme 
for 1928 boat race held on 31/3/1928 plus 1948 race 
27/3/48 together with programme for Henley Regatta 
5/7/1929. + Rugby union 1938/39 match between 
Oxford v Cambridge played at Twickenham 6/12/1938. 
(qty) £24 - £26

1293 Swindon Town autograph page 1937/38 autographed 
by 13 players including Woods, Bradley, Emery, Bryan, 
Chambers, Wise etc £35 - £40

1294 Tennis - nice selection of signed post cards all by 
Wimbledon singles winners. Olmedo, Rosewall, Laver, 
Newcombe, Wade and Steffi Graf along with Henri 
Leconte £30 - £35

 

 
 

1295 The Ipswich Sachet Almanac 1891 by Cornell & Cornell. 
Excellent condition with a Thought for every day of the 
year, Postal information and adverts. Unusual and scarce 
item £20 - £25

1296 Tuck & Son, Chromo Portrait Gallery, part set (15 cards)
£20 - £30

 
1297 Various Football Postcards - Rotherham County, 

Spalding United and possibly Grimsby Town, no dates 
but all circa 1920/21 and earlier. Further research may 
prove useful (3) £35 - £40

 
1298 Wales FA Tour to Canada 1929 Menu for Banquet in 

honour of Wales Touring Team held at the Hudsonia -
Edmonton, Alberta 24/06/1929, they had played 
Edmonton that afternoon £70 - £80
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1299 Wales v England wartime international played at Ninian 
Park on 05/05/1945. The programme has been cut to 
2/3 size but the field of play is signed by 7 Wales players 
plus reserve Sherwood and for England by Matthews and 
10 further signed by 2 Welsh FA Officials. Sold with 
ticket, corner removed for entry, rare (2 items) £40 - £45

1300 Wales wartime football - Wales v England match played 
at Ninian Park 9/5/43. Small, privately takes team photo 
of each team with naming to the rear and England 
8/5/43 Field of play and separate autograph page of 
Wales, 10 Autographs and Match ticket cut in half on 
entry but has full details. Rare (5) £40 - £45

1301 Wartime players team list with football association at top 
for England v Wales 20/10/45 headed autographs of 
players who have signed by position includes Williams 
Franklin Mercer Matthews Watson 12 autos would 
appear to be official team sheet from F.A.  £50 - £55

1302 Wartime programme collection- rare Leytonstone V 378 
H.A.A. Battery R.A Charity match 4 pages 12/05/45. 
Villa Park single sheet sea cadet national final, Tooting v 
Glasgow 4/5/46. And in North Africa Egypt Wanderers 
v E.F.A. Cairo (Egyptian Free Army) 30/12/45 (PH) 
Billed as first peacetime fixture £55 - £60

1303 Wartime rare 4 page programme played in Dusselfdorf 
stadium on 4/11/45 between combined services 
(Germany) XI v England F.A. XI players include Wright 
Pye Watson Williams Etc. Note fragile paper at end of 
war in short supply and poor quality.  £40 - £45

 

1304 Wartime representative match single card for 
Birmingham v Czech Army FA played on 06/09/41, 
very rare £70 - £80

 

1305 West Ham J.O.C v Birmingham J.O.C these matches 
were organised by The Juvenile Organising Committee. 
The Series started in 1927 played home and away medal 
for 30.03.1929 played at West Ham and for 22.04.1930 
played at Villa Park. Both in original boxes with tickets 
at West Ham 04.04.1931. All previously property of G 
Slater who was the Birmingham Goalkeeper, both 
medals fully engraved, silver hallmarks, nice lot (3) £55 - £60

 

 
 

1306 West Ham Speedway at The Stadium Custom House 
14th June 1932 v Crystal Palace in National League 
Match. Riders included Johnson, Newton, Tiger 
Stevenson, Bluey Wilkinson etc Note front of programme 
West Ham at the time were running under the 
management of Wembley Stadium Ltd £40 - £45

 
1307 Wimbledon Speedway selection of Speedway Badges all 

relating to Wimbledon from 1970 onwards. Includes 
75th Anniversary 1972 riders championship and badges 
with individual riders named Jansson, Maidment, 
Murray Etc (Approx 26) £35 - £40

.

Banknotes 
 

1308 Approx 230 cheques from the 1800s onwards, includes 
England , Scotland & USA £20 - £30

1309 Box of mixed World notes (100s) 
£30 - £50

 

 
 

1310 Bradbury Ten Shillings T12 "K35" Fine 
£60 - £80

1311 Collection of GB in a "Hendon" album, Bradbury -
Somerset. A good mixture with many better type notes 
seen including replacements etc., noted Bradbury Ten 
Shillings T12 "A50" aEF £700 - £800

1312 Collection of GB in high grade, includes O'Brien Lion & 
Key £5s x 3 £140 - £160

1313 France 50 Sols 23/5/1793 Pick A70 aUnc 
£15 - £20

1314 French Somaliliand (Djibouti) 20F P15 (1945) GF along 
with a quantity of other mid 20th Century notes £50 - £60

1315 GB Catterns - Somerset, includes O'Brien Ten Shillings 
B271 "C06Y" x 4, mixed grades with many VF or better £80 - £100

1316 GB One Pounds (26) all Page Series "C" EF - aUnc, with 
many consecutive £30 - £35

1317 GB One Pounds (27) all Series "C" nVF - GVF with 
replacement issues seen £35 - £40

1318 GB One Pounds (68) all Series "D" EF - aUnc 
£70 - £75

1319 GB One Pounds (approx 18) all Series "D" average GVF
£20 - £22

 
1320 GB One Pounds (approx 24) all Series "C" GVF - EF

£30 - £35

 
1321 GB One Pounds (approx 74) all Series "D" EF - aUnc, 

includes "A01" x 2 £75 - £85

 
1322 GB (approx £430 face) Fifty Pounds Somerset, Twenty 

Pounds (5) Page - Kentfield, Ten Pounds (11) Page -
Lowther & Five Pounds (34) Hollom - Lowther. Many in 
high grade £425 - £475

 
1323 Hyderabad 5 Rupees P263b along with a small 

assortment of other World notes from circualtion £30 - £50

 
1324 Italian Somaliland British POW Camp 10 Cents GF

£100 - £120

 

 
 

1325 O'Brien Ten Shillings B271 "Z01X" (first run) VF or 
better £30 - £40
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1326 Peppaitt Five Pounds B255 (13/6/1945) aEF 
£90 - £100

1327 Peppiatt Five Pounds B241 (23/4/1937) EF 
£120 - £140

1328 Peppiatt Ten Shillings (9) All B235 a consecutive run 
from "A45 369184 - 369190" aEF £200 - £250

1329 Provincial note "Salop & North Wales Bank" Five 
Pounds, (Outing 1962) serial no. B5924 (1st Oct 1840) 
Uncancelled. VG with small part missing top left £50 - £60

 

 
 

1330 Provincial note, Leeds Bank One Pound, serial no 51, 
dated 1st Nov 1809 for Fenton Scott, Nicholson & Smith. 
VG with a few pinholes £25 - £35

1331 Scotland in an album, a good selction with many better 
types seen, needs viewing £1000 - £1200

1332 Scotland One Pounds (7) North of Scotland Bank Ltd, 
SC712a x 4, Union Bank of Scotland SC903d & Bank of 
Scotland SC103b x 2. Average Fine £25 - £30

1333 Scotland, Royal Bank of. A collection in a "Hendon" 
album, a good mixture from the 1930s - 2000s. Mixed 
grades. £400 - £450

1334 Somerset Five Pounds (16) All B343 GEF - aUnc, 
consecutive numbers £90 - £100

1335 Somerset One Pounds (100) consecutive numbers EF 
£120 - £140

1336 Somerset £1s (46) along with Kentfield £5 & Hollom 
£10. The Pounds EF - GEF the rest VF - GVF £60 - £70

 

 
 

1337 Somerset £50 B352 "A01 002773" GEF
£60 - £70

1338 Somerset £50 B352 "A01 002774" GEF
£60 - £70

1339 Warren Fisher One Pound T31 "B1 48" VF 
£30 - £35

 

1340 Warren Fisher One Pound T31 "G1 2" GVF but brown 
marks both sides (staple marks ?) £25 - £35

 

1341 Warren Fisher One Pound T31 "K1 33" better than VF 
£25 - £30

1342 Warren Fisher One Pound T34 "S1 27" aVF small 
brown mark top left £30 - £35

1343 Warren Fisher One Pound T34 "S1 7" (first series). GF 
with four tiny pin holes £40 - £50

1344 Warren Fisher One Pound T34 "X1 11" GVF 
£50 - £55

1345 Warren Fisher One Pounds (22) mixed grades from Fine 
- VF, some with i/a's / pinholes. £400 - £450

1346 Warren Fisher One Pounds (2) both T31 "A1" GF - aVF 
(one with a couple of small pin holes) £40 - £45

1347 Warren Fisher One Pounds (2) both T34 aVF with one 
having a few pinholes £40 - £45

1348 Warren Fisher One Pounds (3) All T24 "Z" prefix, GF 
with a few pinholes £60 - £70

 

1349 Warren Fisher One Pounds (3) all T31 "F1" VF or better 
with staple holes £60 - £70

 
1350 Warren Fisher One Pounds (3) all T31. Average VF with 

two having an ink stamp on the back £60 - £70

 
1351 Warren Fisher One Pounds (4) all T31. Average GF

£70 - £80

 
1352 Warren Fisher One Pounds (5) All T24 "K" first series, 

average Fine £100 - £120

 
1353 Warren Fisher One Pounds (6) All T24 GF - nVF 

£120 - £130

 
1354 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T26 "H29" (last) GF  

£28 - £32

 
1355 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "J62" (first) GF or 

better £30 - £35

 
1356 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "J82" (first) VF but 

pencil marks on back £40 - £45

 
1357 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "K41" nVF 

£30 - £40

 
1358 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "L45" VF 

£35 - £40

 
1359 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "R19" aVF with a few 

tiny pinholes £25 - £30

 
1360 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "S34" (last) nVF with a

few tiny pinholes £25 - £30

 
1361 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T33 "W44" (last) VF 

£50 - £60

 
1362 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings (2) both T26 "G24". Fine -

GF £40 - £45

 
1363 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings (2) both T33 "T" prefix 

(first). GF one with a couple of pinholes £40 - £45

 
1364 World in a"Hendon" album (over 40) with many being in 

high grade £30 - £40

 
1365 World (Approx 2.4Kg) a mixed lot, includes silver 

£30 - £50
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Ancient & Hammered Coins 

 
1366 Abbasid Caliphate, Al Mansur 754-775 A.D.silver 

dirhems of Madinat Ai Salam {Bagdad], VF [2] £40 - £50
 

 
 

1367 Aethelred II silver penny, Long Cross Type, Spink 1151, 
obverse reads:- AEDELRAED REX ANGL [first 'D' 
with thorn, both 'AE's' ligulate as is 'NG'], reverse reads:- 
+PVLFPINE M.O LVND, London Mint, moneyer 
Wulfwine, full, round, well centred, very lightly crinkled, 
GVF/VF £250 - £300

 

 
 

1368 Aethelstan, 924-939, silver penny, Small Cross / 
Moneyers name in two lines, Spink 1089, obverse reads:- 
+EDELSTAN REX, reverse reads:- EADMVND MO 
[horizontal bar over 'MO'] divided by three cross pattee' 
and trefoil of pellets top and bottom, moneyer Eadmund, 
flat flan, well centred, extreme edge gone, 12 to 3 o'clock 
obverse, otherwise VF £250 - £300

 

 
 

1369 Alfred the Great, King of Wessex 871-899 silver penny, 
Second Coinage c.875-c.880, J.J.N. 629-631, Spink 
1058, obverse:- Diademed bust, right, reverse:- Long 
cross-pattee with lozenge centre, no pellets in the angles, 
obverse legend:- +AELFRED REX SA [SAX], reverse 
legend:- BERHVLF M[ON]ETA, Berhulf a moneyer 
not known to J.J.North. The coin, complete when found 
was broken by the finder, hence a 'thumb' shaped piece 
is missing from the edge, 95% of the pieces were 
recovered, hence perhaps could be reunited, black and a 
rare piece, EF £1200 - £1500

 
1370 An interesting case of 12 museum replicas of Ancient 

Greek coins, marked 'Museum Service', including a copy 
of Seaby Greek Coins and Their Values 1966. £25 - £35

 

 
 

1371 Ancient British Celtic base gold stater, Norfolk Wolf 
Type, Spink 31, reverse:- Wolf left with bird on hind 
quarters, found West Suffolk, F/VF £250 - £275

 

 
 

1372 Ancient British Celtic silver unit of the Iceni, early 
uninscribed, obverse:- Head right with waxed hair, 
reverse:- Horse galloping, right, Spink 434, small area of 
'iron like' deposit, reverse, VF £40 - £45

 
 

1373 Ancient British, Celtic gold quarter stater of Cunobelin 
of the Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Biga Type, Spink 
290, obverse:- CAMVL on panel, reverse:- Two horses 
galloping left, wheel below, branch above, both dies very 
slightly off centre, GVF/NEF £400 - £500

 

 
 

1374 Ancient Egyptian Cat (mummy wrap?). (35mm tall) a/f
£30 - £40

 

 
 

1375 Ancient Greek silver didrachm of Neapolis [Naples], 
320-300 B.C., obverse:- Head of Parthenope right of fine 
style, reverse:- Man-headed bull, walking rightcrowned 
by Nike flying above, C.f. Sear 307, GVF £180 - £220

1376 Ancient Greek silver tetrobol of Histiaia, Euboia, 340-
330 B.C., obverse:- Head of nymph Histiaia, right, 
reverse:- Nymph Histiaia seated right on stern of galley, 
ornamented with a wing, holding naval standard, bunch 
of grapes in left field, Sear 2495, GVF together with a 
barbarous radiate the obverse die of which looks almost 
official, the features of the Emeror, Victorianus? not quite 
right, reverse depicts a typical stick figure, well off centre, 
VF [2] £40 - £50

1377 Ancient & Hammered, a large amount of low grade 
Roman bronze minors, and a collection of English and 
Scottish hammered coins and jetons, well worth a look. £80 - £120

 

 
 

1378 Anglo-Gallic, Richard I The Lionheart, silver denier of 
Poitou [1189-1199], obverse:- +RICARDVS REX 
around cross pattee, reverse reads:- PIC/TAVIE/NSIS 
in three lines, Elias 8 much better than usual, VF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1379 Antoninus Pius sestertius, Rome Mint 145 A.D. reverse:-
Antoninus Pius distributing largesse to Roman citizens, 
Sear 4187, RIC III, 774, scarce and interesting type, 
VF/GF £150 - £170
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1380 Antoninus Pius silver looking billon tetradrachm, of 
Alexandria, Egypt, reverse:- Female deity, holding corn-
ears? and caduceus?, F, together with a silver denarius of 
Caracalla. reverse reads:- PONT TRP VI COS, Roma, 
Sear - , RSC III, 499, GVF [2] £40 - £45

 

 
 

1381 Arab-Sasanian, Ubaydallah Ibn Ziyad 676-684 A.D., 
silver Drachm of Albasra, MWI 28, EF £50 - £60

1382 Augustus silver denarius of Lugdunum Mint 2 B.C. - 4 
A.D., reverse:- Gaius and Lucius Caesars, Sear 1597, 
probably a detector find as is scuffed and with slightly 
rough surfaces, F £60 - £70

 

 
 

1383 Balbinus silver antoninianus, Rome Mint 238 A.D., 
reverse reads:- CONCORDIA AVGG, Clasped right 
hands, obverse with a clear reading of BALBINVS, Sear 
8484, very slightly rough surfaces, rare, GVF £180 - £220

 

 
 

1384 Base Penny Philip and Mary S.2510A Fine with some 
small edge cracks, rare £45 - £50

 

 
 

1385 Byzantine, Constans II and Constantine IV, 654-668 
A.D., silver miliarense, Constantinople Mint, 
"Ceremonial Coinage", obverse:- Facing busts of 
Constans II [helmeted] and Constantine IV [crowned], 
reverse:- Cross potent on globe above three steps, palm 
each side, B.C.V. 987, this being a very rare piece, in 
unusually high grade, a good even strike, well centred 
and of good metal, only weakness is on the reverse left 
hand palm, NEF/GVF £750 - £850

 

 
 

1386 Caligula copper as, Rome Mint 37-38 A.D., Bare head, 
left / Vesta seated left, holding patera and sceptre, 
legend:- VESTA above, S C in fields, Sear 1803, slightly 
rough surfaces but even tone, GF £60 - £80

1387 Caracalla silver denarius, Rome Mint 211 A.D., obverse 
reads:- ANTONINVS PIVS AVG BRIT, reverse:- Nude 
Pax, holding olive branch and sceptre, Sear 6824, reverse 
slightly off centre, GVF £40 - £45

 

 
 

1388 Charles I gold crown, Tower Mint under the king [1625-
1642], mm. Tun [1636-1638], Group D, Fourth Bust, 
reverse:- Oval shield, Spink 2715, sold with the coin are 
details of its discovery in a garden in 1956, printed in the 
East Cornwall Times 18/1/57 [the Coroner mis-
identified the piece] and an old packet, round and full, 
even strike, VF £250 - £300

1389 Charles I Halfcrown mm. Sun, no ground below horse, 
S.2778, Fine. £25 - £35

 

 
 

1390 Charles I silver shilling, mm. Star [1640-1641], Group F, 
Sixth Briot bust, Type 4/4, Spink 2799, usual irregular 
flan but centres, including bust with more detail than 
normal, VF £140 - £150

1391 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under Parliament 
[1642-1649], mm. Sun [1645-1646], Group G, Type 4.5, 
Spink 2802, large angular flan, scuffs, NF/F, together 
with a silver penny, same reign, mm. not clear, obverse 
with inner circle, falling lace collar, reverse with round 
shield, no CR, F [2] £35 - £40

 

 
 

1392 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 
1625-1642, mm. Crown 1635-1636, Group D, Type 3b, 
plume above reverse shield, Spink 2793, obverse a little 
double-struck, GF/VF £150 - £200

 

 
 

1393 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 
1625-1642, mm. Star 1640-1641, Group F, Sixth large 
Briot Bust, Type 4.4, Spink 2799, usual slightly irregular 
flan, portions of legends flat,much detail at centres, which 
are VF £70 - £90

 

 
 

1394 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 
1625-1642, mm. Tun 1636-1638, Group D, Type 3a, 
large crude bust, Spink 2792 [a], Sharp E4/2, not 
represented in Brooker, with old cabinet tone, smallish 
flan, a clear variety, scarce, F £80 - £120
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1395 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 
[1625-1642], mm. Portcullis [1633-1634], Group D, 
Fourth Bust, Type 3.1, Spink 2789, GF/NVF £55 - £65

 

 
 

1396 Charles I silver sixpence, Tower Mint under the King 
1625-1642, mm. Crown [1635-1636], Group D, Type 
3a, Spink 2813, nice round flan, well centred, a few weak 
letters, NVF £80 - £100

 

 
 

1397 Cnut silver penny, Short Cross Type, Spink 1159, 
obverse reads:- +CNVT REX:,, reverse reads:- 
+DVRSTAN ON STAN ['D' with thorn], Stamford 
Mint, moneyer Thurstan, full, round, well centred, 
EF/GVF £280 - £300

 

 
 

1398 Cnut silver penny, Short Cross Type, Spink 1159, 
obverse reads:- +CNVT R[E]CX A., reverse reads:- 
GODRIC ON COLEC [leading edge of the first 'O' over 
an upright], full, round, well centred, rare mint, GVF/EF £320 - £340

 
 

 
 

1399 Cnut silver penny, Short Cross Type, Spink 1159, 
obverse reads:- +CNVT..REC:. reverse reads:- 
+BRVNGAR ON LV:, London Mint, moneyer 
Brungar, a well centred, sharply struck piece, EF £280 - £300

 
 

 
 

1400 Cnut silver penny, Short Cross Type, Spink 1159, 
obverse reads:- +CNV.TREX:, reverse reads:- 
+DVRGRIN ON EOF ['D' with thorn], York Mint, 
moneyer Thurgrin, full, round, well centred, EF/NEF £280 - £300

 
 

1401 Cnut silver penny, Short Cross Type, Spink 1159, 
obverse reads:- +CNV..TRECX:, reverse:- +ETSIGE 
ON DOFRAN, Dover Mint, moneyer Eadsige, full, 
round, well centred, very lightly crinkled, scarce mint, 
VF/EF £300 - £320

1402 Commonwealth silver halfgroat, Spink 3221, very light 
scuffs, F together with a silver penny of the same era, 
Spink 3222, holed, with cabinet patina, F [2] £40 - £50

1403 Contemporary plated forgery, anonymous, c.81 B.C., 
possibly an emergency issue under Sulla [the normal 
populous would not have had the technology to produce 
let alone plate a coin] hence could have been produced 
at a 'moving' mint, Diademed head of Venus / Double 
cornucopiae, Sear 303, oval flan, reverse off centre, 
scarce, NVF/GF, together with a silver quinarius of 
Cn.Cornelius Lentulus, c. 88 B.C., Laureate head of 
Jupiter / Victory and trophy, Sear 255, a little 'cabinet 
blue', VF/NVF [2] £45 - £55

 

 
 

1404 Crown Charles I, Exeter Mint dated issue 1643 S.3055 
mintmark Castle Good Fine and bold with an attractive 
and even grey tone £700 - £750

 
1405 Diocletian billon follis, Heraclea Mint 294 A.D., reverse 

reads:- GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing 
left, mint officina in exergue HTA, Sear 12787, dark, 
slightly rough surfaces, NVF £12 - £18

 

 
 

1406 Double Crown James I Second Coinage Fourth Bust 
S.2622 mintmark Coronet Good Fine with graffiti 
behind the bust and an edge clip at 9 o'clock £550 - £600

 

 
 

1407 Eadmund, 939-946, silver penny, Small Cross / 
Moneyers name in two lines, Spink 1105, obverse reads:-
+EADMVND REX EB [the 'V' is an upsidedown 'A'] 
the EB could signfy York Mint [see. J.J.N., p.104, note 
71], an annulet in field below initial cross, reverse reads:-
INGELGAR MO [horizontal bar over the 'RM'], 
moneyer Ingelgar divided by three cross pattee', trefoil of 
pellets top and bottom, nice flat flan, full, round, well 
centred, very small piece of edge gone at obverse 5 
o'clock, VF £250 - £300
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1408 Ecgberht King of Wessex 802-839, silver penny, early 
type 825-c.830, Rochester Mint, obverse:- Diademed 
bust, right, legend:- +ECGBEORHT R[E]X, reverse:- 
Central cross with hammer ends, legend:- +DVNVN 
MO[N]ETA, type unknown to North but is his 578/579, 
the BM have 2 both different dies and strangely both 
damaged, small chip about 1/5th. missing and a piece of 
edge hanging on but rare, GF £150 - £180

 

 
 

1409 Edward I silver penny, Class 1c, Spink 1382, reads:- 
EDW REX, reversed Roman 'N's, a nice neat round 
coin, good portrait, small area of weakness on legend 
each side, VF/GF £40 - £45

 
1410 Edward III silver groat, Fourth Coinage 1351-1377, Pre-

treaty period 1351-1361, London Mint, Class c 1351-
1352, Lombardic 'M', closed 'C' and 'E', 'R' with wedge 
tail, Spink 1565, large full flan, well centred, lightly 
crinkled, light scuffs, obverse, F £40 - £45

 
 

1411 Edward III silver groat, Fourth Coinage 1351-1377, Pre-
Treaty Period 1352-1361, Series D 1352-1353, 'R' with 
normal tail, Lombardic M, closed C and E, Spink 1566, 
full and round, F £40 - £45

 
 

 
 

1412 Edward III silver groat, York Mint, Fourth Coinage 
1351-1377, Pre-Treaty Period 1351-1361, Class E 1354-
1355, Spink 1572, full, round, even dull tone, little weak 
areas on legends, VF £120 - £140

 
 

1413 Edward III (2) Penny Third Coinage London Mint, Pre-
Treaty Period with annulet in each quarter of the reverse, 
Class C, S.1584, Good Fine, Halfpenny London Mint, 
EDWARDVS REX legend S.1557 Good Fine £75 - £85

 
 

 
 

1414 Edward the Confessor silver penny, Pyramids Type, 
Spink 1184, reverse reads:- +GODRIC ON DETFO 
[second 'D' with thorn], Thetford Mint, moneyer Godric, 
4 and a cut halfpenny known to the cataloguer, two these 
dies [Hunterian and Coats 1175 and CNG Auction 90, 
23.5.2012, lot 2411], full, round, well centred, rare, NVF £300 - £330

 
 

1415 Edward the Elder, 899-924, silver penny, Small Cross / 
Moneyers name in two lines, Spink 1087, obverse reads:-
+EADVVEARD REX, reverse:- small single pellet top 
and bottom, legend divided by 3 x cross pattee' 
RAEGENVLF MO ['AE' ligulate, 'M O' with horizontal 
bar above], moneyer Raegenulf see J.J.N., p.95, 649, 
small neat lettering, single peck mark in obverse field, two 
in reverse, very light crinkle, full, round, well centred, 
dark toned, VF £300 - £400

1416 Elagabalus and Julia Maesa, AE 5 assaria of 
Marcianopolis, Moesia Inferior, reverse:- Hygieia, Pick 
958-959, dark GF £40 - £45

1417 Elizabeth I silver groats, First Issue, mm. Lis, small bust 
1G and shield [from halfgroat punches], Spink 2551A, 
small edge split, AF and two others of the second issue 
mintmarks Cross-Crosslet anbd Martlet, Spink 2556, 
crinkled NF and creased Fair [3] £65 - £75

1418 Elizabeth I silver halfpenny, Sixth Issue [1582-1600], 
mm. Woolpack [1594-1597], Spink 2581, round and 
central, tone slightly blotchy, surface slightly rough, GF £30 - £40

 

 
 

1419 Elizabeth I silver shilling, Second Issue [1560-1561], 
mm. Cross-Crosslet, Spink 2555, large flan, light cabinet 
tone, VF/GVF £300 - £350

 
1420 Elizabeth I silver shilling, Sixth Issue 1582-1600, mm. 

Woolpack 1594-1596, Spink 2577, full, round, well 
centred, very light graffiti obverse, NF/VF £40 - £50

 
1421 Elizabeth I silver sixpence 1563 over 1562, mm. Pheon 

[1561-1565], Ex R.Carlyon Britton Collection and with 
two old tickets, very small attempted piercing on obverse 
head, full and round, a few light scuffs reverse, obverse 
centre Fair rest NVF with a ditto but 1564 over 1562, 
obverse centre F rest NVF, first from the plague year, 
second the year of Shakespeare's birth, both Spink 2561, 
interesting pieces historically as are the date overstrikes 
[2] £80 - £100

 

 
 

1422 Elizabeth I silver sixpence 1565 mm. Rose over Pheon? 
/ Rose, Spink 261, with a die sinkers error in the 
monarch's name ELZABETH, with an old ticket which 
states 'Unpublished not in B.M. or BNJ', very lightly 
crinkled, very rare, centre obverse F rest GF  £100 - £150

 
1423 Elizabeth I silver sixpences 1561/ Pheon, P/GF, 1566/ 

Portcullis, P/F, next looks 1566 but cannot be as is mm. 
Coronet [1567-1570] must be a flat topped '8', lightly 
crinkled NF/F, 1569/ Coronet, a little extreme edge loss 
in front of bust, light crease, NF/F all Spink 2562 and 
lastly 1583/ A, Spink 2578A, NF [5] £50 - £70
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1424 Elizabeth I silver sixpence, mm. Pheon [1561-1565] and 
dated 1561, with the rare Bust 3D [with hair swept back], 
Spink 2559, full flan with small area of extreme edge loss 
behind bust, slightly 'wavy' flan but clear rare bust, GF 
with a ditto but dated 1562 and with small bust 1F, 
smaller flan, Spink 2561, F/GF [2] £80 - £100

1425 Elizabeth I silver threepence, Third and Fourth Coinage 
[1561-1577], mm. Eglantine [1573-1578] and dated 
1575, Spink 2566, light scuffs under magnification but 
quite good portrait, NVF £40 - £60

1426 English hammered long cross Edward pennies (4) 
£40 - £50

1427 Farthing Edward I London Mint, Class 3de Base silver 
issue, 0.28 grammes, S.1445A, Obverse legend ER 
ANGLIE, Reverse legend LONDONIENSIS Good 
Fine/NVF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1428 Fourpence 1646 Charles I Bridgnorth S3042 EF with a 
pleasing tone obverse with evidence of double striking 
otherwise choice £900 - £1000

1429 Geordian III, silver antoninianus, Rome Mint 241-243, 
reverse:- Laetitia, Sear 8617, very light scuff in reverse 
field, VF/GF £20 - £25

1430 Geta silver denarius, Rome Mint 206 A.D. reverse:- 
Providentia, Sear 7197, quite nice portrait, dirty, striking 
crack from bottom to centre, VF/NVF £20 - £25

 
1431 Groat Henry VIII Second Coinage S.2337E Laker Bust 

D Mintmark Rose NVF with a couple of old scuffs, 
Halfgroat Henry VIII First Coinage, York Mint, S.2326 
mintmark Radiant Star, Fine, Halfpenny Henry VIII 
First Coinage, London Mint S.2334 Mintmark Portcullis 
Good Fine with some of the legend off the flan £150 - £180

 

 
 

1432 Halfgroat Edward III, Fourth Coinage, London Mint, 
Pre-Treaty Period S.1577 mintmark Crown GVF darkly 
toned £70 - £80

 

 
 

1433 Henry III silver penny, Long Cross Issue, no sceptre, 
Class 3a2, reverse reads:- NICOLE ON LVND, London 
Mint, Spink 1362A, extremely light scuffs of obverse, 
under magnification but GVF £40 - £50

 
1434 Henry III silver penny, Long Cross with sceptre, Class 

5a2 [variety with the letter 'X' with one curved limb], 
very short striking edge split, nice portrait, VF, together 
with a silver groat of Henry VI of the Annulets Issue, 
Calais Mint, Spink 1836, lightly clipped, NF [2] £40 - £45

 
1435 Henry III silver penny, Short Cross Issue Class 7b, Spink 

1356B, reverse reads:- +IOAN ON CANTE, 
Canterbury Mint, both dies off centre GF together with 
a ditto, reverse reading +RICARD ON LVN, London 
Mint, centres weak, Poor, legends NVF [2] £40 - £50

 
 

1436 Henry VI First Reign 1422-1461, silver groat, Annulet-
trefoil sub-issue, Calais Mint, Spink 1854, obverse, trefoil 
to left of crown, reverse, single annulet and trefoil after 
POSVI, NVF £130 - £150

1437 Henry VII silver halfgroat, Canterbury Mint, King and 
Archbishop Morton, Type IIIc, no stops, mm.Tun, die 
flaw by crown, typical flan, nice portrait, GF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1438 Henry VII silver halfgroat, Profile Issue, Canterbury 
Mint, mm. Rose, 1504-1509, Spink 2261, reverse a little 
double-struck and one quarter weak, GF £60 - £70

1439 Henry VIII silver groat Second Coinage 1526-1544, 
Laker bust D, Roman nose, fluffy hair, mm. Lis, full, 
round, well centred, scuffed, reverse centre weak, F/NF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1440 Henry VIII silver groat, Second Coinage 1526-1544, 
mm. Arrow, Laker Bust D, Spink 2337E, GF £90 - £110

 

 
 

1441 Ireland Charles I "Ormonde" money Groat, crinkled 
Fine. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1442 Italian States, Milan c.1400s gold ducat, imitating the 
style of the Venetian Zecchino, legend D 
MEDIOLANIV. SPDTR? / the reverse legend difficult 
to read, with retrograde S's, d.21mm, 3.5g, aEF £120 - £140

 
1443 Italy, Florence, Cosimo I 1536-1574, silver crazia, St. 

John the Baptist / Arms, Gnecchi 1391 and Perugia after 
1260, billon piccolo, Gnecchi 4016 and Rimini Republic, 
1250-1385, billon mistura [half-grosso], Gnecchi 4265, 
grades:- F, VF and NVF/VF [3] £40 - £50

 
1444 James I silver shilling, reverse reads:- EXVRGAT, First 

Coinage 1603-1604, mm. Thistle, Second Bust, beard 
appears to merge with collar, Spink 2646, slightly angular 
flan, F/GF £30 - £35
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1445 James I silver shilling, reverse reads:- QVAE DEVS, 
Third Coinage 1619-1625, mm. Trefoil, 1624, Spink 
2668, full, round flan, well centred, very light graffiti, 
obverse, GF/VF £80 - £90

 

 
 

1446 John silver penny Class Vb, Spink 1351, curls 3/3, 
obverse reads:- hE[N]RICVSR EX, reverse reads:- 
+SIMON.ON.CICE, Chichester Mint, moneyer Simon, 
found Needham Market, Suffolk, with old ticket which 
states 'Lower Field [Willisham Field]', dark uncleaned, 
very slightly bent, a small area of weakness on both 
legends, nice portrait, scarce, NVF £90 - £110

1447 Julius Caesar dupondius? Rome Mint 45 B.C., 
posthumous issue struck one year after his assassination, 
Winged and draped bust of Victory, variety with star 
behind / Minervia advancing left, holding trophy, spears 
and shield, snake at feet, Sear 1417, reverse slightly off 
centre, rare, F £40 - £50

 

 
 

1448 Julius Caesar silver denarius, Italian Mint 49 B.C., 
obverse:- Elephant walking right, trampling on dragon, 
CAESAR in exergue, reverse:- Simulum, sprinkler, axe 
and apex, Sear 1399, evenly struck, GVF £300 - £350

 

 
 

1449 Julius Caesar, brass dupondius, Rome Mint 45 B.C., 
obverse:- CAESAR DIC TER before winged bust of 
Victory, right, reverse:- C.CL OVI PRAEF, Minerva 
advancing left, holding trophy over right shoulder, snake 
at feet, before, Sear 1417, struck shortly after his 
assassination [March 15th.44 B.C.], holed in antiquity as 
a souvenir, GF £40 - £60

 

 
 

1450 Kingdom of Thrace, Lysimachos, gold stater, 297-281 
B.C., obverse:- Diademed bust of Alexander the Great, 
right, reverse:- Athena seated, left, Sear 6813, a little of 
the original finish evident in reverse field, VF/GVF £500 - £600

 
1451 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 

for the IV Legion, B.M.C. 195, RSC i, p.124, 30, both 
dies off centre, oval flan, slightly rough surfaces, GF £60 - £70

1452 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the VI Legion, B.M.C.197, RSC I, p.124, 33, bankers 
marks each side, at sometime cleaned, VF/NVF £70 - £80

1453 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the VIII Legion, B.M.C. 200, RSC I, p.124, 35, 
possibly at sometime cleaned, GF £60 - £70

1454 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the XII Legion, B.M.C. 204, RSC I, p.124, 39, small 
bankers marks, reverse slightly off centre, NF £45 - £55

1455 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the XIX Legion, B.M.C. 214, RSC I p.124, 55, 
reverse slightly off centre, rough surfaces, F £60 - £70

1456 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the XVI Legion, B.M.C.211, RSC I, p.124, 44, 
probable banker's mark obverse, black, NF £50 - £60

1457 Mark Antony silver denarius, Patrae Mint? 32-31 B.C., 
for the XVII Legion, B.M.C. 223, RSC I, p.124, 50, 
possibly a contemporary plated copy, banker's mark in 
reverse field, F £40 - £45

1458 Mixed lot, Roman bronze, English hammered silver, 
continental coins and jettons, P to F [16] £25 - £35

 

 
 

1459 Nerva silver denarius, Rome Mint 97 A.D., Reverse 
reads:- CONCORDIA EXERCITUM, Clasped hands, 
Sear 3020, VF/GF £55 - £65

 
1460 Octavian and Divus Julius Caesar, bronze sestertus or 

dupondius, Italian Mint 38 B.C., Bare head right of 
Qctavian / Wreathed head right of Julius Caesar, Sear 
1569, dark, slightly rough surfaces, rare, F/NF £40 - £50

 
1461 Octavian silver denarius, Italian Mint Spring - Summer 

36 B.C., reverse legend:- COS ITER ET TER DESIG, 
Temple of Divius Julius Caesar, patchy ancient black 
deposit, slightly rough surfaces, scarce, F £75 - £85

 
1462 Octavian/Augustus silver denarius, possibly Rome Mint 

30-29 B.C., reverse:- Ithyphallic boundry-stone of Jupiter 
Terminus, surmounted by laureate facing head of 
Augustus, thunderbolt below, Sear 1561, both dies 
slightly off centre, slightly rough surfaces, and small scuff 
reverse, GF £100 - £150

 

 
 

1463 Otacilia Severa, wife of Philip I, 244-249 A.D., silver 
tetradrachm of Antioch, obverse:- Diademed and draped 
bust, resting on crescent, left, reverse:- Eagle standing 
left, wings open, on palm branch, wreath in beak, SC in 
exergue, Cf. G.I.C. 4057, rare with bust to the left, 
superb style NEF £150 - £180

 

 
 

1464 Penny Offa, King of Mercia, (757-796) Crosslet obverse, 
S.904, North 266, CEB 7, moneyer BABBA approaching 
VF £1000 - £1100

http://c.cl/
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1465 Penny Richard I Short Cross, type 4b S.1348C London 
Mint, moneyer Stiven About VF and with an even strike £150 - £160

1466 Philip I, base silver antoninianus, Rome Mint 249 A.D., 
reverse:- Fides Militum, Sear 8929, VF £12 - £16

 

 
 

1467 Roger of Pins 1555-1565, silver gigliato, second variety 
with pinecone, of Rhodes, Hospitallers of St. John, 
obverse:- Master kneeling, left, before a Cross of 
Lorraine, pinecone in right field, reverse:- Voided, florate 
cross, Metcalf, Ashmolean 1206-1207, small piercing 
below pinecone, probably a little polished, GVF £40 - £50

1468 Roman Imperial Colonial Spain, bronze of c.28mm. of 
Augustus, Tarraconesis, Lepida, Celsa, of 5-3 B.C., 
reverse:- Bull standing right on groundline, 
countermarked on hind quarters 'R' within circle, with a 
ticket by Roger Vezin, lightly scuffed, overall, NVF £40 - £50

1469 Roman Imperial silver Severan denarii of Septimius 
Severus, Sear 6345, Julia Domna, Sear 6585, Caracalla, 
Sear 6872, Geta, Sear 7186 and Severus Alexander, Sear 
7884, VF to EF [5] £90 - £110

1470 Roman Republican silver denarii of Cn.Domitius 
Abenobarbus, c.116-115 B.C., Head of Roma / Jupiter 
in walking quadriga, RSC I, p.45, 7, GF together with 
L.Thorius Balbus, 105 B.C., Head of Juno Sospita / Bull 
charging, Sear 192, both dies slightly off centre, GF [2] £60 - £50

1471 Roman Republican silver denarii of C.Servillius Vatia 
c.127 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Battle beteen two 
mounted horsemen, Sear 140, NVF together with 
C.Curiatius C.f.Trigeminus c.135 B.C., Helmeted head 
of Roma / Juno in quadriga, Sear 117 GF [2] £50 - £60

1472 Roman Republican silver denarii of D.Junius L.f.Silanus, 
c.91 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Victory in biga, 
Sear 225, oval flan, obverse slightly off centre, VF, 
together with C.Vibius C.f.Pansa, c.90 B.C., Laureate 
head of Apollo / Minerva in quadriga, Sear 242, reverse 
very slightly off centre, banker's mark on chin, NVF/GF 
[2] £60 - £70

1473 Roman Republican silver denarii of L.Antestius 
Gragulus c.136 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Jupiter 
in quadriga, Sear 115, F together with C.Minucius 
Augerinus c. 135 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / 
Column between two togate figures, Sear 119, rough 
surfaces, GF [2] £50 - £60

 
1474 Roman Republican silver denarii of L.Calpurnius 

L.f.L.n.Frugi, c.90 B.C., Laureate head of Apollo / 
Naked horseman, Sear 235, NVF/GF, together with 
L.Titurius L.f.Sabinus, c.89 B.C., Bare head of King 
Tatius / Tarpeia buried in shields, a soldier each side, 
Sear 251, possible banker's in right field, both dies very 
slightly off centre, GF [2] £60 - £70

 
1475 Roman Republican silver denarii of L.Cupiennius, c. 147 

B.C., Helmeted head of Rome / Dioscuri galloping right, 
Sear 94, very light graffiti before bust, NVF/GF, together 
with C.Valerius Flaccus, c. 140 B.C., Helmeted head of 
Roma / Victory in biga, Sear 101, banker's mark on 
cheek, slightly rough surfaces, NVF [2] £60 - £50

 
1476 Roman Republican silver denarii of L.Furius 

Cn.f.Brocchus, c.63 B.C., Draped bust of Ceres / Curule 
chair, Sear 365, rough surfaces, F, together with 
C.Nerius, c.49 B.C., Bearded head of Saturn / Legionary 
eagle, Sear 411, this piece scarce, F/GF [2] £60 - £70

1477 Roman Republican silver denarii of L.Rubrius Dossenus, 
c.87 B.C., Laureate head of Jupiter / Empty triumphal 
quadriga, Sear 258, oval flan, F together with L.Procilius 
L.f., c.80 B.C., Laureate head of Jupiter / Juno Sospita 
walking right, Sear 306, small area of black deposit on 
one edge, very light graffiti before bust, originally sharply 
struck, NVF [2] £60 - £70

1478 Roman Republican silver denarii of Mn. Cordius Rufus, 
c.46 B.C., Conjoined heads of the Dioscuri / Venus 
standing left, Sear 440, possibly contemporary plated 
copy, oval flan, F together with an anonymous issue of 
c.86 B.C., Sear 266, NVF and lastly a silver quinarius of 
M.Cato, c.47-46 BC., Male draped bust / Victory seated 
holding patera, RSC I, p.81, 11, NVF [3] £50 - £60

1479 Roman Republican silver denarii of M.Papirinus Carbo, 
122 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Jupiter in quadriga, 
Sear 151, banker's mark on cheek and very light graffiti 
before bust and small test cut on edge, GF, together with 
M.Furius L.f.Philus, c.119 B.C., Laureate head of Janus 
/ Roma crowning trophy, Sear 156, banker's test marks 
each side, F [2] £50 - £60

1480 Roman Republican silver denarii of Q.Fabius Labeo 
c124 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Jupiter in 
quadriga, Sear 148, banker's mark of crescent form, on 
cheek, NVF/GF, together with M.Fannius C.f., 123 
B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Victory in quadriga, 
Sear 150, slightly rough surfaces, NVF [2] £50 - £60

 

 
 

1481 Roman Republican silver denarius of Cn.Cornelius 
Biasio Cn. f., c.112-111 B.C., Head of Mars in crested 
Corinthian helmet / The Capitoline Triad, Jupiter, Juno 
and Minerva, Sear 173, scarce, VF £60 - £70

1482 Roman Republican silver denarius of Cn.Plancius, c.55 
B.C., Head of Macedonia, wearing causia / Cretan 
groat, bow and quiver behind, Sear 396, scarce especially 
with goats horns full, NVF £55 - £65

 

 
 

1483 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Alburius c.134 
B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Mars in quadriga, Sear 
121, very short hairline striking crack, VF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1484 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Calpurnius Piso 
L.f.Frugi, c.67 B.C., Bust of Apollo / Naked horseman 
galloping right, Sear 348, possibly banker's mark in 
obverse right field, egg shaped flan, proud portrait, dark 
toned, light scuffs reverse, VF/NVF £45 - £55

 

 
 

1485 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Claudius 
Pulcher, 110-109 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / 
Victory in biga, Sear 177, smallish flan VF £50 - £60

1486 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Considius 
Paetus, Rome Mint 46 B.C., obverse:- Head of Apollo, 
right, A behind, reverse:- Curule chair, C CONSIDI 
above, PAETI in exergue, large oval flan, both dies off 
centre, light deposit each side, good metal, GF £50 - £60
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1487 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Licinius L.f., c. 
84 B.C., Diademed bust of Apollo, brandishing 
thunderbolt / Minerva in quadriga, Sear 274, large flan 
NVF £45 - £55

 

 
 

1488 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Maianius, c.153 
B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Victory in biga, Sear 82, 
GVF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1489 Roman Republican silver denarius of C.Vibius 
C.f.C.n.Pansa, c. 48 B.C., Laureate head of Libertas / 
Roma seated on pile of arms, resting on sceptre and 
crowned by Victory, Sear 423, very scarce, F £80 - £100

1490 Roman Republican silver denarius of D.Junius Brutus 
Albinus, c. 48 B.C., Head of Pietas / Clasped hands 
holding winged caduceus, Sear 427. He, on the Ides of 
March, 44 B.C., would be one of the assassins of Caesar, 
reverse slightly off centre, scarce, NVF £60 - £70

1491 Roman Republican silver denarius of D.Junius 
L.f.Silanus, c. 91 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / 
Victory in biga, Sead 225, GVF £50 - £55

1492 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Aemilius 
Lepidus Paullus, c.62 B.C., Veiled and diademed head of 
Concordia / Togate figure of Paullus, touching trophy, 
next to which stand King Perseus and his two sons, 
captives, Sear 366, VF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1493 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Antestius 
Gragulus c.136 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Jupiter 
in quadriga, Sear 115, both dies slightly off centre, GVF £50 - £60

1494 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Caecilius 
Metellus Diadematus, c.128 B.C., obverse:- Helmeted 
head of Roma / Pax in biga, elephant's head below with 
bell attached, RSC I, p.21, 38, good metal VF £50 - £60

1495 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Cassius 
Caeicianus, c.102 B.C., Draped bust of Ceres / Yoke of 
oxen, Sear 199, NVF £50 - £60

 
1496 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Cassius 

Q.f.Longinus, c.78 B.C., Head of young Bacchus or 
Liber / Head of Libera, Sear 317, banker's marks on 
each side, scarce, F £55 - £65

 

 
 

1497 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Flaminius Cilo, 
c.109-108 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Victory in 
biga, Sear 179, smallish flan, VF/NVF £50 - £60

1498 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Julius Bursio, 
Rome Mint 85 B.C., officina wreath, Sear 268, reverse 
slightly off centre, VF £50 - £55

1499 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Julius Gursio, 
c.85 B.C., Draped bust of young male deity, depicting 
Apollo, Mercury and Neptune / Victory in quadriga, 
Sear 268, both dies slightly off centre, dull, NVF, together 
with C.Norbanus, c.83 B.C., Draped head of Venus / 
Prow-stern, Fasces with axe, caduceus and ear of corn, 
Sear 277, surface fault obverse behind head [probably 
caused by escaping air traped in the flan], VF/GF [2] £60 - £70

 

 
 

1500 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Marcius 
Censorinus, c. 82 B.C., Laureate head of Apollo / The 
satyr, Marsyas, walking left, column behind, Sear 281, 
NVF £45 - £55

1501 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Marcius 
Philippus, c. 56 B.C., Diademed head of King Ancus 
Marcius / Aqueduct surmounted by equestrian statue, 
Spink 382, banker's mark on neck, slightly rough 
surfaces, well centred, GF £50 - £60

 
1502 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Minucius, Rome 

Mint c.133 B.C., reverse:- Jupiter in quadriga, Sear 125, 
well centred, VF £55 - £60

 
1503 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Plautius Plancus, 

c. 47 B.C., Head of Medusa, facing / Victory controling 
four rearing horses, Sear 429, scuff each side some 
perhaps graffiti, banker's mark on deity's face, scarce, F £45 - £55

 
1504 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Rutilius Flaccus, 

c.77 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Victory in biga, 
Sear 318, an interesting coin in that it passed through at 
least 4 bankers hands as the obverse exhibits 4 different 
tests, including a circle on the head, GF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1505 Roman Republican silver denarius of L.Sentius C.f., 
c.101 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / Jupiter in 
quadriga, Sear 203, large flan, both dies slightly off 
centre, dark tone, uneven on the reverse, VF £45 - £55

 

 
 

1506 Roman Republican silver denarius of Mn.Acilius 
Glabrio, c.49 B.C., Laureate head of Salus / Valetudo 
standing left, Sear 412, reverse off centre, a little flat edge 
area each side [as struck], sharp portrait, GVF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1507 Roman Republican silver denarius of Mn.Aemilius 
Lepidus, c.114-113 B.C., Laureate and diademed head 
of Roma / Equestrian statue, Sear 168, VF £50 - £60
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1508 Roman Republican silver denarius of Mn.Cordius Rufus, 
c.46 B.C., Diademed head of Venus / Cupid seated on 
back of swimming dolphin, Sear 442, probable banker's 
marks each side, reverse slightly off centre, very light 
graffiti in reverse field, scarce, VF/NVF £60 - £70

1509 Roman Republican silver denarius of Mn.Fonteius 
C.f.,c.85 B.C., Laureate head of Apollo / Cupid seated 
on goat, Sear 271, light marks, possibly a detector find, 
NVF £45 - £55

 

 
 

1510 Roman Republican silver denarius of M.Herennius, 
c.108-107 B.C., Diademed head of Pietas / one of the 
Catanaean brothers running right carrying his father on 
his shoulders, Sear 185, obverse slightly off centre, VF £55 - £65

1511 Roman Republican silver denarius of M.Plaetorius 
M.f.Cestianus, c.67 B.C., Composite deity wearing 
crested helmet, draped, wearing wreath of 
laurel,corn,poppy and lotus, bow and quiver over 
shoulder, cornucopiae under chin / Eagle facing, wings 
open, standing on thunderbolt, Sear 349, reverse slightly 
off centre, GF £50 - £60

1512 Roman Republican silver denarius of M.Volteius M.f., c. 
78 B.C., Head of Bacchus or Liber / Ceres in biga of 
snakes, Sear 314, banker's mark in field and on cheek, 
obverse, probably a detector find, obverse scuffs, scarce, 
GF £50 - £55

1513 Roman Republican silver denarius of M.Volteius M.f., c. 
78 B.C., Head of Bacchus or Liber / Ceres in biga of 
snakes, Sear 314, from surface looks to be a detector find, 
NVF £50 - £55

1514 Roman Republican silver denarius of M.Volteius M.f., c. 
78 B.C., Head of young Hercules, clad in lion's skin head-
dress / The Erymanthian boar running right, Sear 313, 
obverse exhibits deliberate graffiti and banker's mark on 
head, and boars hind quarters, reverse slightly off centre, 
scarce, GF/VF £55 - £65

 

 
 

1515 Roman Republican silver denarius of Petillius 
Capitolinus, c.43 B.C., Eagle, wings spread, standing on 
thunderbolt, Sear 486, oval flan, both dies slightly off 
centre, scarce, GF £70 - £80

 
1516 Roman Republican silver denarius of P.Accoleius 

Lariscolus, c.43 B.C., Bust of Diana Nemorensis / Triple 
cultus-statue of Diana Nermorensis, Sear 484, obverse 
slightly off centre, scarce, GF £70 - £80

 

 
 

1517 Roman Republican silver denarius of Q.Caecilius 
Metellus Pius, c. 81 B.C., Diademed head of Pietas, stork 
before / Elephant walking left, Sear 301, struck as 
imperator in North Italy where he campaigned as an ally 
of Sulla, he was soon to be a colleague in the consulship. 
Probably struck at a 'moving' mint the flan exhibits faults 
perhaps through haste but is good silver, scarce, possible 
banker's marks on cheek, scarce, clear, F £55 - £65

1518 Roman Republican silver denarius of Q.Curtius and 
M,Junius Silanus, c.116-115 B.C., Helmeted head of 
Roma / Jupiter in quadriga, Sear 162 very small edge 
bend, good metal, VF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1519 Roman Republican silver denarius of Q.Curtius and 
M,Junius Silanus, c.116-115 B.C., Helmeted head of 
Roma / Jupiter in quadriga, Sear 162, reverse slightly off 
centre, NVF £50 - £60

1520 Roman Republican silver denarius of Q.Marcus 
Philippus, c.129 B.C., Helmeted head of Roma / 
Helmeted horseman galloping right, Macedonian 
helmet, behind, Sear 135, VF/NVF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1521 Roman Republican silver denarius of Q.Titius, c.90 
B.C., Male head with long pointed beard, wearing 
winged diadem / Pegasus, Sear 238, both dies slightly off 
centre, small flan fault at top of obverse, VF £50 - £55

1522 Roman Republican silver denarius of T.Mallius Pulcher, 
Rome Mint c.110 B.C., reverse:- Victory in triga, right, 
Sear 176, well centred VF £55 - £60

 

 
 

1523 Roman Republican silver denarius Rome Mint 115-114 
A.D., of M.Cipius M.f., reverse:- Victory in biga, rudder 
below, Sear 166, VF £50 - £55

1524 Roman Republican silver denariusM.Fannius and 
L.Critonius, c.86 B.C., Head of Ceres / The two aediles 
seated on subsellium, Sear 267, scuffs obverse, scarce, GF £50 - £60

1525 Roman Republican silver serrate denarii of Ti.Claudius 
Ti.f.Ap.n. Nero, c.79 B.C., Diademed and draped bust of 
Diana, Sear 310, both dies slightly off centre, VF, 
together with C.Naevius Balbus, c.79 B.C., Diademed 
head of Venus / Victory in triga, Sear 309, NVF [2] £60 - £70

1526 Roman Republican silver serrate denarius of L.Papius, c. 
79 B.C., Head of Juno Sospita clad in goat's skin / 
Gryphon leaping right, Sear 311, NVF £50 - £60

 

 
 

1527 Roman Republican silver serrate denarius of Q.Antonius 
Balbus, c. 83-82 B.C., Laureate head of Jupiter, SC 
behind / Victory in quadriga, RSC I, p.15, Antonia 1, 
GVF £45 - £55

1528 Septimius Severus silver denarius, Leodicea Mint 198-
200 A.D., reverse:- Victory advancing left holding trophy 
and palm, Sear 6270, superb portrait, EF/GVF £40 - £50

 
1529 Septimius Severus silver denarius, Rome Mint 203 A.D., 

reverse:- Fortuna, Sear 6334, NEF £40 - £50

 
1530 Severus Alexander silver denarius, Rome Mint 222 A.D., 

reverse reads:- P M TR P COS P P, Jupiter standing left, 
holding thunderbolt and long sceptre, Sear 7891, good 
metal GVF, with late Roman bronzes in low grade, 11 
coins in total £20 - £25
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1531 Severus Alexander silver denarius, Rome Mint 226 A.D., 
reverse reads:- PAX AVG, Pax advancing left, holding 
branch and sceptre, with old ticket, good metal, NEF £20 - £25

1532 Severus Alexander, silver denarius, Rome Mint 222 
A.D., reverse:- Salus seated left, feeding snake arising 
from altar, Sear 7894, VF £20 - £25

1533 Sharifs of Morocco silver dirhem, wt.1.23g., uncertain 
mint and date, with a ticket by Dr.Vezin, seems not to be 
in cat. needs more research, light scuffs, scarce, GF £20 - £25

 

 
 

1534 Shilling Edward VI 1549 Southwark Mint, Bust 4, 
S.2466B, mintmark Y, 5.01 grammes, NVF/GF for 
wear, unevenly toned, as often, with some weaker areas £525 - £575

 

 
 

1535 Shilling Edward VI Fine Silver Issue S.2482 mintmark 
Tun, Good Fine with some weakness in the centre £170 - £190

 

 
 

1536 Shilling Philip and Mary 1554 English titles only, with 
mark of value S.2501 VG or better the portraits very 
clear £280 - £300

 
1537 Shillings Edward VI Fine Silver Issues (2) S.2482 

mintmark Tun VG with some old long scratches, 
mintmark y VG/NF creased £100 - £120

 

 
 

1538 Sixpence Philip and Mary 1554 Full titles S.2505 Good 
Fine with some scratches and weaker areas £450 - £500

 
1539 Small bag of Roman Imperial, all look genuine and 

include a denarius of Trajan, a sestertius of Antoninus 
Pius and a follis of Galerius as Caesar under Diocletian 
and 5 others, NF to NVF [8] £35 - £45

 
 

1540 Stater Gallo-Belgic c.150-c.50BC Obverse: Laureate 
Head left, Reverse: horse left S.2 VG Rare £650 - £750

 

 
 

1541 Stephen silver penny, Cross Pommee or Awbridge Type, 
BMC 7, Spink 1282, sadly flat on almost all the legend, 
centres = portrait visible, centre of reverse visible, these 
F/NVF £75 - £95

 

 
 

1542 Testoon Henry VIII Southwark Mint S.2367 mintmark 
E on reverse, the obverse mintmark not visible, 7.64 
grammes, About Fine with a flan crack on the edge at 1 
o'clock, good portrait for the grade with most of the facial 
features visible £1400 - £1600

 

 
 

1543 Titus as Caesar under Vespasian 69-79 A.d. silver 
denarius [regular series], Rome Mint 78-79 A.D., 
Laureate bust, right / Annona enthroned, left holding 
sack of corn-ears on lap, Sear 2436, GVF £100 - £120

 

 
 

1544 Titus silver denarius, Rome Mint 77-79 A.D., therefore 
struck under Vespasian, reverse:- Sow left with three little 
piglets also left, on ground line, below which IMP XIII, 
Sear - , RSC, Vol.2, p.55, 104, full, round, well centred, 
scarce, GVF £250 - £275

 

 
 

1545 Trajan 98-117 A.D., bronze of c.27mm. of Antioch ad 
Orontem, obverse:- Laureate and draped bust, right / 
Large S C within laurel wreath B'D' below, Cf. 
G.I.C.1078, of unusually good style, with an old Seaby 
ticket dated 1971 by David Sear, priced at £6, GVF £50 - £60
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1546 Trajan silver denarius, Rome Mint 108 A.D., reverse 
reads:- COS V P P SPQR OPTIMO PRINC, Victory 
walking left over shields, Sear 3130, GVF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1547 Trajan silver denarius, Rome Mint 116 A.D., reverse:- 
Fortuna seated left, holding rudder and cornucopiae, 
Sear 3139, full and central, reverse unusually sharply 
struck, GVF/EF £75 - £100

1548 Venice, Giovanni Mocenigo 1478-1485, c.34mm. lead 
bulla, wt. 35.36g., Doge and St. Mark standing facing 
each other, holding banner between them, reverse reads:- 
IOANNES MOCENIGO DEI GRA DVX VENETIAE 
in four lines, rare and for a soft metal, has survived in nice 
grade, VF £100 - £150

1549 Vespasian silver denarius, Rome Mint 74 A.D., reverse 
reads:- PON MAX TR P COS V, Vespasian seated, 
right holding long sceptre and branch, Sear - , RSC 
Vol.II, p.46, 364, good silver, NVF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1550 Vitellius silver denarius, Rome Mint 69 A.D., reverse 
reads:- PONT MAXIM, Vesta enthroned, right, holding 
patera and long sceptre, Sear 2200, egg shaped flan thus 
a little legend gone but good metal, nice clear bust and 
name, NVF £130 - £150

 
 

Exonumia (Tokens & Medallions) 
 
 

1551 A set of eastern opium weights (bronze) in the form of 
birds. £80 - £100

 

 
 

1552 Agricultural Medal, hallmarked silver d.47mm, in a 
glazed hallmarked silver collar capsule with suspension 
loop: Staffordshire Agricultural Society, awarded to 
Messrs James Austin & Co. for collection of Coach 
Builders Wood Work at the Burslem Meeting 1908. The 
medal with a pale silver finish, lightly toned in areas. The 
collar mount heavily toned. The glass intact, lightly 
scuffed. £40 - £50

 
 

1553 Antique set of hand-held apothecary scales with 8 weights 
and original tin. £30 - £40

1554 Box of Numismatic books, buyer collects 
£30 - £35

 

 
 

1555 Bristol, Somerset silver 18th. century token sixpence 
1811 by Fras. Garrett et all, nice cabinet tones, EF £65 - £75

 

 
 

1556 British Art Medal, a huge commemorative bronze medal, 
possibly by Robert Elderton (marked 2 RCE on edge) 
150mm, in memorial to soldiers who died in active 
service, EF £80 - £120

http://vol.ii/
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1557 British Art Medal, bronze 101mm: Summer, by Irene 
Gunston 1991, EF, from an edition of 20, see The Medal, 
no. 19 (1991) £40 - £60

 

 
 

1558 British Art Medal, bronze 117mm: George and the 
Dragon, by Nicola Moss 1986, EF, see Victoria & Albert 
Museum collection number A.7-2010 £50 - £70

 
 

 
 

1559 British Art Medal, bronze 72mm: "Diary" by Jose 
Aurelio, for the British Art Medal Society Congress 1987 
EF, from an edition of 31, see The Medal, no. 13 (1988) £40 - £60

 
 

 
 

1560 British Art Medal, bronze 78mm: Bernini Getting the 
Message from the Angel of the Baroque, by Ronald 
Searle 1985, EF, from an edition of 40, see The Medal, 
no. 8 (1986) £40 - £60

 
 

1561 British Art Medal, bronze 94mm: Elisabeth Frink, by 
Avril Vaughan 1992, EF, from an edition of 47, see The 
Medal, no. 23 (1993) £40 - £60

1562 British Commemorative Medallion Diamond Jubilee of 
QV 1897 official large sterling silver issue. Has a few 
scratches and slight knocks GVF (weight 84.9 gms) £50 - £60

 

 
 

1563 British Commemorative Medallions (5) a complete set of 
Birmingham Mint issues for the Coronation of Edward 
VII 1902, 3 bronze, 2 silver, in various sizes, VF to EF in 
original case. £50 - £70

1564 British Commemorative Medallions (5): 2x Edward VII 
Coronation 1902 official Royal Mint large bronze issues 
EF with original cases in VGC; George V Coronation
1911 small silver issue cleaned VF, George V Jubilee 
1935 small silver issue cleaned GVF, and QEII Silver 
Jubilee 1977 hallmarked silver crown-size medal EF £60 - £80

 

 
 

1565 British Commemorative Medallion, bronze d.77mm: 
Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria 1887, official Royal 
Mint large bronze issue by J.E. Boehm, GVF with 
original case. £50 - £70
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1566 British Commemorative Medallion, silver d.27mm: 
Waterloo Bridge Opened 1817 (see edge inscription) by 
Wyon, Eimer no. 1091, toned EF £30 - £40

 

 
 

1567 British Commemorative Medallion, silver d.33mm: 
Coronation of William IV 1831 by W. Wyon, the official 
Royal Mint issue, Eimer no. 1251, toned EF, a few 
surface marks. £60 - £80

 

 
 

1568 British commemorative silver medallion of c.50mm., 
Henry VIII supreme head of the Church of England, 
1545, Cf. Eimer 26b, looks to be a quality electrotype 
copy, EF £40 - £50

1569 Coin covers in a stacker box, a good variety with many 
different themes £60 - £70

1570 Coin covers, a large collection housed in twelve albums, 
a good variety with silver issues noted. £325 - £375

1571 Coin/Medal cabinet, top 19 1/2'' x 18'', with window 
slope of 13 1/2 '' [this section for display] and with keys, 
cabinet depth 26 1/4'', floor hight 38'', containing 8 
draws of 16 1/2'' x 16''x 2'' deep, all lined with blue baze, 
that of the draws a little glue effected, mostly of 
mahogany, draw bottoms of thin ply, legs, plain at back, 
tall cabriole at front, all fitments brass, generally in good 
condition £175 - £225

 
1572 Collection of 12 silver proof medallions (approx 10g 

each) from the "Golden Wedding" set produced by 
Westminster. Each piece having different reverses of the 
Queen and Prince Philip. FDC in hard plastic capsules 
and housed in a "Westminster" box £50 - £60

 
1573 Collection of various medallions and badges inc Gaunt 

Medallion 'M.H.A.C. I.L. Johnstone 1924, WW2 XXX 
Corps Medal, Bell Medal, Nelsons Foudroyant Copper 
Medal, Queen Mary Needlework Guild Officials badge 
(WW1), Bedford PT College silver badge, plus various 
tokens and a 1911 shilling (qty) £20 - £25

 
1574 Commemorative Medallions (5) including New Royal 

Exchange large Victorian white metal medal 1842 by 
Hyams VF-GVF, King George V Coronation 1911 
official bronze issue EF, Lusitania propaganda medal 
WWI, etc. £50 - £60

 
 

1575 Contemporary Forgery Georgian Copper Halfpenny 
dated 1771, interesting crude interpretation of the design, 
thin flan, off-centre, VG £30 - £40

 

 
 

1576 Engraved Love Token, a Georgian copper halfpenny 
smoothed and engraved on reverse: 'Molly Downall 
Upholland, Feby. 5th 1782' (Molly Downhall, of 
Upholland, Lancashire?) £60 - £70

1577 Exonumia, a selection of 4 items including a cased bronze 
life saving medal 1931, a white metal Middlesex George 
V Jubilee medal 1935 EF, a Sunday School attendance 
double medal early 20thC, and a modern copy of a 
French order. £20 - £30

1578 Fantasy Coins (15) private 'retro patterns' of English 
19th-20thC monarchs, various metals including silver. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1579 Fishing Medal, enameled hallmarked 9ct gold fob 14.7g, 
'Warrington Anglers Association Championship 
Competition 1908, WILLIAM DENNETT, Rd309577', 
with an old case. £220 - £240

1580 GB & Empire Tokens (7): Melbourne, Australia Annand 
Smith & Co. Penny KM# Tn 16.2 VG, Worcester 
Halfpenny of Richard Bedoes Worcs no. 128 Fair, and 
various 18thC Halfpennies of England and Scotland Fair 
to GVF £60 - £80

1581 Guernsey Token: Auguste Bulteau, Caves de Bordeaux, 
uniface brass d.31mm, GVF, scarce. £60 - £70

1582 Hop Tokens (3) Henry Freeland 1, 1.2 and 6.0 'B' (bushel) 
tokens, early lead pieces, GF £20 - £30

1583 Hop Tokens (4) Henry Richardson of Church House, 
Brede, Sussex: 1, 12, 30 and 60 'B' (bushel) tokens in cast 
brass, VF £20 - £30

 

 
 

1584 Ireland brass coin weight 1683: 'THE STANDARD OF 
IRELAND' / 'ACCORDING TO AUTHORITY, 
XVII D', 26g GF £40 - £50
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1585 Italian Commemorative Medallions (13) a set of famous 
European queens, each 30mm, 11 in 900/000 silver, and 
2 in yellow metal, toned EF with original case. £30 - £40

1586 Italian Commemorative Medallions (7) 'La Divina 
Commedia, Dante' 20th set of 55mm medals in yellow 
alloy or gilt base metal, as issued, in original case by 
Numiversal. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1587 London 18thC Ticket Porter's Pass, pewter 56mm: 
Shield of the City of London / 'No 1 APRIL, 1795, 
Rich'd Roseaman Ticket Porter Broad Street'. A ticket 
porter was a courier, and such passes are rare survivals. £80 - £100

 

 
 

1588 Mining - Notts. Mines Safety badge - named to J. 
Marsden £30 - £35

 
1589 Passes - (2) Royal Dublin Society (Admit One) and Mary 

Bone 1887 Pass £40 - £45

 
1590 Patina Crowns (7) of Cyprus, Great Britain, Bermuda, 

Mauritius, and Ceylon; these in cupro-nickel, with Great 
Britain and Newfoundland in silver; together with small 
size (22mm) issues (6) of GB, Canada, Cyprus, 
Newfoundland and Straits Settlements x2, EF to UNC £30 - £40

 
1591 Small lot of various badges (approx 26) inc 2 boxed, many 

enamelled, some silver  £30 - £35

 

 
 

1592 Somerset, Bristol silver Sixpence token 1811, by R.Tripp 
& Co., EF £60 - £65

 

 
 

1593 Somerset, Bristol silver 18th. century token shilling 1811 
by Fras Garrett et all, EF £80 - £85

 
 

1594 Spain, silver jeton of the Infante Philipe 1720-1738, 
struck in France, lightly toned GEF with some 
haymarking. £40 - £50

 

 
 

1595 Surrey 17th. century halfpenny token of Mortlake by 
Peter White, W.187, Ex. Norweb 4674a and Spink 
Numismatic Circular, December 1996, No.6571, with 
old ticket which states '14/-', no corrosion, GVF £80 - £100

1596 Tokens (3), 17thC Norfolk : Lynn Regis (King's Lynn) 
Farthing of John Greene, Grocer, Norfolk no. 83, rare, 
Fair/nF, some porosity, Norwich Farthing of William 
Parmenter 1654, Grocers' Arms, Norfolk no. 180, VG 
with mis-cut flan, and Cley-next-the-Sea Farthing of 
John Wilch at the George, Norfolk no. 21, Poor. £35 - £45

1597 Tokens (3), 17thC Suffolk : Clare Farthing of Richard 
Crisp 1656, Webster, Suffolk no. 98, Fair/nF, Mildenhall 
Farthing of Nathaniel Howlett 1667, Drapers' Arms, 
Suffolk no. 248, VG, and Newmarket Farthing of 
William Bryant 1659, Suffolk no. 266, VG £40 - £50

1598 Tokens, 17th-20thC accumulation in a plastic tub. 
£50 - £70

1599 Tokens, Medallions etc (28) 18th to 20thC assortment, 
interesting pieces noted. £40 - £60

 

 
 

1600 Token, 17thC Derbyshire : Tideswell Halfpenny of 
Edward Ashe 1667, Grocers' Arms, Derbyshire no. 110, 
Fine. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1601 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Fakenham Farthing of Edmond 
Peckoner 1667, 'GROCR', Merchant Taylors' Arms, 
Norfolk no. 42, Fine and scarce. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1602 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Harleston Farthing of Stephen 
Freeman 1666, Drapers' Arms, Norfolk no. 49, Fine. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1603 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Lynn Regis (King's Lynn) 
Farthing of N.R.W., Grocers' Arms, Norfolk no. 102/2, 
slightly off-centre VF with a brassy tone. £40 - £50
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1604 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Norwich Farthing of James 
Brockden 1664, Castle, Norfolk no. 125, F-GF £30 - £40

 

 
 

1605 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Norwich Farthing of Jeremy Vyn 
1657, Grocers' Arms, Norfolk no. 212/3, GF £30 - £40

 

 
 

1606 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Norwich Farthing of John 
Osborn, Grocer, Norfolk no. 178, Fine, with a mis-cut 
flan. £25 - £35

 

 
 

1607 Token, 17thC Norfolk : Yarmouth Farthing of Stephen 
Tracey, Norfolk no. 340-2, F-GF £20 - £30

1608 Token, 17thC Nottinghamshire : Worksop Halfpenny of 
Richard Rutter 1664, Mercers' Arms, Notts no. 121, 
Rare, VG £30 - £40

1609 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Bury St Edmunds Farthing of 
John Sharpe 1666, Woolpack, Suffolk no. 75, nF/VG £20 - £30

 

 
 

1610 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Bury St Edmunds Farthing of 
Thomas Griffin 1666, featuring pike (fish) obverse, 
Suffolk no. 58, bold F-GF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1611 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Bury St Edmunds Halfpenny of 
John Chesson 1669, Haberdashers' Arms, Suffolk no. 47, 
VF £40 - £60

1612 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Debenham Farthing of Augustine 
Cullyer 1666, Suffolk no. 108, VG £20 - £30

 

 
 

1613 Token, 17thC Suffolk : East Bergholt heart-shaped 
Halfpenny of Lancelot Felton, baker, Suffolk no. 118, 
Fair. £50 - £80

 
1614 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Stowmarket Farthing of Peter 

Brasier 1658 (Churchwarden in 1662), Suffolk no. 310, 
VG with corrosion. £25 - £35

 
 

1615 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Ufford Farthing of Robert Terry, 
Heart design (round flan), Suffolk no. 346, GF, scarce. £40 - £60

 

 
 

1616 Token, 17thC Suffolk : Worlingworth Halfpenny of John 
Blumfield, Grocers' Arms, Suffolk no. 373, Fine. £30 - £40

1617 Token, 17thC Yorkshire : Malton Halfpenny of Michael 
Pennocke 1666, Vintners' Arms, Yorks no. 225, scarce, 
VG/Fair £25 - £35

 

 
 

1618 Token, 17thC: Northampton Farthing of I.T. 
Chamberlain, Northamptonshire no. 84, rare, porous F-
GF £40 - £50

 

 
 

1619 Trade Union Badge (rare). Association of Circulation 
Executives presented to W.A.L. Kirby, shows a slave 
rolling a large boulder up a hill £30 - £35

 
1620 Victoriana: A set of gold/silver coin scales complete with 

a full set of weights in its fitted case (case worn) *An old 
brass telescope works but generally a/f.  £25 - £30

 
 

End of Auction in Room 2, Day 1 
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Day 2 : Sunday 20th November 2016 
 

Two auction rooms: 
 
 

Page Room 1 Order of Sale (9.30am) Lot Numbers 
     

76 English Gold Coins 1621 - 1745 
81 English Coins 1746 - 2020 
92 World Coins 2021 - 2140 
99 Bulk Coin Lots 2141 - 2396 

 
 

Page Room 2 Order of Sale (9.30am) Lot Numbers 
     

104 GB Stamps 2397 - 2589 
111 World Stamps 2590 - 2811 
115 Covers 2812 - 2845 
116 Postcards 2846 - 3136 
124 A Private Collection of Type Cards 3137 - 3167 
128 Cigarette & Trade Cards 3168 - 3358 
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Day 2, Room 1, 9.30am 

 
 

English Gold Coins 
 
 

 
 

1621 Britannia Two coin set 1988 (£25 & £10) Proof FDC 
boxed as issued £300 - £350

 
1622 Britannia £10 2001 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 

£100 - £110

 
1623 Britannia £10 2002 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 

£100 - £110

 
1624 Britannia £10 2003 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 

£100 - £110

 

 
 

1625 Fifty Pence 2004 (four minute mile) Gold Proof FDC 
boxed as issued £375 - £425

 
 

1626 Five Pounds 2008 "Elizabeth I" Proof FDC boxed as 
issued £1000 - £1200

 

 
 

1627 Five Pounds 2009 "Henry VIII" Proof FDC boxed as 
issued £1000 - £1200

 

 
 

1628 Guinea 1711 GF
£400 - £500

 

 
 

1629 Guinea 1722 slightly bent and scratched (detector find) 
GF £250 - £350
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1630 Guinea 1775 nVF ex-mount. 
£250 - £300

 

 
 

1631 Guinea 1787 VF/nVF 
£300 - £350

 

 
 

1632 Guinea 1790 GVF 
£400 - £500

 

 
 

1633 Guinea 1792 VF 
£300 - £350

1634 Guinea 1793 cleaned VF, ex-mount. 
£200 - £250

 

 
 

1635 Guinea 1793 GF/nVF light scuff across bust 
£250 - £300

 

 
 

1636 Guinea 1794 S.3729 GVF Ex-jewellery
£280 - £320

 

 
 

1637 Guinea 1798 GVF possible detector find as traces of soil 
still on reverse £300 - £350

 
1638 Half Guinea 1775 fourth head, S.3734, cleaned GF, ex-

mount. £100 - £120

 
1639 Half Guinea 1798 slightly bent VG, ex-mount. 

£100 - £120

 
 

1640 Half Sovereign 1867 (dn7) VF 
£100 - £120

 

 
 

1641 Half Sovereign 1887 normal JEB, nEF 
£100 - £120

1642 Half Sovereign 1887 normal JEB, VF-GVF 
£100 - £120

1643 Half Sovereign 1887 (JH) GVF 
£100 - £110

1644 Half Sovereign 1890 GF
£100 - £110

 

 
 

1645 Half Sovereign 1893 (OH) aUnc 
£120 - £140

1646 Half Sovereign 1893 (OH) nVF/VF 
£100 - £110

 

 
 

1647 Half Sovereign 1901 aUnc
£120 - £140

1648 Half Sovereign 1980 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£100 - £110

 

 
 

1649 Half Sovereign 1980 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£100 - £110

 
1650 Half Sovereign 1987 Proof FDC boxed as issued 

£100 - £110

 
1651 Half Sovereign 1988 Proof FDC boxed as issued 

£100 - £110

 
1652 Half Sovereign 1989 Proof aFDC boxed as issued 

£180 - £220
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1653 Half Sovereign 1999 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£100 - £110

 

 
 

1654 Half Sovereign 1999 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£100 - £110

1655 Half Sovereign 2002 BU on a limited edition First day 
cover £100 - £110

1656 Half Sovereign 2003 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 
£100 - £120

1657 Half Sovereign 2007 BU in the "Royal Mint" card 
£100 - £110

 
1658 Quarter Sovereign 2009 BU in a "Westminster" coin 

cover £50 - £60

 

 
 

1659 Sovereign 1817 GF 
£325 - £375

 
1660 Sovereign 1818 Fair. 

£250 - £300

 
 

1661 Sovereign 1820 closed 2, aVF, a few scratches. 
£300 - £400

 

 
 

1662 Sovereign 1820 open 2, VF, a few tiny scratches to right 
of bust, and ex-mount (edge repaired 12 o'clock rev.) £250 - £350

1663 Sovereign 1821 VG
£200 - £240

 
1664 Sovereign 1826 slabbed CGS UK 'Field Damage VF'

£300 - £400

 

 
 

1665 Sovereign 1826 VF, ex-mount. 
£250 - £300

 

 
 

1666 Sovereign 1827 GF
£250 - £350

 

 
 

1667 Sovereign 1829 VF, scratches and an edge knock. 
£300 - £400

 

 
 

1668 Sovereign 1832 aVF but some damage to rim (probably 
ex-mount) £280 - £340

 
1669 Sovereign 1843 Fine, edge nick. 

£180 - £220

 
1670 Sovereign 1843 Fine.

£180 - £220
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1671 Sovereign 1843 VF 
£240 - £280

1672 Sovereign 1850 cleaned GF 
£180 - £220

1673 Sovereign 1852 F-GF 
£180 - £220

1674 Sovereign 1852 VF 
£200 - £240

1675 Sovereign 1853 VF 
£200 - £240

1676 Sovereign 1857 Fine, light scratch. 
£180 - £220

1677 Sovereign 1859 Poor. 
£180 - £200

1678 Sovereign 1860 large 0, aVF 
£220 - £260

1679 Sovereign 1860 VF 
£200 - £220

1680 Sovereign 1862 VF 
£200 - £220

 

 
 

1681 Sovereign 1863 (Shieldback) VF with the reverse better 
£220 - £250

1682 Sovereign 1864 die no. 40, VF, tiny surface marks. 
£200 - £220

1683 Sovereign 1864 die no. 50, GF 
£180 - £220

1684 Sovereign 1864 (dn45) GF - nVF 
£200 - £220

 

 
 

1685 Sovereign 1866 (dn 60) VF/GVF 
£220 - £240

1686 Sovereign 1868 shieldback, die no. 36 VF, slabbed CGS 
UK 40 £200 - £220

1687 Sovereign 1871 (dn13) GF - nVF 
£200 - £220

1688 Sovereign 1872 (dn17) VF with the reverse a fraction 
better £200 - £250

1689 Sovereign 1873 shieldback die 9, S.3853B, GVF, small 
edge knock. £200 - £250

1690 Sovereign 1877 S below shield (Sydney Mint), GVF 
£200 - £220

1691 Sovereign 1878 M, St George (Melbourne Mint), 
scratched VF, probably ex collar mount. £180 - £200

1692 Sovereign 1887 Jubilee VF, light edge knock. 
£180 - £200

1693 Sovereign 1887 (JH) nEF 
£200 - £220

1694 Sovereign 1892m GVF 
£200 - £220

1695 Sovereign 1898 M (Melbourne Mint), EF tiny surface 
marks. £180 - £220

1696 Sovereign 1898 M (Melbourne Mint), VF 
£180 - £200

1697 Sovereign 1900 VF on a "Victoria Cross" limited edition 
First day cover. The cover comes with a copy of a 
Victoria Cross and is signed by Bill Reid V.C. £200 - £220

1698 Sovereign 1900m GVF
£200 - £220

1699 Sovereign 1910 C (Ottawa Mint), VF-GVF 
£200 - £220

1700 Sovereign 1910 VF
£180 - £200

 

 
 

1701 Sovereign 1911 C (Ottawa Mint), AU 
£200 - £250

1702 Sovereign 1911 C (Ottawa Mint), EF, a few tiny edge 
nicks. £180 - £200

1703 Sovereign 1911 C (Ottawa Mint), EF, edge nick. 
£180 - £200

1704 Sovereign 1911 EF
£180 - £220

1705 Sovereign 1911 GVF
£180 - £200

1706 Sovereign 1913 nEF
£180 - £200

1707 Sovereign 1915 EF along with a 9ct horseshoe style tie-
pin £200 - £220

1708 Sovereign 1917 C (Ottawa Mint), EF 
£180 - £200

1709 Sovereign 1917 C (Ottawa Mint), GEF, edge nick. 
£180 - £200

1710 Sovereign 1923P EF housed in a Benham cover 
celebrating H.M. Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother 
75 Royal Years. £180 - £200

1711 Sovereign 1957 slabbed CGS UK AU 78 
£180 - £200

1712 Sovereign 1966 Unc on a "World Cup" limited edition 
First day cover £200 - £220

1713 Sovereign 1980 Proof, fingermarked nFDC with original 
case and cert. £180 - £200

1714 Sovereign 1982 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

 

 
 

1715 Sovereign 1988 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

1716 Sovereign 1999 Proof FDC on a limited edition First day 
cover £200 - £220

1717 Sovereign 2000 Proof FDC in a "Westminster" coin 
cover £200 - £220

1718 Sovereign 2000 Proof FDC on a limited edition First day 
cover £200 - £220

1719 Sovereign 2001 BU
£200 - £220
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1720 Sovereign 2001 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 
£200 - £220

1721 Sovereign 2001 Proof FDC in a "Westminster" coin 
cover £200 - £220

 
1722 Sovereign 2002 BU in a "Westminster" coin cover 

£200 - £220

 
1723 Sovereign 2002 BU on a limited edition First day cover 

£200 - £220

 
1724 Sovereign 2002 Proof FDC on a limited edition First day 

cover £200 - £220

 
1725 Sovereign 2003 BU 

£200 - £220

 
1726 Sovereign 2008 Proof FDC boxed as issued 

£200 - £220

 

 
 

1727 Sovereign 2009 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

 

 
 

1728 Sovereign 2010 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

 
 

1729 Sovereign 2011 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

1730 Sovereign 2012 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£200 - £220

1731 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1732 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1733 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1734 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1735 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1736 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

1737 Sovereign 2014 BU
£200 - £220

 
1738 Sovereign 2014 BU

£200 - £220

 
1739 Sovereign 2014 BU

£200 - £220

 
1740 Sovereign 2014 BU

£200 - £220

 

 
 

1741 Sovereigns (2) 1861 shieldbacks (arabic 1), both with T 
over V in VICTORIA, one VF scratched, the other EF, 
housed in a presentation box. £550 - £600
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1742 Three coin set 2002 (£2, Sovereign & Half Sovereign). 
FDC boxed as issued £600 - £700

 
 

1743 Two Pounds 1887 GF, mounted on a 9ct gold chain, and 
engraved either side of the portrait: 'R.W. & E.H. 10th 
Augt 1886' - 'R.W. & E.H. 10th Augt 1896' (to celebrate 
a 10 year anniversary?), combined weight 66.8g £750 - £850

 
 

 
 

1744 Two Pounds 1989 Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£450 - £500

 
 

1745 Two Pounds 1995 (UN) Gold Proof FDC boxed as issued 
£400 - £450

.

 

English Coins 
 

1746 Britannia Silver Four coin set 1997. Proof aFDC. Boxed 
as issued £80 - £100

1747 Britannia Silver Four coin set 2007. Proof aFDC. Boxed 
as issued £70 - £90

1748 Crown 1664 VG - nF
£80 - £100

1749 Crown 1668 Fine small edge nick obverse 
£100 - £120

1750 Crown 1672 VG/nF
£60 - £80

 

1751 Crown 1672 V.Quarto, nVF 
£250 - £270

 
1752 Crown 1673 GF

£100 - £120

1753 Crown 1673 VICESIMO QVINTO ESC 47 VG 
£60 - £70

 
1754 Crown 1673 V.Qvinto, Fine. 

£100 - £130

 
1755 Crown 1687 GF a couple of small edge bruises obverse

£120 - £150

 

 
1756 Crown 1696 Third Bust, First Harp, ESC 94 GVF/VF 

with some underlying lustre, the reverse with very light 
adjustment marks, ESC states the same rarity as the first 
bust coin, but our archive database shows many times 
more examples of the First bust coin being offered, so 
probably rarer than stated by ESC £525 - £575

 
1757 Crown 1696 water damaged (possible shipwreck piece?)

£25 - £35

 
1758 Crown 1707 Sexto, roses & plumes in angles, S.3578, nF

£80 - £120
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1759 Crown 1741 Roses ESC 123 VF with grey tone 

£550 - £600

 
1760 Crown 1818 LIX toned EF, a few light hairlines. 

£250 - £350

 
1761 Crown 1818 LIX, unbarred A in TVTAMEN, toned 

proof-like EF, a few light hairlines. £300 - £400

1762 Crown 1818 LVIII toned VF, edge knock. 
£60 - £70

 
1763 Crown 1820 LX ESC 219 Lustrous A/UNC and 

attractively toned, the obverse with some small spots £350 - £400
 

 
1764 Crown 1821 Secundo, toned GVF 

£150 - £200

 
1765 Crown 1822 (Secundo) GF with a few light contact marks 

£50 - £60

1766 Crown 1844 (star stops) VF/aVF small edge bruise 
obverse £60 - £80

1767 Crown 1847 XI, GF, scratch obv. 
£50 - £60

 
1768 Crown 1847 XI, VF, edge knock. 

£150 - £200

1769 Crown 1879 LXI, toned NEF 
£80 - £100

1770 Crown 1887 EF
£50 - £60

1771 Crown 1887 ESC 296 Bright EF 
£90 - £100

 
1772 Crown 1889 toned GVF - nEF 

£30 - £40

 

 
1773 Crown 1893 LVI GEF

£140 - £160

 

 
1774 Crown 1893 LVI toned nEF 

£60 - £80

 
1775 Crown 1893 LVI toned nEF 

£50 - £70

 
1776 Crown 1893 LVII, nEF, at some point slightly polished 

but toning down. £50 - £70
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1777 Crown 1897 LX toned EF 

£120 - £140

 

 
1778 Crown 1898 LXII EF/GEF 

£140 - £160

 

 
1779 Crown 1900 LXIII, EF, some tiny edge marks. 

£80 - £100

 
1780 Crown 1902 GF 

£50 - £60

 
1781 Crown 1902 GVF with light scratches obverse 

£80 - £100

 
1782 Crown 1902 toned VF 

£60 - £80

 
1783 Crown 1927 Proof ESC 367 A/UNC and lustrous the 

obverse with some uneven tone £120 - £150

 
 

 
1784 Crown 1927 wreath, GVF 

£70 - £90

 
1785 Crown 1928 EF

£150 - £180

 
1786 Crown 1928 ESC 368 A/UNC and lustrous with a flan 

flaw by the King's ear, the reverse with a couple of spots £220 - £250

1787 Crown 1928 ESC 368 NEF the obverse with some 
uneven tone £120 - £150

1788 Crown 1928 GVF with a few bag marks obverse 
£120 - £140

 
1789 Crown 1928 wreath, VF

£120 - £150

 
1790 Crown 1929 ESC 369 NEF with some traces of old 

lacquering £100 - £120
 

 
1791 Crown 1929 wreath, VF

£140 - £160
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1792 Crown 1930 wreath, VF 

£130 - £150

1793 Crown 1931 ESC 371 NVF 
£100 - £120

 
1794 Crown 1931 wreath, EF 

£250 - £300

 
1795 Crown 1932 wreath, nEF, tiny edge nick. 

£280 - £340

 
1796 Crown 1933 ESC 373 EF 

£180 - £220

1797 Crown 1933 ESC 373 Good Fine with a flan flaw on the 
obverse £95 - £100

 

 
1798 Crown 1933 wreath, toned GVF-nEF, tiny edge nick. 

£180 - £220

1799 Crowns (2) 1887 & 1897 LXI. Both better than VF
£45 - £50

1800 Crowns (2) both 1937 aUnc/Unc with a few bag marks
£30 - £40

 
1801 Double-Florin 1888 EF-GEF, light edge knock and 

scratch rev. £50 - £60

1802 Double-Florin 1889 aEF
£40 - £50

1803 Double-Florins (2): 1889 GVF, and 1890 cleaned nEF
£50 - £70

1804 Double Florin 1887 (A1). EF/GEF 
£30 - £35

 
1805 Farthing 1714 Small Flan Peck 741 EF toned with a 

heavier contact mark in the reverse field £800 - £850

 
1806 Farthing 1838 nEF/EF with traces of lustre 

£35 - £40

 
1807 Farthing 1842 EF trace lustre, a few nicks, scarce date.

£80 - £90

 
1808 Farthing 1861, 5 berries, AU, subdued lustre. 

£50 - £60

1809 Farthing 1863 GVF, light porosity, rare date. 
£120 - £130

1810 Farthing 1876H normal 6, EF 
£45 - £55

 

 
1811 Farthing 1881H lustrous AU 

£50 - £60

1812 Farthing 1882H, UNC, light scratch. 
£50 - £60

1813 Farthing 1887 lustrous aUnc, light scratches obv. left.
£50 - £60
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1814 Farthing 1890 UNC 

£50 - £60

 
1815 Farthing 1891 AU with lustre. 

£50 - £60

1816 Farthing 1893 laquered UNC 
£45 - £55

1817 Farthings (2): 1850 nEF, haymark, and 1868 GVF 
£40 - £50

1818 Farthings (2): 1875H EF, and 1893 GEF
£30 - £40

1819 Five Pounds 2011 "Countdown to London" Silver Proof 
Piedfort FDC boxed as issued £30 - £40

 
1820 Five Pounds 2012 "Countdown to London" Silver Proof. 

FDC boxed as issued £15 - £20

 
1821 Five Pounds 2013 "Queens Coronation" Silver Proof 

Piedfort. FDC boxed as issued £35 - £40

 
1822 Florin 1853 VF with the reverse better

£28 - £32

 
1823 Florin 1858 gothic, VF 

£35 - £40

 

 
1824 Florin 1893 GEF 

£50 - £60

 

 
1825 Florin 1903 ESC 921 EF 

£90 - £100

 

 
1826 Florin 1904 nEF 

£130 - £140

 
1827 Florin 1905 ESC 923 EF or near so with some uneven 

tone on the obverse £550 - £600

1828 Florin 1905 ESC 923 GVF 
£220 - £250

1829 Florin 1908 ESC 926 GVF/NEF 
£90 - £100

 
1830 Florin 1914 lightly toned GEF 

£30 - £40

 
1831 Florin 1919 AU (weak on top shield) 

£40 - £50

1832 Florin 1920 deep portrait, S.4023, lightly toned GEF
£30 - £40

1833 Florin 1927 Proof ESC 947 nFDC and lustrous with a 
few minor hairlines £70 - £80

1834 Florin 1932 ESC 952 GF/VF the obverse with some 
toning £35 - £40

1835 Florins (2) Gothic: 1877 VF and 1884 aVF surface marks.
£30 - £40

1836 GB Maundy Oddments (4): 4d 1847 EF, 3d 1887 Jubilee 
EF, 2d 1847 EF ,and 2d 1853 EF £30 - £40

1837 George V Silver (2): Florin 1914 GEF light edge knock, 
and Shilling 1920 deep portrait AU with haymark obv. 
and surface flaw reverse. £40 - £50

 

 
1838 Half Farthing 1830 Large Date, Reverse A, Peck 1450 

NEF/EF £120 - £140

 
1839 Halfcrown 1671 VG small edge nick 

£45 - £50

 

 
1840 Halfcrown 1677 ESC 479 GF/NVF with some 

haymarking and a thin scratch on the obverse £100 - £120
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1841 Halfcrown 1679 T.Primo, bold Fine. 

£90 - £110

1842 Halfcrown 1686 about Fine 
£120 - £140

 
1843 Halfcrown 1698 DECIMO ESC 554 NEF the obverse 

with a haymark on the bust, the reverse with some double 
striking, a thin scratch in the reverse field barely detracts £300 - £350

 
1844 Halfcrown 1712 Roses and Plumes ESC 582 Good Fine 

with some haymarking £100 - £120

 
1845 Halfcrown 1713 Roses and Plumes ESC 584 Bright GVF 

with some light haymarking and adjustment lines £450 - £500

1846 Halfcrown 1713 roses & plumes nF 
£35 - £45

 
1847 Halfcrown 1717 TIRTIO, Roses and Plumes NF 

£180 - £200

1848 Halfcrown 1746 D. Nono, Lima below bust, nVF 
£50 - £60

 
1849 Halfcrown 1816 VF 

£30 - £40

 
1850 Halfcrown 1817 Bull Head ESC 613 bright EF 

£100 - £120

 
1851 Halfcrown 1817 bull head, aEF 

£100 - £150

 
1852 Halfcrown 1818 ESC 621 EF 

£120 - £140

1853 Halfcrown 1819 VF/GVF, light scratches on cheek.
£50 - £60

1854 Halfcrown 1821 cleaned VF 
£20 - £30

 
1855 Halfcrown 1834 block WW, S.3834A, lightly toned EF-

GEF £400 - £500

1856 Halfcrown 1834, WW in block, some original finish EF
£430 - £460

1857 Halfcrown 1836 toned VF
£40 - £50

1858 Halfcrown 1850 Fine
£30 - £40

 

 
1859 Halfcrown 1883 ESC 711 GEF/AU 

£160 - £200

 

 
1860 Halfcrown 1897 GEF

£50 - £60

 
1861 Halfcrown 1899 ESC 733 EF/GEF 

£55 - £60
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1862 Halfcrown 1902 ESC 746 toned UNC with some minor 

cabinet friction and light contact marks £100 - £110

1863 Halfcrown 1903 ESC 748 VG/Near Fine 
£90 - £100

1864 Halfcrown 1905 ESC 750 VG/NVG 
£180 - £200

1865 Halfcrown 1905 VG/Fair 
£180 - £220

 
1866 Halfcrown 1907 ESC 752 EF 

£120 - £150

1867 Halfcrown 1908 ESC 753 NEF 
£150 - £180

 
1868 Halfcrown 1910 GEF 

£200 - £250

 
1869 Halfcrown 1913 VF - GVF 

£25 - £30
 

 
 

1870 Halfcrown 1919 ESC 766 UNC and deeply toned, 
slabbed and graded CGS 78 £50 - £60

1871 Halfcrown 1920 deep portrait, S.4021, lightly toned GEF
£30 - £40

1872 Halfcrowns (2) 1670 ESC 467 VG with old scratches on 
the bust, 1671 ESC 468 VG/NF the obverse with uneven 
tone £55 - £60

1873 Halfcrowns (2) 1818 aVF & 1819 GF 
£50 - £60

1874 Halfcrowns (2): 1817 large head and 1817 small head, 
both toned GVF-nEF £80 - £120

1875 Halfcrowns (2): 1821 toned VF-GVF, and 1823 aEF
£150 - £200

1876 Halfcrowns (2): 1826 Fine, and 1828 VF (scarce) 
£120 - £140

1877 Halfcrowns (3) 1819, 1887 (JH) & 1890. VF or better
£40 - £50

1878 Halfpennies (2): 1826 VF-GVF light scratch, and 1855 
aEF £60 - £70

1879 Halfpennies (2): 1852 nEF light edge knock, and 1853 EF
£70 - £80

1880 Halfpennies (2): 1862 GEF with lustre, and 1896 EF
£35 - £45

1881 Halfpennies (2): 1890 aEF, and 1891 EF surface mark.
£50 - £55

1882 Halfpennies (2): 1893 EF with luster, and 1901 AU
£40 - £50

1883 Halfpenny 1673, small scuff in obverse field, GF/NVF
£90 - £110

 
1884 Halfpenny 1694 Peck 602 GEF the flan with some light 

porosity, a very high grade example for this type, all 
coppers of this era very seldom seen, must surely be one 
of the finest remaining examples £750 - £800

 

 
 

1885 Halfpenny 1773 Peck 904 NGC MS63 BN, we grade 
UNC with traces of lustre £250 - £300

1886 Halfpenny 1806 no berries, toned GEF 
£25 - £35

1887 Halfpenny 1877 GEF with lustre. 
£40 - £50

1888 Manchester Commonwealth Games 2002, Royal Mint 
base proof £2 four coin set FDC with booklet and box 
(outer box lightly scuffed) £60 - £80

1889 Maundy Fourpence 1706 nVF with graffiti scratches.
£30 - £40

1890 Maundy Pennies (3): 1759 VF, 1800 EF, and 1833 EF
£75 - £80

1891 Maundy Penny 1800 EF-GEF, light scratch. 
£30 - £35

1892 Maundy Set 1866 GEF
£120 - £140

1893 Maundy set 1887 (YH) Prooflike Unc 
£90 - £120

1894 Maundy Set 1902 GEF with a deep tone 
£80 - £100
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1895 Maundy Set 1905 GEF with patchy toning in a plush 
"London Mint" box with certificate £80 - £100

1896 Maundy Set 1907 toned GEF 
£80 - £90

1897 Maundy Set 1928 GEF with patchy toning in a plush 
"London Mint" box with certificate £80 - £100

 

 
 

1898 Maundy Set 1973 Unc 
£100 - £120

 
1899 Maundy Twopence 1743 nEF 

£50 - £60

 
1900 Nine Pence Bank Token 1812 Plain edge Pattern in silver 

by T.Wyon Jr. ESC 1478 UNC or near so and toned, the 
obverse with some scratches below the bust, Very Rare £1400 - £1500

1901 One Pound 25th Anniversary Silver Proof Collection, the 
fourteen coin set all with different designs and dated 2008 
the reverses with fine gold highlighting, aFDC (some 
toning) in the case of issue with certificate £140 - £160

1902 One Pound 25th Anniversary Silver Proof Collection, the 
fourteen coin set all with different designs and dated 2008 
the reverses with fine gold highlighting, aFDC (some 
toning) in the case of issue with certificate £140 - £160

 

 
 

1903 One Pound Silver Proof four coin set 2004 "Beasts" FDC 
boxed with certificate £35 - £40

1904 One Pound Silver proof Piedfort four coin set 1984 - 
1987. FDC boxed but no certificate £45 - £50

1905 One Pound Silver Proof Piedfort four coin set 1994 - 
1997. FDC boxed as issued £50 - £60

1906 One Pound Silver Proof (frosted finish) four coin set 1999 
- 2002. FDC boxed as issued £30 - £40

1907 Penny 1797 cartwheel VF 
£20 - £30

 
 

1908 Penny 1797 Gilt Proof Peck 1118, KP16, ship with 6 
incuse gunports, VF and heavily tooled, the reverse with 
a large raised dot in the field behind Britannia and 
another, smaller by the ship £200 - £225

1909 Penny 1797, 10 leaves, GVF trace lustre. 
£50 - £60

1910 Penny 1806 nEF trace lustre, tiny edge nick. 
£20 - £30

1911 Penny 1826 Reverse A Peck 1422 GVF with some 
surface marks £35 - £40

1912 Penny 1826 Reverse C Thick line on Saltire Peck 1427 
EF with a tone spot on the King's hair, scarce £130 - £150

1913 Penny 1827 Fair - VG
£30 - £40

 

 
 

1914 Penny 1849 Peck 1497 chocolate brown GEF/AU with 
light friction very rare in this high grade and seven years 
since we have sold a high grade example (LCA 124 Feb 
2009 Lot 651 realised £3,800 hammer), dark carbon spot 
obverse field £2200 - £2400

1915 Penny 1854 PT nEF
£50 - £60

1916 Penny 1858 no w.w. on trunk, GVF-nEF 
£40 - £45

1917 Penny 1858/3, nEF with some lustre. 
£50 - £60

1918 Penny 1868 closer to VF than Fine 
£20 - £25

1919 Penny 1869 Freeman 59 dies 6+G VG or slightly better 
with some scuffs £65 - £75

 
1920 Penny 1872 GEF with a hint of lustre  

£60 - £80

 

 
1921 Penny 1875 Freeman 82 dies 8+J UNC/AU and lustrous 

with some light contact marks £150 - £160
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1922 Penny 1875 obv 8, rev J, EF with lustre.

£50 - £70

 
1923 Penny 1895 low tide, 'P' 2 mm from trident, S.3961A, EF 

£200 - £250

1924 Penny 1902 Low Tide Freeman 156 dies 1+A UNC and 
lustrous, weakly struck with some spots on the reverse £100 - £120

 
1925 Penny 1912H, EF with lustre. 

£65 - £75

1926 Penny 1951 aUnc with some lustre 
£25 - £30

1927 Proof Set 1937 (15 coins) aFDC - FDC boxed as issued 
£160 - £200

 
1928 Proof Set 1937 (15 coins) aFDC - FDC in original box 

but with the lid detached £150 - £180

 
1929 Proof Set 1937 (15 coins) Crown to Farthing including 

Maundy Set, toned nFDC with original plush case. £140 - £180

 
1930 Proof Set 1951 aFDC in the purple box of issue (lid 

detached) £70 - £80

 
1931 Proof Set 1953 aFDC in original box 

£50 - £60

 
1932 Proof Set 1996 (silver issue) aFDC with some slight toning 

£25 - £30

 
1933 Proof Set 1996 (silver issue) aFDC with some slight toning 

£30 - £35

 
1934 Proof Set 2000, the thirteen coin set with the Maundy 

Money. all struck in silver aFDC - FDC (some slight 
toning), boxed as issued with certificate £140 - £160

 
1935 Proof Set 2000, the thirteen coin set with the Maundy 

Money. all struck in silver aFDC - FDC, boxed as issued 
with certificate £140 - £160

 
1936 Proof Set 2000, the thirteen coin set with the Maundy 

Money. all struck in silver aFDC - FDC, boxed as issued 
with certificate £140 - £160

 
1937 Proof Set 2009 Executive issue in the plush wooden box. 

FDC with certificate £60 - £80

1938 Proof Set 2009 (Kew Gardens) FDC boxed as issued
£50 - £60

1939 Proof Set 2011 FDC boxed as issued 
£30 - £40

1940 Proof Set 2012 "Executive" issue in the plush black box 
with certificate £30 - £35

1941 Proof Set 2013 "Executive" issue in the plush black box 
with certificate £30 - £35

1942 Shilling 1693 ESC 1076 VG 
£45 - £50

 
1943 Shilling 1696 First Bust ESC 1078 EF and attractively 

toned with some signs of die rust on the obverse £220 - £250

 
1944 Shilling 1697 Third Bust ESC 1102 UNC and lustrous 

with some adjustment lines £300 - £350

 
1945 Shilling 1697N, 3rd bust, Norwich Mint, S.3509, Fine, 

some scratches. £80 - £90

 
1946 Shilling 1705 Roses and Plumes ESC 1136 About 

Fine/Fine a collectable problem-free example £65 - £75

 
1947 Shilling 1708 E* VG

£40 - £50

 
1948 Shilling 1709 plain angles nVF 

£40 - £50
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1949 Shilling 1718 Roses and Plumes ESC 1165 NGC MS63 
£500 - £600

1950 Shilling 1721 Roses and Plumes 21 of date overstruck, 
(over 18 or 19) ESC 1171 VG Rare £80 - £100

1951 Shilling 1728 Plain in angles ESC 1191 VG/Near Fine 
with uneven tone, Rare £70 - £80

 
1952 Shilling 1739 Roses ESC 1201 GVF 

£160 - £180

 
1953 Shilling 1758 ESC 1213 EF/NEF with a light golden 

tone, the obverse with some light haymarks £35 - £40

 
1954 Shilling 1763 Northumberland ESC 1214 GVF/NEF 

and attractively toned with much eye appeal £900 - £1000

1955 Shilling 1787 without hearts toned VF, and Sixpence 
1787 with hearts toned VF £45 - £55

 

 
1956 Shilling 1817 lightly toned EF 

£50 - £70

 

1957 Shilling 1825 GVF 
£45 - £55

1958 Shilling 1825 GVF, cleaned in the past. 
£30 - £40

 
1959 Shilling 1826 ESC 1257 AU/GEF with some light 

contact marks on the obverse and with an attractive 
colourful tone £120 - £150

1960 Shilling 1836 VF
£45 - £55

1961 Shilling 1842 better than VF 
£35 - £45

1962 Shilling 1851 Fine
£30 - £35

1963 Shilling 1859 GVF
£50 - £60

1964 Shilling 1864, die no. 63, GVF 
£50 - £70

1965 Shilling 1872, die no. 74, nEF 
£50 - £80

1966 Shilling 1885 GVF
£30 - £40

1967 Shilling 1894 ESC 1363 Davies 1015 dies 2B NEF with 
some contact marks £45 - £50

 
1968 Shilling 1894 ESC 1363 Davies 1015 dies 2B NEF with 

some contact marks £45 - £50

 
1969 Shilling 1897 EF/Unc

£30 - £35

 
1970 Shilling 1905 ESC 1414 VF and pleasing with a hint of 

gold tone £250 - £300

1971 Shilling 1905 Fine.
£50 - £60

1972 Shilling 1908 GVF/nEF
£50 - £60

 

 
1973 Shilling 1910 GEF

£50 - £60

1974 Shilling 1910 nEF
£30 - £40

1975 Shilling (2): 1701 bold VG, and 1711 aVF with graffiti 
cross in 2nd quarter. £50 - £60

1976 Shillings 1825 GVF
£45 - £55
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1977 Shillings (2) 1663 First Bust Variety ESC 1025 VG, 1668 
Second Bust ESC 1030 VG/Near Fine £100 - £120

1978 Shillings (2) 1715 Roses and Plumes ESC 1162 Near 
Fine/About Fine, 1720 Plain in angles ESC 1169, 0 of 
date and reverse lettering larger VG £65 - £75

1979 Shillings (2) 1902 ESC 1410 UNC and lustrous with some 
contact marks, 1910 ESC 1419 UNC and lustrous with 
some toning around the rims £70 - £80

1980 Silver Proof Set 2008 Shield of Arms FDC boxed as 
issued £30 - £40

 
1981 Silver Proof Set 2008 "Emblems" FDC boxed as issued 

£30 - £40

 

 
1982 Sixpence 1688 Later shields altered from early shields 

ESC 1528 Nearer EF than VF, the obverse with some 
light haymarks £600 - £650

 

 
1983 Sixpence 1696 first bust, early harp, large crowns, 

S.3520, EF with lustre, some haymark flecks and a little 
die clashing. £40 - £60

 

 
 

1984 Sixpence 1696N First Bust, Early Harp, Large Crowns 
ESC 1538 EF with haymarking, slabbed and graded 
CGS 70, the finest of only two examples thus far recorded 
by the CGS Population Report £220 - £250

 

 
1985 Sixpence 1697 reverse weak as is often the case with this 

series, with much original finish, EF/VF £140 - £160

 
1986 Sixpence 1697, late harp, large crowns, S.3538, EF

£150 - £170

1987 Sixpence 1705 Plumes, Later shield, ESC 1584A Fine, 
Rare £40 - £50

 
1988 Sixpence 1751 ESC 1621 VF/NEF toned with some 

smoothing to the King's face £80 - £100

 
1989 Sixpence 1787 with hearts, AU 

£30 - £50

 
1990 Sixpence 1787 with hearts, AU light hairlines rev. 

£30 - £60

 
1991 Sixpence 1816 UNC

£40 - £60

 
1992 Sixpence 1819 lightly toned UNC 

£50 - £90

 

 
1993 Sixpence 1820 lightly toned EF 

£20 - £40

 

 
1994 Sixpence 1821 aEF

£100 - £120

 
1995 Sixpence 1824 GVF

£20 - £30
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1996 Sixpence 1831 ESC 1670 A/UNC with minor cabinet 

friction £80 - £100

1997 Sixpence 1831 nEF 
£20 - £40

 
1998 Sixpence 1834 ESC 1674 UNC 

£120 - £150

 
1999 Sixpence 1834 lightly toned EF 

£80 - £100

 
2000 Sixpence 1867 ESC 1717 Davies 1070 dies 2A VF the 

reverse slightly better, Rare £45 - £50

 
2001 Sixpence 1895 EF 

£25 - £30

 
2002 Sixpence 1897 ESC 1767 UNC and deeply toned with 

light cabinet friction and a small edge nick £35 - £40

 
2003 Sixpence 1897 GEF 

£25 - £30

2004 Sixpence 1903 nEF tiny edge nick. 
£30 - £40

2005 Sixpence 1905 EF 
£50 - £60

 
2006 Sixpence 1924 lightly toned Unc 

£30 - £40

 
2007 Sixpences (2) 1895 ESC 1765 UNC and lustrous, 

1901UNC and lustrous, both with some light contact 
marks £50 - £60

2008 Sixpences (2) 1902 ESC 1785 UNC, 1903 ESC 1787 EF 
with a hint of tone £45 - £50

2009 Sixpences (2): 1919 toned GEF, and 1920 AU 
£50 - £60

2010 Sixpences (3) 1897 ESC 1767 EF, 1899 ESC 1769 EF 
toned, 1900 ESC 1770 NEF £45 - £50

2011 Sixpences (3): 1696 F, 1723 SSC F-GF, and 1787 no 
hearts VF £40 - £50

2012 The Three Greatest Monarchs maundy set, This set 
contains Maundy Sets from 1800, 1900 & 2000. Housed 
in a plush "London" mint box with certificate £300 - £350

2013 Three Shillings Bank Token 1811 GVF 
£120 - £130

2014 Three Shillings Bank Token 1812 large head, aVF 
£50 - £55

2015 Threehalfpence 1843 EF
£30 - £35

 
2016 Threepence 1870 EF

£50 - £55

 
2017 Threepence 1909 iridescent AU 

£35 - £40

2018 Threepence 1927 proof, EF 
£50 - £60

2019 Twopence 1797 copper cartwheel VF 
£40 - £50

2020 Twopence 1797 Peck 1077 NVF with some scratches on 
either side £65 - £75

 
World Coins 

 

2021 Argentina, Buenos Aires copper 2 Reales 1861, KM#11 
nVF, light corrosion reverse. £40 - £50

 
2022 Australia Florin 1910 toned EF, tiny edge knock. 

£300 - £400

 
2023 Australia Florin 1936 toned EF 

£100 - £110

2024 Australia Half Sovereign 1857 VF, ex-mount. 
£240 - £260

 
2025 Australia Shilling 1910 toned EF 

£40 - £60
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2026 Australia Sixpence 1910 toned GEF 

£40 - £50

 
2027 Australia Sovereign 1867 Sydney Branch Mint Marsh 

372 GVF with some contact marks £375 - £425

2028 Australia (3): Penny 1912H brown EF tiny edge nick, 
Threepence 1910 nEF edge nick, and Threepence 1911 
aEF edge nick. £50 - £55

2029 Australia, The Royal Ladies Silver Coin and Medallion 
Set Commonwealth Games Federation $25 (4) in Sterling 
Silver depicting the Queen Mother, Princess Margaret, 
Princess Diana and the Princess Royal, plus a Sterling 
silver gold plated medallion (50.44 grammes), housed in 
a plush red leather case FDC with certificate £60 - £80

2030 Bolivian silver 8 reales of 1802 of Carolus IIII, F/GF 
£50 - £60

2031 British Empire Trade Dollar 1902B cleaned nEF 
£30 - £40

 
2032 Canada - Newfoundland Two Dollars 1888 KM#5 GVF 

£200 - £225

2033 Canada Cent 1888 lustrous AU 
£80 - £90

 

 
2034 Canada Specimen Set 1908, 'First Coinage of Canadian 

Mint Ottawa 1908' : 5 coins, 50 Cents to 1 Cent, toned 
nFDC (the 1 Cent lightly cleaned), with original case. £250 - £350

 

 
2035 China gold 500 Yuan 2010 (1 oz) BU in a hard plastic 

capsule £900 - £1000

 
2036 China Kwangtung Province Sun Yat-Sen silver 10 Cents 

EF £30 - £35

 
2037 China Kwangtung Province Sun Yat-Sen silver 20 Cents, 

year 18, EF £30 - £35

 
2038 China Kwangtung Province Sun Yat-Sen silver 20 Cents, 

year 18, GVF £30 - £35

 

 
2039 China Republic nickel 10 Cents, year 25, BU 

£30 - £40

 

 
2040 China Republic Yuan Shih-Kai silver 10 Cents, year 3, 

toned EF £50 - £55

 
2041 Crusades - Kings of Jerusalem Amalric Billon Denar 

(1163-1174) Good Fine, Denier Bohemond of Antioch 
(1099) VF, Sassanian Dirham Khisru II (590-628) EF £100 - £110

 
2042 Cyprus 1/2 Piastre 1930 VF, slightly bent. 

£30 - £35

 
2043 Cyprus 1/4 Piastre 1905 nEF trace lustre. 

£20 - £30

 

 
2044 Denmark 10 Ore 1882 scarce date, VF/GVF 

£100 - £110

 
2045 Denmark 2 Kroner 1938, scarce date, aVF 

£30 - £35

 
2046 Denmark 5 Ore 1875, scarce date, Fine. 

£60 - £70

 
2047 Denmark (15) 19th-20thC assortment. 

£40 - £50

 
2048 East Caribbean States Silver Proof Five coin set 2002 

"Monarchs", all Crown size FDC boxed as issued £50 - £70
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2049 East Caribbean States Silver Proof Five coin set 2002 
"Monarchs", all Crown size FDC boxed as issued £50 - £70

2050 European Minors (2): Norway 3 Skilling 1872 (rosettes) 
KM# 338.1 GEF, and German State Hesse-Darmstadt 
1 Kreuzer 1863 GEF £25 - £35

 

 
 

2051 France 5F 1837W better than EF with some light contact 
marks and original brilliance still remaing £40 - £60

2052 France gold 5F 1859A GF with a few black (soil ?) marks 
reverse £35 - £40

2053 France (2): 1/4 Franc 1833W GEF, and 10 Centimes 
1853A EF with lustre. £35 - £45

 

 
2054 France, Louis XVIII silver Franc 1818 A, iridescent EF 

£50 - £70

 

 
2055 French Indo-China 20 Cents 1920 toned EF 

£80 - £90

 
2056 French Indo-China Half Cent 1939 BU

£30 - £35

 
2057 French Indo-China zinc 1 Cent 1940 VF

£30 - £35

 
2058 French Indo-China (2) 1 Cents 1939A, UNC with lustre, 

a few spots. £30 - £35

 
2059 German State Prussia 2 Mark 1876A, lightly toned GEF

£80 - £120

 
2060 German States, Prussia silver 2 Mark 1888A, KM# 510, 

toned GEF £25 - £35

 
2061 German States, Prussia silver Thaler 1818 A, toned EF

£35 - £45

 
2062 Greece 2 Lepta 1869 GEF with much lustre 

£20 - £25

 
2063 Hungary silver Thaler 1742 KB, KM# 328.3, iridescent 

GEF, surface mark forehead. £100 - £120

 
2064 Hungary Silver Thaler of Leopold I, 1660 KB, KM# 

148, toned VF with a very old hand-written ticket. £140 - £160

 
2065 India Half Rupees 1906 Calcutta KM#507 (4) one NEF, 

the others EF to AU and with an attractive golden tone £180 - £200
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2066 India Madras Presidency Half Pagoda KM#344 undated 

(1807) overstruck on Spanish Colonial 8 Reales, 14 stars 
on either side, Clear Fine with plenty of the understruck 
coin visible £1400 - £1500

 
2067 India silver Half Rupee 1888 GVF 

£40 - £50

 
2068 Ireland James II Gunmoney Crown 1690 VF 

£100 - £120

 
2069 Ireland James II Gunmoney Shilling (small) 1690 May, 

VF light porosity, scratch obv r. £70 - £80

2070 Ireland (2) Halfpenny 1691 Limerick, Inverted N in 
HIBERNIA, S.6594 VF with a small weak area on either 
side, a very pleasing example for this series, Farthing 
1691 Limerick S.6595 Fine with a scratch on the reverse £200 - £225

 

 
 

2071 Isle of Man Farthing 1860 Bronzed Proof S.7419D UNC 
with traces of lustre, slabbed and graded CGS 82, 
Extremely Rare with only around 8-10 examples thought 
to have been struck £3500 - £4000

 
2072 Italian States, Sardinia silver 50 Centesimi 1826 P, C# 

102.2, choice AU £30 - £40

2073 Italian States, Sardinia (2): 25 Centesimi 1829 P nEF, and 
2 Lire 1827 P toned GVF with some black spots. £30 - £40

 
2074 Italy 50 Centesimi 1892 KM# 26. GVF/VF (scarce)

£120 - £140

 
2075 Italy, Kingdom of Napoleon silver 5 Lire 1809M, toned 

GVF, darker patch rev. £50 - £80

 
2076 Italy, Papal States silver Giulio of Pope Clement XII 

c.1734, toned VF/GVF £30 - £40

2077 Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney Penny 19th Century 
undated, Obverse Druids Head left PURE COPPER 
PREFERABLE TO PAPER. PENNY TOKEN, Davis 7 
Fine with a small spot on the bust, Very Rare £280 - £300

 
2078 Mexican silver pillar dollar 8 reales 1736 Mo, EF 

£220 - £240

 

 
2079 Mexico Spanish colonial silver 8 Reales 1806 Mo TH, 

iridescent toned GVF, a few light scratches. £40 - £50
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2080 New Zealand Halfpenny Token 1858, T.S. Forsaith, 
Manchester House, Auckland, corroded Fine. £25 - £30

 

 
2081 New Zealand Penny Token 1864 B.Gittos, Leather 

Merchant, Auckland KM#Tn22 NVF Rare £140 - £150

 

 
2082 Nigeria Shilling 1962 Trial piece with "Trial" struck on 

obverse and reverse KM# TS1. GEF £30 - £40

 
 

 
2083 Norway 1 Krone 1879 lightly toned EF-GEF, rare in this 

grade. £250 - £350

 
 

2084 Palestine 20 Mils 1935 VF 
£30 - £35

 
 

2085 Russia (2): Poltina (1/2 Rouble) 1855 HI GVF, and 
Nicolas II 50 Kopeks 1914 iridescent GEF £40 - £50

 
 

 
2086 Sarawak 5 Cents 1908H KM#8 VF/GVF with some 

hairlines, the edge milling irregular at 3 and 9 o'clock, 
slanted rather than vertical milling, viewing 
recommended £75 - £85

 
 

 
2087 Sierra Leone Trial 5 Centesimos, similar to KM# TS1 

but missing MBLAT at top and with "Z" in number 5 
instead of "HA". GEF £30 - £40

 
 

2088 South Africa 10 Rand 2002 Gold Proof FDC in the green 
box of issue with certificate £70 - £80

 

 
 

2089 South Africa Crown 1892 Single shaft KM#8.1 VF and 
nicely toned, a good problem-free example £150 - £180

2090 South Africa (2): Reproduction Crown 1947, and a 
uniface (reverse) only 1952 crown, potential trial piece or 
otherwise obverse sanded off. £20 - £30

2091 Mauritius 10 Cents 1877H, GVF 
£60 - £70

2092 Straits Settlements 1/4 Cent 1884 VF 
£40 - £45

2093 Straits Settlements 1/4 Cent 1905 nVF 
£30 - £35

 
2094 Straits Settlements 5 Cents 1877 near Fine 

£140 - £150

 

 
2095 Straits Settlements 50 Cents 1920 EF 

£30 - £40

 
2096 Straits Settlements Half Cent 1872 Fair. 

£30 - £35

 
2097 Straits Settlements Half Cent 1908 nVF 

£30 - £35

 
2098 Straits Settlements One Cent (2): 1897 GF 

£40 - £45
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2099 Sudan 1 Millieme Reverse uniface trial, undated, struck 

in gold, legend in English text, Weight 8.97 grammes, 
unlisted by Krause, Lustrous UNC and choice £700 - £750

 

 
2100 Sudan 1 Millim Obverse uniface trial, undated, struck in 

gold on a 21mm flan, value surrounded by an ornate 
group of flower sprigs, Arabic legend above and below, 
8.96 grammes, unlisted by Krause, Lustrous UNC and 
choice £700 - £750

 

 
2101 Sudan 1 Millim Obverse uniface trial, undated, struck in 

silver on a 21mm flan, value surrounded by an ornate 
group of flower sprigs, Arabic legend above and below, 
4.74 grammes, unlisted by Krause, Lustrous UNC and 
choice £180 - £200

 

 
2102 Sudan 10 Milliemes uniface trial, undated, legend 

REPUBLIC SUDAN 10 MILLIEMES elephant facing 
left above value, struck in gold, weight 11.33 grammes, 
unlisted by Krause, Lustrous UNC £700 - £750

 

 
2103 Sudan 10 Milliemes uniface trial, undated, legend 

REPUBLIC SUDAN 10 MILLIEMES elephant facing 
left above value, weight 4.90 grammes, unlisted by 
Krause, weakly struck on the elephant, Lustrous UNC £120 - £150

 
 

 
2104 Sudan 5 Millim AH1389 (1969) Reverse uniface trial 

struck in aluminium? On an 8-sided scalloped edge flan, 
the rim highly raised or 'tapped up', weight 4.56 
grammes, Prooflike and Lustrous UNC £120 - £150

 
2105 Sweden 1 Krona 1877 lightly toned Unc, rare in this 

grade. £250 - £350

 
2106 Sweden 2 Kronor 1876 EB, 5mm date, lightly toned EF, 

tiny edge nick. £120 - £160

 
2107 Swiss Cantons, Bern 5 Batzern 1818 GEF prooflike fields

£40 - £60

2108 Switzerland 5 Francs 1907B, aVF, scratch above 
portrait. £40 - £50

2109 USA Buffalo Nickel 5 Cents 1914S VF 
£40 - £50

2110 USA Cent 1846 medium date, GVF 
£40 - £45

2111 USA Cent 1871 (bold "N") VG 
£20 - £25

 
2112 USA Colonial Pitt Token Halfpenny 1766 aVF 

£850 - £950

2113 USA Colonial St Patrick Farthing, Fair, green patina.
£50 - £60

 
2114 USA Colonial St. Patrick Halfpenny 17thC, Good with 

a clear brass plug (as issued, an anti-counterfeiting 
measure) £100 - £120

 

 
2115 USA Colonial Woods Halfpenny 1722 second type, harp 

at right, GF, mis-cut flan. £40 - £50
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2116 USA Dollar 1883cc (Carson city) Unc 

£80 - £100

2117 USA Dollar 1884cc (Carson city) Unc. boxed with 
certificate £60 - £80

2118 USA Draped Bust Cent 1803, small date, large fraction, 
Fine. £85 - £95

 
2119 USA Gold Dollar 1852 EF 

£140 - £150

 
2120 USA Gold Dollar 1853O, EF, tiny surface marks. 

£200 - £220

2121 USA Gold Dollar 1856 VF 
£100 - £110

 
2122 USA Gold Eagle 1910 AU 

£420 - £440

 
2123 USA Gold $10 1911D GVF 

£450 - £500

2124 USA Gold $5 1901 GEF, small scratch.
£200 - £220

 
2125 USA Half Dollar 1828 curl base 'no knob' 2, GVF, edge 

nick. £40 - £50

 
2126 USA Indian Head Cent 1886 Var 2, AU

£180 - £190

2127 USA Indian Head Cent 1886 Var 2, VF, metal flaw at 
edge. £30 - £40

2128 USA Indian Head Cents (2): 1864 GVF countermarked 
A.H.N, and 1865 VF £40 - £50

 
2129 USA Morgan Silver Dollar 1878 CC, UNC with tiny 

surface marks. £200 - £220

2130 USA Morgan Silver Dollar 1886 BU 
£40 - £50

2131 USA Morgan Silver Dollar 1886 lightly toned UNC
£40 - £50

2132 USA Peace Dollars (2): 1922 and 1923, high grade.
£40 - £50

 
2133 USA Post-Colonial Connecticut Copper 1787 Draped 

Bust Facing Left, VG £60 - £80

2134 USA Post-Colonial George Washington 'North Wales' 
Halfpenny Fair, a few edge knocks. £70 - £80

 
2135 USA Standing Liberty Quarter 1917D, Variety 1 - no 

stars below eagle, EF-GEF £200 - £220

 
2136 USA $20 1904 EF

£900 - £1000

 
2137 USA $5 1909D GVF

£225 - £250

 
2138 USA (2): Half Dollar 1860 O nF, and Quarter 1929 GVF

£25 - £35

 
2139 USA (3): Liberty Seated Dime 1837 small date VF, Half 

Dime 1856 Good, and 3-Cent 1860 Fine. £80 - £100
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2140 USA, American Colonial, French Colonies Sou Token 

1767 countermarked RF, VF £50 - £60

 
 

Bulk Coin Lots 
 

2141 Accumulation of mainly South Africa, East Africa in a 
small tub includes silver issues £60 - £80

2142 Alderney / Guernsey Silver Proof One Pounds (11) FDC 
in hard plastic capsules with a selection of certificates £50 - £60

2143 An assortment of GB silver (George III - Edward VII) 
mixed grades with some being GF or better, viewing 
recommended £275 - £325

2144 Australia approx 95 predecimal coins including much 
silver, mixed grade. £60 - £80

2145 Austria Maria Theresa Thalers (6) All 1780 re-strikes. VF 
- GEF £45 - £50

2146 Austro-Hungarian commemorative silver 2 Guldens 
1854 and 1879 EF, plus 1 Corona 1915 EF, and 2 
Corona 1912 GVF £100 - £140

2147 Belgian Silver (10) large denomination 19th-20thC 
mixed grade. £45 - £55

2148 Canada, accumulation of coins 19th-20thC including 
silver. £80 - £120

2149 Canada, collection of twelve silver Dollars , mixed dates 
and grades from the 1930s - 70s £80 - £100

2150 Channel Islands, collection of Silver Proof, Mint sets / 
Proof sets etc. £60 - £80

2151 Channel Islands, mixed coins 19th-20thC, plus sets and 
commemoratives including silver. £50 - £70

2152 Channel Isles (19) all pre 1900 noted Jersey 1/48th 
Shilling 1877H EF £30 - £50

2153 China (7) Kwang-Tung milled silver and nickel minors, 
mixed grade (one holed) £30 - £40

2154 Chinese Cash, a 'bank packet' full of mixed unidentified 
cash coins. £30 - £40

2155 Coin Covers (21) British and World, an album of 
Westminster Millennium issues plus various including 
Royal Mint/Royal Mail, noted USA 1oz Silver Eagle 
2000, Canada 1oz Silver Maple Leaf 2000 £70 - £90

2156 Collection of British, World and Ancient coins housed in 
a very old cabinet of 7 trays, includes silver. £280 - £320

2157 Collection of mainly GB in high grade, Victoria - George 
VI, many from the 1930s / 40s £120 - £150

2158 Cook Islands, Set of 12 silver Proof Dollars (20g of 50% 
silver) depicting depicting famous people / events from 
British history. all FDC in hard plastic capsules with 
certificates £60 - £80

2159 Cyprus (12) silver coins 19th-20thC from circulation. 
£40 - £50

2160 Cyprus (5): 45 Piastres 1928 x2 VF and EF, 18 Piastres 
1938 EF, 18 Piastres 1940 UNC, and Shilling 1947 aEF £60 - £80

2161 Denmark & Norway (5) 18th-19thC mostly copper, 
noted 2 Skilling Danske Skille Mynt 1803 GVF etc. £100 - £110

2162 Denmark (56) 19th-20thC mostly copper, a few silver 
noted. £40 - £50

2163 Ethiopia, a 'bank packet' full of mostly 20thC coinage, 
some 19thC silver minors noted. £30 - £40

2164 France (approx 6.6Kg) a mixed assortment from the 
1850s - 1950s, no silver but the rest unchecked for rare 
dates/ varietys £60 - £80

2165 France, accumulation of coins, from 17thC and earlier to 
20thC including silver. £100 - £140

2166 French Indo-China (7) early 20thC including high grade 
silver minors. £100 - £110

2167 French Indo-China (8) 19th-20thC assortment. 
£40 - £50

2168 GB 1965 Halfpennies, £5 face in a sack, uncirculated 
(buyer collects). £40 - £50

2169 GB 1967 Halfpennies, a sack full, uncirculated (buyer 
collects). £40 - £50

2170 GB base commemorative coins in presentation packs (36)
£50 - £60

2171 GB Brass Threepences ( 18) 1937 to 1945 various, mostly 
high grade. £35 - £45

2172 GB Bronze (4): Halfpenny 1865 VF, Pennies: 1901 EF, 
1906 lustrous AU, and 1909 aEF £60 - £80

2173 GB Cartwheel Copper Twopences 1797 (2) Fine. 
£20 - £30

2174 GB Cartwheel Twopences (8) VG - aVF with the usual 
edge nicks / digs etc £100 - £120

2175 GB Coins (21) 18th-20thC mostly copper bronze, a few 
silver, mixed mostly low grade, plus a couple of French 
bronze medallions relating to Napoleon Bonaparte 
(probably not contemporary) £25 - £35

2176 GB Coins (28) a collection 18th-20thC mixed grade 
including silver. £40 - £60

2177 GB Coins (42) 19th-20thC (plus a short cross hammered 
penny) assortment including much silver, noted Florin 
1909 VF-GVF £140 - £180

2178 GB Coins (42) mostly copper, 17th-20thC, mixed grade.
£120 - £140

2179 GB Coins, pre-decimal collection in a tub, including 
silver. £60 - £80

2180 GB Commemoratives, Sets and Silver Proofs, a collection 
1970s-1990s, noted 1996 silver proof set, many cased 
Royal Mint items, plus a few misc. coins & banknotes etc. £120 - £140

2181 GB copper in mainly low grade (approx 3.2Kg) Charles 
II - Victoria £40 - £60

2182 GB Copper Victorian Pennies (11) a mixture from 1853 
- 1858 (no 1856). nVF - GVF £120 - £150

2183 GB Copper & Bronze (33) 18th-19thC assortment, mixed 
grade. £50 - £60

2184 GB Copper & Bronze (39) 17th-19thC, mixed grade.
£60 - £80

2185 GB Copper & Bronze (4): Penny 1874 GF, Penyn 1877 
F, Farthing 1838 x2 F and VF £30 - £35

2186 GB Copper & Bronze (75) 18th-20thC, mixed grade.
£100 - £120

2187 GB Copper & Bronze, large quantity Victorian, mixed 
grade. £60 - £80

2188 GB Copper (19) 18th-19thC mixed grade. 
£40 - £50

2189 GB Copper (3): Penny 1806 brown EF, Halfpenny 1799 
similar, and Farthing 1806 VF £60 - £80

2190 GB Copper, large quantity pre-Victorian mxied grade.
£60 - £80

2191 GB Crowns (10) All Victoria JH, average Fine 
£140 - £180

2192 GB Crowns (10) All Victoria OH, average Fine 
£140 - £180

2193 GB Crowns (10) All Victoria (JH) Average Fine 
£140 - £160

2194 GB Crowns (10) All Victoria (OH) Near Fine - Fine
£150 - £180

2195 GB Crowns (11) 1696 to 1937 various, mixed grade.
£180 - £200

2196 GB Crowns (15): 1893 LVI toned VF-GVF, 1893 LVII 
VG, 1894 LVII Fine, 1894 LVIII VG, 1895 LVIII nF, 
1895 LIX nF, 1896 LIX cleaned nF, 1896 LX nF, 1897 
LXI Fine, 1898 LXI Fine, 1898 LXII Fine, 1899 LXII 
Fine, 1899 LXIII GF, 1900 LXIII cleaned nVF, and 
1900 LXIV VG £225 - £275

2197 GB Crowns (18) George III x 6, George IV x 4, Victoria 
YH, JH x3 & OHx4. Poor - nF £180 - £220

2198 GB Crowns (2): 1844 cinquefoils VG, and 1844 stars 
toned VF £80 - £100

 

2199 GB Crowns (2): 1887 x2 toned EF 
£60 - £80
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2200 GB Crowns (3): 1819 x2 Fine, and 1821 Secundo VF 
£70 - £90

2201 GB Crowns (3): 1889 F, 1890 GVF, and 1891 plugged 
GF £50 - £60

2202 GB Crowns (4) 1889 GF couple of edge knocks, 1890 
nVF, 1892 GF & 1899LXIII GF £60 - £70

2203 GB Crowns (4): 1887 nEF cleaned and artificially toned, 
1896 LX GVF artificial tone(?) oily, 1897 LXI toned VF, 
and 1900 LXIV aritificially toned VF £80 - £100

2204 GB Crowns (5) 1935x3 & 1937x2. EF - GEF 
£60 - £70

2205 GB Crowns (5) All Victoria (OH) Average Fine 
£80 - £90

2206 GB Crowns (5): 1819 LX nF, 1820 LX VG, 1822 Tertio 
Fair, scratched, 1844 stars GF ex-mount repaired, and 
1845 cinquefoils Fine, surface marks. £80 - £120

2207 GB Crowns (5): 1822 to 1937 various, mixed grade. 
£70 - £80

2208 GB Crowns (6) 1935x5 & 1937. nVF - GVF (one cleaned) 
£50 - £60

2209 GB Crowns (6) All Victoria (JH) Average GF 
£90 - £110

2210 GB Crowns (6): George III to Victoria Jubilee 1890, 
various, mixed grade. £100 - £120

2211 GB Crowns (8) All Victoria (JH) Average Fine 
£120 - £150

2212 GB Crowns (approx 11Kg) all Churchill 1965, EF - GEF 
£90 - £100

2213 GB Crowns (approx 9.8Kg) all seem to be Cu- Ni 1965, 
72 & 77. EF - Unc £80 - £90

2214 GB Double-Florins (3) 1887 arabic 1 x2 VF, and 1887 
roman I EF £60 - £80

2215 GB Double-Florins (3): 1889 x2 GF, nEF, and 1890 GVF 
£40 - £50

2216 GB Double - Florins (10) VG - GF includes 1889 inv 1. 
£100 - £120

2217 GB Double - Florins (5) average VF 
£60 - £70

2218 GB Edward VII Silver (4) Florin, Shilling, Sixpence & 
Threepence, all dated 1910 average EF £100 - £120

2219 GB Executive Proof Sets (5) 2000, 2001, 2006, 2007 & 
2008, aFDC - FDC some with scratching on boxes £80 - £100

2220 GB Farthings, a collection in a Lindner tray, bun head 
bronze to QEII, mixed grade, later dates with lustre. £60 - £80

2221 GB Farthings, large quantity mixed (buyer collects) 
£40 - £50

2222 GB Farthings, pre-Victorian copper, a 'bank packet' full, 
from circulation. £40 - £60

2223 GB Farthings, Victorian, a 'bank packet' full, from 
circulation. £40 - £50

2224 GB Florins (4): 1849 VF, 1853 scratched VF, 1887 
Jubilee AU, and 1900 Fine. £60 - £70

2225 GB Florins (9) Edward VII : 1902 to 1910 date run, VG 
to GF, including 1905 VG £50 - £70

2226 GB Florins, a collection 1911 to 1970 (56), noted 1916, 
1917 EF, 1925 (scarce) GVF, 1927 Proof, 1930 GVF, 
1932 (scarce) VF, average VF and better, a good lot in a 
storage box, worth viewing. £300 - £350

2227 GB Fractional Farthings (7): Half, Third and Quarter 
Farthings, 1839 to 1885, mixed grade. £40 - £50

2228 GB George V Silver (4) Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling & 
Sixpence, all dated 1928. EF - GEF £40 - £50

2229 GB George V Silver (5) Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, 
Sixpence & Threepence, all dated 1911. GVF - EF £50 - £60

2230 GB Halfcrowns (3): 1874 toned GVF, 1887 VF, and 1897 
VF £50 - £70

2231 GB Halfcrowns (3): 1917 small head x2 VG and VF, and 
1818 VG £25 - £35

2232 GB Halfcrowns (4): 1671 VG, 1686 poor, 1689 Fine, and 
1697 creased Fair. £50 - £60

2233 GB Halfcrowns (8) 1874 to 1900 various, mixed grade. 
£50 - £60

2234 GB Halfcrowns (8): 1817 cleaned GF, 1819 cleaned Fine, 
1836 nVF edge nicks, 1887 Jubilee cleaned VF, 1893 
cleaned GVF, 1896 toned VF, 1900 toned VF scratched, 
and 1935 EF, plus a Florin 1887 Jubilee GEF, tone spot. £140 - £180

2235 GB Halfcrowns (9) 1817-1916 various Fair to nEF 
£80 - £100

2236 GB Halfpennies (20) young Victoria to George V, mixed 
grade, lustre noted. £40 - £50

2237 GB Maundy oddments (7) Twopences 1705 & 1746 
along with Pennies 1739, 1800, 1902, 1911 & 1961. 
Mixed grades £100 - £120

2238 GB Maundy Oddments (8) 18th-19thC mixed grade, 
high grade noted. £60 - £80

2239 GB Mint Sets (25) 1984, 85, 86, 87, 90x2, 94, 95x3, 96x3, 
97, 99, 2001, 2008 twin packs x2, 2010, 2011, 2012 (two 
types), 2013 (8 coins), 2014 (8 coins) & 2016 (8 coins) £150 - £200

 

 
 

2240 GB One Pound Silver Proof Piedforts (5) 1988, 93, 96 97 
& 1999. All Boxed as issued £60 - £80

2241 GB Pennies (11) 1895 to 1922 various, lustre noted.
£50 - £60

2242 GB Pennies (11) 1896, 1901, 18, 20, 37, 38, 39, 40, 47, 
48 & 1949. GEF - Unc with varying lustre £40 - £50

2243 GB Pennies (3) 1841 no colon VF, 1848/7GVF, and 
1858 toned nEF £35 - £45

2244 GB Pennies (80) a collection from Queen Victoria to 
George VI, in four album pages, some high grade GV 
and GVI noted. £50 - £60

2245 GB Pennies (8) 1894, 1896-1898 multiple, with lustre.
£50 - £70

2246 GB Pennies: 'Ducket Coin Display Wallet for Pennies of 
Great Britain 1902-1967' full, from circulation. £20 - £30

2247 GB Proof Sets (26) All flat pack types. aFDC - FDC
£75 - £85

2248 GB Proof Sets (32) a mixture from 1983 - 2000. aFDC -
FDC £160 - £200

2249 GB Proof Sets 1950 x3 in cardboard cases, two nFDC, 
one slightly corroded. £80 - £100

2250 GB Proof Sets (11) 1989 - 1999 (no 1992 but extra 1997). 
FDC All in the red leather case £100 - £120

2251 GB Proof Sets (11) 1989 - 1999. FDC boxed as issued
£110 - £130

2252 GB Proof Sets (11) all flat pack 1971- 1982 (no 
1976).aFDC - FDC £40 - £50

2253 GB Proof Sets (12) all flat pack 1971- 1982. aFDC - FDC
£45 - £50

2254 GB Proof Sets (20) 1983(3), 84(2), 85(2), 86 - 91 then 93 -
99. aFDC - FDC (some have slight toning) in the blue 
cases of issue £80 - £100

2255 GB Proof Sets (20) 1986 - 2003, 2007 & 2008. aFDC -
FDC £180 - £220

2256 GB Proof Sets (20) standard and flat packs. 
£80 - £100

2257 GB Proof Sets (22) Standard 1983x2, 84, 85x2, 86x2, 87, 
88, 93, 95x2, 96, 97 & 1998 along with Red leather 1986, 
89, 91, 94, 97x2 & 1999. aFDC - FDC some earlier sets 
may have signs of slight toning £150 - £180

2258 GB Proof Sets (22) standard and flat packs. 
£80 - £120

2259 GB Proof Sets (2) both 1970 aFDC - FDC 
£15 - £20

2260 GB Proof Sets (5) Premium issue 2015. Collectors edition 
2013, 2014 & 2015 & Final edition 2015 (the16 coin set 
struck in silver). All FDC boxed as issued £150 - £200

2261 GB Proof Sets (6): Deluxe 1993, Deluxe 2001, and 
Standard 'Blue': 1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999. £60 - £70

 

2262 GB Proof Sets (7) 2000 - 2006. FDC boxed as issued
£120 - £140

 

2263 GB Proof Sets: 6x red deluxe and a 2000 standard.
£40 - £60
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2264 GB Sets: A 1953 Proof Set along with a 2013 £5 coin in 
a 1953-2013 Westminster cased set, together with a set of 
16x gold-plated QEII 1953-2013 photographic coins in a 
Westminster box, and a large Cook Islands gold-plated 
$5 photographic coin - Birth of Prince George, mostly 
FDC (scratch noted on 1953 penny) £55 - £65

2265 GB Shillings (3) 1893 choice toned GEF-AU 
£60 - £90

2266 GB Shillings (3): 1711 VG, 1723 SSC VF, and 1817 VF 
£30 - £40

2267 GB Silver Proof 50p's (5): 1992, 1994, 1998 (2) and 2000, 
together with Two-Coin Sets: 10p 1992, 5p 1990, 50p 
1997, and £2 1989, all FDC cased as issued with certs. £70 - £80

2268 GB Silver Proof boxed items (15) includes five One 
Pound Piedforts. aFDC - FDC all boxed some with 
certificates £80 - £120

2269 GB Silver Proof Cased Commemoratives (20) Royal 
Mint 1980s-2000s. £80 - £120

2270 GB Silver Proof Five Pounds (12) All "A Celebration of 
Britain" Olympic issues in hard plastic capsules and 
housed in a Westminster box with certificates, (two coins 
duplicated). £150 - £180

2271 GB Silver Proof One Pounds (18): 1983 to 1995, 1997, 
1998, 1999, 2001 and 2002, aFDC to FDC all cased as 
issued, a few toned. £120 - £140

 

 
 

2272 GB Silver Proof One Pounds (7) .1985, 94, 95(2), 96(2) & 
1997. FDC boxed as issued £50 - £70

2273 GB Silver Proof Piedfort 20p's (3) in Royal Mint cases, 
two with certs. £20 - £30

 

 
 

2274 GB Silver Proof Two Pounds (10) 1994, 95 (Dove) x 3, 95 
(UN) x3, 96, 97. All Standard issue with a 1998 Piedfort. 
aFDC - FDC boxed as issued £100 - £120

2275 GB Silver Proof Two Pounds (5): 1986 x2, 1995, 1996 
and 1999, together with Silver Proof £1 1983, all boxed 
FDC as issued with certs (damage to case of 1995 £2) £45 - £55

2276 GB Silver Proof £5s / Crowns (8) 1997 "Golden 
Anniversary", 1999 "Diana", 2000 "Millennium", 2000 
"Centenary" (Piedfort), 2000 "Centenary", 2002 
"Memorial", 2002 "Golden Jubilee" & 2005 "Trafalgar" 
. All FDC boxed as isssued £130 - £160

2277 GB Silver Threepences (614) mixed. 
£200 - £240

2278 GB Silver (13) Victorian Florins to Threepence, mixed 
grade. £40 - £60

2279 GB Silver (15) 19th-20thC Crowns to Threepence, mixed 
grade. £80 - £100

2280 GB Silver (18) Victorian Threepences to Double-Florin 
assortment, mixed grade, high grade noted. £80 - £100

2281 GB Silver (19) Edward VII, Halfcrowns to Sixpences, 
mixed grade from circulation. £60 - £80

2282 GB Silver (23) 19-20thC assortment, Florins to 
Threepences, mixed grade. £90 - £120

2283 GB Silver (35) 17th-20thC mixed grades and 
denominations. £90 - £120

2284 GB Silver (3): Halfcrown 1825 GF, Shilling 1825 aVF, 
and Shilling 1826 F-GF £30 - £40

2285 GB Silver (7) sixpences and shillings 1758 to 1821 
various, mixed grade. £30 - £40

2286 GB Silver (84) 20thC collection from Threepences to 
Halfcrowns, housed in two Lindner trays. £100 - £120

2287 GB Silver (95) Pre-47 mixed grade from circulation, 
noted 2x 1935 and 1x 1937 crowns in better grade. 
Approx. 1115g altogether. £190 - £220

2288 GB Sixpences (4): 1887 Jubilee shield GVF, ditto wreath 
nEF, 1902 GVF, 1910 VF, £50 - £80

2289 GB Sixpences (approx 4.8Kg) all seem to be post 1947 
from circulation £40 - £50

2290 GB Threehalfpences (4) 1836-1843, GF to aEF 
£30 - £40

2291 GB Two Pound Silver Proofs (8) Standard 1986, 95, 96 
& 97. Piedforts 1994, 95, 96 & 1997. All FDC boxed as 
issued £80 - £100

2292 GB Unc Sets (19) 1980s-2000s 
£50 - £70

2293 GB Year Sets, Type Sets and Whitman Folders (43) plus 
a small album of predecimal. £40 - £50

 

 
 

2294 GB "Royal Mint" Year sets (16) 1994 - 2008, All BU as 
issued £80 - £120

2295 GB & Commonwealth Crowns: GB 1935, 1937 x3, 1951 
x3, 1960 x4 (including polished dies), 1953 etc; Australia 
1937 x2, South Africa 5 Shillings 1947, 1949 and 1950, 
VF to EF in a Westminster case. £70 - £80

2296 GB & World assortment 18th-20thC (mostly 20thC), a 
shoebox full of material sorted into bags, majority 
predecimal GB including much silver. £150 - £200

2297 GB & World Coins, housed in two large sliding trays, 
including much pre-decimal silver, late 19th to 20thC. £150 - £170

2298 GB & World Proof Sets (25) 1970s and early '80s Royal 
Mint 'flat packs', 3x UK, and the rest produced for a wide
range of other, mostly commonwealth, countries. £120 - £160

2299 GB & World, a large collection of mostly GB predecimal 
in bags and tubs, in two boxes, includes much silver; also 
noted Virgin Islands proof set 1973, toned. (Buyer 
Collects) £200 - £300

2300 GB & World, small collection in a Lighthouse carry case: 
Halfcrowns (12) 1939-1946 VF-EF, 1947-1970 proof (a 
few dates missing) VF-EF; GB Coppe including 2x 1854 
Pennies GVF, Victorian Shillings, Sixpences, 
Threehalfpence etc, plus a few tokens, medallions, world 
coins, etc. £80 - £90

2301 German East Africa (7) 19th-early 20thC silver and 
copper, mixed grade. £40 - £60

 
2302 German State Prussia silver Thalers and 5 Marks (4) 

19thC mixed grade. £35 - £45
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2303 Germany (3): 2x 1 Mark 1875C lightly toned aUnc and 
patchy tone EF, and 50 Pfennig 1876C lightly toned 
UNC £55 - £75

2304 Germany, a small tub full of 19th-20thC mixed coins, 
silver noted. £50 - £70

2305 Gibraltar Bicentenary of the Battle of Trafalgar Five 
Pound Crowns 2005 a 24 Coin Set crown sized and in 
silver each with a different reverse design aFDC - FDC 
in a "Westminster" £225 - £275

 

 
 

2306 Golden Wedding Anniversary Coin Collection 1997 a 24 
coin set from a variety of countries mostly Crown-sized 
and in Silver Proof aFDC to FDC, in a "Westminster" 
box with a selection of certificates £225 - £275

2307 Hong Kong & Malaysia, mostly 20thC collection in an 
album. £40 - £50

2308 India Silver Rupees (17) 1835 to 1945 various, mixed 
grade. £60 - £80

2309 India (26) early to mid 20thC mostly nickel assortment. 
£60 - £70

2310 India (31) 19th-20thC mostly base metal assortment. 
£40 - £50

2311 India (4) scarce George V nickel 2 Annas 1919 x2 EF-
GEF, and 4 Annas 1919 x2 nVF and aEF £100 - £110

2312 Indian States (27) copper coins, mixed.
£100 - £120

2313 India, a small tub full of 19th-20thC mixed coins, silver 
noted. £60 - £80

2314 Ireland Pre-Euro Coinage, approx. £102 face. 
£40 - £50

2315 Ireland Ten Shillings (9) All 1966 silver issue GEF - Unc 
£60 - £80

2316 Ireland, large quantity of mixed predecimal coins, silver 
noted (collection recommended) £50 - £60

2317 Italy, small selction of mainly mid 20th century in a small 
tub £30 - £35

2318 Japan 22x large oval 100 Mon cash coins, plus 4x misc. 
including silver minors. £35 - £45

2319 Japan (24) 19th-20thC assortment including silver. 
£30 - £40

2320 Large accumulation of GB & Commonwealth crowns 
and sets, world proof sets, an album of stamps, 
predecimal coins etc., in two boxes (buyer collects). £100 - £200

 
2321 Liverpool 800th Anniversary 2007 an eleven piece set all 

Crown sized and in silver showing different famous 
people and place associated with Liverpool aFDC in a 
London Mint Office box and comes with a large 
hardback book £80 - £100

 
2322 Malaysia, Straits Settlements (68) 19th-20thC, mixed 

grade, silver noted. £40 - £50

2323 Medallions (47) white medal medals on bar brooch 
suspension, to celebrate the Coronation of Queen 
Elizabeth II 1953, in original boxes, probably 
Commonwealth issued. £100 - £120

2324 Netherlands Silver, a 'bank packet' full of mostly 20thC 
mixed silver coins, a few earlier. £80 - £100

2325 Norway (37) 19th-20thC coins, mostly copper, a few 
silver minors noted. £40 - £50

2326 Panama (20) in an album page, 20thC collection 
including silver. £40 - £45

2327 Purse containing a small quantity of mainly German 
Silver 5M (8) along with a few other base metal 
tokens/coins £20 - £25

2328 Replica "rare" coins (11) all struck in Silver and issued by 
the "London Mint" in hard plastic capsules with some 
paperwork £30 - £40

2329 Royal Mint Sets, Uncirculated in folders 1982-2006 
(missing 2004) x24, with various other Royal Mint packs 
including £5 (12), 42 in total, in a wooden box. £150 - £160

2330 Royal Mint: Two Pounds 2002 Commonwealth Games
four-coin set, silver proofs FDC boxed as issued with 
certificate, plus similar base UNC Set in presentation 
pack. £80 - £90

2331 Russia (19) copper and silver 18th-20thC, mixed grade.
£40 - £60

2332 Sarawak & Borneo (12) 19th-20thC, mixed grade. 
£50 - £60

2333 South Africa Crowns (11) a mixture of dates from the 
1950s & 1960s in various grades £40 - £45

2334 South Africa (24) Kruger silver and bronze 19thC mixed 
grade. £60 - £80

2335 South America (25) 19th-20thC coins including slver.
£40 - £60

2336 Southern Rhodesia Crowns (3) 1953, GVF-AU 
£25 - £35

2337 Spain and Colonial (16) silver and copper, 18th-20thC 
mixed grade, 8 Reales 1741 Mo MF pitted VF noted etc. £60 - £80

2338 Stacker box of mainly GB / Australia sets, loose coins etc. 
Needs sorting £60 - £80

2339 Stacker box of mainly World boxed silver proofs 
(individual coins & sets). many with certificates £325 - £375

2340 Stacker box of mixed GB silver proof items, sets etc
£70 - £80

2341 Straits Settlements (10) 19th-20thC assortment. 
£30 - £35

2342 Sweden (92) 18th to 20thC assortment, mostly copper, 
some silver noted. £60 - £80

2343 Switzerland (62) 19th-20thC mixed coins including 
silver. £50 - £70

2344 Thailand (2) a piece of 'tiger tongue' money and 'canoe 
money'. £40 - £50

2345 The Royal house of Windsor gold collection. A twelve 
coin set from Tristan da Cunha with each coin struck in 
9ct gold. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules and 
housed in a plush wooden box with certificates (originally 
purchased for nearly £1080) £140 - £160

2346 Tub of mixed coins / banknotes, mainly kiloware 
£15 - £20

2347 Two Stacker boxes of mainly GB copper in albums, 
whitman folders etc. (Heavy) £60 - £80

2348 Two Stacker boxes of mixed GB/World proof items , 
boxed sets etc, needs sorting £100 - £120

2349 UK Proof Sets: Flatpacks 1970-1982 inclusive (13), Blue 
Sets: 1985, 1986, 1993-1999 (9), Executive Sets: 2000, 
2002, plus 2002 Commonwealth Games (4), 26 in total, 
in a wooden box. £150 - £160

2350 UK Silver Proof Two Pounds: 1986, 1994, 1995 x2, 
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2001, FDC all cased with 
certs (9 in total) £70 - £80

 
2351 USA approx. $444 in coinage (buyer collects) 

£150 - £160

 
2352 USA collection of Jefferson Nickels 1950s-1980s, in four 

album pages. £30 - £40
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2353 USA Dollars in high grade (5) 1886, 1889, 1921 Morgan, 
1922 Peace x 2. £75 - £85

2354 USA Large Cents (6) 1803 to 1853 mixed grade. 
£40 - £60

2355 USA Morgan Silver Dollars (14) mixed grade. 
£100 - £140

2356 USA Silver Dollars (10) a mixture of Morgan & Peace 
types, VG - VF £100 - £120

2357 USA Silver Dollars (10) mostly Morgans, mixed grade. 
£80 - £120

2358 USA Silver Half Dollars (12) Columbian Exposistion 
1892 x 2, walking liberty x 9 & 1963. Mixed grades £50 - £60

2359 USA Silver Peace Dollars (10) mixed grade. 
£80 - £120

2360 USA Silver Peace Dollars (7) mixed grade. 
£60 - £80

2361 USA Small collection of Proof / mint items. Mostly 
boxed with certificates £30 - £40

2362 USA (23) USA Kennedy Half Dollars, mixed grade. 
£30 - £35

2363 USA (5) commemorative coins, mostly silver 1971 to 
1991 including proof Eagles. £35 - £45

2364 USA (5) Nickels x4: 1887, 1899, 1900 and 1905, Fair to 
aVG, plus Cent 1825 Good. £30 - £40

2365 USA, accumulation in a small tub, includes silver , Indian 
head cents etc £60 - £80

2366 USA, Walking Liberty silver 1oz Dollars (30) a mixture 
of dates with all having coloured reverses. GEF - Unc in 
hard plastic capsules £350 - £400

2367 World Coins (20) 18th-20thC assortment including silver 
noted Austrian Thaler 1858 with unclear countermark 
obv. £40 - £45

2368 World Coins (56) 19th-20thC collection including silver, 
high grade noted. £100 - £140

2369 World Coins, a collection in 4 albums, ancient to 
modern, including silver (a chemical residue has 
accumulated on some of the coins). £300 - £400

 
2370 World Coins, an old accumulation in a small box, 

includes silver, noted Chinese base milled coins, Indian 
States fractional rupees, needs sorting. £100 - £150

 
2371 World Coins, assortment in a small tub, hammered to 

modern including silver. £220 - £240

 
2372 World Crown size silver coins (17) a mixture of 19th & 

20th Century, mixed grades £150 - £200

 
2373 World in an old cigar box, a good mixture with many pre 

1900, needs viewing £80 - £120

 
2374 World in an old money box, includes many pre 1900 

£30 - £50

 
2375 World in an old tin moneybox, silver & pre 1900 seen 

£40 - £50

 
 

2376 World Silver 1 Ounce pieces (9) GB Britannia (2), 
Australia Kookaburra (2) & Kangaroo, Canada Maple 
leaf x 2 & USA Walking Liberty x 2. aUnc - Unc £120 - £140

2377 World Silver Proof box items, includes Turks & Caicos, 
Canada, Australia, Bahamas etc, value in silver content £275 - £325

2378 World Silver Proof Crown size coins (24) All with a 
"Queen Mother" theme. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic 
capsules with a selection of certificates £250 - £300

2379 World Silver Proof Crown size coins (24) mixed themes. 
aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules with a selection of 
certificates and housed in a blue "Westminster" case £250 - £300

2380 World Silver Proof Crown size coins (35) some with 
coloured portrairs or gold on silver. All with a "Queen 
Mother" theme. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules 
with a selection of certificates £400 - £450

2381 World Silver Proof Crown size coins (40) some with gold 
on silver and three oval shaped. All with a "Queen 
Mother" theme. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules 
with a selection of certificates £450 - £500

2382 World silver Proof Crown size coins (41). aFDC - FDC 
with 40 in hard plastic capsules and housed in two boxes 
along with a selection of certificates £400 - £450

2383 World Silver Proof Crown size coins (70) All with a 
"Queen Mother" theme. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic 
capsules with a selection of certificates £750 - £850

2384 World Silver Proofs "Kings & Queens of Great Britain 
coin collection". A 29 coin set (28 Crown size) from 
various countries each depicting Monarchs from Egbert 
- Elizabeth II. aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules in a 
"Westminster" box with certificates £300 - £350

2385 World Silver Proofs (14) mixed sizes with nine being 
Crown size, aFDC - FDC in hard plastic capsules with a 
selection of certificates and housed in a blue 
"Westminster" case £100 - £120

2386 World silver Proofs (32) a mixture of Crown, Halfcrown 
& Pound size pieces, aFDC - FDC in a "Westminster" 
box £180 - £220

2387 World silver (approx 1.5Kg) mixed Countries / grades 
etc £350 - £400

2388 World silver (approx 1.5Kg) mixed Countries / grades 
etc £350 - £400

2389 World silver (approx 2.5Kg) mixed Countries / grades 
etc £550 - £600

2390 World (approx 7Kg) in two tins, pre 1900 seen 
£30 - £40

2391 World (aprrox 24Kg) seems to be kiloware but noted 
some redeemable currency along with USA Cents. £80 - £100

2392 World (mostly) silver coins, a nice quantity of widely 
assorted pieces. £150 - £180

2393 World (over 10Kg) includes low value redeemable 
currency £50 - £55

2394 World, a collection of mainly Eqypt, Turkish etc in a 
small tub, silver noted £60 - £80

2395 World, a collection of mainly Silver proof boxed items , 
single coins , sets etc £40 - £60

2396 World, a small accumulation with better types / 
Countries seen, inlcudes Palestine , USA etc £40 - £60

 
End of Auction in Room 1, Day 2
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Day 2, Room 2, 9.30am 
 

GB Stamps 
 

 
 

2397 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 1b lettered (GD-GE-GF-
GG) cut into along the base & r/h side, nicely struck red 
MX's, no thins, but some minor wrinkling, scarce 
multiple, cat for a PAIR £1250 £240 - £260

2398 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 2 (F-D) four margins, very 
close l/h side, good to fine used, cat £350 £40 - £45

2399 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 2 (P-E) four margins, fine 
used, no creases, but thin patch s/w corner, cat £350 £30 - £35

 

 
 

2400 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 2 (Q-E) fine used four 
margins, no creases, but thin l/h side, cat £350 £40 - £45

2401 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 2 (R-B) four margins, tied 
to large piece, Wymondham undated circular cancel, cat 
£350 £40 - £45

 

 
 

2402 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 3 (F-B) four margins, no 
creases, but tiny thin spot n/w corner, fine used cat £475 £50 - £55

 
2403 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 6 (A-B) four margins, red 

MX, no thins or creases, fine used, cat £350 £50 - £55

 

 
 

2404 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 6 (B-L) with four large 
margins, no thins or creases, cancelled with red MX, cat 
£375 superb used £90 - £100

 

 
 

2405 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 6 (N-H) fine used four good 
to large margins, no thins or creases, fine used, cat £350 £60 - £65

 
2406 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 6 (R-B) four margins, paper 

adhered to back, red MX, cat £350 £30 - £35

 
 

2407 GB - 1840 Penny Black Plate 8 (O-B) four good to large 
margins, very fine used, no creases, but small thin area, 
cat £500 £50 - £60

2408 GB - 1840 Penny Black (K-E) cancelled with fine red 
MX, three margins. Displayed in special folder £30 - £35

 

 
 

2409 GB - 1840 two pence blue Plate 2 (T-L) var.f (cancelled 
by red MX) three margins, clean reverse, no thins or 
creases, Good used, cat £1750 £180 - £200

 

 
 

2410 GB - 1841 twopence Blue Plate 3, strip of 7 (NB-NC-ND-
NE-NF-NG-NH) margin cut into along base, middle 
stamps NE is clear, retains original gum, couple of folds, 
some paper adherence. Good used £70 - £75

2411 GB - 1880's small lot of used commercial Postal 
Stationary Cards from various locations, mostly used 
with duplex cancels (approx 32) £20 - £25

2412 GB - 1923 George V Airmail Essays collection in special 
display folder (9) £30 - £35

2413 GB - 1s green QV SG211 mounted mint, some o/g, thin 
and folds noted, cat £275 £35 - £40

2414 GB - Box containing eight (8) albums, stockcards etc, with 
QV and later. Worth a good look £35 - £40

2415 GB - box of various Unmounted Mint material inc 
Yearbooks, Year Packs, loose sets and a few Booklets (qty) 
Needs viewing £100 - £120

2416 GB - Bundleware all pre-decimal, in two (2) boxes. 
Wildings, Commems and castles, to 10/-. Good lot for 
seeking varieties (Buyer collects) £25 - £30

2417 GB - collection in a special Lighthouse GB Album to 
1950's, many better noted inc 1840 Penny Black and 
1840 Two pence Blue, 1867 5/-, 1883/4 set fine used less 
9d, Edward and George to 10/-. Nice lot, needs viewing 
(qty) £180 - £200

2418 GB - collection in a Windsor Album from QV onwards, 
plus an empty large stockbook (2) £24 - £26

2419 GB - Collection in three (3) Davo albums & Windsor. 
Some QV, SW £1 fu. Useful pickings £35 - £40

2420 GB - collection of Presentation Packs in binder, better 
noted inc Definitives (approx 38) Nice lot £45 - £50

2421 GB - collection of Royal Mail hard back Yearbooks with 
stamps, c1985 to 2000 (16) Buyer collects £90 - £100

2422 GB - collection of Royal Mail Yearbooks, some still with 
wrappers, c1984 to 1995 (12) £80 - £85

2423 GB - collection of UM in special Royal Mail Album with 
stamps from c1971 to 1986, commems & defins (qty) £40 - £45

2424 GB - collection of UM stamps in a One Country Album, 
c1960's to 1986 (qty) £20 - £25

2425 GB - collection of used + mint material in black 
stockbook, starting with Penny Blacks, much QV surface 
printed, high values, etc. Needs careful viewing (qty) £280 - £300

2426 GB - collections housed in a hagner album, and a GB 
One Country Album, much material which appears all 
UM inc definitives (qty in 2x albums) £40 - £45

2427 GB - EDVII 2s6d pale dull purple SG261 used cat £180
£28 - £32
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2428 GB - Edward VII definities ½d to 1s used (15), The 
"Official" overprint series 1882-1904 used (16), Set of 
four unused GB Control Stamps unused 1884-1910 (4), 
and Complete Pre-decimal Postage Due collection used 
1914-69 (19). All housed in luxury folders (4) £40 - £45

2429 GB - fine collection housed in Windsor Albums x3, an 
SG GB Album, and some loose, starting with 1840 Penny 
Black, 1840 2d blue, much surface printed upto £1, and 
stamps through to c1989 (qty) Needs Viewing £900 - £1000

2430 GB - green stockbook of mainly Mint material from 
c1952 to 1970, almost complete, plus some loose album 
pages (qty) £50 - £55

2431 GB - GV 10s indigo fine used block of four SG452 cat 
£320 (split perf to top pair) £40 - £45

 

 
 

2432 GB - GV 1913 £1 dull blue-green fine used cat £1600 
(1) £300 - £350

 

 
 

2433 GB - GV 1913 £1 green mounted mint, gum disturbed 
cat £3500 (1) £700 - £750

2434 GB - GV 1918 10/- dull grey-blue SG417 mounted mint 
cat £475 (1) £40 - £45

2435 GB - GV 1918 2s6d chocolate-brown SG414 mounted 
mint cat £160 (1) £24 - £26

2436 GB - GV 1918 5/- rose-red SG416 VLMM cat £325 (1) 
£40 - £45

2437 GB - GV 1934 set SG450/452 Seahorses Mounted Mint, 
cat £575 (3) £60 - £65

2438 GB - GVI block of four 10/- SG478b UM and corner 
block of four £1 brown SG478c UM (light fold noted) cat 
£280 £40 - £45

2439 GB - GVI set of High Values SG476/478c mounted mint 
cat £425 (6) £60 - £65

2440 GB - KEDVII 10/- ultramarine SG265s opt 
"SPECIMEN" mint with light toning to reverse cat £500 £50 - £55

2441 GB - KEDVII 1902 set to 1s value SG215/257 mounted 
mint (15) £70 - £75

 
2442 GB - KEDVII 5s brt carmine SG263s opt "SPECIMEN" 

mounted mint with gum disturbance cat £400 £40 - £45

 
2443 GB - KEDVII high values 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- 

SG260/265 fine used cat £870 (3) £60 - £65

 

 
 

2444 GB - KEDVII mint 2s6d pale dull purple SG261 var, 
mounted to right hand side, and with a full Menu printed 
on the reverse ! cat £350 ?? £40 - £45

 
 

2445 GB - KEDVII £1 dull blue-green fine used SG266 cat 
£825 £100 - £120

 

 
 

2446 GB - KEDVII £1 dull blue-green SG266 mounted mint 
couple of light folds not visible from the front cat £2000 
(1) £240 - £260

2447 GB - King Edward VII Penny Trial Stamp By 
Bruckmann printers of Munich, printed 1913 but never
released. In special display folder. Only 600 produced £30 - £35

2448 GB - large box housing a QE2 collection of UM 
Commemorative sets, Gutters, Covers, etc, in several 
stockbooks and albums (11) Buyer collects £40 - £50

2449 GB - large box of material in various albums UM, Mint 
& Used material with some better noted (qty) Buyer 
collects £70 - £75

2450 GB - large collection housed in red stockbooks, Victoria 
to modern, mint, UM, and fine used. Lots of material inc 
some modern Presentation Packs (15 stockbooks + loose) 
Buyer collects £200 - £250

2451 GB - large unmounted mint collection in red binder, 
stamps c1935 to 2001 inc some Smiliers Sheets and early 
phosphor sets (qty) £140 - £150

2452 GB - large Unmounted Mint, few used, collection housed 
in two special Lighthouse Albums, all QE2 c1953 to 2001 
(2) £140 - £150

2453 GB - massive amount of Presentation Packs in albums 
and loose (in two large boxes) Buyer collects £500 - £550

2454 GB - Pre-decimal regionals collection in album including 
scarce earlier First day covers £25 - £30

2455 GB - QV 10d deep red-brown Plate 1, SG114 mounted 
mint cat £3600 (top left corner repaired) a/f £40 - £45

2456 GB - QV 10s greenish grey Plate 1 opt "SPECIMEN" 
SG128s mint, gum faulty, short corner perf, cat £4250 
a/f £240 - £260

 

 
 

2457 GB - QV 10s greenish grey Plate 1, fine used SG128, cat 
£3200 £250 - £300

2458 GB - QV 1856 SG37 1d red-brown used cat £375 (1)
£28 - £32

 

 
 

2459 GB - QV 1867 £5 orange Plate 1 fine used, SG137, cat 
£4750 (small fault to bottom right corner) £650 - £700
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2460 GB - QV 1867 £5 orange Plate 1 used, SG137, cat 
£4750 £700 - £750

 

 
 

2461 GB - QV 1867 £5 orange Plate 1, mint no gum opt 
"SPECIMEN" SG137s cat £4500 £450 - £500

2462 GB - QV 1876 2½d rosy mauve Plates 9 and 15, SG141 
mounted mint cat £1050 (2) £90 - £100

 

 
 

2463 GB - QV 1876 4d vermilion Plate 15, SG152, mounted 
mint cat £3200 £180 - £200

 

 
 

2464 GB - QV 1876 8d orange Plate 1, SG156, mounted mint 
cat £1850 £190 - £200

 

 
 

2465 GB - QV 1877 4d sage-green Plate 16, SG153, mounted 
mint (wing margin) cat £1400 £140 - £150

2466 GB - QV 1880 2½d blue Plate 19, SG142, mounted mint 
cat £575 £50 - £55

2467 GB - QV 1880 2½d blue Plate 23, SG157, unused very 
little gum, cat £450  £24 - £26

2468 GB - QV 1880 3d on 3d lilac Plate 21 mounted mint 
SG159 cat £650 £60 - £65

2469 GB - QV 1880 3d rose mounted mint SG158 Plate 21 cat 
£500 £50 - £55

2470 GB - QV 1880 4d grey-brown SG160 Plate 17 mounted 
mint cat £450 £45 - £50

2471 GB - QV 1880 5d indigo SG169 mounted mint with tiny 
thin cat £725 £40 - £45

2472 GB - QV 1880 6d on 6d lilac plate 18 SG162 mounted 
mint cat £675 £60 - £65

2473 GB - QV 1881 1s orange-brown SG163 unmounted 
mint, regummed ? cat £750 sold a/f £40 - £45

 
 

2474 GB - QV 1883 2s6d lilac SG178 LMM cat £600 
£60 - £65

2475 GB - QV 1883 5s rose unused (no gum) SG180 cat 
£1100 £24 - £26

 

 
 

2476 GB - QV 1883 high values SG178/3 2s6d, 5/- and 10/-
fine used examples cat £935 (3) £60 - £65

 

 
 

2477 GB - QV 1883 set mounted mint (less 4d value) cat 
£4820 (9) £400 - £450

2478 GB - QV 1883 SG187-196 (missing 195) fine used, faults 
noted, cat £1240 (9) £90 - £100

2479 GB - QV 1884 £1 brown-lilac used SG185 cat £3000
£250 - £300

 
2480 GB - QV 1884 £1 brown-lilac used SG185 cat £3000 

centre repaired, sold a/f £50 - £60

 

 
 

2481 GB - QV 1887 Jubilee set to both 1s values, mounted 
mint (14) £80 - £85

 

 
 

2482 GB - QV 1887 £1 green fine used cat £800 
£100 - £120
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2483 GB - QV 1887 £1 green mounted mint with crease, 
SG212 cat £4000 £500 - £550

2484 GB - QV 1d brown-rose SG32 mounted mint, wmk large 
crown, perf 14, cat £375 £45 - £50

2485 GB - QV 1d red-brown SG29 blued paper Mounted 
Mint, wmk large crown, P.14, cat £240 £40 - £45

2486 GB - QV 1d red-brown SG8 var.l. with blue postmark, 
with 3.5 margins, cat £675 £30 - £35

 

 
 

2487 GB - QV 1d red Plate 154, block of 12, appears 
unmounted mint, cat £780 £70 - £75

2488 GB - QV 1d rose-red SG42 mounted mint, cat £250 
£40 - £45

 

 
 

2489 GB - QV 1s green Plate 1 SG90 mounted mint wing 
margin, cat £3200 £280 - £300

2490 GB - QV 1½d rose-red SG51 LMM cat £500 
£40 - £45

2491 GB - QV 2d blue (thin lines) SG46/47 one unplated, the 
other Plate 15, mounted mint, cat £900 (2) £70 - £75

2492 GB - QV 3d on 3d lilac SG159, plus SG162 6d on 6d 
lilac Plate 18, both used cat £310 (2) £28 - £32

2493 GB - QV 3d pale carmine-rose SG77 mounted mint cat 
£2700 £180 - £200

2494 GB - QV 3d Rose Plate collection, plates 4 - 21, used, 
total cat £1200 approx, in special display folder (17) £100 - £120

2495 GB - QV 3d rose SG103, Plate 10, mounted mint, cat 
£875 £80 - £85

2496 GB - QV 4d brt red SG79, mounted mint cat £2200 
£180 - £200

 

 
 

2497 GB - QV 4d vermilion SG94 Plate 13 mounted mint cat 
£650 £70 - £75

2498 GB - QV 5s pale rose Plates 1 & 2, SG127, used, cat
£2175 (2) £80 - £85

2499 GB - QV 6d dull lilac SG59 used, with 3 margins, cat 
£1000 £35 - £40

2500 GB - QV 6d dull purple (without hyphen) SG108 and 
SG109, both Plate 8, used, one with flaw ? cat £315 (2) 
a/f £30 - £35

 

 
 

2501 GB - QV 6d pale lilac SG70 fine mint, cat £1350 
£140 - £150

 

 
 

2502 GB - QV 9d bistre SG86, mounted mint, few short perfs, 
cat £5800 £400 - £450

2503 GB - QV 9d straw Plate 4, SG110 mounted mint, cat 
£2500 £180 - £200

2504 GB - QV complete 1875-81 2½d Rosey Mauve (1-17) & 
Blue Plate (17-23) used collection, total cat £2000 
approx. Housed in luxury display case (25) £160 - £170

 

 
 

2505 GB - QV embossed 10d brown SG57, fine used, three 
margins, cat £1500 £90 - £100

2506 GB - QV embossed 1s green SG55, used, four margins, 
cat £1000 £80 - £85

2507 GB - QV embossed 1s green SG55, used, three margins, 
cat £1000 £30 - £35

2508 GB - QV embossed 6d mauve SG58, used, just four 
margins, cat £1000 £70 - £75

 

 
 

2509 GB - QV £1 green SG212 fine mint, gum crease to 
reverse, plus some gum disturbance. Stamp of good 
appearance from front, cat £4000 £240 - £260

2510 GB - QV ½ rose SG49 mint, Plate 6 & 11, cat £240 (2)
£26 - £28

2511 GB - QV ½d red selection, used, housed in luxury display 
box (14) £24 - £26

2512 GB - QV ½d rose Plates 3, 4, 5, Unmounted Mint cat 
£500 (3) £60 - £65

 

2513 GB - Railway Letter Stamps - Midlands. 10 Railway 
Letter Stamps from seven Middle England Railway 
Companies. Some of these stamps are not seen to often 
and are therefore sought after. The Companies are East 
and West Junction (2), Grand Central (2), Midland 
Railway (2), Mid and Gt Northern Joint, North 
Staffordshire, Cheshire lines and Macclesfield 
Committee £60 - £70
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2514 GB - Railway Letter Stamps - Northern England. 15 
Railway letter stamps from many different Northern 
Railway Companies. Some of these stamps are quite 
scarce and are of high value. The companies include 
Furness, Cockermouth, Oldham, Maryport, Wigan, Hull 
and Barnsley, Lancs and Yorks, Lancs and Derby, North 
Eastern (3), Sheffield, Manchester Sheff and Lincs, 
Manchr Milford and Manchr and Altrincham £130 - £140

2515 GB - Railway Letter Stamps - Scotland. 10 Railway 
Letter Stamps from 8 different companies. These include 
the Caledonian, Dundee, Glasgow and SW, Glasgow 
Barrhead, Gt North of Scotland, North British, The 
Highlands and Portpatrick and Wigtownshire railways. A 
lovely lot. £30 - £40

2516 GB - Railway Letter Stamps - Wales. 8 Railway Letter 
Stamps from 8 different Welsh Railway companies all 
around the late 1890's and early 1900's. Companies are 
The Cambrian, Barry, Neath and Brecon, Wrexham and 
Mold, Rhymney, Brecon and Merthyr, Nth Wales and 
Liverpool and Port Talbot Docks. Some of these stamps 
are quite scarce and of high value £80 - £90

2517 GB - red stockbook of mint and used material from 
Edward VII to KGVI, many better noted (qty) Worth a 
look £70 - £80

2518 GB - Royal Mail Press Sheets for 2007 inc James Bond, 
Machin, Diamond Wedding, all UM in tubes, FV approx 
£100 (3) £40 - £45

2519 GB - shoebox of early QV Covers, many better from 
c1841. Nice lot (qty) £90 - £100

2520 GB - small box of all sorts (mostly GB) plus a Censored 
Postcard (qty) £20 - £22

2521 GB - small box of mainly better material inc high values, 
mint & used. Needs viewing (qty) £40 - £45

2522 GB - small box of various booklets, Prestige Booklets, etc. 
Lots of FV (qty) £50 - £55

2523 GB - small collection of mainly 1970's UM and VFU 
Commemoratives (qty) £20 - £25

2524 GB - Three (3) SG One- country albums with duplicated 
ranges from QV to later £30 - £35

2525 GB - unpicked Post Office Label sheet (Smilers) collection 
housed in special folders, inc earlies. FV approx £1000 
(3 albums) £500 - £550

 

 
 

2526 GB - Victoria Surface-printed 2s deep blue SG119 VFU 
cat £240. A nice stamp £30 - £35

2527 GB - Victorian £1 green, used, SG212, cat £800. In 
special display folder £80 - £90

 

 
 

2528 GB 1840 1d Penny Black x2 (M-J and M-K) identified as 
likely Plate 3, 3 margins, vertical filing crease through left 
stamp, no tears, on wrapper entire to Thirsk Yorkshire 
red MX £120 - £130

 
 

2529 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (B-H) on small piece, identified 
as likely Plate 9, almost 4 margins but close at upper-
right, no tears thins or creases, red MX £90 - £100

2530 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (D-D) identified as likely Plate 
4, almost 4 margins but close at lower-right, no tears thins 
or creases, red MX £90 - £100

2531 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (F-B) identified as likely Plate 
8, 2 large margins but close other sides, no tears thins or 
creases, red MX £70 - £75

 

 
 

2532 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (G-I) identified as likely Plate 3, 
4 margins, light vertical file fold through stamp, no tears, 
on letter entire to Hawick , red MX, back stamped 
Glasgow (early date June 1840) £70 - £75

2533 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (N-D) identified as likely Plate 
2, almost 4 margins but close at upper-left, no tears thins 
or creases, red MX £90 - £100

2534 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (O-B) identified as likely Plate 
8, 3 margins, no tears thins or creases, red MX £90 - £100

2535 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (P-F) identified as likely Plate 9, 
3 margins, light horizontal crease, no tears, on letter 
entire with crosshatched writing, black MX, 
backstamped Naas, Skibbereen, Cork, Clonmel, 
Republic of Ireland, entire is fragile condition separating 
along folds £90 - £100

2536 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (R-B) identified as likely Plate 
1b, almost 4 margins but close at lower-right, no tears 
thins or creases, red MX £90 - £100

 

 
 

2537 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (T-D) identified as likely Plate 
2, almost 4 margins but close at lower-right, no tears thins 
or creases, red MX £90 - £100

 

 
 

2538 GB 1840 1d Penny Black (T-L) identified as likely Plate 
6, 3 margins, no tears thins or creases, on letter entire, 
red MX, backstamped Waterford & Kilkenny, Republic 
of Ireland £75 - £80
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2539 GB 1840 2d Blue (Q-K), 3.5 margins, no tears thins or 
creases, black MX £75 - £80

 

 
 

2540 GB 1841 1d orange-brown (E-A), 4 margins, SG.12, mint 
hinged, large part original gum, cat £2000 £25 - £30

 

 
 

2541 GB 1855 1s SG.72 London NW postmark 1859 on cover 
to Sydney NSW, backstamped Camden Town Breck 
Place date stamp and Ship Letter Sydney cds, cat £425 £28 - £32

2542 GB 1856 1s green, SG.72, used, cat £350 
£25 - £30

 

 
 

2543 GB 1865 1s green C-N Plate 4, SG.101, fine used, cat 
£275 £25 - £30

2544 GB 1865 1s green F-H Plate 4, SG.101, on 1866 entire 
to Napoli Italy, cat £450 £25 - £30

 
2545 GB 1867 10d, SG.112, used, cat £400

£24 - £26

 

 
 

2546 GB 1867 5s pale rose, SG.127, very fine used with C35 
postmark of Panama, cat £675 £50 - £55

 

 
 

2547 GB 1870 1½d Plate 1, apparently unused but no gum, 
SG.52, cat £725 £26 - £28

 
2548 GB 1883 10s ultramarine, SG.183, used with Elgin 

postmark, cat £525 £45 - £50

 
 

2549 GB 1883 4d dull green, fresh mint, SG.192, cat £580
£50 - £55

 
2550 GB 1883 5d dull green, mint with heavy hinge and some 

gum wrinkling, SG.193, cat £580 £28 - £32

 
2551 GB 1883 5s crimson, SG.181, mint, creases, cat £975

£25 - £30

 

 
 

2552 GB 1884 Wmk. Imperial Crowns £1 brown lilac A-B, 
well-centred with Manchester Telegraphs date stamp, 
SG.185, cat £3000 £150 - £160

 

 
 

2553 GB 1892 4½d complete pane of 20 stamps, mounted to 
corner margins but stamps are unmounted, light crease 
affecting top-right stamp £60 - £70

 
 

 
 

2554 GB 1902 10s ultramarine, mint, light brown stain mark, 
SG.265, cat £1000 £55 - £60

 
 

2555 GB 1902 10s ultramarine, used with Guernsey postmark, 
SG.265, cat £500 £50 - £55
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2556 GB 1902 2s6d dull-purple, mint, crease by right edge, 
SG.262, cat £350 £26 - £28

2557 GB 1902 2s6d lilac, unmounted mint, slight gum 
wrinkling, SG.260, cat £525 £50 - £55

 

 
 

2558 GB 1911 £1 green, mint, light creases, SG.320, cat 
£2000 £150 - £160

 

 
 

2559 GB 1929 UPU £1, mint, very lightly hinged, light toning, 
SG.438, cat £750 £150 - £160

2560 GB and Commonwealth collection housed in blue album 
on leaves, some better noted (qty) £34 - £36

2561 GB Booklets – EDVIII 2/- Booklet No 373 SG BC2 cat 
£140, and GVI 2/- Booklet No 502 SG BD12 Cat 
£1100 (2) £40 - £50

2562 GB collection 1840-1979 in SG red printed album with 
Penny Black, surface-printed and revenue range to 2s6d 
and 5s(2) KEV11 to 2s6d and 5s, GV to 10s, GV1 to £1 
(qty) £85 - £90

2563 GB collection QV to 1970 in album, includes 1840 Penny 
Black, range of surface-printed, 1867 10/-, 1883 set, 
1887 set, GV to 10s(2), GVI all HV to £1 (3), QE to £1(2) 
(qty) £90 - £100

2564 GB Covers Edward VII to early QE2 with wide ranges 
of covers and cards including special event cancels; 
hundreds £35 - £40

2565 GB Covers Mostly Victorian or earlier: box with 
hundreds of items with many squared circle 
cancellations, receipts, Newspaper wrappers with 
contents from former postal history collector £50 - £60

2566 GB Covers & Postcards, mainly Islands all period with 
better cancels including Scilly Sark Portland: Liverpool 
ship Letter of 1826: also Paquebot, Scouts and others in 
old auction lots: (qty) £30 - £40

2567 GB decimal mint pictorials in green stockbook, arranged 
by values to 77p, and 1st Class, high FV (qty) £60 - £70

2568 GB decimal unmounted mint gutter pair sets collection 
on stockcards in red album 1973-95, high FV (qty) £150 - £160

2569 GB Good lot of GB Queen Victoria covers with much 
line engraved and pre-stamp items, duplex and other 
postmark types: 1d and halfpenny ‘bantam’ issues 14 and 
16 dot 1d lilacs. Should be carefully viewed (qty) £85 - £90

2570 GB Modern Presentation Pack stock in box excellent 
condition face value over £285 (qty) £160 - £170

2571 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1883 1s 
orange-brown very fine used Sheffield SG.O64, cat £300 £30 - £35

2572 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1883 9d of 
good colour, used SG.O63, cat £1200 £85 - £95

2573 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1890 1s 
green used SG.O68, cat £275 £28 - £32

2574 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1892 4½d 
used SG.O71, cat £275 £28 - £32

2575 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1900 1s 
green & carmine used SG.O72, cat £275 £28 - £32

 

 
 

2576 GB Officials overprint Government Parcels 1902 1s 
green & carmine apparently unused but no gum, 
SG.O78, cat £1350 £28 - £32

2577 GB Officials overprint I R Official 1s used SG.O15, 
collector or expert AK red circular mark to reverse, cat 
£375 £40 - £45

 
2578 GB Penny Red plates, collection of 42 mint stamps from 

various plates, inc block of four and pairs £120 - £130

 
2579 GB Postal History Box of covers and postcards, all period 

lot of cancels including squared circle (several Ardleigh 
seen) thimbles; some local items £45 - £50

 
2580 GB Presentation Packs range 1960s to approx 2002, high 

FV (approx 155) £85 - £95

 
2581 GB Presentation Packs range circa 1960s to approx 2002, 

high FV (approx 160) £85 - £95

 
2582 GB QE2 Machin Cylinder Blocks mainly of 6; nearly all 

different; unchecked for Phosphor or Paper types from 
former collector; hundreds of blocks in stockbook. Face 
well over £800. Also some Wilding coil ends and other 
odds. £450 - £500

 
2583 GB QV Embossed 10d SG.57 cut square, huge margin 

at bottom but cut close 2 sides, single horizontal numeral 
40 (used at House of Commons) also bears French 
postmark, cat £1500 £90 - £100

 
2584 GB QV Embossed 1847 1s cut square, 3 good margins, 

close but design complete at right, cat £1000 £80 - £85

 
2585 GB QV Embossed 6d SG.58 cut square, 3 good margins 

but cut close at right, cat £1000 £90 - £100

 
2586 GB QV line-engraved from 1841 collection in binder, 

many multiples, some mint, 1841 1d and 2d multiples, 
(qty) £120 - £130

 
2587 GB small collection in Ace printed album QV to approx 

1967 inc 1840 Penny Black, QV to 2s6d, mixed condition 
(qty) £28 - £32

 
2588 GB & Channel Islands - inc approx 50x GB Prestige 

Books mostly the same, plus a qty of C.I. FDC's, Pres 
Packs, etc (qty) £90 - £100

 
2589 Stockbook inc GB with mostly mint singles and sets. some 

useful £30 - £35
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World Stamps 
 

2590 Accessories - large box of clean 2nd hand Stockbooks, 
Albums, and leaves (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £25

2591 Album with stocksheets (Hagner) 1968-c2005 Christmas 
Island and Cocos (Keeling) Island collections unm mint 
including Miniature Sheets 100s £30 - £35

2592 Albums and stock books with useful earlier (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2593 Albums, stock books etc, worth a look (Buyer collects) 
£30 - £35

2594 Alderney & Guernsey collection housed in 2x stockbooks 
and a Schaubek Album of Mint. Mint & used selection 
(qty) (3) £60 - £65

2595 All world in albums and loose in a large box. British 
Commonwealth seen (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2596 All World stamps in boxes, loose etc 1000's (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2597 Antigua fine mint set from 1932, SG81/90 cat £225 (10) 
£30 - £35

2598 Australia 1912 Official Cover to France with LARGE 
"OS" Perfin SG O4 Cat £180 as normal used: on cover 
the price is x4 = £720 £50 - £60

 

 
 

2599 Australia 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge 5s neat Adelaide 
postmark, slight tear at bottom, blunt perf lower-right 
and some creasing but useful spacefiller, cat £200 £28 - £32

2600 Australia 1970-82 unmounted mint collection in red 
loose-leaf album, high FV with values to $10, includes 
multiples, many varieties (qty) £50 - £55

2601 Australia GV heads, much duplicated and Roos in two 
(2) small stock books. Specialist attention needed £25 - £30

2602 Austria collection housed in a red stockbook, good range 
of mostly fine used, cat £450+ (qty) £22 - £24

2603 Austria, box with covers inc many FDCs and quantity of 
stamps sorted by years. £20 - £25

2604 Bahamas 1965 QE2 sterling set to £1 then 1971 sets with 
watermark varieties. 1980 defin set. Also the 4 Wildlife 
sets and further commems to about 1982 um  £30 - £35

2605 Balkans and Czechoslovakia collections in binders, much 
material (2) £24 - £26

2606 Banana box full of pages of stamps from around the 
world. Many better noted, mint and used. (Buyer collects) £80 - £85

2607 Banana box with eleven (11) albums including NZ, 
Canada, Imperial album etc. Useful lot - very heavy £60 - £65

 

 
 

2608 Bermuda 1950 12s6d SG.120d, mint, cat £700 
£26 - £28

2609 Black folder of World Stamps, countries P-Z, on hagners, 
cat £3500+ (qty) £40 - £45

2610 Boer War 2x Prisoner of War Covers Z A Republik & 
Orange Free State; two POW Censor Marks, one cover 
"Opened under Martial Law".  Scarce items £65 - £70

2611 Book - 2015 SG Commonwealth & British Empire 
Stamps 1840-1970. 2nd hand, RRP £84.95 ! £10 - £12

2612 Box file containing mainly British Commonwealth or GB 
£30 - £35

2613 Box of assorted British Commonwealth in stockbooks, 
South Africa and NZ noted (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2614 Box of assorted material inc album of Egypt, much 
British Commonwealth , etc etc (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2615 Box of various collections in albums and stockbooks, inc 
India, Railway, good Germany / Berlin, and various 
Foreign, plus a tub of loose (qty) Buyer collects £60 - £65

2616 Box of various stamps in albums and envelopes, mostly 
British Commonwealth (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £22

2617 Box various material in albums / stockbook and on leaves 
inc South Africa, USA, and Germany (qty) Buyer collects £40 - £45

2618 Box with loose stamps, sheets, covers etc. Well worth a 
search. 1000's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2619 Brazil fine collection housed in stockbooks, starting with 
material from c1850 to 1992. Mint/Um and Fine Used 
(qty) (2) £100 - £150

2620 British Cols 1978-80 period large stockbook with wide 
range of West Indies, Africa, Asia: Oceana etc. all 
unmounted mint: many Miniature Sheets, sets a heavy 
lot (Buyer collects) £45 - £50

2621 British Commonwealth - Albums of mint and used 
stamps from all over the commonwealth (11) (buyer 
collects) £65 - £70

2622 British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee mint set (less 
Egypt) (qty) £340 - £360

2623 British Commonwealth and World range on hagners in 
red binder, UM and Used selection, cat £3500+ (qty) £40 - £45

2624 British Commonwealth and World, in albums, in a box. 
Heavy lot (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2625 British Commonwealth collection in red album, GV to 
early QE2, fine used, mm and UM range. Many better 
sets and singles, high values, etc noted inc Gibraltar, 
Gambia, Grenada, etc etc. Must be viewed (qty) £250 - £300

2626 British Commonwealth GVI mint collection of mainly 
complete sets housed within luxury Hawid album, noted 
Ascension 1938 set with variations to 10s, Dominica 1938 
set to 10s, Grenada 1938 set to 10s, Montserrat 1938 set 
to £1, Newfoundland 1937 set to 48c, Pitcairn 1940-51 
set to 2s6d, St Kitts 1938 set with variations to £1, St 
Lucia set to 10s, St Vincent set to £1, Virgin Islands 
1938-47 set to £1, Falkland Islands, Jamaica, South 
Africa, Trinidad etc (qty) £80 - £90

2627 British Commonwealth material UM and FU in 
stockbooks (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2628 British Commonwealth range in large box, much 
material in albums and on leaves + loose. Better noted 
(qty) Buyer collects £80 - £85

2629 British Commonwealth range in various albums, housed 
in a large box, mint & used. Much to sort (qty) Buyer 
collects £50 - £60

2630 British Commonwealth small album of material with 
better India noted, mint & used (qty) £34 - £36

 

 
 

2631 Canada 1897 QV Jubilee 50c pale ultramarine stamp, 
mint, SG.134, cat £190 £26 - £28

2632 Carton of World a complete mix with mint and used wide 
ranges. Buyer collects £70 - £80

2633 Cayman Islands fine KGV Centenary set for 1935, 
SG84/95 fine mounted mint, cat £500 (12) £60 - £65

2634 Cayman Islands fine used KGV set for 1935, SG96/107, 
cat £200 (12) £25 - £30

2635 Ceylon KGV fine used set (R20 with pen cancel), cat 
£200 (15) £25 - £30

2636 Channel Islands range in small banana box inc 
Presentation Packs and Covers (qty) £24 - £26

2637 China - small mixed lot of material on leaves and loose, 
inc Covers (qty) £24 - £26
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2638 China 1898 - 1964 inc Dragons - Junks, some sets, 1963 
set less SG2066 FU, on leaves SG119 (U) small thin, 
censored mail, etc. Housed on stockcards (qty) £30 - £35

2639 China French Post Offices - a fine collection in green 
stockbook, inc sets and part sets + some covers from 
French Offices around China, cat £5000 approx. Super 
unpicked lot £650 - £700

2640 China Macau duplicated stock in full sheets 1999-2002 
period all unmounted mint in quality stockbook on Black 
Hagner type leaves (qty) £30 - £40

2641 China range of material in folder, inc Postal History and 
stamps, better noted (qty) £60 - £65

2642 Club Books - Approximately 100 club books from around 
the world £65 - £70

2643 Collection in three (3) Davo albums and two (2) stock 
books. Much duplication, but a useful lot £40 - £45

2644 Collection in two (2) Davo albums and stock books. 
Earlier to more modern £30 - £35

2645 Collection inc blocks written up on leaves. Slightly 
specialised with perforation varieties £40 - £45

2646 Collection of three (3) Davo albums from earlies, useful 
1950's and later £30 - £35

2647 Collection of three (3) Davo albums. Earlier, middle 
period and later. Mint/used £30 - £35

2648 Collections in four (4) Davo albums with earlier and later 
ranges £40 - £45

2649 Collection, Berlin and DDR in five (5) boxed Davo 
albums, and one (1) other album. Duplicated ranges from 
earlier to later £50 - £55

2650 Commonwealth on leaves and in club books Australia inc 
Roos to 1/-, plus Heads, plus ANZAC 1/- (u), Club 
books Aden & St Vincent (qty) £20 - £25

2651 Commonwealth range mainly on leaves, stockcards inc 
Hong Kong M/S (1997) Nigeria a lot of, Ghana Jersey 
Guernsey Occupation sets ++ (qty) £20 - £25

2652 Cook Islands 1967-c1981 collection on Hagner leaves 
with values to $10 & OHMS overprint sets £25 - £30

2653 Crate of albums, of stamps and covers etc. Useful Malta 
collection in Davo album. Heavy lot (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2654 Czechoslovakia - nice collection of covers and miniature 
sheets plus some stamps, mostly mint £30 - £35

2655 Davo album and stockbook. Nice ranges from 1939 
£30 - £35

2656 Dealers ex stock of British Commonwealth Malaysia to 
Pakistan inc N.Borneo, N.Rhodesia (qty) £25 - £30

2657 Dealers ex stock of British Commonwealth Mauritius to 
Norfolk Islands (qty) £24 - £26

2658 Dealers ex stock of Colonies inc French Portuguese 
Dutch Spanish (qty) in two crammed binders £25 - £30

2659 Dealers ex stock of Ukraine, UN, Vatican, Yugoslavia, in 
red binder (qty) £25 - £30

2660 Denmark collection in stockbook, much material, mint & 
used, with good range of early to modern (qty) High cat 
val £260 - £280

2661 East Germany 1962-88 unmounted mint collection 
(substantially complete to 1980 including the scarce early 
miniature sheets)m, also a few used, in 4 printed 
specialised albums (qty) £70 - £80

2662 Eight (8) albums in a box, with some useful mint seen. 
(Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2663 Eight (8) stock books or albums, including useful material 
(Buyer collects) £40 - £45

 
2664 European and World material in packed stockbooks (3) 

£24 - £26

 
2665 Falkland Deps, South Georgia & Territories in the South 

Atlantic sets mainly complete many Penguins, Whales etc 
High Values all unm mint on black stockleaves (qty) £60 - £70

 
2666 Falkland Islands fine mint pairs of 1933 Centenary issues 

to 1s value. SG127/134, cat £450 (16 pairs) £60 - £65

 
 

2667 Falkland Islands KGV Fine Used set (less 2½d) cat 
£1200 (10) £140 - £150

2668 Finland collection in two (2) boxed Davo albums. Ranges 
of earlier fine used inc. Serpentine roulettes. Nice later 
issues fine used. Good lot £50 - £55

2669 Four boxes of miscellaneous covers including First Day. 
100's £30 - £35

2670 Fourteen (14) albums and stock books in a banana box. 
Wide ranges (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2671 France mint collection 1935-76 in loose-leaf album, 
many better noted including 1953, 1956 and 1957 
National Relief fund sets unmounted (qty) £28 - £32

2672 France small box of early mainly pre stamp Covers from 
France (100's) £50 - £55

2673 French Antarctic Territory. Duplicated, mostly 
illustrated covers from 1957-60's, in a box. Values to 
200F and enormous catalogue value as used stamps and 
a very nice lot £200 - £210

2674 Germany - Bavaria 1911-20, Third Reich issues (M & U), 
Posthorn set F/U, all on leaves (qty) £20 - £25

2675 Gilbert and Ellice Islands 1911 complete set SG.1-7 fine 
used, cat £325 (7 stamps) £75 - £85

2676 Glory box of all sorts, housed in various albums etc (qty) 
Buyer collects £24 - £26

2677 Hong Kong 1891 50th Anniversary of Colony SG51b 
Short "U" in "Jubilee". Mounted mint (very tiny tear 
noted) cat £800 (1) £300 - £350

2678 Hong Kong China c1998-2004 good unmounted mint 
collection on Black Stocksheets with full Sheets and 
Miniature Sheets £40 - £50

2679 Hong Kong collection in old Oriel Album, rather sparse 
but better noted. Clean lot £90 - £100

2680 Hong Kong Pres Packs and a few covers in Mw Age 
Folder: also odd Australia covers used in Papua NG & 
UK Air letters £20 - £25

2681 Hong Kong range of 120+ unmounted mint sets, singles 
and multiples, high cat value. Needs viewing (qty) £40 - £45

 

2682 Hong Kong SG117/32 fine used set of KGV definitives, 
cat £200 £35 - £40
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2683 Hong Kong SG140/62 set of 23 mint KGVI stamps, cat 
£1100 £150 - £160

2684 Huge box containing stamps in boxes, stockcards, trays 
etc. All world, many 1000's. Heavy lot (Buyer collects) £60 - £65

2685 In five (5) large stock books, in a box. Useful seen (Buyer 
collects) £40 - £45

2686 India - folder of Covers and stamps relating to Gandhi, 
inc 1948 FDC to 12 Anna (qty) £50 - £55

2687 India collection of stamps and covers, mainly 1960's, well 
laid out on leaves (qty) £30 - £35

2688 Indian Military Postal History inc a "No Trace In HMS 
Saker" hand stamp, a J17 Unit Censor India hand stamp, 
POW interest, and a 1942 Censor cover OHMS (4) £25 - £30

2689 Interesting themed collection of 'Special Events Stamps' 
sets from around the World, many better noted inc GB 
and Commonwealth. Good lot (2) £80 - £90

2690 Ireland large quantity of stamps, cards & Booklets from 
New Issue Service in original envelopes in box Face 
sterling over £350 & over Eu 540  £150 - £200

2691 Ireland, GB, CI, Tuvalu, NZ from former collector in 
large stockbook: mainly mint most unmounted: Wildings 
& Machins + Commems - an extensive lot that needs 
sorting £60 - £70

2692 Isle of Man Postal History lot including smaller Post 
Office marks, postcards, booklets wide ranges from 
former postal history collector £30 - £40

2693 Israel collection in blue stockbook, mint & used, many 
with Tabs, plus a few FDC's. Good range (qty) £70 - £75

2694 Jersey - fine collection of Presentation Packs and a few 
FDC's housed in 11x Albums (qty) Buyer collects. Good 
Lot £40 - £45

2695 Jersey collection in red stockbook, mint & used collection, 
good range (qty) £40 - £45

 

 
 

2696 Kenya 1912 3r SG.55, used with Eldoret postmark, cat 
£120 £26 - £28

 

 
 

2697 Kenya 1922 GV £5 fine unused, small part original gum, 
with accompanying Brandon expert certificate 1977, cat 
£3250 £500 - £550

2698 Kenya 1922 GV £5 fine used, Mombassa judicial cancel, 
green crayon line, SG.99 £30 - £35

2699 Kiaochow and Kwanchow collection of stamps and sets, 
mint and fine used on hagner leaves (qty) Nice lot worth 
viewing £90 - £100

2700 Large banana box full of a Glory Type mixture of stamps 
(qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2701 Large box full of various loose stamps (1000's), well filled 
stockbooks, covers etc (Buyer collects) £28 - £30

2702 Large box of all sorts, mixed range loose and in albums 
(qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2703 Large box of all World material, inc albums and loose 
(qty) Buyer collects £50 - £55

2704 Large box of covers and stamps in stockcards etc. Heavy 
lot (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2705 Large box of loose stamps in envelopes etc. Worth a look, 
many 1000's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2706 Large box of loose stamps, album leaves, covers etc. Well 
worth a look (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2707 Large box of loose stamps, sheets, covers etc. Well worth 
a search (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2708 Large box of World in boxes and loose. Many 100's plus 
some pages from different countries. Includes some GB 
First Day Covers (buyer collects) £65 - £70

2709 Large box of World material in various albums and loose 
(Qty) Buyer collects £40 - £45

2710 Large box packed with all sorts of material inc albums, 
covers, stamps etc (qty) Buyer collects £50 - £60

2711 Large box packed with various 2nd hand and new items 
inc stock albums, stockcards, leaves, etc (Buyer collects) 
No Reserve £15 - £20

2712 Large box with seventeen (17) albums or stock books. 
Much Germany with earlier to later. Very heavy lot. 
1000's (Buyer collects) £50 - £55

2713 Large lot of albums and stock books with useful ranges 
(Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2714 Large lot of circulated club books, priced in 1990's in a 
box. Commonwealth and freight. Well worth a look 
(Buyer collects) £50 - £55

2715 Large plastic box containing all world stamps in albums 
and stock books. Heavy lot (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2716 Large plastic box containing loose stamps and stamps in 
envelopes. Worth a look. 1000's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2717 Large plastic box with stamps on leaves, in smaller box 
sets 1000's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2718 Large plastic box with stamps on leaves, sheets, useful 
Netherlands, Indies etc 1000's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2719 Large plastic tub packed with various stamps in albums, 
stockbooks and loose (qty) Buyer collects £24 - £26

2720 Large quantity of off-paper stamps in a large plastic box. 
Good sorting lot (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2721 Large quantity of small stock books in a box. Some useful 
ED VII GB seen (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2722 Large stockbook of mostly used British Commonwealth 
and GB material (qty) £25 - £30

2723 LETRA albums in many European countries, some with 
useful stamps. Worth a look. Quantity (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2724 Liechtenstein unmounted mint collection c1963-83 on 
hagners (8 double sided) £30 - £35

2725 Loose, in envelopes set. Many 1000's 
£30 - £35

2726 Lots of albums and stock books with useful ranges (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2727 Malaya - F.M.S. on hagners - Tigers x84 (u) and 13x (m), 
elephants to $5 (stamp office) and SG4 (m) (qty) £20 - £25

 
2728 Malaya - St Settlements QV-GVI range on hagners, 

identified and in date order (M & U) (qty) £20 - £25

 

 
 

2729 Malaya Penang 1954 $2 SG.42 with variety misperfed 
sheet corner due to pre-printing paper fold, marginal 
unmounted mint £22 - £24

 
2730 Malta unmounted mint collection 1995-2007 apparently 

complete including miniature sheets housed in red cased 
luxury Lighthouse specialist printed album (qty) £85 - £95
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2731 Manchukuo fine collection in black stockbook, mainly 
mint from c1932 - 1945, better sets noted, plus some 
covers, and a page of overprints. Cat £2000+ Nice lot 
(qty) £250 - £300

2732 Middle East range of Postal History in folder (approx 40) 
£40 - £45

2733 Mint blocks, sheets of various earlier Europa sets, in three 
(3) albums. Useful lot £40 - £45

2734 Mix in 3x small stockbooks from former collector with 
unm mint West Germany, Switzerland, Spain: also a few 
used Br Cols £20 - £25

2735 Mix. from former collector, a large accumulation of 
covers, stamps in envelopes, much Postal History; 
Ireland, GB, C.I. Special cancels, Scout Post, FDCs a 
large assortment  all periods needs careful sorting. Buyer 
collects £50 - £60

 

 
 

2736 Montserrat - complete set of KGV SG84/93 on two 
Registered Covers, rare as such (10 stamps) £80 - £85

2737 New Hebrides excellent collection from first issues on 
album pages with many full sets mint. English & French 
versions. Noted is the inverted overprint SG 30a 
lmm (Cat £4,500) France Libre set and many others:  a 
very good lot with much unmounted mint  £900 - £1000

2738 Norway collection in stockbook, much material, mint & 
used, with good range of early to modern (qty) High cat 
val £170 - £180

2739 Off paper stamps in a large box. Many 1000's and 
probably a month's sorting here!! (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2740 Old time collection in albums, interesting range noted inc 
Latvia, Estonia, Finland, etc etc (2) £20 - £25

2741 Papua fine mint set SG130/145, cat £550 (16) 
£60 - £70

2742 Perak SG85 3 cent on 50 cent green black of 4, (a) 
Antique e Row 9/4 (b) No stop after cent Row 9/5, cat 
£300 £50 - £55

2743 Persia (Iran) collection in large green album, much 
material, early to modern, better noted (qty) £40 - £45

2744 Plastic box with twelve (12) stockbooks. Ideal album- 
British Commonwealth and world. Heavy lot (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2745 Plastic crate with stamps in boxes, envelopes, loose etc 
Good sorting lot (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2746 Postal history box with many postcards and 
covers;  Channel Islands items with some local from 
former collector £35 - £40

2747 Printed illustrated American albums with ranges of 
mostly used form earlier to later. 100's (3) £40 - £45

2748 Rhodesia 1893 3s and 4s very fine used, SG.25,26, cat 
£145 (2) £28 - £32

2749 Russia 1994-5 period issues in original envelopes unm 
mint; needs sorting £20 - £25

2750 Seven (7) albums or stock books containing Spain, 
Netherlands, Sweden and Swiss stamps. Useful lot (Buyer 
collects) £40 - £45

2751 Seven (7) box files crammed with on/off paper stamps, 
all world (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2752 Seven (7) box files crammed with on/off paper stamps, 
all world (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2753 Seven (7) box files crammed with on/off paper stamps, 
all world (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2754 Seychelles (Zil Eloigne Sesel) on black stockleaves unm 
mint colln inc Birds, Animals Fish etc and Min Sheets £20 - £25

2755 Shoebox packed with club book remainders (approx 68 
books) £34 - £36

2756 Small box of all sorts, much Commonwealth and GB 
mint & used (qty) £75 - £80

2757 South Africa 1943 War Effort 2d bantam pair 
Perforation Shift variety, small black adhesions to reverse 
otherwise full gum £22 - £24

2758 South Africa 1970-c2006 unm mint on black stockleaves 
with many Miniature Sheets, Thematics attractive lot in 
album on black stocksheets £35 - £40

 

 
 

2759 South Africa Mafeking Siege stamp 1d deep blue SG.17, 
used on piece with clear Mafeking MY 14 1900 date 
stamp, cat £325 £55 - £65

2760 Southern Nigeria album page with Victoria 1901 set lmm 
to 5/- and fine used 10/- and the Edward VII Crown CA 
set to £1 with additional 2/6 5/- much original gum cat 
(2015) over £1250 £180 - £200

2761 St Helena fine mint set of Centenary Stamps 
SG114/123, cat £425 (10) £50 - £60

2762 St Kitts and Nevis - large box of material in binders, 
mainly 90's Covers, plus stamps in albums and loose. 
Mint & Fine Used (7 albums + loose) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2763 Stamps on leaves and loose in two (2) boxes (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2764 Stock book from earlier to later. Much useful 
£35 - £40

2765 Swaziland 1970-90 period sets inc watermark varieties: 
many animals, birds, flowers etc all unm mint on black 
stockleaves £20 - £25

2766 Sweden Davo printed albums with earlier skilling values 
and useful later. Mostly fine used. Worth developing (2) £50 - £55

2767 Switzerland collection - fine lot from 1850 to c1990, mint 
and fine used, plus Covers. Nice lot with high cat value 
(qty) £80 - £85

2768 Ten (10) albums or stock books with useful ranges. Nice 
lot (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2769 Three (3) stock books with Falkland Island, Malaya, 
Hong Kong and others. Useful lot £50 - £55

2770 Tibet fine collection of stamps and covers, high cat value 
but covers appear CTO. Housed in red stockbook. (qty) 
Sold a/f £40 - £50

2771 Tray with a large quantity of album leaves. Good retail 
lot. Many 1000's of stamps (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2772 Tub of various stamps in stockbooks, albums and loose 
(qty) Buyer collects £24 - £26

2773 Turks and Caicos Island Covers with KGV set 
SG176/86 (12 stamps) £24 - £26

2774 Two (2) box files crammed with loose stamps, large mint 
blocks etc. Many 1000's £30 - £35

2775 Two (2) boxes crammed with loose stamps, stamps in 
envelopes etc. Many 1000's (Buyer collects)  £30 - £35
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2776 Two (2) boxes of loose stamps and on stockcards etc 
1000's  £30 - £35

2777 USA - Many 100's of USA stamps in small envelopes plus 
some First Day Covers £40 - £45

2778 USA collection in albums, many better noted inc 
Columbus issues to 50c, plus other sets in good condition 
(2) £50 - £60

2779 Vanuatu Good lot with over 50 miniature sheets 
unmounted mint on black stockleaves £65 - £70

2780 Very large box with stamps on pages, covers, loose etc. 
Useful lot. Heavy (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2781 Very mixed lot inc three boxes of Empty Stamp Albums, 
one box of modern postcards, and other collectibles, and 
World Covers (5 packed boxes) BUYER COLLECTS £40 - £45

2782 Wide range of album pages in a box. 100's 
£30 - £35

2783 World - many packets containing 100's of stamps plus 
covers and box of stamps on pages. Worth a look £65 - £70

2784 World - Stamps and Covers from around the world (qty) 
£40 - £45

2785 World and British Commonwealth collections in albums 
and stockbooks, inc Mint & Used QV - QE2, plus an 
album of all World (4) worth a look £50 - £55

2786 World and British Commonwealth range in packed 
stockbooks (3) £24 - £26

2787 World collection in albums, unpicked lot of mainly used 
material (6) Buyer collects £40 - £45

2788 World collection in old Portland Stamp Album, mint & 
used range (qty) £30 - £35

2789 World collection in well filled albums, worth a look (4) 
£50 - £55

2790 World lot housed in various albums and loose (qty) Buyer 
collects £30 - £35

2791 World material housed in several albums and loose in 
large box (qty) Buyer collects £50 - £55

2792 World material housed in various albums and stockbooks 
(qty) Buyer collects £24 - £26

2793 World material on leaves, loose, on piece, etc. Much 
sorting (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2794 World range A - Z in brown stockbook, mostly fine used, 
some mint, cat £2800+ (qty) £28 - £30

2795 World range in large heavy box, full of albums with mint 
& used stamps, plus loose (qty) Buyer collects £70 - £75

2796 World range of material in packed box, loose and in 
various albums. Worth a good sort ! (qty) Buyer collects £50 - £55

2797 World range of material in various old albums, used and 
mint range (9 albums) Buyer collects. Worth a look £80 - £85

2798 World stamps in tins, envelopes, on and off paper. Many 
GB £25 - £30

2799 World stamps in twelve (12) albums or stock books. 
Heavy lot (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

2800 World stamps loose in a large box. Good sorting lot, 
Many 1000's (Buyer collects) £25 - £30

2801 World stamps on album leaves and in envelopes, in a 
large box Many 1000's £40 - £45

2802 World stockbook with mainly 1970s from Germany, 
Israel, France, Japan, Ireland, Tonga, Malta, Nauru, 
Papua and others  incl. many mint mostly unmounted. 
(qty) £45 - £50

2803 World wide range in stockbooks, albums and loose, better 
noted (qty) Buyer collects £70 - £75

2804 World & GB range in packed stockbooks (3) 
£24 - £26

2805 World, off paper, in ice cream boxes, in a tray. 1000's 
(Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2806 WW2 thematic collection in special albums, stamps and 
covers (6) Buyer collects £24 - £26

2807 Zanzibar Outstanding lot from 1895 with some varieties 
of lettering, later sets and part sets. Very high Cat Val. 
Some used view carefully £900 - £1000

 

2808 Zanzibar selection on stocksheets from a few India used 
in Zanzibar (these alone cat £190+) and various m & u 
through to 1960s inc sets £40 - £50

2809 Zimbabwe (& Rhodesia) collection on black stocksheets 
unmounted mint including Min Sheets, many inflation 
period; thematics with Birds, Snakes Wild Animals etc £45 - £50

2810 Zululand 1888-93 small collection of overprinted with 
values to 1/- mint most with part original gum also 4 used 
Cat over £750 £50 - £60

2811 Zululand 1891-4 collection mostly lmm with values to 
4/- (2) and £1 (optd SPECIMEN) + mint & fine used 
Fiscal opt Excluding the £1 value Cat over £480 £50 - £60

 
 

Covers 
 

2812 Air Mail Covers, 25x different PAN AM 1937-1950 First 
Flights £25 - £35

2813 Benham Covers in 2x albums, from c1980's/1990's (qty)
£20 - £25

2814 Benham Covers in 3x albums, ranging from c1982 to 
2000 (qty) £28 - £30

2815 Box of 10x double height Cover Albums, nearly new 
condition (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2816 Box of 20x single height Cover Albums, nearly new
condition (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

2817 Box of approx 500+ World Covers, Needs careful 
viewing (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2818 Carton of British Commonwealth covers QV-QE 
including postal stationery in album leaves and loose (qty) £30 - £35

2819 Channel Islands and I.O.M FDC collection housed in 4x 
albums (qty) £20 - £25

2820 Covers - Large quantity of South American countries all 
from pre-war in wooden box Worth a look. £45 - £50

2821 Covers - many 100's of commercial covers from all over 
the world £40 - £45

2822 Covers - Small box of commercial covers from around 
the world. Worth a look £40 - £45

2823 Covers from around the world - seven shoeboxes full 
contained in one large box (Buyer collects) £75 - £80

2824 Football - World Cup Master File etc collection housed 
in special albums, includes hand signed covers by Bobby 
Moore, Kenny Dalgleish, etc etc, many UM sets, sheets, 
etc (5 albums) £100 - £120

2825 France Covers - Small box of many 100’s of mainly First 
Day Covers from France. Nice lot £50 - £55

2826 GB Box of cards and covers with some duplication, 
special FDCs (EFTA HULL x3) Hovercraft 
cancels,  BEA 1961 Flight covers (x 12), many others & 
some unused Air Letters (qty) £30 - £35

2827 GB collection of approx 400 FDC's in 10x single height 
albums c1976 to 1999 (Buyer collects) £50 - £55

2828 GB FDC's etc - large collection housed in several albums, 
and loose, circa 1960's to modern (two large boxes, 
BUYER COLLECTS) £60 - £65

2829 GB FDC collection housed in old binder, better 1970's 
material (qty) £24 - £26

2830 Gilbert Islands, Kiribati, Tuvalu 1976-2002 covers 
collection of Pacific Islands housed in 4 luxury cover 
albums (qty) £40 - £45

2831 Group - BWM & Victory Medal (229930 2.Cpl W G 
Bastin RE), 1902 Coronation Medal St Johns Ambulance 
Brigade (W Bastin. Pte), 1911 Coronation Medal St John 
Ambulance Brigade (Pte W Bastin), and Service Medal 
of the Order of St John with 1x five year clasp (Pte 
William Bastin (P of W Corps SJAB) 1915). (5) £120 - £130

2832 India - large box of Indian Covers from c1950's to 
modern. Many 100's (Buyer collects) £40 - £45

2833 Japan Covers - Approx 300 FDC's 
£50 - £55

2834 Large box of GB FDC's and Commemorative Covers 
housed in binders, unsorted lot (9 albums + a few loose) 
Buyer collects £55 - £60

 
2835 Large box of GB FDC's and Commemorative Covers, 

loose and in albums (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35
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2836 Large box of unsorted GB FDC's and some 
Commemorative Covers, in albums and loose (qty) Buyer 
collects £35 - £40

2837 Large box of various GB FDC's and Commemorative 
Covers loose and in albums (qty) Buyer collects £40 - £45

2838 Large collection of GB FDC's and Commemorative 
Covers from early QE2 to c2012 London Olympics. A 
better than normal lot with several modern Benham 
BCLS covers noted (6 large albums + loose) Needs 
viewing (Buyer collects) £100 - £120

2839 Large collection of GB FDC's in 5x Royal Mail Albums, 
plus some loose (qty) £40 - £45

2840 Quantity of Covers, mainly from the British 
Commonwealth, some from Europe, many better noted 
(qty) £55 - £60

2841 RAF Covers, small collection of autographed inc Peter 
Townsend, Lenard Cheshire, Johnnie Johnson, etc etc 
(approx 40) £30 - £35

2842 Royalty - wide range of material in special albums, mostly 
Covers, with mint stamps noted, plus one album of Coin 
Covers (10) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2843 Shoebox full of clean GB FDC's (qty) 
£20 - £22

2844 Two (2) boxes containing illustrated Islantic FDC, Irish 
covers and USA FDC. High Cat as fine used (Buyer 
collects) £30 - £35

2845 Two (2) boxes of covers. Much India and many others. 
Useful retail lot. 100's (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

 
 

Postcards 
 

2846 A R Quinton - art drawn postcards, nation-wide 
selection, all published by Salmon (approx 105) £30 - £35

2847 Advertising, very varied selection   (approx 40 cards) 
£34 - £40

2848 Adverts inc. Erasmic Soap, Co-Op, Hagenbeck Zoo (2), 
Bavarian Porcelain, St. Michel Cigarettes, Kali Phosphor 
Calendar 1921, Chianti Ruffino, Ovaltine (Germany), 
Harrod's Coats etc. Approx. 20 cards £60 - £70

 

 
 

2849 Adverts, three Art Nouveau, Lefevre-Utile Biscuits, 
glamorous girls, scarce, VG to EX (3) £40 - £50

 
2850 Adverts, Trade Issue, British Dominion Insurance, sepia 

style, 1920's, 24/25 £25 - £30

 
2851 Artists all named including Quinton Payne Jotter etc 

mainly views 110+ cards £20 - £25

 
2852 Assorted collection, includes early Harry Payne, 

postmarks, etc   (approx 45 cards) £30 - £40

 
2853 Aviation, Airships, nice small collection, Beta, Parseval, 

etc   (8) £50 - £60

 
2854 Aviation, Daily Mail Tour, Flying at Hendon, Blackpool 

Carnival, etc   (6) £40 - £50

 
 

2855 Aviation, German Airships, 8 cards, inc. RP, Disasters 
(2), Hansa, Deutschland, Z.R. II, Sheds at 
Friedrichshafen etc £35 - £40

2856 Aviation, Imperial Airways, various planes & locations, 
R/P's   (5) £30 - £40

2857 Aviation, Lindbergh, Amy Johnson, Bleriot, White, etc 
nice selection   (7) £50 - £60

2858 Bamforth Song Cards, large collection in box   (approx 
300 cards) £30 - £40

 

 
 

2859 Bedfordshire, Aviation, a very good selection of 10 RP 
cards, of Cardington Airship Sheds, Interiors, C10, R29, 
Dining room on R101, ZR 2, R100 moored, some by 
Swain, most annotated on reverse in ink £100 - £110

2860 Birds, 25 mainly art style, Birds of prey, Owls, Roland 
Green, Austen, Trade Issues etc.  £20 - £25

2861 Black album of approx 136 A R Quinton postcards
£24 - £26

2862 Black box housing mixed general selection, noted 1906 
black bellboys hotel postcard, and padded Xmas 
card   (approx 200 cards) £20 - £24

2863 Black vintage album housing very nice selection, Catholic 
Guilds Marches, events, etc needs careful 
viewing   (approx 175 cards) £80 - £85

2864 Black & Red albums of approx 150 Shipping & Naval 
cards, some plain back noted (2 albums) £24 - £26

2865 Blue album of approx 160 Children, Comic, Cries of 
London, etc. Nice lot £24 - £26

2866 Blue binder of topographical, Cynicus, ARQ (8), railway 
locomotives, windmills, etc, good selection (approx 232) £30 - £40

2867 Box containing approx 900 cards, mixed East Anglian, 
Naval, Shipping, etc etc £50 - £55

2868 Box containing original mixed collection, adverts, 
etc   (approx 245 cards) £40 - £50

2869 Box containing topo's from 16 counties, all in plastics 
(approx 650) £70 - £80
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2870 Box of 10x empty albums, old & new + a small album of 
PHQ cards (Buyer collects) £10 - £15

2871 Box of Tuck Oilettes mostly views by a range of artists 
with some Greetings and Queen’s Dolls’ House. 100+ £20 - £25

2872 Box World-wide lot with a good spread of countries some 
postally used, about 620 cards  £40 - £50

2873 Boxed set of collectors postcards from the South China 
Morning Post, some interesting images (modern) £20 - £22

2874 Boxes housing vintage and modern cards, British and 
Foreign, good mix (approx 1400+) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2875 British Occupation of Germany, 15 cards collected by 
Cpl. N.E. Keaton R.E. and sent to Sussex and Pontypool, 
1918-20, inc. RP, Cologne, Guns on Rhine Peace Day 
1919, Floods, Inspection, Views with military cachets etc. £30 - £35

2876 Brown album containing vintage & modern, transport 
noted   (approx 100 cards) £20 - £30

2877 Bury St Edmunds nice selection inc what is thought to be 
Suffolk Yeomanry (approx 70) £30 - £35

 

 
 

2878 Cambridgeshire, Soham Parade 1928 bands & crowd 
R/P's   (3) £30 - £40

2879 Cards of Interest inc. Comedy, Russian Allegorical RP 
(5), Chromos Art Topographical, Dutch Girls etc Approx 
27 Cards £20 - £25

2880 Cards of Interest, 22 mainly RP, inc. Social history, 
Events, Taggs Island, Twickenham Ferry (2), Stopping 
Room Royal Dental Hospital, Kneesworth, Winter 
Scenes, Brighton Pavilion as Hospital, M1 multi-view 
first 55 miles, Jersey First Day Issue 1d. June 1943 etc £40 - £45

2881 Children inc. Mabel Lucie Attwell (8), Challenge 
International Types by Kind (4), Boriss, Tarrant, RP, 
Comedy etc Approx 29 cards £35 - £40

2882 Children, very good assortment in large modern green 
album, Teddies, Gollys, Fairies, Sooty, Chloe Preston, 
Maybank, White, etc well worth a look £100 - £150

2883 China, 10 cards of the Tientsin Riots 1912, inc. military, 
beheadings etc £50 - £60

 

2884 China, 10 scarce cards of Legation Troops, probably 
Tientsin c.1912, inc. Belgian, German, British, 
American, Japanese, Russian etc £40 - £50

 

2885 China, interesting early selection of 24 cards, Street 
Scenes, Temples, Peking, Shimoda, Peitaho, Shinshu, 
British Concession Tientsin etc.  £80 - £85

2886 China, very nice selection of postcards & photos, events, 
military, R/P's, street scenes, etc worth viewing   (approx 
46 items) £100 - £150

2887 Cinema Film Stars, wide range inc Picturegoer Series, 
noted Ginger Rogers, Laurel & Hardy, Shirley Temple, 
Cary Grant, Gracie Fields, etc etc (approx 85) £30 - £35

2888 Cinema Stars, mixed original selection of Picturegoer 
cards   (approx 102 cards) £100 - £125

2889 Cinema Stars, original mixed Picturegoer 
collection   (approx 103 cards) £100 - £125

2890 Cinema Stars, original Picturegoer selection   (approx 
102 cards) £100 - £125

2891 Cinema Stars, Picturegoer, original collection   (approx 
102 cards) £100 - £125

2892 Cinema Stars, selection of Picturegoers, male & 
female   (approx 102 cards) £100 - £125

2893 Cinema, 5 rare hand-tinted Valentines, Walt Disney 
Ferdinand The Bull, one pu 1940, film issued by RKO 
in 1938 £20 - £25

 

 
 

2894 Cinos, a rare card, Les Coulisses de L'Opera au Musee 
Grevin, No.24, UB, VG (1) £40 - £50

2895 Circus, very nice collection, includes Buffalo Bill's, 
Broncho Bull's, Barnum & Bailey, Dancing Bears, etc 
needs viewing   (16) £80 - £100

2896 Collection of postcards relating to postcards or postal 
history, including 3 from Raphael Tuck & Sons "Great 
Postcard Prize Competition", postcard advertising "The 
Electrophote Studio, London", "Hobbies - Postcard 
Collecting", and a photographic postcard of a railway 
station postcard stand, together also with 2 items of 
related postcard advertising ephemera (13 cards) £200 - £220

2897 Comic, Dentistry, sport, Thackeray, Browne, McGill, 
Wood, etc nice lot   (approx 27 cards) £44 - £50

2898 Comic, general mixed collection, better artists 
noted   (approx 40 cards) £20 - £30

2899 Comic, mixed general selection   (approx 70 cards) 
£30 - £40

2900 Comic, mixed selection No.1 saucy postcards, wide range 
of artists and publishers, many double entendre, social 
history themes etc (approx 240 cards) £28 - £32

2901 Comic, mixed selection No.2 saucy postcards, wide range 
of artists and publishers, many double entendre, social 
history themes etc (approx 240 cards) £28 - £32

2902 Comic, original collection in brown album with 
slipcase    (approx 60 cards) £20 - £26

2903 Comic, original mixed collection in 2 small albums & 
loose in box, needs viewing   (approx 220 cards) £30 - £40

2904 Coon Humour, small collection, various artists   (approx 
13 cards) £14 - £20

2905 Countryside, an unusual collection of 32 RP postcards, 
taken by T. Boycott 54 Hertford Road Bootle Liverpool, 
for a photography class he was involved with, showing 
countryside scenes in an unknown area £25 - £30

 

2906 Coverless vintage album housing original collection, 
mainly northern England & Scotland, needs viewing, 
some water damage   (approx 165 cards) £40 - £50
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2907 Cumbria - a good selection of Cumbrian postcards some 
in plastics covering both rural and street scenes in towns, 
villages etc with houses and hotels. Approx. 500-600 
cards £30 - £40

2908 Dalton in Furness, small original collection, events, 
queens, etc (6) £30 - £40

2909 Dark red album of approx 190 London & Greater 
London cards £24 - £26

2910 Dealers ex stock of Lowestoft all in sleeves, several of the 
1916 Bombardment, May Day 1908, Fish Market, etc etc 
(approx 130) £60 - £65

2911 Dealers ex stock of old Felixstowe postcards, Good range 
(approx 200+) £80 - £85

2912 Dealers ex stock of old Ipswich postcards, Good range 
(approx 550)  £120 - £130

2913 Dealers ex stock of Suffolk postcards, smaller towns and 
villages 'A to K' (approx 340) Must be viewed £80 - £90

2914 Dealers ex stock of Suffolk postcards, smaller towns and 
villages 'L to Y' (approx 360) Must be viewed £80 - £90

2915 Derbyshire - selection of old postcards in sleeves, better 
noted (approx 172) £35 - £40

2916 Early chromolitho, court size, etc, small collection   (19) 
£30 - £40

2917 Edwardian actors & Actresses, mixed collection   (approx 
60 cards) £20 - £30

2918 Edwardian Actors & Actresses, mixed selection   (approx 
27 cards) £10 - £20

2919 Embroidered Silk postcards inc Military, Naval, Date, 
Patriotic and Greetings (approx 20) £30 - £35

2920 Erotic, a collection of 34 photographs plain backs, of 
naughty cartoons, c.1950's  £30 - £35

2921 Esperanto - early postally used postcard 12/9/1903 sent 
from Esperanto House, Bayswater London. Handsigned 
to the from by various early members of the Society inc 
H Bollingbroke Mudie, J C O'Connor, etc. Important 
and unusual item (1) £20 - £30

2922 Essex, small mixed collection, lifeboat launches, station, 
R/P's, etc (approx 31 cards) £70 - £80

2923 Ethnic types, all photographic postcards from Samoa, 
New Zealand and Africa (13 cards) £34 - £38

 

 
 

2924 Fairground, Southend on Sea, Kursaal & gardens, 
complete set with original packet   (16) £30 - £40

2925 Farming, 19 RP cards, all with heavy Horses, Cambridge 
Roll, Haymaking, Harvest, Ploughing, a good insight in 
to British Agriculture before WWII  £40 - £45

2926 Farming, and Rural Social History, 19 RP cards, inc. 
Market Gardens, Forestry, Homes, Gardens, Muck 
Spreading, Potato Picking, a few North America £50 - £55

 

 
 

2927 Felixstowe, Fury Seaplane, before & after crash, R/P   (2)
£20 - £30

2928 Felixstowe, small original selection   (approx 32 cards)
£20 - £30

2929 Film stars with real and (mostly) facsimile autographs inc 
Garland, Astair, Kelly, Lockwood, Kent, Roc, Garbo, 
Grable, Chevalier, Dietrich etc, approx  57 cards some 
with blank backs £40 - £50

2930 Fine lot inc Glamour, Aviation and Advertising (approx 
79) £30 - £40

2931 Fires & Fire Brigade related, small collection   (7) 
£30 - £40

2932 Foreign - World Wide, inc. RP, Canada, Peru, Leach 
over Niagara, Egypt, Industry, Japan, Malaya etc 
Approx.40 Cards £40 - £50

2933 Foreign - a good selection of Foreign postcards in a 
shoebox with better noted from Japan, Russia and the 
Far East as well as Europe. Approx. 700-750 cards £40 - £50

2934 Foreign, cards of interest, 23 cards, plus two Panama 
Locks (scarce) and Lourenco Marques booklets 
(complete), Snap Shot set of 12 German Navy, Belgium 
Lace makers (4), Paris Vecu Les Promeneurs, set of six 
art style Mountaineering Romance, Memoriam Card to 
Liberation of Auschwitz, Kaiser (2),Town Cricket 
Ground Ceylon etc £30 - £35

2935 Foreign, mixed general collection in small box, better 
noted (approx 170 cards) £40 - £50

2936 Foreign, mixed original collection, includes 
stations   (approx 75 cards) £20 - £30

2937 Foreign, original collection in Art Nouveau album, 
general mixture (approx 190 cards) £30 - £40

2938 Foreign, original varied selection in small box   (approx 
200 cards) £20 - £30

2939 Foreign, small original collection   (approx 60 cards)
£20 - £30

2940 Foreign, very good varied original collection in shoebox, 
better noted (approx 283 cards) £100 - £150

2941 GB Topo In box with a good spread over many counties 
RPs seen, over 500 cards £60 - £70
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2942 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.1), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2943 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.2), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2944 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.3), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2945 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.4), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2946 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.5), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2947 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.6), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2948 GB topographical postcards old-time selection in box 
(No.7), better noted RP etc (approx 700 cards) £28 - £32

2949 General assortment in large maroon album   (approx 275 
cards) £40 - £50

2950 General assortment, children noted   (approx 45 cards) 
£20 - £30

2951 General collection in large modern album, decorated 
trams & busses noted   (approx 108 cards) £100 - £120

2952 General original collection in 3 albums, topographical, 
children, Santas, etc   (approx 300 cards) £75 - £100

2953 General original collection in brown album, better noted, 
needs viewing   (approx 195 cards) £70 - £75

2954 General original varied collection in shoebox   (approx 
640 cards) £60 - £65

2955 General selection in plastic pages, worth a look   (approx 
140 cards) £50 - £60

2956 German military, interesting original collection, some 
artist drawn  (approx 39 cards) £40 - £50

2957 Glamour, a good collection of 96 modern black & white 
RP cards, inc. Nudes, Lingerie, Lesbian, Erotic, mainly 
1980-90's, some scarce, continental size £40 - £50

 

 
 

2958 Glamour, collection inc. Gainsborough Girls, Barribal, 
Meissner & Buch Wedgwood Figures (3), Hand-Tinted, 
American Machine Beauties, Russian Allegorical etc 
Approx 37 cards £40 - £50

2959 Green album housing general mixture   (approx 75 cards) 
£20 - £30

2960 Green vintage album containing original mixed 
selection   (approx 70 cards) £30 - £40

2961 Harry Payne, Rural, small mixture   (8)
£14 - £20

2962 Hertfordshire selection inc Bishop Stortford, Hitchin, 
Watford, etc etc, several RP's (approx 70) £40 - £45

2963 Hertfordshire, Letchworth & Norton Garden 
Cities   (approx 14 cards) £20 - £30

2964 Horse Drawn, 13 RP cards, Governess, Carts, Dreys etc., 
some good images £30 - £35

2965 Hospitals, G.B. selection, mainly exteriors, country wide 
selection, inc. London, Stamford, Northwood, Dewsbury 
etc. Approx 47 £50 - £60

2966 Industrial / Rural, small mixture, Gipsies, lace making, 
hop picking, blacksmiths, etc needs a look   (approx 16 
cards) £40 - £50

2967 Industry, 17 RP cards, inc. Workers, Amateur Radio (2), 
Machinery, Control Panels, making Yachts London, 
Cotton Industry, some nice Social History £40 - £50

2968 Ipswich - an excellent selection of early postcards with 
some good real photo cards. These include Firemen, 
foundry fires, hospital, shop fronts, pubs, theatre, street 
scenes etc (approx 20 cards) £40 - £45

2969 Ipswich Town Football Club 1909 - a superb early real 
photo postcard of the Ipswich Town Football Team in 
September 1909. This a scarce item, rarely seen. £60 - £65

 

 
 

2970 Ipswich, The Palace Ice Skating Rink   R/P   (1) 
£16 - £20

2971 Ireland selection from the north and south, noted 
Railway and RP items (approx 105) £30 - £35

2972 Ireland, postcards & ephemera, in wooden box & 
loose   (approx 735 items) £60 - £70

2973 Isle of Wight, island wide selection, noted Newport, 
Cowes, Seaview with RP's, several LL's etc (approx 105) £30 - £35

2974 Jerusalem, Souvenir of the British Occupation, 9th 
December 1917, flowers & views in wooden holder £20 - £30

 

 
 

2975 Jules Cheret, Art Nouveau, the Four Seasons, scarce set 
of four, VG (4) £100 - £110

2976 Kendal, nice original collection, station, R/P's, 
etc   (approx 20 cards) £20 - £30

2977 Kent inc. RP, Street Scenes, Villages, Sittingbourne, 
Newington, Leigh, Sandgate, Woodchurch, Wrotham 
Heath, Sandwich etc., well worth a look Approx 33 cards £70 - £80

2978 Kent inc. Sandwich, Staplehurst, Rochester, Chatham, 
RP, Views, Street Scenes etc Approx 35 cards £70 - £80

2979 Kent, interesting selection inc. RP, Views, Villages, 
Street Scenes, Sheerness, North Foreland Tea House 
interior, Hill Farm Stackburg, Westerham, Yalding etc 
Approx 32 Cards £70 - £80

2980 Large blue postcard album inc cards & photos of Railway 
interest, approx 160 cards and 100 photos (qty) £40 - £45

2981 Large green modern album containing general 
mixture   (approx 336 cards) £60 - £70

2982 Large green vintage album containing mixed selection, 
comic & R/P's of Essex villages noted   (approx 225 
cards) £50 - £60

2983 Large original mixture in shoebox   (approx 500 cards)
£50 - £55
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2984 Large red vintage album containing very nice original 
mixed collection, East Anglia noted, needs 
viewing   (approx 309 cards) £150 - £200

2985 Large shoebox containing original mixture   (approx 465 
cards) £50 - £60

2986 Large vintage album containing mixed greetings, 
children, etc   (approx 145 cards) £20 - £30

2987 Large vintage album with brass lock, containing good 
original collection, USA Presidents & mining noted, 
Handle with care, album delicate! (approx 280 cards) £150 - £175

2988 Large wooden box containing original good general 
mixture, better noted, worth a look   (approx 1030 cards) £100 - £150

2989 London - nice lot of mainly central, some suburbs, 
courtsize, transport, etc (approx 124) £40 - £45

2990 London & Suburbs wide ranging selection with transport 
interest, LL, suburbs, north & south of river noted with 
RP's (approx 150) £50 - £55

2991 London / Middlesex, nice varied collection, R/P's & 
L.L.'s noted   (approx 27 cards) £50 - £60

2992 Louis Wain, Alpha 633 Smile Awhile 
£40 - £46

 

 
 

2993 Louis Wain, rare Mazawattee Cocoa advert back   (1) 
£50 - £60

2994 Louis Wain, Tuck 6401 The Latest 
£34 - £40

2995 Louis Wain, Tucks Mascot Series 2, 3552 Talkers 
Mascot  (1) £30 - £40

2996 Markets, small mixed selection, R/P's etc (14) 
£20 - £25

2997 Merchant shipping, advertising, post cards, & menus, 
Brocklebank, Red Star, Anchor, Orient, etc small but 
nice selection   (13) £80 - £100

2998 Military, interesting original collection in album & loose, 
cards, ephemera, booklets, etc from Boer War - 
WWII   (approx 90 items) £40 - £50

2999 Military, mixed collection in plastic pages, camps, R/P's, 
hospital. etc (approx 27 cards) £20 - £30

3000 Military, mixed selection, R/P's, Harry Payne, 
etc    (approx 40 cards) £44 - £50

3001 Military, postcards, photos, pay book, release book, 
postmarks, etc includes cards from Malta   (approx 40 
items) £20 - £30

 

3002 Military, P.O.W. WW1 Vladivostok, Siberia Garrison 
American Expedition Force R/P's   (4) £20 - £30

 

3003 Military, scarce selection of 15 RP cards, 1st Battalion 
Cameron Highlanders in Burma and India 1929, from 
the collection of Private F.A. Allen, Sports Teams, 
Sepoys, Gonda Camp (2), Funeral, F section Rangoon, 
Parades, Machine Gun Coy etc. £30 - £35

3004 Military, small collection of 17 cards, inc. RP, Wounded, 
Tank, German fleet Scarpa Flow, R.E. , Motorcyclists, 
Sailors in Chins, navy and Army Sports Teams, German 
P.O.W. in Scotland, German 1917 Naval group, P.M. & 
Co. London Life £35 - £40

3005 Mining, Abertillery Colliery (1) 
£20 - £22

3006 Mixed general collection, Punch & Judy noted   (approx 
40 cards) £20 - £30

3007 Mixed original collection in small box   (approx 200
cards) £30 - £40

3008 Modern album of approx 100 London postcards inc LL's
£24 - £26

3009 Modern Postcards nearly all unused in two boxes; many 
hundreds including Topo, Mail Van, Post Office related 
etc heavy lot (Buyer collects) £20 - £25

3010 Mumm Champagne, advert cards, set of 18 cards 
£30 - £40

3011 Naval shipping, comprehensive collection encompassing 
all forms of naval vessels & life worth a look   (approx 456 
cards) £450 - £500

 

 
 

3012 Nazi Germany, 10 cards inc. Panzerabwehr Flag by 
Klein, Art Day Munich 1937, Building the autobahn, 
Navy, Tanks art style, rare card of the Battleship 
Deutschland in Spanish Civil War, Sea Planes (2), mainly 
continental size £50 - £60

3013 Nazi Germany, 11 cards, mixed sizes, RP, Nurses, Berlin, 
Navy inc. Admiral Hipper (3), Hindenburg & Goring at 
Tempelhof Airport, Olympics 1936 (2), WWI Shipping 
Propaganda etc £35 - £40

3014 Newmarket nice selection of old postcards, inc internal 
view of Railway Station (approx 50) £30 - £40

3015 Norfolk - a small selection of better topographical 
postcards well worth looking at. These include towns, 
villages, street scenes, floods, post offices etc from across 
the county (approx 25 cards) £55 - £60

3016 Norfolk - a small selection of better topographical 
postcards well worth looking at. These include towns, 
villages, street scenes, windmills, docks etc from across 
the county (approx 25 cards) £50 - £60

3017 Norfolk - a small selection of better topographical 
postcards well worth looking at. These include towns, 
villages, street scenes, windmills, post offices etc from 
across the county (approx 20 cards) £60 - £70

3018 Norfolk Railway Stations - a good selection of old railway 
station etc photographs depicting the M and GN and 
GER lines in Norfolk. Stations include Dereham, Middle 
Drove, West Runton, North Walsham, Kimberley, 
Melton Constable and many others. Photos are postcard 
sized and smaller (Approx 40) £20 - £25

3019 Norfolk, nice small collection, R/P's & better 
noted   (approx 22 cards) £40 - £50

 

3020 Nottinghamshire, 16 cards from Barton, Gotham & 
Thrumpton, three harder to find villages in South Notts, 
inc. RP, Churches, Thrumpton Hall, Views etc. £30 - £35
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3021 Novelty, original selection, pull-outs, shapes, etc   (6) 
£15 - £20

3022 Orange ring binder & black album containing 
miscellaneous greeting cards (approx 156 cards) £20 - £22

3023 Original collection in 2 vintage albums, nice mixture, 
Film Stars, military, Royalty, topographical, Bamforths, 
comic, etc needs viewing   (approx 550 cards) £175 - £200

3024 Original collection in box, English, foreign, comic, 
etc   (approx 240 cards) £20 - £30

3025 Original collection in green album, general 
selection   (approx 110 cards) £30 - £40

3026 Original collection in shoebox, comic, greetings cards, 
etc   (approx 440 cards) £30 - £40

3027 Original collections in old albums, cWW1 era with 
several nice Social History Cards, RP's and Military 
noted (2 albums) £25 - £30

3028 Original mixed album, East Anglia noted   (approx 185 
cards) £30 - £40

3029 Original mixed collection in 3 albums   (approx 80 cards) 
£20 - £26

3030 Original mixed collection in shoebox   (approx 550 cards) 
£50 - £60

3031 Pamlin Prints range of postcards, all forms of transport 
and other subjects included. Ranging from Bing Crosby 
to Concorde, together with East Anglian topos (approx 
120) £20 - £22

3032 Photos and Cards housed in albums, some better images 
noted, worth a look (4) £24 - £26

3033 Postcards - Small box of postcards from around the world 
£20 - £25

3034 Postcards and photos of stained glass windows - attractive 
lot £20 - £25

3035 Radio Ham postcards, circa 1920's (approx 100) 
£20 - £25

3036 Railway interest - modern folder of old postcards, mostly 
Engines (approx 59) £24 - £26

3037 Railway Station Interior - Fulbourne, Cambridgeshire. 
An excellent early postcard of GER's Fulbourne Railway 
Station interior, Cambridgeshire £25 - £30

3038 Railway Station Interior - Ipswich and Derby Road, 
Ipswich. Four brilliant real photo postcards depicting the 
interior of GER's Ipswich Railway station and the seldom 
seen Derby Road Station staff on the Felixstowe branch 
line in 1905. Also two cards with LNER locos on 
platforms 2 and 3 £80 - £90

3039 Railway Station Interior - Old North Road near 
Cambridge. An excellent early RP postcard of LNWR's 
Old North Road Railway Station interior just west of 
Cambridge on the L and NWR. A charming and scarce 
card. £40 - £45

3040 Railway Station Interior - Romfrod, Essex. An excellent 
early real photo postcard of LNER's Romford Railway 
Station interior, Essex. Nice detail of passengers and 
signage £30 - £35

3041 Railway Station Interior - Saxmundham, Suffolk. A 
superb early RP card of Saxmundham Railway Station 
interior and signal box with much animation £30 - £35

3042 Railway Station Interior - Shenfield, Essex. A good 
c1905 Spalding postcard of GER's Shenfield Railway 
Station interior, Essex £24 - £26

3043 Railway Station Interior - Southwold, Suffolk. A lovely 
1905 card of Southwold Railway Station interior 
showing the Southwold Express on the platform and 
Edwardian passengers and staff £26 - £28

3044 Railway Station Interior - Witham, Essex. A great c1905 
RP card of GER's Witham Railway Station interior, 
Essex showing a train pulling in and much platform 
furnishing etc £30 - £35

3045 Railways, mixed collection of postcards & 
photos   (approx 125 items) £30 - £40

3046 Railways, officials, rolling stock, stations, etc   (approx 
120 cards) £30 - £40

3047 Railways, original collection, Officials & rolling 
stock  (approx 100 cards) £30 - £40

 

3048 Railways, original general selection in box, vintage & 
modern   (approx 220 cards) £50 - £60

3049 Railway, small selection, stations, officials, rolling 
stock   (10) £30 - £40

 

 
 

3050 Raphael Kirchener, a rare complete set of Stroefer Series 
99, pub by Meissner & Buch, with blind stamp for Bignell 
Royal Arcade W. to edge, UB, VG to EX (12) £500 - £550

 

 
 

3051 Raphael Kirchner, girl with bicycle, Dell'Aquila D.1-2, 
UB, VG (1) £50 - £60

3052 Raphael Kirchner, Purple Series, published by M.M., 
Dell'Aquila G.9-2, UB, some age toning to reverse, G (1) £40 - £50

3053 Real Photo's, station, shopfronts, wrecks, etc needs 
viewing, nice original selection   (18) £50 - £60

3054 Red vintage album housing original collection, shopfront 
noted (approx 96 cards) £30 - £40
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3055 Rhodesia, a slip in photo album containing 34 candid 
snap shots and three postcards, a good insight into Life in 
the Colonies, inc. Camp at Mano, On the Road, 
Shangara, Ferry, Kacheta, Mail Lorry, between the wars 
period  £30 - £35

3056 Royalty, Foreign, good selection of different 
countries   (approx 63 cards) £65 - £70

3057 Rural Topographical, interesting selection of approx 71 
cards, mainly RP, inc. Village Street Scenes, Buildings, 
School Classes, Rowing, Pleasure on the Rivers, People, 
Horse-drawn Carts, Events, Gardens, Social History, a 
few subject cards etc £80 - £90

3058 R/P's, general selection, including Chalton flower show, 
Houghton coronation day, events, etc worth a 
look    (approx 20 cards) £30 - £40

3059 R/P's, nice small collection, various counties   (10) 
£40 - £50

3060 R/P's, original small collection, Royal visits, hospital, 
parades, station, etc   (approx 17 cards) £30 - £40

3061 R/P's, small nice selection, Dam construction, 
Coronation Bonfire, tram, etc   (13) £50 - £60

3062 School Classes, pre-1914, some girls' schools but many 
mixed, interesting social history lot, 27 cards £30 - £35

3063 Scotland, small collection, includes R/P's. Isles, Royal 
visit, etc (approx 15 cards) £16 - £20

3064 Shipping - early to modern, inc. Svenska Lloyd, RP, 
Navy, Merchant, Olympic, Cunard, Italian (4) etc 
Approx 32 cards £30 - £35

3065 Shipping Merchant range, inc Cunard, Union Castle, 
Paddle Steamers, Canadian Pacific etc (approx 90) £30 - £35

3066 Shipping, original comprehensive collection of postcards, 
menus, tickets, postmarks, playing cards, etc all forms of 
shipping seen, needs viewing   (approx 300 items) £100 - £125

3067 Shipping, scarce hard back booklet, issued by Union 
Castle, complete with 30 sepia postcards, inc. On Board 
entertainment, dinning and sports, the ship, views of 
places on route from Southampton to Durban, entitles 
Post Card Souvenir No. 1, one card loose £30 - £35

3068 Shoebox containing mixed selection, mainly 
topographical   (approx 500 cards) £50 - £55

3069 Shoebox containing original collection, mixed UK 
topographical   (approx 550 cards) £50 - £60

3070 Shoebox containing original collection, vintage & 
modern   (approx 300 cards) £30 - £40

3071 Shoebox full of UK topos, wide ranging selection across 
England & Wales, some Railway Officials noted and RP's 
(approx 610) £35 - £40

3072 Shoebox housing original general mixture, better 
noted   (approx 450 cards) £50 - £60

3073 Shoebox of Greetings Cards - comprehensive selection 
inc Embossed, Dates, Large letter, etc etc (approx 475) £30 - £35

3074 Shotley, HMS Ganges & wreck of Carmenta Sizewell 
R/P   (3) £16 - £20

3075 Silks, nice original collection, better designs noted, 
including woven, Stevens bookmark & Kershaw & 
Swindells Queen Victoria Jubilee (approx 32 cards) £70 - £80

3076 Silks, original mixed collection, better noted   (approx 34 
cards) £40 - £50

3077 Silks, small varied selection, better noted   (11) 
£24 - £30

3078 Skelmanthorpe related, small selection   (approx 28 
cards) £30 - £30

3079 Small album containing original collection, mainly East 
Anglian churches (approx 98 cards) £20 - £30

3080 Small green album housing mixed collection   (approx 
136 cards) £30 - £40

3081 Small original selection of railway related cards, stations 
& staff (6) £30 - £40

3082 Social History, 23 RP cards, inc. Fetes, Parades, 
Edwardian House Interiors, Decorated Cycles, Nurse, 
Tug-o-War (2) etc £40 - £45

 

3083 Social History, cards, The Way we Where, Portraits, 
Families, Children, Groups, Edwardian Life etc Approx 
38 RP £40 - £50

3084 Social History, nice collection of approx 32 cards, all RP, 
inc. House interiors, Fetes, Groups, Industry, Gardens, 
At the Beach, Winters Scenes, Parades etc. £80 - £90

3085 Southwold range of old postcards inc Southwold Express 
by Reg Carter (approx 50) £25 - £30

3086 Sport, 15 RP & Photos, inc. Speedway (3) signed Geoff 
Duke, Cricket inc. Charles Palmer, Cabinet, Local 
Teams, Football Local Teams, Hockey, Harvard V 
Cambridge rowing etc. £30 - £35

3087 Sport, golf, football, cricket, hunting, etc R/P's, humour, 
nice lot   (approx 22 cards) £20 - £30

3088 Stations, interiors & exteriors, including Silloth, 
Withernsea, Stamford   (5) £30 - £40

3089 Stereoscopic Cards, 26 inc. Military, Boer War (4), WWI 
(5), Russo-Japan (1); Topographical (16), UK, Mining, 
Holy Land, South Africa etc.  £30 - £35

3090 Stowmarket small selection of old postcards, better noted 
(approx 20) £20 - £25

3091 Subject cards In box Transport Military, Children, Art 
etc about 600 cards £60 - £70

3092 Suffolk - a fine collection of Suffolk Postcards from across 
the county. Places include Ipswich, Felixstowe, 
Saxmundham, Southwold, Woodbridge and many 
smaller areas. Scenes include street views and much 
more. Approx 130 cards in album £120 - £130

3093 Suffolk Post Offices, small selection of long gone Post 
Offices, mainly Villages. In sleeves (approx 24) Good lot £80 - £90

3094 Suffolk, Bungay, nice small original collection, R/P. 
etc   (9) £20 - £26

3095 Suffolk, nice small collection, R/P's etc better 
noted   (approx 32 cards) £55 - £60

3096 Suffolk, original mixed collection, R/P's, etc better 
noted   (approx 135 cards) £50 - £60

3097 Suffolk, Rattlesden, nice small original collection, 
includes F Pawsey publisher   (12) £30 - £36

 

 
 

3098 Suffolk, Stowmarket, original collection including R/P's, 
Ship Week, hotel, etc nice lot (8) £30 - £36

3099 Surrey wide range inc Guildford, Addington, Surbiton 
Station, Dorking, Walton on Thames, Epsom, inc RP's 
(approx 60) £40 - £45

3100 Sussex, 17 RP cards, of The University Club Members of 
Bethnal Green London, at Felpham, August 1909, by 
Goodyer Studio, inc. Charabanc, Camp Site, In the Sea, 
Cycling, Groups etc £25 - £30
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3101 Tall red album containing original mixed selection, 
R/P's, etc (approx 290 cards) £90 - £100

3102 The Holy Land, very nice mixed original collection, 
unusual R/P's, markets, events, etc needs 
viewing   (approx 36 cards) £80 - £100

3103 Theatre posters by David Allen, Sergeant Brue, Cousin 
Kate, etc   (6) £60 - £70

3104 Theatre posters by David Allen, The Orchid, Smile, 
etc   (5) £50 - £60

3105 Theatre posters by various artists, Chloe Preston, 
Buchell, True, etc (6) £34 - £40

3106 Theatre posters by various artists. Hardy, Browne, Bates, 
etc   (6) £40 - £50

3107 Theatrical - wide range of stars and theatre scenes, noted 
Gabrielle Ray, Marice Stadholme, George Alexander, 
etc etc (approx 325) £30 - £35

3108 Tin containing mixed selection of Judges 
postcards   (approx 131 cards) £20 - £30

3109 Topographical, good general mixture, better 
noted   (approx 70 cards) £85 - £100

3110 Topographical, RP scenes, mainly Rural, 1905-20's. 
Approx 30 £30 - £35

3111 Trams, openings & events, small selection   (5) 
£30 - £40

3112 Transport, 14 RP cards, inc. Charabancs (5), 
Motorcycles(5), Daily Mail Waterplane Tour 1912 etc £50 - £60

3113 Two vintage albums containing original collection, war 
related comic, Churchill, patriotic noted, worth a 
look   (approx 540 cards) £200 - £230

3114 UK and Irish Topo - a good selection of UK and Irish 
postcards in a pc box with better noted. These are mainly 
topographical cards but also contain greetings and other 
types. Approx. 500 - 600 cards £30 - £40

3115 Varied collection, adverts, Madame Melba, Circus, 
etc   (approx 40 cards) £20 - £30

 

 
 

3116 Ventriloquists, F Chester, D Hollingsworth, F 
Vallance   (3) £40 - £50

3117 Very large brown album housing original collection, 
general mixture, better noted including floods   (approx 
320 cards) £80 - £100

3118 Very nice original collection in blue flip album, R/P's, 
events, shopfronts, etc of Borobridge & area, viewing a 
must   (approx 100 cards) £100 - £125

3119 Victorian Album of CDV's and Portrait Cards - a green, 
leather Victorian full photo album housing a selection of 
Carte De Visites and Portrait Photos. These include 
better quality Victorian cdv's of men, woman and 
children. Good lot (qty) £20 - £25

3120 Vintage album containing mixed selection   (approx 144 
cards) £20 - £22

3121 Vintage album housing original selection, cinema stars, 
etc   (approx 150 cards) £100 - £125

3122 Vintage green album containing original collection, 
English & foreign, adverts, comic, railway officials, 
etc   (approx 180 cards) £60 - £70

3123 Vintage green album containing original mixed 
collection, Nelson related cards & ephemera noted, needs 
viewing   (approx 125 cards) £50 - £55

3124 Vintage green album housing original mixed 
collection   (approx 108 cards) £30 - £40

3125 Wales, 19 Cards of Interest, inc. RP, Llanelli, Llandilo 
Knots End Station, Pembroke Dock Barracks, St. Sc at 
Monmouth, Craig-y-Don, Radnor, Hay-on-Wye, 
Cardiff, Miniature Railway (2), Oakeley Quarries etc £40 - £45

3126 Wales, mixed collection in large modern album   (approx 
114 cards) £30 - £40

3127 Walt Disney, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Snow White, 
etc   (5) £24 - £30

3128 Wide ranges originally put together for the postmarks 
plus a few covers and ephemeral items; a minority are 
unused. Mostly "golden period" but a few also noted £30 - £40

3129 Woodbrdige - nice selection of old cards in sleeves 
(approx 40) £24 - £26

3130 Woodbridge & area, small original collection in wooden 
box   (approx 47 cards) £50 - £60

 

 
 

3131 Woodbridge, H G Cox Coal Merchant horse drawn 
vehicle R/P   (1) £20 - £30

 

 
 

3132 Woven silk, Australian Commonwealth Military Force 
(1) £20 - £30

 
3133 Woven silk, R.M.S. Empress of Britain, Hands across the 

sea   (1) £24 - £30

 
3134 Yorkshire, 9 RP cards of Pickering Pageant & Fair c. 

1911 & 12 £30 - £35

 
3135 Youth Organisations inc Boy Scouts, Boys Brigade, Girl 

Guides, Youth Hostels & Camps etc (approx 75) £40 - £45

 
3136 Zeppelin - a small selection of WW1 related Zeppelin 

cards, 3 relate to the Strafed Zeppelin L48 at Theberton 
near Leiston. Another shows Cuffleys Zepp and there is 
an excellent 1915 card of damage in Maldon, Essex (6 
cards) £30 - £40
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A Private Collection of Type Cards 

 
 

 
 

3137 Adkin & Son, Beauties "PAC" (illustration 10 in 
handbook) G but some damage to reverse cat value £350 £110 - £120

 
 

 
 

3138 Barratt, Felix Pictures, no.15 VG - EXC cat value £35 
£20 - £24

 
 

 
 

3139 Barratt, Football Teams, 1st Division, Manchester 
United, Moore Dale Mann & Chesters, VG cat value 
£18 £10 - £12

 
 
 

 
 

3140 Churchman, Actresses, Unicoloured (blue printing) Lyla 
Kavanaugh G - VG cat value £85 £50 - £60

 

 
 

3141 Churchman, Famous Golfers, (L 2nd series), no.4 George 
Gadd G - VG cat value £50 £30 - £34

 

 
 

3142 Cope, Cope's Golfers, no.43 "Fore" G+ - VG cat value 
£90 £55 - £60
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3143 Edwards, Ringer & Bigg, Beauties "CERF" (illustration 
12 in handbook) G - VG cat value £70 £36 - £40

 

 
 

3144 Fairweather & Sons, Historic Buildings of Scotland, 
no.39 Kilchurn Castle, Argyllshire VG cat value £50 £36 - £40

 

 
 

3145 Goodbody, Eminent Actresses (name at bottom) Ida 
Rene G - VG cat value £50 £30 - £34

 

 
 

3146 Goodwin & Co (U.S.A.), Games & Sports Series, 
Bicycling, VG but reverse, although undamaged but has 
small ink stamped name on it cat value £40 £26 - £30

 
 

3147 John Sinclair, Actresses, Alice Russon G - G+ cat value 
£90 £36 - £40

 

 
 

3148 Kinney Bros (U.S.A.), Famous Gems of the World, 
Green Aquamarine, front VG, reverse has slight stains to 
corners, cat value £23 £16 - £18

 

 
 

3149 Kinney Bros (U.S.A.), Harlequin Cards (series 2) War 
Dance, 8 of Clubs G - VG cat value £25 £16 - £18

 

 
 

3150 Lacey's, Footballers, no.12 V Watson West Ham VG cat 
value £37.50 £20 - £24
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3151 Marsuma, Famous Golfers & their Strokes, no.21 C 
Mayo VG cat value £60 £40 - £46

 

 
 

3152 Marsuma, Famous Golfers & their Strokes, no.40 J H 
Taylor VG cat value £60 £40 - £46

 

 
 

3153 Newbegin, Actors & Actresses, Lena Ashwell marks on 
back but otherwise G cat value £60 (seldom seen) £36 - £40

 

 
 

3154 Ogden, Guinea Gold, scarce number 943 Dolly Harmer 
G - VG cat value £65 £20 - £24

 
 

 
 

3155 Phillips, Cricketers LF (brown back), no.220C C H 
Titchmarsh, Herts VG cat value £25 £16 - £18

 

 
 

3156 Phillips, Cricketers LF (brown back), no.221C A G 
Wilkinson The Army VG cat value £25 £16 - £18

 

 
 

3157 Player's, Advertisement card (Navy Cut Back), 
(illustration 3 in handbook) has slight horizontal crease 
but otherwise G - VG cat value £320 £110 - £120
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3158 Player's, Bookmarks (Authors) no.8 Mrs Humphry Ward 
(spelt Humphrey on reverse) G - VG cat value £65 £40 - £50

 

 
 

3159 Player's, England's Military Heroes (narrow), Gen Sir J 
Alexander Ewart G+ slight grubby back cat value £32 £18 - £20

 

 
 

3160 Player's, England's Naval Heroes (descriptive, narrow) 
Commander Sturdee G - VG cat value £27 £16 - £18

 
 

3161 Player's, Everyday Phrases (by Tom Browne) So Sorry I 
was out (cricket interest) G - VG cat value £17 £12 - £16

 

 
 

3162 Player's, Famous Authors & Poets (narrow), no.12 
Samuel Lover G - VG cat value £20 £10 - £12

 

 
 

3163 Player's, Gallery of Beauty Series, no.42 G - VG cat value 
£25 £14 - £16

 

 
 

3164 Player's, Military Series, no.9 Royal Marines VG cat 
value £24 £18 - £20
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3165 Player's, Old England's Defenders, no.46, G, cat value 
£24 £14 - £16

 
 

 
 

3166 Salmon & Gluckstein, Her Most Gracious Majesty 
Queen Victoria, Jubilee 1887 G - VG cat value £50 £30 - £34

 
 

 
 

3167 Wilkinson, Popular Footballers, no.24 Ted Ditchburn, 
Tottenham Hotspur G - VG cat value £50 £24 - £30

.

Cigarette & Trade Cards 
 

from other properties: 
 

3168 A & BC Gum, folder containing 4 complete sets & 1 part 
set of football cards, comprising Footballers (Quiz 1-58), 
Footballers (Make-A-Photo 1-55), Footballers (Planet 1-
46), Footballers (Orange Back 86-170) & Footballers 
(Make-A-Photo 56-110) part set 54/55, mixed condition, 
mainly G - VG, worth viewing cat value £1100 £150 - £200

3169 A & BC Gum, large quantity of various football cards 
contained in 2 modern albums, better issues noted, mixed 
condition, many G - VG approx 500 cards with a cat 
value of £2600, worth viewing £300 - £350

3170 A & BC Gum, part sets of Footballers, various series, 
approx 400 cards mainly G or better £55 - £60

3171 A & BC Gum, shoebox containing many cards sorted 
into series with a few odds, some duplication, needs 
viewing mainly G or better £55 - £60

3172 Accessories, box containing 5 Nostalgia albums all full of 
pages & backing sheets together with a large quantity of 
loose pages of various sizes both new & used   BUYER 
COLLECTS £20 - £25

3173 Accumulation of apparently complete sets each in 
individual plastic display cases, many with high catalogue 
value (approx 103 sets) £100 - £110

3174 Accumulation of sets and part sets (also plain-back proof) 
housed in modern album leaves, better noted inc plain-
back proof etc (qty) £50 - £55

3175 Album containing 10 sets of trade issues, being Como 
(Supercar 2nd series, scarce as a set), Cartledge (Famous 
Prize Fighters), Goodies (Indian Tribes & Prehistoric 
Animals, both scarce as sets), Fry's (Time & Money), 
Priory (Cycles & Motor Cycles), Daily Sketch (World 
Cup Souvenir), Beano (This Age of Speed 2), Bassett (The 
Conquest of Space) & Barratt (Knight Rider), majority 
VG - EXC very nice lot, worth looking at cat value 
£1200+ £150 - £170

3176 Album containing 7 complete sets of cards, horse related, 
includes cards from Player's (Racehorses), Ogden & 
Phillips, mainly VG cat value £650+ £150 - £160

3177 Album containing 7 good sets, being Churchman, East 
Suffolk Churches (black), British American Tobacco, 
Beauties Picture Hats II (plain back), Cinema Artistes 
(plain back) & (Battle Ax cigarettes) Women of Nations, 
Richmond Cavendish, Chinese Actors & Actresses, 
Will's, Transvaal Series (white border) & Actresses 
'ALWICS' (all red front, overseas issue) mainly VG 
viewing recommended cat value £1045 £150 - £160

3178 Album Early Ogdens Guinea Gold types, approx 399 
cards mostly good to vg Ships Personalities etc £70 - £80

3179 Album in slipcase, containing 10 complete sets from John 
Player (all L or XL size) includes Characters from Fiction, 
Golf (overseas issue), etc mainly VG or better cat value 
£833 £90 - £100

3180 Album in slipcase, containing 13 complete sets from 
Gallaher, includes Zoo Tropical Birds (both series), 
mainly VG or better cat value £650 £70 - £80

3181 Album in slipcase, containing 14 complete sets from 
Ardath (8) includes Trooping the Colour, Benson (1), 
Bocnal (1), Boguslavsky (3) & Bucktrout (1) mainly VG or 
better cat value £778 £80 - £90

3182 Album in slipcase, containing 14 complete sets from 
Ardath, includes Cricket, Tennis & Golf Celebrities, 
Empire Flying Boat, Figure of Speech, etc mainly VG or 
better cat value £835 £80 - £90

3183 Album in slipcase, containing 15 complete sets from 
Carreras, includes Alice in Wonderland, Famous Airmen 
& Airwomen, Famous Footballers, etc mainly VG or 
better cat value £768 £80 - £90

3184 Album in slipcase, containing 15 complete sets from 
Carreras, includes History of Army Uniforms, History of 
Naval Uniforms, Highwaymen, etc mainly VG or better 
cat value £721 £80 - £90

3185 Album in slipcase, containing 15 complete sets from 
Churchman, includes Sporting Trophies, The Queen 
Mary, West Suffolk Churches, etc mainly VG or better 
cat value £648 £75 - £85
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3186 Album in slipcase, containing 15 complete sets from 
Gallaher (all series of 48 cards) mainly VG or better cat 
value £450 £55 - £65

3187 Album in slipcase, containing 16 complete sets from 
Duncan (2) including Evolution of the Steamship, full set 
of 50, Edwards Ringer & Bigg (3), Faulkner (2), Franklyn 
Davey (2), Gerard (1) & Hignett (6) mainly VG or better 
cat value £960 £100 - £120

3188 Album in slipcase, containing 17 complete sets from 
Carreras (14) & Cavanders (3) mainly VG or better cat 
value £552 £60 - £70

3189 Album in slipcase, containing 17 complete sets from 
Challis (2), Ching (7) & Churchman (8) including 
Association Footballer (both series), Cathedrals & 
Churches, Curious Dwellings, etc mainly VG or better 
cat value £570 £60 - £70

3190 Album in slipcase, containing 17 complete sets from 
Churchman, includes East Suffolk Churches (black 
front), Famous Cricket Colours, Pipes of the World, 
Rugby Internationals, etc mainly VG or better cat value 
£768 £85 - £95

3191 Album in slipcase, containing 19 complete sets from 
C.W.S. (5), Cope (5), Dexter (1), Dobie (3), Dominion (3) 
& Major Drapkin (2) including Australian & English Test 
Cricketers, mainly VG or better cat value £838 £90 - £100

3192 Album in slipcase, containing 21 complete sets from 
Abdulla (3), Allman (1), Amalgamated Tobacco (12), & 
Anstie (5) mainly VG or better cat value £580 £60 - £70

3193 Album of better cards, in part sets & odds, several of the 
part sets are only a few cards short, slight duplication, 
mixed condition, viewing recommended, high cat value, 
in excess of 300 cards £120 - £140

3194 Album of Pinnace Footballers (approx 83) 
£30 - £35

3195 Albums (2) containing cards relating to Manchester City 
football club, an interesting collection, worth viewing G - 
VG £70 - £80

3196 Albums (2) containing quantity of cards issued Cohen 
Weenen, Cope, Franklin Davey & Edwards Ringer & 
Bigg, approx 843 cards from 59 different series with a cat 
value of £4000+, mixed condition, viewing 
recommended £330 - £350

3197 Albums (4) containing quantity of cards issued by Hignett 
& Lea, approx 1800 cards from 55 different series with a 
cat value of £3900+, mixed condition, viewing 
recommended   BUYER COLLECTS £330 - £350

3198 Albums (4) containing quantity of part sets from Player's 
& Will's, large & standard card noted, mixed condition, 
needs viewing   BUYER COLLECTS £30 - £40

 

 
 

3199 B Morris, Golf Strokes Series set 1923 cat £175 EX 
£80 - £85

3200 Barratt / Bassett, modern album containing collection of 
football issues, in sets, part sets & odds, approx 11 
complete sets including Famous Footballers A13 & A15, 
good range of cards from series A4 up to more modern 
issues, mixed condition, many G - VG with later cards 
EXC cat value £1600+ £180 - £200

 
3201 Birds and poultry, comprehensive sets collection cigarette 

cards housed in modern album £28 - £32

3202 Biscuit tin containing over 1000 cards all from smaller 
firms, Smith's, Cope, Salmon & Gluckstein, etc very 
mixed condition, viewing recommended £60 - £70

3203 Box containing large quantity of cards in sets, part sets & 
odds, some cards are in pages with many others in 
cigarette packets, needs viewing BUYER COLLECTS £60 - £70

3204 Box containing large quantity of pages & backing sheets, 
BUYER COLLECTS £16 - £20

3205 Box containing large quantity of sets contained in 
modern and small corner mounted albums, mixture of 
original cards (some better noted) & reprinted sets, 
original cards mainly G - VG, worth looking at £100 - £120

3206 Box containing quantity of empty & part filled albums, 
some albums in mint condition but otherwise varied 
condition together with a number of cards issued by Card 
Times all EXC   BUYER COLLECTS £20 - £30

3207 Box from estate for former collector/trader sets and near 
sets mostly in excellent condition: worth careful viewing 
2000++ cards £150 - £200

3208 Box full of vintage albums with large quantity of sets & 
part mounted within, earlier issues noted, mixed 
condition, viewing recommended £80 - £100

3209 Box of assorted cigarette and trade cards, loose and in 
albums (qty) £30 - £35

 

 
 

3210 British American Tobacco Co, Flower Girls set 1903 cat 
£300 VG-EX £80 - £90

3211 Brooke Bond, large collection of complete sets including 
some overseas issues, mainly in pages within a box G -
VG or better cat value £650 £50 - £60

3212 Caperns, Cage Birds (postcard size) approx 85 cards (50 
different + duplicates), cards are mainly plain back but 
there are examples of printed & postcard back G - VG 
cat value £425 £60 - £70

3213 Caperns, Cage Birds (postcard size) part set 52 different 
cards + an original album, cards are plain back G - VG 
cat value £260 £50 - £60

3214 Card Collectors Society & other reprints/reissues, 
approx 137 complete sets majority contained in pages 
within albums & loose, a few sets not in pages contained 
in a small plastic box   EXC £60 - £70

3215 Carreras, collection of approx 52 complete sets including 
Turf slides, standard, large & XL size sets, contained in 1 
large & 1 small modern album, sets include Famous 
Cricketers & Famous Footballers (Turf), Famous Airmen 
& Airwomen, Kings & Queens of England (both sizes) 
Palmistry (both series), etc mainly G - VG cat value 
£3100+ £300 - £320

 
3216 Carreras, Film Stars (oval, half-tone), complete set in 

pages VG cat value £115 £24 - £28

 
3217 Carreras, Footballers (large title, complete set in pages, 

VG cat value £168 £34 - £38

 
3218 Carreras, Tools & How to use them, complete set in 

pages, G - VG cat value £110 £24 - £28
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3219 Churchmans, Frisky set 1935 (52) cat £185 EX 
£50 - £55

 

 
 

3220 Churchmans, Men of the Moment in Sport 1928 set cat 
£350 nEX £100 - £110

3221 Churchman, Frisky, complete set in pages, G - VG cat 
value £185 £40 - £50

3222 Churchman, good stock of sets, part sets & odds 
contained in 5 modern albums, approx 3000 cards from 
91 different series, mainly G - VG with a cat value of 
£5200+, well worth viewing   BUYER COLLECTS £450 - £550

3223 Churchman, History & Development of the British 
Empire, complete set in pages, VG cat value £100 £24 - £28

3224 Churchman, Sports & Games in Many Lands, complete 
set in pages, G - VG cat value £250 £50 - £60

3225 Collection of 100 trade cards sets contained in 5 modern 
albums £50 - £60

3226 Collection of 27 complete sets of cigarette cards in pages, 
issuers include Player's, Mitchell, Will's, Anstie, Gallaher, 
Phillips, etc mixed condition, mainly G or better, viewing 
recommended, cat value £1550+ £180 - £200

3227 Collection of 27 complete & 1 part set, contained in 2 
modern albums, 1 sport & the other mainly of 
film/cinema interest, cards from Phillip's, Player's, 
Gallaher, Will's & Churchman, mixed condition, mainly 
G - VG cat value £1170 £120 - £130

3228 Collection of 28 complete sets contained in 2 modern 
albums, issues from Player's, Will's, Churchman, 
Cavanders, Lambert & Butler, Phillip's, Hill, standard & 
large size sets included, many of military interest, viewing 
recommended, mixed condition, mainly G - VG cat 
value £1270 £120 - £130

 
3229 Collection of 28 complete sets (sets not checked) from 

Player's & Will's, includes Cricket, etc VG & worth a look £46 - £50

 
3230 Collection of approx 37 complete of various trade issuers, 

contained in large modern album, issuers include 
Amalgamated Press, Boys Magazine, Cadbury, Fry's, 
Goodies, Shell, Thomson, The Scout, etc mainly G - VG 
cat value £3000+ an interesting lot £300 - £320

3231 Collection of approx 49 complete sets issued by various 
smaller firms A - H, contained in large modern album, 
large & standard size sets, issuers include Abdulla, Adkin, 
Anstie, Ardath, B.A.T., Cope, C.W.S., Hignett, Hill, etc 
mainly G - VG cat value £3200+ worth looking at £280 - £300

3232 Collection of approx 50 complete sets issued by various 
smaller firms L - W, contained in large modern album, 
large & standard size sets, issuers include Lea, Lloyd, 
Mitchell, Sinclair, Scottish CWS, etc mainly G - VG cat 
value £2800+ worth looking at £300 - £320

3233 Collection of approx 53 complete sets issued by Player's, 
contained in large modern album, large & standard size 
sets, alphabetically H - W, includes Kings & Queens (L), 
Highland Clans, Life on Board a Man of War, etc mainly 
G - VG cat value £2900+ viewing recommended £300 - £350

3234 Collection of approx 56 complete sets contained in large 
modern album, comprises of Lambert & Butler 18 sets & 
Will's (New Zealand & overseas issues) 38 sets, sets 
include Lighthouse, Motor Cycles, V.C's, Empire Air 
Routes, Motor Cars 3rd series, etc mainly G - VG cat 
value £3500+ £350 - £400

3235 Collection of approx 65 complete sets issued by Player's, 
contained in large modern album, large & standard size 
sets, alphabetically A - G, includes Cats, Country Sports, 
Golf, etc mainly G - VG cat value £3600+ viewing 
recommended £400 - £450

3236 Collection of approx 70 complete sets of trade issues (no 
Brooke Bond) many in pages, some duplication G - VG 
or better cat value £1900+ worth a look   BUYER 
COLLECTS £150 - £160

3237 Collection of approx 78 complete sets contained in 2 
large modern albums, comprises of Phillip's 44 sets + 
large quantity of Real Stamp Cards & Churchman 34 
sets, sets include Kings & Queens of England (all 37), 
Railway Engines, British Beauties, International Caps, 
Cricket, Empire Railways, Racing Greyhounds, 3 Jovial 
Golfers, etc mainly G - VG cat value £4100+ a nice lot £420 - £450

3238 Collection of approx 78 complete sets issued by Will's, 
contained in 2 large modern albums, large & standard 
size sets, includes Fish & Bait, Hurlers, Racehorses & 
Jockeys 1938, Musical Celebrities (both series), etc mainly 
G - VG cat value £4400+ viewing recommended £450 - £500

3239 Collection of approx 81 complete sets of cards issued by 
Players & Will's, contained in 4 small modern albums, 
good mixture, varied condition with many G - VG cat 
value £2500+    BUYER COLLECTS £230 - £250

3240 Collection of approx 82 complete sets of cards issued by 
various tobacco companies (about 17 different) including 
Anstie, Churchman, Phillips, Gallaher, Lambert & 
Butler, etc contained 6 small modern albums, varied 
condition with many G - VG cat value 
£2600+    BUYER COLLECTS £230 - £250

3241 Collection of approx 91 complete sets contained in 8 
modern Nostalgia albums, mainly Will's & Player's issues 
but a few from Gallaher, Carreras & Churchman, does 
contain all 8 sets of The Great War VC Heroes (these 
only P - F), slight duplication noted, mainly G - VG other 
than those already mentioned cat value £4000+ £320 - £350

3242 Collection of approx 91 complete sets of cigarette & cigar 
cards contained in 2 boxes, good selection with some 
duplication, mixed condition with many VG - EXC cat 
value £1600   BUYER COLLECTS £120 - £130

3243 Collection of approx 99 complete sets contained in 7 
modern albums, issuers include Player's, Will's, Gallaher, 
Churchman, Carreras, etc mixed condition, mainly G -
VG, slight duplication noted cat value £2650 £260 - £280

3244 Collection of sets contained in a modern album & various 
folder, both cigarette & trade issues noted, mainly G -
VG, worth a look £60 - £70

3245 Collection of various odd cards contained in pages, some 
better items noted, mixed condition, viewing 
recommended, STC £425 £30 - £40

3246 Contemporary slot-in albums with original content, 
better noted (2 albums) £30 - £35

3247 Cope, The World's Police, complete set in pages, G - VG 
cat value £125 £28 - £32

3248 Crate containing quantity of various stickers, part filled 
or empty sticker albums, some interesting earlier items 
noted, much football, mixed condition, viewing 
recommended   BUYER COLLECTS £40 - £50
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3249 Crate containing very large quantity of cards in sets, parts 
sets & odds, cards are in pages, old albums, boxes, tin & 
loose very mixed with older issues noted, just right for a 
winter's evening sorting!   BUYER COLLECTS £100 - £120

3250 C.W.S., small selection of 22 scarcer cards contained in 
pages, comprising Co-operative Buildings & Works x 13 
(mainly G or better), British Sports Series x 3 (P - G) & 
Parrot Series x 6 (very poor) viewing recommended cat 
value £608 £50 - £60

3251 C.W.S., small selection of 3 scarcer cards contained in 
pages, comprising Boy Scout Series (3) (G - G+) viewing 
recommended cat value £120 £30 - £40

3252 Dobie, Four Square Books, all 3 complete sets in pages, 
mainly VG cat value £240 £65 - £70

3253 Dogs, comprehensive sets collection cigarette cards 
housed in modern album £30 - £35

3254 Duke & Son, Costumes of all Nations, printed album, 
some cover damage & damage to 1 page, otherwise G - 
VG, some superb large illustration within, worth a look, 
cat value £250 £90 - £100

3255 Edwards, Ringer & Bigg, Mining, complete set in pages, 
VG cat value £125 £20 - £24

3256 Edwards, Ringer & Bigg, small selection of 9 scarcer 
cards contained in pages, comprising Beauties 
"FECKSA" x 1 (G), "CERF" x 1 (F - G) & War Map of 
the Western Front x 7 (G - G+) viewing recommended 
cat value £199 £30 - £40

 

 
 

3257 F & J Smith - Battlefields of Great Britain, part set 42/50, 
includes both end numbers & some hard to find 
number/back variations, mixed condition, mainly G or 
better cat value £756 £180 - £200

3258 F & J Smith, approx 136 cards from 12 different series 
with a cat value of £1300+, mixed condition, viewing 
recommended £120 - £130

3259 Faulkner, small selection of 23 scarcer cards contained in 
pages, comprising Military Terms x 2. Our Gallant 
Grenadiers (various series) x 21, mixed condition, 
viewing recommended cat value £500 £60 - £70

3260 Film and Stage Stars. comprehensive accumulation of 
cigarette cards in a carton, housed in a modern album, 
modern leaves and loose £50 - £55

3261 Football sticker albums, Panini - Football 79 & FKS - 
Wonderful World of Soccer Stars 1972/73, 1973/74, 
World Cup 1974, 1974/75, 1976/77 & Argentina 78, 
mixed condition, all albums part filled only, some only 
needing a few to complete, scarcer early albums £30 - £40

3262 Footballers and football clubs, comprehensive collection 
cigarette and trade cards housed in modern album £40 - £45

3263 Football, large red crate containing 7 modern albums of 
sets, part sets & odds from many different issuers, better 
items noted, mixed condition with many VG - EXC, 
needs viewing   BUYER COLLECTS £100 - £120

3264 Football, modern album containing 20 complete sets, 
issuers include Cadet, Carreras, Churchman, Dickson 
Orde, Fleetway, Mitcham, National Spastics Society, 
Player's, Primrose, Typhoo, Will's, etc, mainly VG cat 
value approx £1100 £110 - £120

 

 
 

3265 Fry's, complete set, Fowls, Pigeons & Dogs in pages, VG 
- EXC cat value £250 £120 - £130

3266 Gallaher - Birds, Nests & Eggs, complete set of 100 cards 
contained in large pages, VG cat value £175 a nice set £50 - £60

3267 Gallaher, Birds, Nests & Eggs, complete set in pages, 
mixed condition, many G - VG, a few lower grade cat 
value £175 £30 - £40

3268 Gallaher, Boy Scout Series (green, Belfast & London), 
complete set in pages, G - VG cat value £300 £50 - £60

3269 Gallaher, collection of approx 49 complete sets contained 
in large modern album, sets include Famous Footballers 
(brown & green back), Footballers in Action, Robinson 
Crusoe, etc mainly G - VG cat value £3200+ £320 - £350

3270 Gallaher, Footballers in Action, complete set in pages, 
mainly VG cat value £150 £40 - £50

3271 Gallaher, Tricks & Puzzle Series (black back), complete 
set in page, VG cat value £100 £26 - £30

3272 Gallaher, Woodland Trees, complete set in pages, G -
VG cat value £475 £80 - £90

3273 Gerard, Screen Favourites & Dancers (matt), complete 
set in pages, VG cat value £120 £26 - £30

3274 German issue, complete set of 'The most beautiful 
women in the world' complete in special album, rarely 
seen set, worth a look! £30 - £40

3275 Golf, 2 complete sets by Player's, Championship Golf 
Courses & Golf, contained in large sheets, G - VG cat 
value £425 £60 - £70

3276 Hignett, Dogs, complete set in pages, VG - EXC cat 
value £125 £20 - £25

3277 Hignett, Dogs, complete set in pages, VG cat value £125
£24 - £26

3278 Hignett, Football Club Captains, complete set in pages, 
VG cat value £200 £40 - £50

3279 Hignett, International Caps & Badges, complete set in 
pages, G - VG cat value £115 £24 - £28

3280 Hignett, Panama Canal, complete set in pages, G - VG 
cat value £150 £34 - £40

3281 Hignett, Prominent Cricketers of 1938, complete set in 
pages, VG cat value £200 £40 - £50

3282 Hignett, Ships, Flags & Cap Badges (A series), complete 
set in pages, G - VG cat value £125 £26 - £30

3283 Hill's, quantity of loose cards in red basket, cinema, sport, 
football, etc worth a look £22 - £30

3284 Hills, Aviation Series complete set (Hill name) in pages 
VG or better cat value £87 £28 - £50

3285 Imperial Tobacco Co (Canada), How To Play Golf 1925 
set cat £500 VG+ / EX £170 - £180

3286 John Sinclair, British Sea Dogs set 1928 cat £323 EX
£100 - £110

3287 Kensitas silk flowers, approx 27 large & 160 small size in 
packets £34 - £40
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3288 Kensitas silk flowers, small box containing approx 50 
small size, all printed back £50 - £55

3289 Lambert & Butler, Empire Air Routes set 1936 cat £125 
EX £34 - £36

3290 Lambert & Butler, Famous British Airmen & Airwomen 
& Aeroplane Markings, 2 complete sets cat value £150 
mainly VG or better £65 - £70

3291 Lambert & Butler, good stock of sets, part sets & odds 
contained in 3 modern albums, approx 1800 cards from 
52 different series including overseas issues, mainly G - 
VG with a cat value of £4300+ well worth viewing 
BUYER COLLECTS £330 - £350

3292 Large album packed with attractive reproduction sets in 
sleeves, cat £376.50 EX-Mint (approx 55) £30 - £35

3293 Large quantity of trade cards, 1 box of part sets + 2 boxes 
of loose cards, mainly G or better needs viewing £24 - £30

3294 Large shoebox full of odd cigarette cards, a large 
quantity, mixed condition, needs viewing £70 - £80

 

3295 Large tub packed with loose Cigarette & Trade Card 
odds (approx 1500) £25 - £30

 

3296 Large tub packed with loose Cigarette & Trade Card 
odds (approx 1500) £25 - £30

 

  
 

3297 M White & Co, Actresses "BLARM" complete set of 20 cards and rare as a set! 19 G - VG (some with slight edge chipping) 1 with more surface 
damage, see picture, cat value £225 per card, nominally £4500 for the set £2200 - £2500
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3298 Mixed Manufacturers, complete sets in sleeves inc 
Cavanders Wordsworth's Country, Players Characters 
from Dickens (XL10), Dogs (XL12), Cryselco Buildings 
of Beauty and Beautiful Waterways, Reddings Castles 
and Cathedrals of Great Britain, etc, total cat £573 (17 
sets) EX or better £45 - £50

3299 Mixed Manufacturers, complete sets in sleeves inc 
Churchmans Rugby Internationals, Players Celebrated 
Gateways, Cricketers 1934, Egyptian Kings and Queens, 
Wills Old Inns (both sets), etc, total cat £647 (13 sets) EX £60 - £65

3300 Mixed Manufacturers, complete sets in sleeves inc Lea 
Miniatures Gold Border and No Norder, Ogdens 
Cathedrals and Abbeys, By the Roadside and 
Picturesque Villages, total cat £588 (8 sets) EX £60 - £65

3301 Modern album containing 200+ cards issued by A & BC 
Gum & Somportex, issues include Battle, Civil War 
News, John Drake Danger Man, James Bond 007 
Thunderball, The Exciting World of James Bond 007, etc 
mixed condition, majority G - VG  cat value approx 
£550 a nice lot, worth viewing £70 - £80

3302 Modern album of various Military themed cigarette 
cards inc several Gallaher VC Heroes. Some reprints also 
noted (qty) £25 - £30

3303 Modern album packed with Ogdens, Lambert & Butler 
and Churchman odds (qty) good mixture £30 - £35

3304 Modern albums with Player and Wills sets and part sets, 
better noted (2 albums) £30 - £35

3305 Ogdens Guinea golds, unchecked selection, regular and 
extra large size (qty) £40 - £50

 

 
 

3306 Ogdens, AFC Nicknames set 1933 cat £250 EX 
£80 - £85

3307 Ogden, album containing 15 complete sets, including 
Famous Dirt Track Riders, Jockeys 1930, Derby 
Entrants (1926, 1928 & 1928), Poultry (1st & 2nd series) 
etc mixed condition but mainly G - VG cat value 
£1600+ £180 - £190

3308 Ogden, Ardarth & Scissors various in album mix of parts, 
sets and odds, approx 326 cards £70 - £80

3309 Ogden, collection of approx 31 complete sets contained 
in large modern album, sets include British Birds & their 
Eggs, Cricket 1926, Football Club Captains, Football 
Club Colours, Jockeys 1930 Racing Pigeons, etc mainly 
G - VG cat value £3100+ £350 - £370

 
3310 Ogden, small selection of 12 scarcer cards contained in 

pages, comprising Victoria Cross Heroes x 6, Beauties & 
Military, (P/C inset) x 2, Dominoes - Actresses x 1 & 
Beauties x 2 & Shakespeare Series (unnumbered) x 1, 
mixed condition, viewing recommended, cat value 
£280+ £40 - £50

 
3311 Ogden, Tabs issue, approx 180 cards (some duplication) 

nearly all dog related, contained in 4 plastic cases £18 - £20

 
3312 Ogden, Tabs & Guinea Golds, approx 147 cards in 

pages, includes football, cricket, etc mixed condition, 
mainly G - VG £30 - £40

3313 Phillips, Greys Shop Front, tobacco advertising counter 
card  £40 - £50

 
3314 Pinnace Footballers, 77 small size cards in pages mainly 

G - VG  £30 - £40

 
3315 Players and Wills sets in sleeves inc Characters from 

Dickens (XL10), Cries of London, 2nd series, Players Past 
and Present, Famous British Authors, and Rugby 
Internationals, total cat £473 (13 sets) EX £45 - £50

 
3316 Players sets in sleeves inc Association Cup Winners, Dogs 

Heads by Biegel, Gilbert & Sullivan (both sets) and 
Shipping, total cat £419 (10 sets) EX and better £45 - £50

 

 
 

3317 Players, Cats set 1936 (L) cat £168 Near Mint 
£44 - £46

 
3318 Players, complete sets in sleeves inc Dogs Heads by 

Biegel, Famous Beauties, Irish Place Names (both sets), 
Military Head-Dress, Sea Fishes, etc, total cat £444 
mainly EX (12) £44 - £46

 
3319 Players, Country Sports (L) set 1930 cat £150 EX 

£44 - £46

 

 
 

3320 Players, Game Birds and Wild Fowl (L) set 1928 cat £135 
EX £40 - £45
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3321 Players, Irish Place Names 'A' and 2nd Series, 1927 and 
1929, sets cat £155 EX (2) £44 - £46

 
 

3322 Player, British Livestock (brown back) XL, complete set 
in pages, G - VG cat value £100 £24 - £26

 
 

3323 Player, Picturesque London, complete set in pages, G - 
VG cat value £125 £28 - £32

 
 

3324 Player, Types of Horses, complete set in pages, G - VG 
cat value £100 £24 - £26

 
 

3325 Radio Review, Broadcasting Stars, complete set of 20 XL 
size cards G - VG cat value £100 £50 - £55

 
 

3326 Railway engines and equipment, comprehensive sets 
collection cigarette cards housed in modern album £50 - £55

 
 

3327 Red crate + 3 modern albums containing large collection 
of cards in pages, packets, boxes & loose, much football 
noted including Flick Football figures (and ball!), sets & 
part sets noted, very mixed condition with more modern 
issues (Barratt, Bassett, etc) EXC, well worth a look 
through   BUYER COLLECTS £100 - £120

 
 

3328 Sets in sleeves - Churchman Landmarks in Railway 
Progress 1931 and G Phillips Railway Engines 1934 set, 
cat £237 EX (2) £50 - £55

 
 

3329 Shoebox housing a wide assortment of loose cigarette and 
trade cards, many of high value, and mainly VG or better 
(qty) worth a rummage ! £30 - £40

 
 

3330 Silks, interesting collection from various series, many 
Canadian issues noted, mixed condition with many G - 
VG, worth a look approx 89 items £30 - £40

 
 
 
 
 
 

3331 Silks, various, large quantity contained in a crate, needs 
looking through! £26 - £30

3332 Silks. comprehensive accumulation of cigarette cards in a 
carton, housed in modern album, cigar boxes, modern 
leaves and loose £50 - £55

 
3333 Small box containing approx 200 cards Whitbread Inn 

Signs, series 1,2,3,4 & 5 noted, some duplication, not 
checked for sets, mainly VG cat value £800+, worth a 
look £60 - £70

 
3334 Small box containing quantity of overseas adhesive cards, 

Nestle, etc interesting lot mixed condition £22 - £30

 
3335 Small collection of trade sets together with various part 

sets of both trade & tobacco issues in pages, include 
quantity of Tuckett (Canada) cards, mixed condition, 
high cat value, viewing recommended £50 - £60

 
3336 Small tub packed with loose Cigarette & Trade Card 

odds (approx 1000) £24 - £26

 
3337 Small tub packed with loose Cigarette & Trade Card 

odds (approx 1000) £24 - £26

 
3338 Smith Cup Tie Cigarettes Footballers slight duplication; 

poor to very good; unusual. 51 cards £120 - £140

 

 
 

3339 Smith Football Club Records 1922, 45 cards fair to very 
good £70 - £80

 
3340 Somportex, Film Scene Series James Bond 007, complete 

set in pages, mixed condition, many G or better, rare as 
a complete set, nominal cat value £540 £60 - £70

 
3341 Stollwerck, 2 original album part filled with corner 

mounted cards, very nicely printed cards, mixed 
condition, viewing recommended £40 - £50

 
3342 Sun Soccer cards, tin containing approx 2,500 unsorted 

cards, mainly VG 
£20 - £22

 
 

3343 Tetley - British Birds, complete set in large sheets mainly 
VG cat value £240 

£36 - £40

 
 

3344 Thomson - Battles for the Flag, complete set in pages G -
VG cat value £169 

£30 - £40
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3345 Thomson, 28 odds footballers, Rover, Wizard backs etc 
G - VG STC £99 

£12 - £16

3346 Thomson, 4 sets of cricketers + quantity of odds, 
footballers etc needs viewing G - VG STC £377 

£90 - £95

3347 Tin containing quantity of very early cards, mainly Will's 
but also a few Player's, mainly lower grade but very high 
cat value, needs careful viewing £90 - £100

3348 United Tobacco Co, Philosophical Sayings, complete set 
in modern album, scarce series cat value £100 £36 - £40

 

 
 

3349 Walls, Dr Who Adventure 1966 set cat £136   MINT £34 - £36

3350 Will's - Kings & Queens of England (short card, grey 
back) complete set contained in large pages G - VG cat 
value £325 £60 - £70

3351 Will's - Lighthouses (New Zealand issue) complete set in 
pages VG - EXC cat value £100 £20 - £30

3352 Will's, good stock of sets, part sets & odds contained in 13 
modern albums, approx 7000 standard size & 1250 large 
size (with duplication) cards from 113 different small size 
series & 44 large series, mainly G - VG with a cat value 
of £6800+ (small) & £2200+ (large), well worth 
viewing    BUYER COLLECTS £750 - £800

3353 Will's, good stock of sets, part sets & odds contained in 5 
modern albums, all New Zealand, Australia or Scissors 
issues, approx 2500 cards from 93 different series, mainly 
G - VG with a cat value of £3000+, well worth 
viewing    BUYER COLLECTS £250 - £350

3354 Will's, Nelson Series, 10 odd cards (1 duplicate) G - VG 
cat value £60 £16 - £20

3355 Will's, Transvaal Series, white border, approx 330 cards, 
some duplication but many varieties noted, mixed 
condition with many G or better £36 - £40

3356 Wills (Scissors), Beauties and Children set 1910 cat £100 
EX  scarce £20 - £25

3357 Wills, Fish and Bait set 1910 cat £150  EX £44 - £46

3358 Wix, Kensitas Flowers 1934 set (S) printed backs cat 
£200  EX £65 - £70

 
 

End of auction in Room 2, Day 2 
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Bidders Terms Continued: 
 

ESTIMATED VALUES: The estimated values shown after each lot are the auctioneer’s opinion of what each lot may realise. The price 
realised may be in excess of this figure, it may also be less than. 
 

PRE-SALE AND DESCRIPTIONS: Statements made by us in auction lot descriptions, and in reply to pre-sale enquiries, regarding 
authorship, origin, age, size, condition, genuineness, authenticity or value are intended as a guide only.  These are statements of opinion 
and should not be relied on as statements of fact. 
 

The absence of any description of a defect, damage, modification or restoration in any description or report does not imply that there are 
none.  It is the responsibility of the bidder to assess the condition of auction lots prior to bidding. 
 

We reserve the right to alter published descriptions of auction lots prior to sale.  Such changes may be published on our website, displayed 
at the auction, announced by the auctioneer prior to the sale and/or communicated in any other manner. 
 

POSTAL BIDDING: You may bid by mail before the sale. Please use the form provided. Enter the maximum you are prepared to offer 
for each lot and the auctioneer will represent you. Lots are knocked down at one step above the next highest bid, and not necessarily your 
highest bid. For example: Your highest bid is £110 and the next highest bid is £80: the hammer price is £85.  It is the responsibility of the 
bidder to check details of bids placed.  All bids will be held valid even if placed in error.  The auctioneer will not be responsible for mistakes 
by the purchaser. 
 

Lots purchased on behalf of postal bidders will be forwarded by the most practical method at the risk of the purchaser. Postage, packing, 
freight and insurance costs or part thereof shall be borne by the purchaser. 
 

Each lot is sold as genuine unless otherwise described in the sale catalogue. 
 

Any lot listed under collections and various or stated to comprise or contain a collection that is under-described shall be put up for sale not 
subject to rejection and shall be taken by the purchaser with all (if any) faults.  Lots offered “as is” or “offered on their merits” may contain 
items that are not genuine and therefore may not be returned for any reason. 
 

E-MAIL & INTERNET BIDS: Bids by E-mail, or via our internet bidding form at www.lockdales.com will be accepted up to 2.30pm 
prior to the date of sale. Any bids received after that time will not be valid unless Lockdales have specifically acknowledged the bids by 
returning confirmation prior to the commencement of the sale. Any bid made by electronic means should be acknowledged by 3.00pm on 
the day prior to the sale – if confirmation has not been received please telephone to confirm bids, between 3.00pm and 4.30pm.  In all 
other respects the receipt of electronic bids will be dealt with in the same manner as postal bids, as detailed in the section dealing with postal 
bidding above. 
 

TELEPHONE BIDS: Telephone bids may be made. We do not accept any responsibility for errors made in taking bids, especially by 
telephone, though every effort is made to ensure accuracy. 
 

INVOICE & PAYMENT: Successful postal bidders will be sent a Pro Forma invoice immediately after the sale with details of payment 
methods. All invoices must be paid within seven days of the sale or the lot(s) may be deemed in default and any subsequent loss incurred on 
resale becomes the responsibility of the bidder. 
 

ROOM BIDDERS: Room bidders must register and obtain a bidding number on arrival. If successful in obtaining a lot, please ensure that 
you display your bidding number clearly to the auctioneer and that it is your number that is called out. If you have any doubt about the price 
or buyer: please draw this to the auctioneer’s attention immediately.  Room bidders may settle their invoices on the day of sale, or within 
seven days at our offices. You may pay for and collect your purchases at any time during the sale. 
 

A Buyers Premium of 17.25% will apply to all lots. 
 

AUCTIONEER: The bidding advances shall be regulated by the auctioneer and shall be at his discretion. He has the right to refuse any bids.  
The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients and vendors, but shall not be liable for errors or omissions in executing 
instructions to bid. The auctioneer acts as agent only, and shall not be liable for any default of the purchaser or vendor. 
 

Methods of Payment 
 

£ cash and cheques made payable to Lockdale Coins Ltd.  If you wish to pay by US$ or Euros we accept this in cash form only.  Otherwise 
please negotiate payment with your bank by British Pound Sterling.   
 

All major credit cards and debit cards. There is an additional charge of 2.5% for payments made by credit card and non-UK debit cards (no 
extra charge for UK debit cards). 
 

PAYPAL: Our Paypal address is the same as our email: sales@lockdales.com  An extra charge of 4% must be added if you wish to pay by 
this method. You must pay in Pound Sterling through Paypal. 
 

£ Transfer: to Lockdale Coins Ltd: National Westminster Bank, Tavern St, Ipswich, Suffolk, UK, IP1 3BD 
GB £ Sterling: Account: 64217752  Sort Code: 536124  IBAN: GB10NWBK53612464217752  BIC: NWBKGB2L 

 

When paying by Bank Transfer the customer must cover the banking charges.  Include your name and bidder number when sending 
instructions to the bank, and please inform Lockdales of your decision to pay by Sterling transfer. 
 

If purchases are not collected, or postal arrangements made, within a period of 3 weeks after the 
auction: We reserve the right to charge storage fees based on the size and value of items. 

 

By the act of bidding in our auction you therefore agree to these terms and conditions.

http://www.lockdales.com/
mailto:sales@lockdales.com
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